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an activity to increase the accessibility of
militarY developed curriculum materials to
vocational and techmcal educators.

This ploject, funded by the U.S. Office of
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acquisition of curriculum materials in print
fonn from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.
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Course Description

This course is designed to upgrade an Apprentice (sernIkilled) Machinist to a Machinist (skilled) level. It provides In f ormation about basic mnd
advanced machine shop practices. The major duties of the machinist are as follcws:
Manufactures and reworks machined paru
Assembles and fits machined parts
Maintains hand and machine tools
.Supervises machine shop personnel
Machinist contains three volumes covering advanced operations and some supervisory aspects of the machine shop.
Genetal S'hop Man'agement discusses precision tools. lubricants. coolants, and fluids, metallurgy , and stud, plug, screw and
insert removal and replacement. The first chapter dealing with shop administration was deleted because of its reference

Voiume 1

to specific military oiganizafion and forms.
Volume 2

Advanced Machine Work discusses drilling machines, lathes, milling machines, shapers, contour machines, and grinding
operations.

Vojume 3

Tool Design and Fabrication covers tool design practices, special tool design and fabrication, and fittind and assembly

The chapters in each volume are organized around objectives accompanied by a coded text, review exercises and answers to the exercises keyed to the
text..'f he course was designed for student spifistudy andsvaluation, but would be most useful in a laboratory or on the job learning situation. Volume
review exercises with questions keyed to the text are provided, but the answers are not available. This course can be used as independent and/or advanced
study in machine shop courses.
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General Shop Management

'Extension Course Institute
Air University

PREPARED BY
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3345th TECHNICAL SCHOOL (ATC)
CHANUTE AFB,*ILLINOIS

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE, GUNTER AIR FORCE BASE, ALABAMA
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PERSONNEL OF THE1 PREPARING COMMAND IN ACCORDANO4eITH CURRENT
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Page 9, para 3-18-m. Delete.
Change "1098p Personnel Action Request" to "2095,
Para 3-18-o.
Assignment/Personnel Action."
Delete.
Para 3-18-p & q.
Para 3-I8-r. Add "Retain VRE answer-sheets."
Page 9, pare 3-19, line 1. Change "Shop" to "Immediaie." Lines 2 & 3: Cnange
Line 9. tpange "shop" to "immediate."
"a shop" to "the immediate."
Change
"shrp"
to
"imMediate."
Line 11.
Delete "the best."
Para 3-19-a.
Para 3-19-c. pelete.
Page 10, pare 3r19-e. Delete.
Delete "and Conducting OJT."
Para 3-19-f.
Para 3-19-g., Change "the program through daily superVision" to "the
OJT program through daily contact."
Para 3-19-j. Delete.
Para 3-19-k. Change "For airmen to -"For assigned airmen."
Para 3-19-m. Delete first line and replace with "Initiate AF Form 2096
Add "OJT" after "from)."
to." Line 3.

Page 10, para 3-20-c, d, e, f,g an,: h. Delete and replace with the
Teach theory and background information when required:
"c.
following:
Motivate and evaluate assigned trainees."
d.
Delete and replace with "Know where to locate
Page 10, pare 3-23-a.
and read his AFS description, his ihmediate training requirements and
Objectives, and his training folder and its contents."
Delete "understand."
.PAra 3-23-c.
Para 3-23-e. Add "for future use."
Para 3-23-f. Change "trainer and supervisor" to "OJT administrator."
Page 11, line 1.

Change "supervisor" to "OJT administrator."

Page 11, para 3-25-b, line 5.
Page 12, para 3-31, line 4.
Page 13, Para 3=31-c, line 4.

Change "freindly" to "friendly."
Change "supervisor" to "administrator."
Change "s.lipervisor" to "administrator."

Page 13, pare 3-32, lines 2 & 9.

Change "supervisor" to "administrator."

Page'13, pare 3-34, lines 2, 10, 12 & 14. Change "supervisor" to
Line 15. Change "wheterh" to "whether."
"administrator."
Page 14, pare .3-37, line 5.

Change "suFervisor" to "administrator."
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CHANGE SUPPLEMENT
CDC 53150
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(AFSC 53150)

IMPORTANT: Make the corrections indicated in this change supplement
before beginning study of Volumes 1, 2 and 3. This change supplement
is printed 6n one side only to permit "cut and paste" posting of
1en4thy changes, in case you prefer to post these changes in this
manner.

VOLUME 1

CHANGES FOR THE TEXT:

Change "(TTOC)" to "(TTOXC)."

Page iii, para 4, 'line 3.

Line 8.

Page iv, Contents, line 7. Change "53" to "52."
to "59." Bibliography. Change "67" to "66."
Page 3.

Change "60"

Delete Chart 1 and renlace it with new Chart 1.

Pa-gc: 8, pare 3-13, line 1.
Delete "This would
Line 9.
.

.

Change "Consolidated" to "On-the-Job."
duplicate training." Line 14. Change
.

"consolidated" to "On-the-Job."
Page 8, para 3-15, line 4.
Paye 9, line 1.

Delete "although

.

.

.

location."

Change "consolidated" to "on-the-job."

Page 9, pare 3-16.

Delete line 16.

Paye 9, para 3-18, line 1. Change "Supervisor" to "Administrator."
Change "Teach"
Line 6.
Line 2. Change "supervisor" to "administrator."
to "Indoctrinate."
trainee in CDC specified
Para 3-18-d. Delete and replace with "Enroll
in ECI ;atalog."
Para 3-18-h. Delete.
Para 3-18-1. Change "consolidated" to "6n-the-job."
Delete.
Para 3-18-3.
1akeyisits to inDelete and replace with "k.
Para 3-18-k & 1.
days,
and
forward
written report,
dividual sections at least every 90
visitA
and
submit
a copy to
through 7,quadron commander, to sections
CBPO ,JJ: unit."
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Preface.
..

THE OBJECTIVE of this course is to provide the knowledge that you need to
progress to the machinist skill level. The emphasis will be on broadening your
technical knowledge and preparing you to perform the duties of a machinist.
Note the chapter titles on the contents page for Volume I. Chapter 1 covers
shop administration; chapter 2, precision tools; chapter 3, lubricants, coolants,
and fluids; chapter 4, metallurgy; and chapter 5, stud, plug, screw, and insert
removal and replacement. Now, leaf quickly through the pages of each chapter
and note the numbered headings; this will help you to understand the scope of
this volume; you see that it covers nearly all the basic machinist knowledges except those that pertain to the more complex machine tools and machining
Operations.

tode numbers
appearing on the figures and charts are for the preparing
,.
agency only.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, IL 61868.
If 1Jou have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
EC1's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Deve!opment, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volunie Review Exercise, and Course
Examination) consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI. Gunter AFB, Al
36118. preferably on EC1 Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.
This volume is valued at 21 hours (7 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of
February 1972.
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Page 14, pare 3-38, lines 3 & 7.

Change "supervisor" to "administratbr.-"-

Change "supervisor" to "administrator."

Page 14, oara 3-40, line 1.
Page 14, pare 3-41-b, line 3.

Change "supervisor" to "administrator."

Page 14, pare 3-42, line 5.

Change "supervisor" to "administrator."

page 17, Para 4-26, line 6.-

Change "fight" to "flight."

Page 19, oara 4-35, line 2.

Change "amd" to "and."
,

Page 21, pare 4-55-a, line 1.
Line 3. Delete "TO 0-2-1."
Page 22, pare 4-66, line 10.

Change"TI 0-1-02" to "TO 0-1-02."

Changemeixst" to "exist."

Pasto.23, para 4-77, line 2, change "To" to "TO."

Change "of it" to "or if."

Page 24, para 5-2, line 2.
Page 39, oara 8-5, line 10.

Change "minue" to "minus."

Page 48, pare 10-7, line 6.

Change "flim" to "film."

Page 57, pare 18-2, line 8.

Change "536X0" to "531X5."

Page 62, para 20-a, line 4 from bottom.
Page 62, para 217-2, line 3.

Page 66, lines 2 thru 7.

Changc

Delete "the."

'of"'to "or."

Delete.

Change
Page 66, Deparzment of the Air Force Publications, line 2.
"Information
Security
Program."
"Safeguarding Classified Information" to
Lins 4.- Change "AFM" to "AFR" and "Industrial Safety" to "Ground" and
delete "26 June 1970."
Page 66, Resident Coarses.

CHANGES FOR THE TEXT:

Delete entire-panigraph.

VOLUME 2

Page Lid, ,:ara 4, line 3.

Change "(TTOC)" to "(TTOXC)."

pare 2-6, line 8.

Change "crill" to "drill."

Paga 4, pare 2-7; line 2.

Change "still" to "steel."

Page 4

3

1

Sio

Change "tapee_to_Iltap_ers."

Page 8, para 4-17, 47le 2.

Page 36, col 2, line 4 from bottom. Add "co-" to end of line.
Next to last line. Change "cos A" to "cot A."
Change "cos A" to "cot A."

Page 37, col 2, first line.
Page 39, last formula.

Change "00" to "cos."
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Page 69, Department of the Air Force Publications, line 2. Change
"26 June 1970."
"AFM" to "AFR" and "Industrial Safety" to "Ground" and .delete
Page 69, Resident Course:

CHANGES TO THE TEXT:

Delete entire paragraph.

VOLUME 3

'Page iii, para 4, line 3,

Change "TTOC" to "TTOXC."

\

Page 28, para 9-37, line 2.

Change "one one" to "on on6."

Page 31, para 11-1, line 8.

Change "536XX" to "531X5."

Page 35, Department of the Air Force Ptblications, line 2.
"AFM" to "AFR" and "Industrial Safety" to "Ground."
Page 35, Risident Courses.

Delete the entire paragraph.

Change
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of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a
Model System to Provide Military
and Technical Education."

Del

iculum Materials for Use in Vocational
material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

and was not considered apgrorriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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CHAPtER 2

1-L

Precision Tools

YOU ARE BECOMING more proficient in the
operation of various machine tools. There are
other related skills in which you must become
proficient, also. Among these skills are the use
of machinist's special tools. Also, you must
know how to use measuring devices and
processes and how to care for precision
measuring instruments. These skills will be very

useful to you.

7. Machinist Special Tools

7-1. When you attended the resident
machinist course, or as you studied Volume I of
the 53130 CDC. you became familiar with
many common handtools. You have learned to
apply the knowledge you-gained in the selection
and use of the tools. Now, you-will learn the

purposes end uses of tools of a more- special
nature.

7=2. Bench ,Plate. The bench plate is a plate
machined to a flat surface. Bench plates vary in

size and are usually machined from cast iron.
An average-sized bench plate may be about 18
inches square and about I 0 inches thick.
You use the bench plate on the bench as a base
upon which to work. You use the bench plate
for ordinary layout work when great accuracy is

machined parts. You also use it when you check
the accuracy of gages and measuring
instruments. A good surface plate is an

expensive piece of equipment. Tile cost of a
particular surface plate depends upon the
material from which it is made; its size, and its

accuracy. You must give the surface plafe
proper care if it is to maintain its accuracy. The
working surface must be kept clean and free of
foreign matter. Do not drop any object on its
surface. Do not hammer or pound on a surface
plate. Keep the surrace lightly oiled and
covered to prevent damage when the plate is
not in use.
7-5. Parallels. Parallels are accurately
machined bars of steel or cast iron. Opposite
surfaces are parallel with adjacent surfaces at
right angles. You use parallels for a variety of
work when the work must be raised from a
surface While -you maintain parallelism with the
surface. Parallels are-manufactured in a variety
of types and sizes.
7-6. Solid parallels. Solid parallels are
accurately machined from solid stock and are
usually hardened. They are nonadjustable and
come in pairs. Solid parallels may be purchased
from most precision gage manufacturers. These

parallels are hardened, ground. and lapped

not required. You can lay the work directly on
the plate. clamp It to angle plates, or hold it on

accurately to standard widths and thicknesses.
Their accuracy is sufficiently close to permit
you to use them in many precision measuring

"V" blocks.
7-3. Surface Plate. You use a surface plate
when a flat surface with a high degre" of

and gaging processes. Many times you will find

you don't have the required sizes of parallels

accuracy is required. Surface plates are made of
close grained cast iron, granite, or ceramic

available. You can manufacture sets of parallels

to meet specific needs. Often you can make
parallels from soft steel to aid in the setup of

material. After being machined accurately. the
surface is hand scraped fiat and smooth.
Surface plates are available in various sizes
ranging from a few inches in width and length
to 8 feet wide and It) feet long. Ribs are cast
into the underside of the plate to prevent
warpage of the flat surface.
7-4. `lou use the surface plate for making
accurate layout, as well as for ordinary layout
work. You use it in conjunction with precision
measuring instruments to check the accuracy of

many jobs. These parallels. however, would not
have the accuracy required for precision
measuring processes. You can manufacture

parallels from tool steel and grind them to a
fair degree of accuracy.
7-7. Bo r parallels. Box parallels are similar
to solid parallels. The box parallels are larger

and hollow in design. They are hollow to
reduce

35

the

weight

and

to

allow

ease

of

I

WORK
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parallels are composed of two wedges. The
wedges are dove-tailTd together so that one part
may slide along the other. When one part slides

along the other, the distance between the two
opposite surfaces changes. The distance may be

changed and locked at any micrometer setting
within the limits oi the parallel. You use
adjustable parallels in connection with milling
machine, shaper, and other machine tool vises
wIl'en you are setting up' work. This application
is similar to the one using solid parallels. You

51335

Figure 5,

would also use them when you me leveling
work on various machine tool tables. Another
use is that of an adjustable gage for checking

Degree Parallels.

slots.

handling. Again, they are manufactured with
opposite surfaces parallel and adjacent surfaces

square. You use box parallels for larger work

or when the work has to be raised greater
distances.

7-8. Degree or angular parallels. Degree
parallels are similar to solid parallels, except
Figure 5 shows that degree parallels are
manufactured in pairs with specific angles.
Both parallels are manufactured with their

faces at the same angle.

7-9. Magnetk parallels. Magnetic parallels
are parallels designed to transmit magnetism.
They are ground and lapped with the opposite

7-11. Planer Gni:. The planer gage, fjgure
like the adjustable parallel, has inclined

planes. When the two parts are moved relative
to each other the distances between the surfaces
of the gage changes. The distance between the
surfaces may be set to exact distances using a

micrometer, surface gage, or vernier height
gage. The planer gage was designed primarily to

that one side of each parallel is machined to an

angle other than 90° w the adjacent sides.

6,

assist the planer or shaper operator in setting
the cutting tool to the proper depth You could
save much time and effort in operating the
shaper:by using this gage. It could eliminate the
slow method of cut and try.
7-12. You set the gage to the finished

thickness of the work with a. micrometer or
TILTING TAW

sides square. Magnetic parallels are constructed

of fused laminationS'oNron and brass. These
laminations

are

in

precision alinement

to

produce high permeability and low residual
magnetism. These parallels are not magnetic in

themselves but the high permeability allows a
high degree of magnetism to be transmitted
through the parallel. The low residual
magnetism allows the parallel to quickly lose
its magnetic properties when the source of
magnetism is removed. You use magnetic
parallels with various magnetic chuck
it:iplications. You would use magnetic parallels

Ie. rovide positive grip for small, thin, or
irreg ar work that cannot be held directly on
the ma etic chuck.
7-10.
astable parallels. Adjustable

53.337

Figure 7,

Adiusiahle angle Plate

other gage, as mentioned. With the planer gage

resting upon the machine platen, you then
adjust the cutting tool in contact with the gage.
The first cut can then be relied upon to give the
proper thickness of work. You can also use the

planer gage to check the width of slots and

-----------Figure o

Planer Wile

53 603

grooves. You can accurately check the width of
any slot within the limits ot the gage. Also, you
can use the planer gage in comunction with a

---sinebar whenyou-are doingangutar-work.
7-13. Angle Plates. Angle plates are

36N\

buttons to be set with extreme accuracy, it is
best to set them one button at a time. Let's
TOOL MAKER/S SUITONS

assume that you need to bore two accurately
located holes from the end and edge of the
work with accurate center distances. You locate
one button add then locate the other button
relative fo-Th-elfrst uoe.

53.604

U

composed of two members. The outer sfaZeSare machined flat. There are two types of angle
plates: (1 ) the standard (nonadjustable) and (2)
the adjustable. In the nonadjustable, the faces
are machined to right angles with each other.

POINTS4OF
MEASUREMENTS

The adjustable angle plate allows the angle

CAP SCREW

between the two surfaces to be changed.

7-14 Standard angle plate. The standard
angle plate has two or more surfaces machined

flat and perpendicular to each other. This

a

allows you to mount work on a machine table
with the surface of the work at 900 io the (able.
You can then quickly and easily machine work
to right angles. You can use the angle plate
when you lay out work for machining. You set
the angle plate upon a surface plate with the
work to he laid out clamped to-'the angle plate.
7-15. Adjustable angle plate. The adjustable
angle plate (also called the tool maker's knee)
has an adjustable surface. You can raise the

WORK
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Figure 0, Toolmaker s Buttons and Their Applic...ion.

7-18. The first button is located the
prescribed distance from the end and edge of
the work. You could do this with the aid of a
surface plate. angle plates, and gage blocks.
Suppose the requirements are that the center of
the hole is I inch from the edge of the part with
its center 1 1/2 inches from the end. Select the
proper sizes of gage blocks to .give these
distances. The correct amount of gage blocks is
the required distances minus 1/2 the diameter
of the buttons. Align the button, as shown in
figure 9. When the button is accurately located,
tighten the screw tO" hold the button securely.
7-19. You may then locate the second button
by using gage blocks. You would use the same
stack you used to locate the distance of the first
button to locate the edge distance of thesecond

table on the adjustable angle plate as illustrated
in figure 7. You can lock ,the table at any
desired angle from the horizontal to the vertical

positions. You can also rotate the angle plate
on its base. This feature allows you to perform
machining operations on two axes.

77.16 Tool Maker's Buttons. Toolmaker's
buttons are hardened and ground cylindrical
pieces of steel. The ends are ground flat or
slightly concave. The buttons have a large hole
through them to allow you to fasten them to the

workpiece and to change the location of the
button Toolmaker's buttons are normally
available in sets of four with set diameters of
.300. .400, or .500 inch. Usually, buttons are
1/2 inch long with one button 5/8 inch long.
Toolmaker's button sets, shown in figure 8, are

furnished with the screws and hardware for
fastening the buttons to the work and for
proper storage.
7t'l 7. You use toolmaker's buttons to locate

holes with precision. You would make the
layout v,ith ordinary layout tools. After the

ANGLE PLATE

centers.of the holes are located, they are drilled

I

and tapped to receive the toolmakers button
screws The buttons are screwed lightly to the
work. When you have two or more holes close
together. use.the long button for the hole you
want to drill first. This will allow you to use the
dial test indicator to center the work without
interferencj from the other buttons. After you
have the buttons accurately located, you then
tighten them securely. When you require the
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Setup for roolmaker's Buttons.

a

:ID
button. Since the part requires accurate center

distances between the holes, you locate the
second button relative to the first. Suppose the
ailter distance-is-3:71-50-inches.--Y-ou-select4 he

correct amount of gage blocks to fit between
the buttons. Siiice the gage bloCks are located
between the buttons (buttons 1/2 inch in
cliameter), you subtract 1/2 the sum of the
diameters of the buttons, as i,ndicated in figure
10.

7-20. You may also'use a micrometer to set
the center distance between the buttons. You
measure the distance across the buttons. Since
the reading is acros's the buttons, you subtract
1/2 of the sum of the diameters of the buttons

to the center distance to obtain the correct

round bent scraper is the most common used
scraper for curved surfaces. It has two cutting
edges. The cutting stroke may be either toward
away: ftom
7-25. Hooked scraper (curved surAces). The
hooked scraper is preferred by many craftsmen.
It is used for scraping larger surfaces. You

grind the cutting edge o conform to the curve
of the work. Then you sharpen the scraper to
cut on the pull stroke.
7-26. Three-cornered scraper. The threecornered scraper is used to break (remove) the
edges of holes or edges of other curved work.
The three-cornered scraper may also be uSed to
round the corners. The three-cornered scraper

7-21. You can use a dial test indicator to

is usually made by grinding off the teeth of an
ld file. This produces three cutting edges. The
three corners of the body back of the cutting
edge should be well rounded to prevent cutting
your hands.

check the edge distance of straight line holes.
After repeated checking of the locations of the

hand scrape work, you must first locate the high

micrometer reading. The gage blocks may be
used to check. the,edge distance of the second
block. When you have the second button
located, tighyen the retaining screw securely.

buttons, you check to insure that they are
secure to the work. Make a final check of the
button Iodations after the screws are tightened.

You now have the holes accurately laid out
with the 'toolmaker's 1)uttons. The part is ready

for the boring operaiibn. If the part is to be
bored in a lathe, you mount the part on a face
plate. You locate the part by Aising a dial test
indicator on the buttons. When you have the
button centered to Nithin tolerances by lightly
tapping the work, tighten the clamps securely.
Recheck the reading after securing the work.
You then remove the button and drill and bore
the ho
o specifications. Repeat the centering
of the uttons for the remaining hole or holes
and bore them to specifications. If you perform
these operations carefully, you will be able to
drill and bore holes with very accurate
locations.

7-22, Hand Scrapers. Hand scrapers arc
tools which are used to remove high spots from
machined surfaces. In order to produce an
accurate, flat bearing surface 'you must locate
and scrape off the high spots. You also scrape
bearings for close running fits tor shaft

7-27. Hand scraping. When you need to
spots on the work. feo this by using venetian
red or prussion blue. For flat work, rub a light
coat of the red or blue on the surface plate. The

surface to be scraped is then rubbed on the
surface plate, and you can see the high spots
plainly marked with the paint. High spots on
bearing surfaces can be found in a similar
manner. You apply the shaft to the bearing
surface and the high spots in the bearing are
indicated by the red or blue spots. Mating parts
are used in the same W a y to find the high points.
As you scrape the high points, the spots

increase in number and decrease in size. When
this occurs to the point at which the red or blue
becomes difficult to use, you can then use
turpentine to locate the high spots. The
turpentine causes the high points to show up as

bright spots. The turpentine also makes the
scraper work better. When you use the flat
scraper, the cutting strOke is the forward stroke.
The stroke is seldom over 1/2 inch in length. As

you make successive scrapings of a spot, the,
direction of the strokes should be parallel to
each other. The operations using the hooked
scrapers are quite similar. The cutting strokes
on these scrapers are normally toward you.

bearings.

7-23. Hooked scraper (flat surfaces). The
hooked scraper is used for the "flowering" or

7-28. While you arc scraping, do not allow

any oil, or even your figers, to touch the

"frosting" design you see on .scraped surfaces.
You also use the hooked scraper for scraping
surfaces when it is inconvenient to use the flat
scraper. An application of the hooked scraper

would be the angle of a dovetail bearink
surface. You may need to scrape round or
curved surfaces to obtain good running or
sliding fits, which demands another type of
scraper.

7-24. Half-round bent scraper. The half38

surface. Be extremely careful that yuu du not
allow any foreign matter to get on the surface
plate or the parts. This will impair the checking
of the surfaces. When you are roughing the
surface, you should scrape fairly hard. As the
spots become smaller. ease up on the chip.
Dipping the scraper in turpentine will help you
to scrape easier and faster. Keep the scraper
sharp by occasional' sharpening on the. grinder

9

and oil stone. A dull scraper will scratch the

wart

7-29. Trammels.: The tramnrel is simply a

long beam compassor divider. The-trammel has
a long steel beam with two sliding heads. The
two heads are designed to.slide along the beam

You can I5eep this error to a minimuin by
keeping parts and 'instruments at room
temperature. This can be especially critical in
making measurements to the fourth decimal.

You can help minimize this error by making
sure your instruments have been calibrated.
Check 'the records oF the dates of the FtMEL

and then to be clamped securely in place for
use. One head Trtilp-pid with a micrometer

(Pr-ec-i-sion Aeasurement EAuipment
Laboratory) schedules. Be sure the precisiotr
instruments are current on their inspection and
calibration. Also, be sure that new instruments
have been sent to the PMEL shop for
calibration before you use them.
8-4. Human element error. Another source
of error is the human element. Renting error is
a part of the human element. Reading error

screw adjustment mechanism. This micrometer
adjustment allows you to make precist
adjustment of the distances between the points.

The heads of the trammels have collet spring
chucks. You can insert any of the various points.
and attachments into the heads. The
interchangeable points extend the range of uses
of the trammels. You use the trammel

may be a result of lack of skiil. This may

extensively for scribing circles and ard with
large radii. For this you use the trammels in the
same manner as dividers and compasses4You

can insert the ball points in one of the heads
and scribe radii and circles from the center of

,

be

caused by lack of sufficient light with which to
clearly see the graduations. Good lighting
would tend to reduce this error. Reading error
may be due to the uncertainty of the hurnt n eye

holes. You can insert the caliper points into the
heads and then use the trammels as large inside
or outside calipers.

in preceiving fradtional intervals on a scale.
One person may have no difficulty in
determining which division marks line ur on a
vernier scale. Another, even with the aiti of a

8. Measuring Devices and Processes
8-i. Much of your time is spent measuring
and checking parts for accuracy. perhaps there

magnifying glass may not be able to determine
which divisions line up. Reading errors may be
'minimized with additional training and
practice. Another human element error may be
that of differences in "feel" or "touch."
Obtaining extremely accurate measurements is
an art. There are no indicating gages to tell you
when yOu have just the right feel. For instance,
when you measure a shaft with a micrometer

have been .times when you wished for an easier-

or more acalrate process of measuring or
checking. As you study this section you will
learn more of measuring devices and processes.

8-2. Measuring Errors. It is impossible to

.manufacture Parts

to

mathematically exact

there is no gage to tell, you when you have
turned the thimble just the right amount. You
must develop this feel through practice.

dimensions. This is due in part to the fact that
there are inherent errors in all measuring
processes. No measuring device or process is
entirely free of error. Checking and measuring
parts are necessary to ensure that machined
parts meet at least minimum tolerances. The
tolerances permitted in most machining
operations in Air :Force shops pose no real

8-5. Judgment error. Judgment error can be
time consuming and costly. You must learn to
use judgment quickly and easily in checking
parts'. Much time can be lost if you are unsure

o' your judgment of the feel and in reading
instruments. If ybu are to turn a shaft to a

problem Let us review some of the minute
inherent errors you will find in checking parts
for accuracy. A knowledge of these inherent
errors will help you to machine parts with

greater speed and accuracy.
8-3. Instrument error. Every

tolerance'of plus or minus 0.002 inch, it would

not be practical to take additional time to
machine the part to a tolerance of plus or
minue 0.0002 inch. You. must develop
judgment in working to practical limits.
8-6. Accessories for Graduated Rules.

measuring

device has an inherent error of indication.
Accuracy in the manufacture of measuring

Simple,

but

available for

instruments affects the degree of accuracy of the

effective, accessories are
steel scales. These accessories

very

greatly extend the usefulness of the scale.
8-7. Sliding head. The sliding head has a flat

reading. Like the,parts you machine, the parts

of measuring devicis are not machined with
absolute accuracy!' These small inaccuracies
result in tiny instrument errors. Wear also

reference surface from which measurements are
made. Ithas a thumb-screw clamp to secure the
scale. Normally, the head's reference surface is

affects the accuraty of measuring instruments.
As the instruments became worn they become
less accurate. Temperature affects instrument
accuracy If the part is not at room temperature.
the instrument may give an erroneous reading.

held perpendicular to the.scale by a hand slot
or guide pins. The sliding head attachment
aliows yOu to usd the rule as a depth gage. You
would uso this attachment to tneastde the depth
39
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of holes and grooves. You can measure the

has a vernier scale. The vernier scale allows you
to take measurements to within 0.001 inch.
Vernier calipers have beams 6, 12, 24, 36, and

depth of holes and slots up to 5 inches with a 6-

inch scale. You cin substitute the scale with a
5164 inch diameter rod for measuring depths
greater than 6 inches. An angle index mark is
engraved on one side of the conical rule damp
turret. This allows you to use the attachment as
a combination protractor to measure
approximate angles.

48 inches in length. Although slightly more
bulky than the inicromete one vernier can
replace several's sets of micrometers. For
,

instance, a I 2-inch vernier caliper has the same
range of measurements as .a set of 12
micrometers. Also, the vernier caliper is

8-8. Right angle clamp. The right angle
clamp is an accessory often used .with the

c6mbination square. The right angle clamp

capable of making' inside as well as outside
measurements. The sliding jaw is thicker than
the beam. This allows a vernier sc4; to be

holds a scale at a right angle to the blade of the

mounted on each side. One of the %,ernier scales

combination square. This allows you to make
measurements when both depth and lateral
coordinate dimensions are required. When you
use the assembly on the surface plate, you can

is used for inside measurement while the other
is used for outside measurement.
8-12. Measuring with a vernier (oliper.
When you make measurement., with thi. %ernier
caliper, you nmve the sliding jaw in the

use it as a height gage. You will find many more

similar uses of the right angle clamp.
8-9. Keyseat clamps. When keyscat clamps
are applied to the steel scale you have a keyscat
rule. The clamps are easily put vn and taken off
the scale, which is usually a 6-inch scale. When

arranged they form a box square. The
keyseat rule is a very useful tool when you
apply it to cylindrical work. You have an
so

excellent guide for scribing lines parallel to the

axis of the cylindrical work. You can easily

direction to obtain the feel on the work. The
'fine -adjusting screws allows you to make fine
, adjustments on the jaws. You do this by first
setting the jaws to the approximate dimension
and locking the nut carrier. Then. by turning
the adjusting nut you din move the sliding jaw
assembly very slowly in either direction. When
you have the correct feel on the work, you can
then lock the slifiing jaw in position for reading
the vernier or for holding the setting for

scribe parallel lines on cylindrical work. Also.

subsequent measurements.

this device is very convenient in making keyscat

8-1 3. Reading vernier scales. When you have
set the vernier caliper, you are then readY to
cad the scale. The vernier scale is a si'mple
means of magnifying small differeni.es in

layouts on sitafti.

8-10. Caliper Rule. The caliper rule is a
type of measuring caliper. Whtn you use a
graduated rule, ycu have to judge the position
of the rule datum edge. It is also necessary, that
you judge the relation of the graduation to the
'point being measured by eye: This judgment
can lead to error. Greater accuracy is obtained
if the measuring device makes contact with the
two points being measured. The caliper rule

measurements so that th'ey may be easily read
on a linear scale. Although it would be Possible

does this. The caliper rule has a grau.iated,
scale, a fixed jaw, and a movable jaw. The
movable jaw can be moved to make con:act

inches the same as a machinist's scale. The inch

division is broken into 10 divisions of 0.100
inch. These divisions are further divided into

with the work. Like the micrometer or calipers,

four parts of 0.025 inch each. Each graduation
on the main scale, then, equals 0.025 inch. The

to etch graduations of 0.001 inch on a steel
scale, it would be almost impossible to read
them. The addition of the vernier scale makes it
a simple
matter ro read the 0,001 inch

graduations. The main scale

you must also develop a feel for using the
caliper rule. When you have the feel of the
caliper jaws to the work..you simply read the
measurement indicated by the sliding jaw.

is

divided, into

vernier scale (the lower sliding scale) divides
the 0.025 inch main scale into 25 parts equal to
0.001 inch. When the index of the sliding scale

(marked "0") is in alinement with a num scale

Caliper rules are constructed to enable you to
take both inside and outside measurements.
There are two index marks on the movable jaw.
Each is labeled as to its function, for outside or
inside measurements. To read the dimension,
measuring an outside diameter, you would read

graduation, you simply read the mun scale
graduations. When the index is not in
alinement with a main scale graduatkin, you
read the main scale division to the left of the
index and add to that the number of marks to
the right of the main scale division in ahnement
with The vernier scale.
8-14. Vernier Height Gage. The babk types
of height gages fall into two categories They

the "dimension indicated by the index mark
labeled "out." If you were taking an inside
measurement, you would read the dimension
indicated by the index mark labeled "in."
8-11. Vernier Caliper. The vernier caliper

are height gages for direct linear meab.urement
and height gages for comparison measurement.

is quite similar to the caliper rule, except that it
40
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height \to a known master, such as a stack of

You can use almost any height gage for both

of
functions, depending upon
rdicating system used. A variety of
the

gage blocks.

type

8-17. _An important job you can quickly
perform with the indicating height gage is that
of checking shaft conditioqs. Suppose, ii
example, that you art required to check Orli.
diameters for concentricity. Suppose that i,ne
shaft diameter is to be cOncentric with anot ter

ttachments arc available to allow you to use

the' height gage with either system. The vernier

heightigage may appear to be quite different
from the vernier caliper. However, the basic
principle is the same. When you place the
diameter on th,p same shaft to within a specif ed
vernier height gage on a surface plate, the
tolerance os at least within 1/2 the tolerance of
surface plate becomes the equivalent to the
fixed jaw. The shding arm uf the vernier height' the diameter, Several undesirable conditions of
gage differs from the sliding jaw of the vernier .a shaft may affect a m6asurement .of
concentricity. The first check is for out of
caliper only in minor, mechanical details. The
round. To do this you place the shafron a right
sliding arm of the height gage is designed for
angle block. Place the height gage indicator
height
mounting accessories for easier
point over the part and rotate the part slowly.
height
gages
are
Vernier
measurement.
Any deviation of the indicator needle, will
normally produced in height capacities of 10,
indicate the amount of out of roundness.
18, and 24 inches. This means that you can
8-18. To check for a bent shaft, you place it
measure these heights with the respective
a *:V" block. You place the indicator
contact point at two points along the diameter.
A difference in readings indicates a bent shaft if
neither portion is taperFd. Rotate the shaft one

on

models, even though kbe beam height is about 2

inches more. Like the vernier caliper, vernier
height gages usually have 0.025 inch scale
divisions and a vernier scale that permits you to
read the scales to within 0.001 inch accuracy.
The vçrtical beam or main scale of the vernier
height gage is graduated in relation ,to the
bottom of the base. The scale tlitn--;.;.:.ads the
actual height ot the gaging surface. The gaging

quarter of a turn and repeat the check. Any
change in the readings indicates a bent shaft
rather than taper or out of roundness.
8-19. To check for shaft \curvature, you place
the part on two "V" 'blocks with about 1/4 inch .
of each end of the shaft resting on a "V" block.
Move the indicating gage over the part and set
the dial for a zero reading. Then you take three

surface is the top surfac6 of the sliding arm.
8-15. Scriber.point. You normally clamp the
scriber point on the gaging surface of the height
gage. The scale of the height gage permits you
to make direCt readings to the gaging surface of
the scriber point. "Essentially, thi is a caliper-

more readings (90° apart) around the shaft.
Repeat this at several stations along the shaft in

order to separate bent shaft conditions from
other conditions.
8-20. The final check is the measurement of

type reading when used for meas ring work.
The scribing tip of.the scriber poi t is alSo at

eccentricity between one section of ir shaft and
an-other. You place the large diameter of the

the height of the scale readings. You can scribe

lines accurately at the indicated heights. The
scriber point can be mounted to the bottom
side of the sliding arm. Then the height gage
can be used in the same manner as an inside

shaft in a "V" block. Place the indicator over
small section. close to the shoulder.
RFvolve the shaft in'ihe "V" block and note any

the

Aviations; M an additional check, place the

caliper. When y.ou are using the height gage in
this way. you must subtract the thickness of the

small diameter in the "V" block and repeat the
check. Quite often a shaft will have a
combination of conditions, such as out of

arm from the reading. The minimum height at

which you can

set

the sliding arm gaging-

roundness, crookedness, and curvature, as well

surface above the bottom of the base is usually
one inch. When measuring heights less than one

as eccentricity on the same side of the shaft.
Quite often these cond' ions will be mistaken
for eccentricity as the prhctical effect on the
final assembly.is nearly
function or the shaft
the same. Also, you -may struggle in vain to

inch, use the offset attachment. The offset
attachment lowers the contact point of the
height gage one inch. Thus you can measure
heights 18S-t-ean one inch. However, you must

eliminate eccentricity from a shaft when in

subtract one inch from, the readings.
8-16. Dial indicator. Quite often you can use
the height gage to advantage with a dial
indicator attached to the sliding arm. N'ti will
observe that the contact point of the indicator
is not at the same height above the plate as the
gaging surface of the sliding arm. You cannot
use the height gage for clirect scale reading.
Instead, the height gage is used to compare a
,

reality the condition is something else.
8-21. Another example of the use you may
find for the surface plate and indicating vernier
height gage is that of checking the

perpendicularity of a hole to tbe axis of a

cylindrical part. You will need a "V"'block and
push-fit pltig gage with the part mounted on the
surface plate. The "V" block will hold the part
4
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angle directly from the main scale at the vernier
index. When the zero index of the ernier scale
does not aline with a degree mark, you read the

perpendicular. Slowly pass the indicating height

gage over one end of the plug gage until you
obtain a zero_reading. Pass the indicator over
the other end of the plug gage and obtain that
reading. The difference in the two readings
indicates whether the hole is perpendicular to

minutes from the vernier scale. If the vernier
index is positioned to the right of the main
scale zero, you use the right-hand vernier scale.

ihe axis or not.

The key to the use of the vernier protractor
scale, is the position of the vernier zero. You

vernier bevel protractor is somewhat similar to
the bevel protractor you used with a
combination set. Although there are differences

must note whether it is to the right or the left of.

8-22. Vernier Bevel Protractor. The

the zero graduation on the main scale. Care
must be taken in using the vernier protractor
not to read or record the complimentary

in the arrangement of the parts, it serves the
same purpose, the measurement of angles.
Because Of the vernier scale you can nze the
vernier bevel protractor to measure parts of
degrees accurately. You can measure angles to
an accuracy of 1/12 tiegree, or 5 minutes.
8-23. Reading the vernier protractor scale.

instead of the actual angle you are measuring.
This is especially true of angles approaching
45°.

8-25. Acute angle attaclunent. The acute
angle attachment is provided to permit a longer
line of contact on parts that have small angles.
Generally, the acute angle attacl.ment is used
fo'r measuring angles less than 30°. For
example, suppose you want to check an angle of
18° 15'. The reference plane is now the acute
angle attacitment. The reading on the
protractor scale is now the supplement of the

We have discussed the reading of vernier scales

in earlier paragraphs. Therefore, it should be
easy to learn to read the protractor scale. The

vernier principles are the same.. The basic
difference is that the protractor scales are laid

out in the form of a circle and graduated in
degrees and minutes. The main scale is
graduated into 3'60 divisions of 1° each. The

angle between the attachment and the blade.
8-26. Precision Gage Blocks. A precision
gage block is a piece of alloy steel that has been

scale is divided into fpur quadrants of 900 each.

carefully prepared in length to represent a
particular dimension. A standard length of

The degrees in each quadrant are' numbered
from zero to 90 so that there are two zeroes and

two 90° positions on the scale. The zero hne

measurement is engraved on each block.
Precision gage blocks come in sets consisting of

which is an inwinary line passing through both
zeroes is perpendicular to th

base of the

many blocks, each with 3 different dimension.
In addition to each individual dimension, you

protractor. The line passing through ',the 90°

can construct other dimensions with a set of

position is parallel to the base. The base,'which
is Zstraight line, represents a straight angle or
180°. Since all angles measured are referenced

blocks.

8-27. Gage block sets. Gage block sets
usually consist of from 5 to 103 blocks of
various lengths. Each set is supplied with a

to the straight angle of the base, they are
supplementary angles. For example, if one side

fitted hardwood case. The case keeps the gage

of the blade makes an angle of 60°, the other
sith. of the blade will make the supplement of
60°, which is 120°. Supplementary, angles
always add up to 180°. To determine which
side of the blade represents the reading, you

blocks neatly arranged for easy selection, as
well as to protect them from damage. Gaee
blocks are manufactured in various degrees of
accuracy. The highest gratle is grand master or
grade AA. These blocks are manufactured to an

simply observe the angle. If it is an acute angle
41eSs than 90°), you read the side of the blade
that rep..nents an acute angle. If the angle is an
obtuse.aggle (over 90°) you read the side of the
blade that represents the obtuse angle.
8-24. The vernier scale has a zero, line in the

accuracy of two millionths (0.000002) of an
inch to an inch of length. Grade A blocks have

an accuracy of six millionths of an inch in
blocks of one inch and longer and two

millionths of an inch accuracy for blocks under

one inch. The blocks you will most probably

centtr and 12 lines on each side. Since the
vernier is used to read fractions of degrees, in

use are Grade B. They are known as the

terms 'of minutes, the scale consists of 60
minuses on each side of.the zero index. The
yerwer scale graduations each represent 5

working blocks. These are manufactuied within
a length tolerance of plus ten milliontni
(0.000010") and minus six millionths

minittes. Every third giad.uation is identified by
a number such-al 15, 30, 45, and 60. When you
read the scale, the vernier zero indeZ line is the
reference point. If the vernier zero index alines
with a degree graduation on the main scale, you
do not use the vernier scale. You then read the

gage blocks, it i- necessary for you to select the
combination of blocks to give you the

(0.000006") tolerance. Each block has its
deviation from the nominal size engraved on
the block.
8-28. Using gage blocks. When you use the
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gage blocks. Avoid .touching the gage block
gaging surfaces with the hands as much as
possible. Moisture in the hands contains an
acid which induces rust. Kee'P surfaces and
parts clean where 'they come into contact with
the gage block gaging surfaces.
8-30. You are now ready to wring the stack

of blocks together. Bring the blocks lightly
together in a circular motion, as ,shown in

figure I I. This will detect the presence of nicks
or dirt. If a nick or dirt is present, it will result
in a slightly gritty feeling rather ,than a smooth
action. Further wringing should not be

attempted until the condition is remedied. If
the wringing produces a smooth action, slide
the top block half way off the lower block.

Apply a light pressure and follow by sliding the
block into full contact under light pressure. In
this position they are properly wrurig together

and ready Tor use. Properly wrung stacks of

gage blocks will adhere to each other enough to
Figure 11.

Wringing Out Gage /31ocks.

dimension required. You simply select the
proper blocks from the sdt that totals to the
dimension you require. Usually, you start
selecting from the larger blocks and add to the
smaller ones to obtain the dimension, using as

few blocks as you can. Once you have selected a

stack of blocks, you must then properly stack
them. Much of their precision depends upon
the way they are stacked. The correct method of
joining them together is called "wringing."

8-29. Be sure that the gage blocks are
absolutely clean of any foreign matter when

they are in use. 'Also, be sure that your hands
are clean and .free of oil or dirt. Grease-soiled
hands are rarely free of grit. Grit is harmful to

defy the force of gravity.
8-31. Gage blocks have many uses in the
machine shop. One of the primary uses is to
check other gaging devices. You can use them
as standards for checking the calibration of
such instruments as a micrometer and vernier
caliper and height gage. Also, you use them as

the

standard for setting comparison

instruments. You will use them, too, for setting
up toolmaker's buttons and sine bars.
8-32. Precision Angle Blocks. Precision

angle blocks provide a means of precision

same
angular measurement, much in. the
blocks
for
linear
measurement.
manner as gage
Precision angle blocks are manufactured to an
accuracy of 1/4 second where this degree of
precision is required. Working sets of precision
angle blocks usually have an accuracy within 1
second arc of accuracy.
8-33. Angle block sets. A precision angle
block set is illustrated in figure 12. A set of 16

precision angle blocks will make up to 356,

400 angles in steps of 1 second. The accuracy is

measured to a millionth part of a circle. All
precision angle blocks have three common

dimensions. The,length of the base is 4 inches.
The width of the gaging face is 5/8 inch. The
dimension at the small end is 1/4 irich.
8-34. Use of angle blocks. You can use the
angle gage blocks to obtain desired angles. In
selecting the angle gage blocksyou can select
them to add or to subtract to obtain ihe desired

angle. As mentioned earlier, you use the
precision angle blocks much in the same
manner as precision gage blocks. They are
"wrung" together and adhere as effectively.
Small angles are usually more quickly
constructed and are more accurate than sine
bars or sine plates. Also,' for some angular

Figure 12. Precision Angle mock Set.
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2-I

itself is very easy to set up and use. You do
need to have,a basic knowledge of trigonometry
to understand how it works. When a sine bar is
set ,up it always forms a right triangle. A rignt
triangle is a triangle which has one 90° angle.
The base of the triangle formed by the sine bar
is the surface plate, as shown in figure 14. The
side opposite is Made up of the gage blocks that
raise one end of the sine bar. The hypotenuse is

always formed by the sine bar, as shown in
figure 14. The height of the gage block setting
may be found in two ways. The first method is
to multiply the sine of the angle needed by the
length of the sine bar. The sine bar of the angle
may be found in any table of natural
trigonometric functions. The second method is
Figure 13.

by using a table of sine bar constants. For

Sine Bars .

example, if you had to set a 10-inch sine bar to
check a 30° 5' angle on a part, you would first
go to a table of natural trigonometric functions
and find the sine of 30° 5. Then multiply by 10

surface plate work, angle blocks can be used for
precision indexing and checking angular areas
not accessible for sine bars. You may also use

angle gage blocks to check the accuracy of
settings for sine bars and sine plates.
8-35. Sine Bars. A sine bar is a precisely
machined tool steel bar which is used in
conjunction with two steel cylinders. In the

inches: .50126 X 10 = 5.012hwhich would
be the height to the--gageThlocks.
8-37. Care of the sine bar. Although ,ine
bars have the appearance of bcing rugged, tItey
should receive the same care as gage bloolks.
Because of the nature of their use / in
conjunction with other tools or parts which are
heavy, they are subject to rough usage.
Scratches, nicks and burrs shouidbe removed

type shown in figure 13, the cylinders establish

a precise distance of either 5 inches or 10
inches from the center of one to the center of
the other, depending upon the model used. The
bar itself has accurately machined parallel sides
and the axes of the two cylinders are parallel to

or repaired. They should be kept clean trorn

the adjacent sides of the bar within a close

abrasive dirt, sweat, and other corrosive agents.

tolerance. Equally close tolerancq control the
cylinder roundness and freedom from taper.
The slots or holes in the bar are provided for
convenient clamping of work pieces to the bar.
Although the illustrated bars are typical, there
is vwide variety of specialized shapes, widths.
and thicknesses.
8-36. How to set up a sine bw. Tne sine bar

Regular inspection of the sine bar will locate
such defects before they are able to affect its
accuracy. When they are stored for extended
periods, all bare metal surfaces should be
cleaned and then covered with a light film of
oil. Placing a cover over the sine or table will
further prevent accidental damage and
discourage corrosion.

SIDE OPPOSITE

HYPOTENUSE

SINE BAR
_

SIDE ADJACENT

,,..--GAGE BLOCKS

(HYPOTENUS-----____.E)

GIVEN ANGLE

(SIDE OPPOSITE) '

t
SURFACE PLATE

(SIDE ADJACENT)

Figure 14.

Setup of thc Sine Bar.
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9. Care of Precision Instruments
9-I. As modern production becomes more
demanding with respect to accuracy, gages and
measuring tools become more and more
important in manufacturing. As tolerances'or
permitted variations in dimensions become
smaller, gage tolerances, usually a small

fraction of product tolerances, also become
smaller. Not only does the higher accuracy
demand gages of greater ability, but it requires
also a more skillful use, meticulous care, and
proper maintenance for a reasonable assurance

of quality control. New and better ways of
measuring and checking are incorporated as
fast as they prove feasible. In the meantime,
however, it is necessary that the present devices
be Made to the greatest possible accuracy nnd

used in the most effective manner.
9-2. Instruments expected to perform such
delicate and important tasks, as determining
and shapes within thousandths and
sometimes millionths of an inch, certainly
deserve the utmost care in respect to
cleanliness. Although all gages are constructed
sizes

of materials that provide the hardest contact
surfaces for the greatest stability of accuracy,

dirt rekiins the most prevalent cause of
excessive wear. Most gages, to accomplish their

purpose, make a physical contact with the
surfaces being checked. In most all these
contacts friction is present, such as sliding a
snag gage over a shaft, or a plug gage into a
hole. A close analysis of the film normally

present on the surface of both the gage and the
part being checked will show a large content of
abrasives. Thus, through use in the presence of
abrasive dirt, the surfaces of the gage are
continualty wearing away and destroying the
accuracy with which it was credited when new.
Obviously, if the abrasive laden dirt is
eliminated, life and performance of .each
instruMent are greatly preserved.

9-3. Measuring tools and gages should be
provided with a storage area where dirt and
dust will not accumulate. Also, to avoid rust,
the temperature variations should not be

excessive and relative huthidity should never

exceed fifty percent. If such an area is not

available, all exposed steel surfaces of tools and

gages should be °covered with a corrosion
preventive coating of lubricating oil,
Specification MILI-35-3, when not in use.
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CHAPTER 3

Lubricants, Coolants, and Fluids

"WHEELS MAKE THE world go round."
Although this is not true in the literal sense of
the word, wheels do play an important role. In
order for a wheel or any other object such as a

gear, cog, shaft, or pulley to turn properly, it
must have some form of lubrication.
2. Lubrication may be in the form of grease
or oil fer moving machine parts, hydraulic fluid
for control surfaces of high performance
aircraft, or a cutting and cooling oil for use in
machining other metal parts. In this chapter we
discuss each of these lubricants and their uses

in an Air Forct. machine shop.

engines, and shaftings. The various types are
known as plain bearings of the radial, thrust, or
slipper types; and antifriction, consisting of
both ball and roller bearings, each of which
may be of the radial or thrust bearing type. The
efficiency of all machine tools depends in a
large measure upon the ability of these parts to
operate without loss of power, excessive wear,
or high maintenance cost. The most important
cause of inefficiency is friction. Friction is
defined simply as resistance to motion. Suppose
for example, that two flat metallic surfaces rest

one on the other, as shown in figure

15. It

would appear that smoothly ground surfaces,

10. Lubrication
10-1. In every machine shop, bearings of one
kind or another are without number. There are
bearings which revolve high speed spindles and

slow turning trunnions, and bearings which
guide delicate mechanisms or support heavy
masses, and they all have to be lubricated. In
the machine shop the machinist is concerned
with the lubrication of the equipment or of
sortie mechanism he may be building.

such as these, would offer little or no resistance
to the movement of one over the other. Pvhen
these surfaces are greatly magnified, huv+ever.
they are f*und to be made up uf many
microscopic irregularities, such as the hills and
valleys.shown on the flat plates in figure 16A.

Olt. Film

Therefore, the failure to properly lubricate the
equipment may cause machine failures which,
in rurn, _will hold 'up production and
maintenance work. You can readily see that
lubrication is highly important in the machine

ri414.0.41,;+.

A

shop.

!0-2. Bearings' and Their Lubrication.

Figure 16.

Bearings, in th& broad sense, are supports or
guides for the moving part of machines,

f.,645,F

$3.612

Magnified Ground Surfaces..

The interlocking of the irregularities produces

a definite resistance to the motion ef one

oIRECTION OF MOVEMENT

surface over the other. The force necessary to
start movement is great. After the movement is

underway, the force required for continued
motion is less because inertia prevents the
moving surface from dropping into another
interlocking position. This condition would
exist in a slipper bearing operated without

/
GROUND SURFAGES

Figure IS

lubricant. The result would be the destruction
of the rubbing surfaces. By placing a film of oil
between the bearings, as shown in figure 16B,

Ground Metallic Surfaces.
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metallic surfaces a fluid or plastic medium in
the form of a lubricating film which separates
the surfaces enough to prevent nntallic contact.

Figure 17 shows some of the more common
types of plain friction bearings. They are used
in machine tools, airframes, engines, trunnions,
connecting rods, and centrol rods. The
materiaLthey are made of is hard enough to
take wear, yet softer than the shafts with which
they make contact.

BRONZE BUSHING

10-3. Ball and Roller Bearing
Lubrication. The use of antifriction bearings is
steadily increasing on all types of machinery.
Antifriction bearings offer less resistance to
starting motion. Their motion, instead of a
sliding motion, is theoretically a rolling
motion. A ball bearing consists of an outer race

THRUST BEARING

FLANGED BEARING 2---\
sellq

53 613

FLANGED BRONZE BEARING

Figure 17

Plam Bearmes.

you can see that the two surfaces are separated
from each other. thus preventing the surface
irregularities from interlocking and allowing
one piece to slide over the other more easily.

3400VE0 RACEWAY

53415

E. Face

A. Large Bore
B

F Small Bore
G. Ball

1.arge Bore Washer

C Bore

H Raceway Depth

D Small Bore Washer
I

Figure 19

Face

Ball Bearing Thrust Bearing

and an inner race separated by freely moving
balls. as shown in figure 18. The outer race may,
be fixed to the bearing housing, in which case
the inner race is mounted to the rotating shaft.
,Anothts type of antifriction bearing, which uses
halls to roll on is a ball bearing thrust bearing,

as shown in figure 19. The substitution of
rolling motion for the sliding motion of plain
bearings lessens the friction or resistance
resulting from the contacting surfaces. In roller
bearings, cylindrical or tapered rollers are
employed instead of balls,,as shown in figure

53 61.1

Outer Ring Ball 1: :cc

B Width
C Outer Ring
D Inner Ring

1

Figure 18

Separator

of antifriction bearings is not the actual
lubrication as much as it is the prevention of
abrasion, corrosion, and the accumulation of
harmful deposits. Abrasion is prevented by a

Inner ring Ball Race
Corner Radius

E Outside diameter

I' Bore

20. Antifriction bearings have a longer life than
plain hearings. The problem in the lubrication

Race

A Corner Radius

1.

Shoulders

Ant itrictton Hall Ikarings

grease that forms a seal between the shaft and
bearing housing which excludes dust and grit.
Antifriction bearing may be lubricated either
by oil or grease. Bearings that are lubricated by

The primary purpose of lubrication in plain
bearings is to introduce between .noving
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IENOTH
RETAINING
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OUTStot
DIAMETER

CONE
R011
CAGE
CUP

NEEDLE

ROLLER BEARING

A. Corner Radius

B Width

C. Outer Ring

IAPERED

ROLLER BEARING

D. Ouhide Diameter
E. Bore
F. Face
I

Figure 20

oil are open so that the oil can get to the balls
or rollers and races. Usually, the type that is
lubricated with grease is the sealed type in
which the sides of the bearing have sealing rings
that hold the grease in and around the balls and
races.

10-4. Types of Oiling Systems. There are
four basic types of oiling systems which we
discuss: circulation, splash, bath, and ring and
chain.

a. Circulation. This system is employed on
pr etically all types of automotive and aircratt
enlines, as well as on a variety of machine
toc Is. This type of oiling is used when
lubrication is 'critical and when a large volume
of oil is required for cooling, as well as for
lubricatidn. The oil is pumped to the parts of
the machinery by an oil pump, which is usually
built into the machine.

b. Splash. This system is found on many
types ormachinery. The oil is contained in a
gear housing on most machine tools and the

gear teeth dip into the oil and splash it over the
part .. needing the lubrication. It then
drains
back to the sump or bottom of the housing
where it is reused.
c. Bath. Frequently, this system is employed
for the lubrication of thrust bearings or vertical
step bearings. In this method the bearings are
always submerged in oil, which provides

,

.3.616

ROLLER BEARING

G. Separator
H. Shoulders

Cornsr Radith
Roller
Roller Bearings

10-5. Oiling Devices. A number of different
methods of getting the lubricant to the moving
parts of the machinery may be used. We briefly
discuss some of these methods.
a. Drop-feed cups. Drop-feed cups supply a
regulated gravity feed of lubricant to plots of
many machines.
b. Wick -lea Wick-feed oilers use the
principle of capillary action from a reservoir

through the wick to the bearing surface.
c. Bottle. Bottle oilers differ from the
oidinary drop-feed and wick-feed oilers in that
they supply a more continuous, though
extremely smallimount of oil to the bearing
during the intervals when ther are feeding.
10-6, Characterktics of Good Lubricating
Oils. The following are some of the
characteristics

that

go

lubricating oils.

to

make up good

High chemical stability.'
Rapid separation from water.
Maximum resistance to
influence or impurities.

detrimental

Maximum film strength and lubrication.
Minimum variation in ,,iscosity with
temperature changes,

10-7. Grease Lubricants. Under certain
conditions the plastic nature o444 a soapthickened oil is preferable to the oil itself. Such
a mixture of oil and soap make up greases. The
resulting lubricant is capable of forming a
plastic lubricating flim. thus minimizing
friction, wear, loss of power. and leakage.
Grease is use.1 on various friction and
antifriction hearings. Note some of the types of
greases in the following paragraphs.
10-8. Lune,wap greases. These greases are

cooling as well as lubrication.
d. Ring and chain. In this system the oil is
carried from a reservoir in the bearing housing
to the top of the bearing by means of rotating
rings or chains which revolve loosely on the
revolving journal. The ring and chain oiling
system is often found on low speed machinery.
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specifications as set down by the government.

I I. Hydraulic Fluids

11-1. More and more machine tool
manufacturers are using hydraulic power to
operate practically every type of machine. This
is due largely to the flexibility, smoothness, and
simplicity with which hydraulic power may be

applied. Many complex controls on various
machine tools may be greatly improved and
simplified by the use of hydraulic actuation.

likely to separate from agitation or churnini.
The% have good resistance to oxidation and
deterioration. Soda-soap greases emulsify with
water and iheir use is impractical in or around

For example, some of these controls are found
in hydro-shift lathes, in which the speed may be
changed while the machine is still running.
Other advantages of hydraulic controls in

water.
10-I0 . Aletallic-wap grease.s. These greases
are specialty products 01 a very adhesive nature.
Because ihey form an exceptionally sticky

machi:ies are rapid tool approach, rapid tool
return, and smooth vibrationless action, which
is not affected by changes in loads, Cushioning

effect, which often tends to improve surface

lubricant, they are, suitable tor service where
only small quantities of lubricant may be used
to prevent throwing, or dripping.
10-11. Solid Lubricants. Such solids as
graphite, molybdenum disulfide, lead, babbit,

finish,

lubricants. Though most of ihem are used in
conjunction with fluid or grease, they can be
and often are the only means of lubrication.
They have certain inherent limitations that
must be considered. First, is their inability to

seals in the machine and render the machine
useless until repairs can be made.
11-2. Types of Hydriulie Fluids. There are

or replace themselves as do oils and greases.
Third. they cannot be applied as oil and grease
are. They must be bonded to the bearing
surfaces by plating. fusing, or by chemical or
thermal deposition.

several

Luhrieation. All

gearing, and various bearings in general. All
these require lubricants with the proper
chemical stability, proper viscosity of oil or
consistency of grease, and high film strength.

used

in

operating range of 65° F. (-53.9° C.) to

+275° F. (135° C.). The advantage of this wide

operating range is the ability of the fluid to
perform adequately in summer and winter

companies

temperatures. The seals required with the
petroleum-base fluid may be synthetic rubber,
leather, or metal composition.
11-4. Vegetable-base fluid. Vegetable-base
fluid, Specification MIL H 7644. as it is
presently known, was widely used in hydraulic
systems using natural rubber seals. It las a
bluish color, readily distinguishable from the

or grease to use bit the operating parts of
machine tools For this reason it is always best
to consult the operator's manual on the
lubricauon needs of the machine. Usually, the
lubricant recommendations are very general in
the operator's manual. while each oil company
recommends a specific brand Of lubricant:ft is

petroleum-base type. However, this 'vegetablebase fluid is becoming obsolete.

up to the machinist to convert the general
specification

of fluids which are

in one grade only. This one grade has an

refining lubricating oils, and greases under so
many different trade names. it is difficult to
make any recommendations on the kind of oil

lubricant

types

hydraulic equipment. They are referred to as
"hydraulic fluids- and "cleaning agents."
11-3. Petroleum-base fluid. One petroleumbase fluid is specified by M1LHf.606.
Petroleum-base fluid (5606) is dyed ret for
easy identification. It is generally supplied in 1quart and I-gallon containers and is available

machine tools have definite lubrication
requirements for such things as spindle
hearings, work heads, ways, lead screws.

are so many oil

still another advantage of

improper fluids can cause severe damage to the

carry away heat. Second, they cannot be reused

Because there

is

hydraulically controlled machines. These are
just a few of the many advantages of hydraulic
power. These various machines employing
hydraulic power need to beserviced. Extreme
care sRould be used in changing or adOing to
the hydraulic fluids of these machines. Be sure
to always check the operator's manuals for the
proper type of hydraulic fluid. The use of

silver, or metallic oxides are often used as

10-12 Machine TOol

11 -5.

from the operator's

Synthetic-base fluid.

Some

of the

as

hydraulic systems used in high-speed

listed by the manufacturer. Oils and greases are

supersonic aircraft require specially developed

manual to a corresponding specification

Gte

also made by oil companies to meet certain

commonly known as eup greases and they are
recognized by their smooth texture. Every limesoap grease is essentially an emulsion of oil and
lime-soap These greases are excellent under
conditions where the operating temperature is
not high. where there is frequent application.
and where there is no excessive churning
action.
10-9. Soda-soap ,s;rea.se.s. These greases are
noted fur their fibrous texture. They can
withstand higher temperatures and are less

&.
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hydraulic fluids that have an operating range of

STREAMOF

abnormally high temperature. The main

COOLANT

reasons for using this type of fluid are the close

tolerances of the variable actuating units, the
specially designed metering valves, and the
overall heat generated by the supersonic speed

of the aircraft.

11-6. Storage of Hydraulic Fluids.

1

do

Hydraulic fluids should be stored in the same
way as all tlammable liquids. Care should be
taken to prevent contamination. Cans that have
been opened should be properly sealed to
insure that the fluid win not be contaminated.
Water, metal chips, dust, and other solids, if
induced into the hydraulic system, could cause
damage. Fluids should also be stored in
properly marked containers.

TOOL' BIT

WORK
.11ET NOZZLES
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Figure 22

Jet Method ot Cooling a 1 ool.

interface of the
temperature.

12. Cutting Lubricants
and Coolants

chip to

reduce

tool

tip

12-2. Cutting Oils and Emuhions. There
are no hard and fast"rules for the type of cutting

12-1. The primary purpose of a coolant is to

fluid to use; an actual test with the tool or

carry away cutting tool heat. The various

operatIOn and material is by far the best test.
The following general types of cutting oil and
emulsions are used in most machine tool

chemically active cutting fluids also reduce the
cutting forces and thus ease the machining of
metals. Operations that are performed at high
speeds can benefit from a cutting fluid. High

operations.

12-3. Sulphurized oils. The development of
sulphurized oils was a great step forward in the

cutting speeds generate high temperatures at the

tool point which causes the tool to lose its

development of cutting oils. One point about

hardness. The use of coolants permits higher
cutting speeds without increased tool
temperature. In machining operations there are
two methods of introducing cutting lubricants

sulphurized oil that makes it useful as a cutting
oil is that it helps to prevent the tendency

toward welding of the chip to the tool tip and
the consequent scufting of work and tool
deterioration.
12-4. Chlorinated oils. Chlorinated oils, like
sulphurized oils, have a wide range of uses.

or coolants to the work. The most common
method is the "conventional method" in which
an abundance of coolant is flooded over the
entire work and tool surfaces, as shown in
figure 21. A disadvantage of this method in
some cases is that the fluid cannot be applied

Since they have low viscosity, many machinists

close enough to the chip interface to perform its

feel that light bodied oils are better coolants
and penetrants. These oils are not as well

cooling function. Another method is the "jet
cooling" application of cutting fluid to the
work and tool, as shown in figure 22. The

when mixed with water for emulsions. have

established as the sulphufized oils.
12-5. Soluble oils. Soluble oil products,
been widely used in machining operations. This
type of coolant has proved very satisfactory for
lathe and milling machine work where cooling
is an important factor. Some machining
operations benefit by a combination cuttinp oil

theory behind this method is that the coolant is

forced to the cutting edge of the tool and
- COOLANT

and coolant where the reduction of tool wear
and a cooling action are necessary. Most
manufacturers of water-oil emulsion coolants
add a rust inhibit& to the solution to prevent
rusting of machine part due to the water in the

NOZZLE

coolant.

12-6. Lard oils. Lard oil was widely used in
past, but with the development of

the

sulphurized and other treated oils. it has
gradually lost out in popularity. It may still be

WORK

preferable for some turning operations, such as
threading, but any fluid fatty oil, such as peanut

53.1112

Figure 21

Conventional Method of Cooling
a Cutting Tool,

oil or olive oil, will do just as well. Also, it may
50
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coolant with water by adding sal
soda to emulsify the solution, but then it hits a
disadvantage in that the coolant becomes
rancid with age.
be used as

12-7. General Recommendations for
Cutting Fluids. As was suited earlier, no hard
and fast rules can be applied to the selection of
cutting fluids. The selection of the type of fluid
depends upon tht: machinability of the metal
and various other factors. The following
recommendations are made as a general guide
in the selection of cutting fluids:
a. Steel: If soluble oil is suitable, use a.
mixture of 1 part of oil and 10 to 20 parts of
water. If the soluble oil tends to corrode the
work, mineral oil may be preferable. For steels
that take a great deal of tool pressure to cut, a
sulphurized oil may be used. In cutting hard
steel a chlorinated oil may be preferable.
b. Brass. So lublkoil or a mineral-lard oil are

used for brass. tr some cases a cutting oil

would be preferable because of its lubric.ition.
Brass castings are usually machined dry

c. Monet Metal: Emu'sions usually give a
much longer tool life. Sulphurized oils tend to

aid in breaking of the chip and this may be
preferable in some case,,.

d. Aluminum Alloys: For many machining
operations soluble oil is good. There are many
recommendations for cutting fluids to be used
on aluminum.
Here are threTt recommendations:
(1) 90 percent kerosene and 10 percent

0 percent kerosene and 50
percent mineral oil, (2) 85 percent soluble oil
and 15 percent kerosene, and (3) 50 percent
ICerosene, 40 percent lard-oil and 10 percent
chlorinated solvent.
e. Cast iron: Cast is usually machined dry.

mineral oil to

However, soluble oil emulsions may be used to

hold down. the amount of dust around the
machine.

1- 0
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CHAPTER 4

Metallurgy

THE SELECTION OF the proper metal is one
of the most important steps in the manufacture
of tools or parts. You must consider tooling.
fabeication, and the available equipment. as
well as the intendekuse or function of the tool
or part. Metals may! be selected for such

metal is usually stated as pounds per square
inch of cross-sectional area.
t. Brittleness, Brittleness is the tendency of a
material to fracture or break with little or no

mechanical properties as strength or toughness.

Normally, the harder the metal. the more brittle

Of course, the chemical composition of the

it is.

metal controls its mechanical properties. These
properties may be changed by heat treatment.
In Chapter 4 we discuss the (.1 ) properties and
characteristics of metals, (2) identification, (3)
effects of heat treatment, (4) hardness testing,
(5) machinability of metals, (6) nondestructive,
inspection, and (7) corrosion control and
plating.

d. Shear strength. Shear strt.ngth is the
resistance to an action similar to the lutting of
a pair of scissors. A shear action is a force
acting in a tangential manner which tends to
cause the particles of a body to ,iide over each
other. The shear, strength of steel is
approximately 60 percent of tlie tensile
strength. .Shear strength can be controlled in
the same manner as tensile strength. Le.. by
varying the hardness of the metal.
e. Ductility. Ductiliv is the ability of a
substance to be elongated without breaking.
Metals that are comparatively 'soft are usually
ductile.
I. Toughness. Toughness is the ability ot a
material to absorb sudden shock without
breaking. Usually, the harder the material, the
less tough it is.
g. Wear resistance. Weal resistance is the
.ability of a substance to resist the cutting or
abrasive action resulting from a slidmg motion
between two surfaces under pressure. A hard
material usually has good wear resistance,
h. Stress. Stress is the reaction within a
material to an externally applied force.
t. Strain. Strain is the change in the length
perunit of length within a material subjected to

13. Properties and Characteristics
of Metals

13-1. The

machinist

is

much more

concerned with the mechanical than the
physical properties of metals. In our dismission

of the characteristics of metals, we limit our
remarks to chemical composition.
13-2. Properties of Metals, The internal
reactions of a metal to external forces are
known as mechanical properties. The
mechanical properties are directly related to
each other, A change in one property usually
causes a change in one or more additional
properties. For example, if you increase the
hardness of a metal, the brittleness usually
increases and the toughness usually decreases.
13-3. We briefly review the mechanical

properties of metals prior to discussing their

deformation, bending, or twisting. 13rittleness is

usually not a desirable mechanical property.

composition:

a stress.

a. Hardness. Hardness is the resistance a
substance offers to deformation or penetration.
The hardness of a metal can usually be
controlled by heat treatment.
b. Tensile strength. Tensile strength is the

of a metal (the chemical
composition and the..-vain structure)
determines the properties of the metal, the

13-4. Characteristics of Metal. The

composition

properties that can he changed, the amount of
change that can he made. and the methods by
which changes can be made. A knov,ledge ot
the composition of metal wIl help you
determine the type 0,r metal to use for a specific

a substance offers to being
pulled apart by a slowly applied Itcad. Tensile
resistance that

strength increases or decreases as the hardness
increases or decreases. The tensile strength of
52

application and the heat treatment, required to
obtain the desired mechanical propenks.
13-5. There is no way that a piece: of copper
can be made as strong as, a piece of alloy steel.
and there are Inuits to the properties that can

solid solunon when it is heated. When it

14. Identification
14-1, Proper identification of a metal

be developed in any metal or alloy by heat
treatment. A metal that permits the required

item has the required properties. Unknown
metals or metals that are not positively

chemical composition refers to the elements,
and the exact percentage of each element, that a

identified cannot be used. Various methods of
identification and markings are used.

metal consists of. The chemical composition is
often referred to as the chemical analysis or,

14-2. Methods of Identification. We

more simplyis the analysk, The chemical

discussed the numeilcal codes and the ci lor

composition of a metal determines the grain

code in detail

structure and the properties which can he

metals.

14-3. The

is

means of

Military

by

skcification number. or by a Federal Stocl
Number that can be cross-referenced to a
specification number. To insure that the metal
remains properly identified, each piece must be
marked in accordance with Technical Order

42D-1-3.

,

14-4. Methods of Nlarking. One or the three
marking methods which are listed in Technical
Order 42D, 1-3 must be used to mark metal
that has not been marked in accordance with
Federal or Military Standards by the
manufacturer. In order of preference. the three
approved methods are (1) stencil and paint. (2)
color code, and (3) stamping with metal dies.
14-5. Stencil. A stencil and white or black
paint, whichever shows up better on the metal
being marked, should be sed whenever the size

are held together by a matrix of base metal. An

alloy in the form of a mechanical mixture at
room temperature may change to a solid
solution or to a partial solid solution when it is
heated. When it is cooled to room temperature

the alloy may return to its original structure,
remain a solid solution, or form a combination
of a solid solution and a mechanical Mixture.
13-8. Solid %Mutton. When two or more
metals are absorhgd, one Into the other, they
form a solution. You are probably most

of the metal piece per its. The Federal or
Military Specification iNumber should be
stenciled on the metal in vertically and

familiar with hquid solutions, but solutions
may also he gaseous or solid. When an alloy is
in the form ot a solid solution, the elements and

various metak often increase., when the
temperature is increased. Thus, a metal in the
form of a mechanical mixture at room
temperature often goes into solution when it is
heated. When it is cooledi metal ;nay remain

positive

most

or Federal
Specification Number. When metal is received
in the shop, it is normally identified by a

identification

a mechanical mixture are clearly visible and

even wider aoticrose4e. .he solubility of

1,

not accurate enough for the identification of

outside of laboratories. A pure metal cannot be
hardened ,by heat treatment because there is
little change in its structure when it is heated.
13-7. Mechanical miAture. A mechanical
mixture can be compared to concrete. Just as
the sand and gravel are visible and held in place
by the cement, the elements and compounds in

is dissolved in a glass of water. The separate
elethents tornung the mettil cannot be identified

itt CDC 53130, Volume

Chapter 2. Spark testing an unknown metal is

developed in the metal. Metal may be in the
form of a ,(1) pure metal, (2) mechanical
mixture, (3) soliq solution, or (4) combination
of a mechanical Mixture and a solid solution. ,
13-6. Pure mctal. Pure metals are rarely used

into each other, in much the same way that salt

is

necessary to insure that a locally manufactured

properties to be obtained must be selected. The

compounds torrffing the metal are absorbed

is

cooled it may remain a solid solution, revert to
its original form, or form a complex solution.

horizontally alined rows. The, distance between
the vertical rows should not exceed 36 inches

and the distance between the horizontal pws
should not exceed 10 inches.
14-6-. Color code. Several significant changes
have been made in Technical Order 4'2D-1-3
,pertaining to color codes. Two additional
colors, gold and silver, have been added to the
10 colors which are used to represent numerals
and letters. Aeronautical Matenal Specification

and Military 'Specification metals of aircraft
quality require an additional stripe that

in a solid solution, form a combhmiion solid
solution and mechanical mixture, or return to a
mechanical mixture.
13-9. Cwnhtnation solid solution and
mechanical mixture. An alloy which consists ot
a condynation, solid solution and mechanical
mixture at room temperature may change to a

indicates the condition or quality of the metal.
Gold is used to represent the letter N and
indicates a normalized temper. Silver i's used to

represent the letter Q and indicates aircraft
designatio Is,
American Iron and Steel Institute (AIM),

quality. The commercial
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for tempering are normally much lower than
the hardening temperatures. The higher the
tempering temperature used, the softer the

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and
Aluminum Association (AA) numbers are used
as the designation numbers. The "wipes need
not extend completely around the
circumference of a rod or bar; instead, dots

metal becomes. High-speed steel is one of the

few metals that becomes harder instead of
softer after it is tempered.
15-5. Annealing. Metals" are annealed to

may now be used, provided that the dots extend

a third of the distante around the ro,d and that

dots are used on two sides. The color code
marking is no longer required in the center of

relieve internal stresses, soften them, make

the bar.

structures. Metal is annealed by heating it to a
prescribed temperature, holding the metal at
that temperature for the required time, and then
cooling it back to room temperature. The rate
at which the metal is cooled from the annealing
teinperature varies greatly. Steel must be cooled
Nery slowly to produce maximum softness. This
can be done by burying the hut part in sand,
ashes, or some other substance that does not
conduct heat readily (packing), or by shutting
off the furnace and allowing the furnace and
part to cool together (furnace cooling).
15-6, Normalizing. Ferrous metals are
normalized to felieve the internal stresses
produced by machining, forging. bending, or
welding. Normalized steels are harder and
stronger than annealed steels. Steel is much

them more ductile, and refine their grain

14-7. StaMping. Stamping the specification-

number into the metal is permitted only W hen it

is impossible to else th'e stencil or color code
methods. It is usually necessary to cut or
eliminate the marked portion of the metal prior
to using the material for work stock. Therefore,
the marking should be locatcd where....waste will

be held to a minimum. Gothic style nuinerals
and letters should be used, the height may bs
1,16 inch, 1/8 inch, or 1/4 inch, depending
upon the size of the material being marked.

15. Effects of Heat Treatment
15-1. A machinist does not perform heat
treating. He must, however, know the effects of
he it.treatment and be able to specify the heat
treatment required for metal parts. Most of the

metals you work with in a machine shop are
heat treated or will require heat treatment after

tougher in the normalized condition thlin in
any other condition. Parts that will be subjected

lo impact and parts that rpquire maximum
toughness and resistance to external stresses are
usually normalized. Normalizing prior to

15-2. cffat Treatment of Ferrous Metals.

hardening is beneficial in obtaining the desired
hardness, provid,ed that the hardening
operation is performed correctly. Low carbon
steels do not usually .require normalizing, but

All heat treating operations involve the heating
and cooling of metals. The common forms of
heat treatment for ferrous metals are hardening,
tempering, annealing, normalizing, and case
hardening.
15-3, Hardening. A ferrous metal is
normally hardened by heating the metal to the
required temperature and then cooling it
rapidly by plunging the hot metal into a
quenching medium, such as oil:, water, or brine.
Most steels must be cooled rapidly to harden

no harmful effects result f these steels are
normalized. Normalizing is achieved by heating
the metal to the required teniperature (which is
higher than either the hardening or annealing'
temperatures), soaking the metal until it is

uniformly heated, and cooling it in still air.
15-7. Case hardening. Case hardening is an
ideal heat treatment for parts which require a

them. A few, however, can be. hardened by
cooling in air. Hardening increases the
hardness

and

strength of

the' , metal,

wear-resistant surface and a tough core, such as

gears, cams, cylinder sleeves. etc. The most

but

common case ..hardening processes are

increases the brittleness.'
15-4. Tempering. Steel is usually harder than
ne.essary and too brittle for partical use after

carburizing andwbnitriding.

15-8. Heat Treatment of tionferrou's
Metals. There are only two types of operations
for nonferrous metals: annealing and heat
treatment. Heat trealant, when it is used with
reference to norifMous metals, means
hardening.
15-9. Annealing. ,Must nonferrous metals

be ng hardened, and sel,ere inicrnal stresses are

set up during ,the rapid cooling of the metal.
Skel is tempered after being hardened to
reheve the internal stresses and to reduce the
brittleness. Tempering consists of heating the
metal to the required temperature and then
permitting the metal to cool The rate of

be annealed. The annealing operation
consists of heating the metal to the required
temperature, soaking, and cooling to room
temperature. The temperature and method of
coolin depend upon the type of metal.
can

cooling usually has no effect on the metal
structure' during the

tempering operation.

Threfore, the metal is usually permitted to
cool in still air. The temperatures that are used
54

in'many alloysSuch alloys increase in hardness
and strehgth upon standing, following the
solution treatment. When precipitation is

complete and the alloy obtains full hardness

and strength, the alloy is said to be age
hardened or aged. Other alloys do not

PENETRATOR

SPECIMEN

precipitate -at room temperature and must be

ANVIL

a second heat tieatment called the
precipitation treatment or artifical aging.
Artificial aging is usually accomplished by
heating the alloy to the required temperature,
soaking until precipitation is completed, and

giyen
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then coolinglin air. Precipitation, whether it
results from artificial or natural aging,
sometimes causes a decrease in corrosion
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Figure 23

Pockwell Hardness Tester

15-10. Heat treatment. There are tivo types,

of heat treatment for nonferrous alloys: the
solution treatment ankl the precipitation
treatment. Some alloys require both types of
treatment, Others require only the solution
treatment

15-11 The solution treatment consists ot
heating the alloy to the temperature'at whiq
the elements or principle elements go into' la
sohd solution. soaking until a uniform
structure Is obtained, and cooling at a rate fast
retain 'he solid solution at room
enough
teinperature. The solution temperatures differ

for various alloys.
15-12 A nonferrous alloy is in the furm of a
supersaturated solid solution after the solution
treatment To 1)btain maximum hardness and
strength. ill; hardening constituent in exce4s of
that whi..11 Is soluble at room temperature must
precipuate or leave the solid solution.
Precipitation takes place at room temperature

16. Hardness Testing
-

16-1. A,rnachinist does not perform hardness

testing of metals, but he should know the
purpose and principle of Rockwell hardness
testing, Hardness testing is a responsibility of
the metals processing shop...The principle of
,RIckwell hardness testing is based op the
distance that a penetrator will penetrate a piece
,44
of metal.
16-2, The Rockwell hardnesi tester has been
selected by the Air Force because it is simple to
operate, it can test a great variety of metals of

varying degrees of hardness, and it does not
depend upon the judgment of the operator for
accuracy. Figure 23 'illustrates a Rockwell
hardness tester, while Tigure 24 shows sortie of
the attachments used with it. This tester uses the
static principle and works on a leverage system
When the lever shown on the right side of the

base in figure 23 is tripped, a predetermined

load or weight forces a penetrator into the

metal being tested. The.hardness value, which
depends upon the depth of penetration betQeen

the minor and major load, is indicated on the
dial. The shallower the penetration, the higher
the hardness number. The penetrator can be
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may not be hard enough. Metal IS usually
furnished in a soft or annealed condition so
that it can be machined. Thera,- e. after you
have finished making the part, yi

send it to the

metals processing shop to be h, treated. The
metals processing technician cat treats it as
specified in the blueprint or echnIcal order.

Then he tests it to be.sure that the specified
hardness has been obtained.
17. NrachinahiHty of Metals
17-1. Many factors determine the

machinability rf a material, such as its
composition ant. grain structure and the heat
treatment it has undergone. Some materials.
suc!I as* aluminum and magnesium, are

naturally more machinable than others. When
the composition of a metal is altered by adding
alloying elements, its iwohinability may

53.13

Figt.re 25

Dial Face of a Rockwell A1ardriss Tester

chaage. When a large amount of sulphur is
added to carbon steel, it is easter to machine
and is known as a 'free cutting" or "free
machining" alloy (SAE.1100 group). Addmg

°

either a diamond or a hardened steel ball. The
diamond.(Brale) has a sphero-conical shape (a
One with a rounci&J point) and is.precision cut
and pofished. The standard steel balls arc either
1/16 incho:or 1/3 inch in diameter, while 1/4-

tungsten, chromium, or nickel has thc opposite
etfect, and the alloy formed is more difficult to
machine. Some grain structures have a lower
shear strength than others, and this makes them
machine more easily. When'the grain structure
is changed, by adding alloying dements or by
heat treating, the Inachinahility is (-hanged also.
A'plece of hardened steel has a gram structure
that is more difficult to mat.hine than th;: same
piece after being annealed. As a general rule.
nonferrous metals ,are relatively easy to

inch' Zir 1/3-inch Imlls are used for specOnests,

16-3. Before the major load is applied, the
test specimen must be securely locked in plaec

to prevent slipping and to properly seat the
anvil and penetrator. To do this, a load of 10
kilograms (approximately 22 pounds) is
applied before the lever is tripped to apply the
major load. This preliminary load i called the
minor load. The minor load is 10 kilograms,
regardless of the major load or the penetrator

tfse.d. When the tester

is

maehine, the most potable exceptions beim:
titanium and nickel. The ntachinability of a
material hus a direct effect on the lite of tlytTh

set properly, the

machine automatically applies the 10-kilogram
Minor load.

cutting edge ot a tool, and. thus influenLes the
design of the cutiling tool.
17-2. Metals On be rated accordme to their
machmability. This is sometimes dont.. Industry
has not found tt practical to develop
machinability ratings as an aid to the machinist.

16-4. The load that is applied to fmce fhe
penetranir, shown in figure 23, into the metal is

known as the major toad and is measured in
kilograms (1 kilogram is apprcximatel)i 2.2
pounds). The major load can be 60 kilograms,
100 kilograms, or 150 kilograms, depending
upon the material -being tested. After the
pointer has come to' rest, the hardness of the

From experpnce it has been found that
different gro/ups of metals should be inachmed
at speeds which fall withm.different cutting toot
speed ranges. The recommended cutting foot
speed range ts 80 to 110 (CFS) tor low carbon

material can be read from the dial graduations.
Figure 25 shows a dial face.
16.-5. Lel's suppose that a work order comes
to your shop which required the fabrication of
an aircraft replacement part. Your shop

steels, 60 to 80 (CFS): for medium carbon
steels, and 50 to 60 (CFS) for high carbon
steels. These speeds emphasize the fact th:u the
harder fit is to machine a metal, the slower the
speed ,at which it is machined. Cutting foot
speeds are listed in Nlachinery's Handb,mk and

foreman turns the job over to you. You may
work from a blueprint which specifies the
required dimensigps, type

of metal, heat

in any

machinist handbook. The machinist
in the

compensates for differences

treatment, andhardness, or you may find all of
these specifications in a technical order. In any
case, you select the specified type ofpetal and
make the part. But the finished part may not
possess the desired properties. For example, it

machinability ot metals by regulating the speed

at which a cutting tool cuts the metal and the
rate :at which it is fed into the work Other
factOrs whk.h you must Lonsider are thc type of
56
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the part fails. This type of failure is called

machining operation, such as drilling, boring,
kyr reaming, and the type of cut, such as rough
or finish Since there are so many variables, a

fatigue failure. Such failures can take place at
stresses 30 to 40 percent lower than the tensile
strength of the part.
18-6. Fatigue cracks may develop from
improper design of the part or from defects in
the metal. It is also possible for fatigue failure

machinability rating would not, help you in
determining the most efficient speeds and feeds.

This is something which you can only learn
through actual experience

to occur in parts that are well designed and
made from sound material. This can occur

18. Nondestructive Inspection
.18-1. Nondestructive inspection is any form
of inspection in which the part inspected is not
damaged or destroyed. Visual inspection is an
aid to nondestructive inspection. It is a quick
and economical method of detecting small
defects before they can cause failures. Its
reliability depends upon the ability and

because

parts are

sometimes

subjected

to

accidental overloads. Such overloads may be
caused by misuse or failure of other 'parts or

components in the system which result in a
redistribution of loads. The purpose of periodic
ND1 tests is to detect such fatigue cracks before
complete failure of the part occurs.
18-7. Training is extremely important in

experience of the inspector. He must know how

to search for structural failures and how to

inspection. Present
nondestructive inspection methods are
becoming more and more exacting. The
nondestructive

recognize areas where such failures are likely to
occur. Defects that would otherwise escape the
naked eye can often be detected with the aid of
magnifiers.

importance of the decisions of the person who
performs these inspections cannot be

18-2. Visual inspection of materials, par's.
and complete units is no longer the most
important method of 'determining their
condition. Various nondestructive inspections

overemphasized.

18-8. The physical location and supervisory
control of nondestructive inspection equipment
are important in insuring efficiency and
economy in performing inspections.
Nondestructi,ie inspection equipment should be
placed in one location and under the
supervision of one trained supervisor.
18-9. In field maintenance activities all parts
that require inspection should be taken to an
inspection laboratory. A central location
prevents i duplication of expensive equipment

used to detect variations in ,aructure.
changes in surface finish, and the presence of
hysical detects. Although nondestructive
AFSC 536X0. is a separate ladder

are

of the metalworking career field, you should
have a basic understanding of nondestructive
inspection methods.

18-3. Nondestructive inspection (NDI)
includes the preparation of metals and parts for

and permits more efficient use of inspection

testing. It also includes the use of the various

personnel. The quality of inspection equipment
maintenance is also improved since one trained
person is responsible for carrying out the
maintenance program.

methods magnetic particle. penetrant.
ultrasonic. eddy current, conductivity meter,
ultrasonic leak, and radiographic.
Nondestructive inspection is concerned with
the types. causes. and characte sties of
discontinuities and defects. It is concerned

19. Co'rrosion Control and Plating
19-1. Corrosion is of major importance to
all Air Force maintenance personnel. Most

the conditions requiring inspection and the
interpretation and evaluation of indications

metals are subject to corrosion. but corrosion

found by the various methods.

can be minimized by the use of corrosion

184. For many years ND1 was practiced

resistant metals, finishes, and plating.

only in isolated cases and the methods _used
were crude and often unreliable. Critical parts
were load tested, with an overload often
applied". If a part could withstand a single cycle
ot such a load, the conclusion was that it would
be safe enough to use in service.
18-5. Today. it is known that single. or static
loads. are not always significant. Many parts

19-2. Corrosion Control. Corrosion is the

deterioration of a metal by reaction to its
environment. The corrosion occurs because of
the tendency for most metals to return to their
natural state. For example. iron in the presence

of moist air reverts to its natural s.ate. iron
oxide. Pure mebls, such as gold and platinum,

do not corrode since they are chemically

subjected to repeated loads and even
reversing loads. Under such circumstances.
failures are produced progressively. Each
are

uncombined in their natural state. Metals can
also be corroded by the direct reaction of the
metal to a chemical.
19-3. Identification of corrosion. Since

applied load, or cycle. causes a small crack to
progress and grows into a larger crack. In time
the cross 'action carries the apphed load and

corrosion always starts on the surface of a
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paint, or all three, for protection. Magnesium

metal. you can often detect it visually. To assist

alloys are highly susceptible In corrosion
attack, especially in marine environment. These

you in the interpretation of corrosion, we list
some of the most common types.
a. Pitting corrosion, the most common type

materials require special chemical treatment
and paint finishes.
19-5. The most vital factor in preventing
corrosion, and one which can be controlled
only by field personnel, is the removal of the
electrolyte. The term "electrolyte" refers here
to contaminating materials (moisture, scale,
dirt,'grease, fluids, etc) which come in contact
with the metal surfaces. The amount of

found on aluminum and, magnesium. results in

a white or gray powdery deposit. When it is
removed, small holes or pits are visible on the
surface.

b. lntergranular corrosion is usually caused
by imperfect heat treatment and attacks at the
grain boundaries of a metal. All metal alloys
are composed of minute grains, each having a
different composition at the center than at the
with the metal surface, causing rapid corrosion

Lorrosion is determined by the composition Of
the contamination, the type of metal, and the
length of time the contaminant and the metal
remain in contact. Corrosion can be reduced by

corrosioh appears as a bulky mass.
c. Exjbliation corrosion is a form of
intergranular corrosion. It starts at the surface

should be applied in the critical areas to protect
aluminum and magnesium alloys. The purpose

grain boundary. A small corrosion cell is
established when an electrolyte is in contact,

more frequent cleank. Anodic and chemical
treatments, as well as proper paint finishes.

at the grain boundaries. The intergranular

under the surface of the metal. The expanding
corrosion causes the surface of the metal to lift

of these coatings is to provide a barrier to,
inhibit corrosion.
19-6. Plating. One means or protecting a

up."

metal from-corrosion is to plate its surface with

and progresses along the grain boundaries

another more corrosion-resistant metal. In
some cases,,the plating gives the metal a hard

d. Galvanic corrosion occurs when
dissimilar metals are in contact. The electrical
potential difference between the metals in the
presence of an electrolyte establishes an
electrochemical cell and corrosion occurs. This
type may be recognized by the presence of a
buildup of corrosion at the joint between the
metals. The greater the electrical potential
difference between the metals, the greater the
resulting corrosion.
e. Stress corrosion cracking is caused by the
simuhaneous effects of tensile stress and
corrosion. When a metal is stressed to a degree
within the critical stress range for that

wear-resistant surface in addition to protection

against corrosion. This is particularly true of
chromium plating. Other metals used for
plating are cadmium. copper, nickel, silver, and
lin.

19-7. Plating is applied by a process called
electroplating. A pure metal and the part to be
plated are placed in a liquid, solution
(electrolyte). With the pure metal, as the
positive electrode (anode) and :he part to be
plated as the negative electrode (cathode).
electrical current is passed through the

electrolyte. This causes tiny particles of the

particular metal, corrosion will occur at the

pure metal to De deposited on the surface of the
part. The process is continued until the plating
is of the required thickness. The thickness of
the plating iequired varies, but in most cases it

%point of stress concentration. The combination

of the, corrosion and the concentrated stress
causes the metal to crack.
19-4. Prevention of corrosion. Scheduled
inspecho,,n and preventive maintenance are
essential tor the early correction of corrosion.
The principal corrosion preventive which is
used in airframe structures is aluminum alloy

is extremely thin. The same surface may be
plated with two or more of these metals to
make the plating adhere betfer or to reduce
cost. For example, in the chromium plating of
steels, the steel is often plated first with copper,

then with nickel, and finally with chromium.
The various plating processes are similar. For
more detailed information concerning any
specific plating operation, consult either the
appropriate technical order or metals finishing
handbook, or consult the people in the metals
processing shop.

sheet coated with commercially pure aluminum
(alclad). Alclad is more corrosion resistant

than the nonclad high strength alloys. Other
metals commonly used in airframe structures,

such as nonclad high-strength alumihum alloys,
steel, and magnesium_ alloys, require special
preventive measures to guard against corrosion.
Aluminum alloys, for example, are usually

4

19-8. The most common metals used in
electroplating in the Air Force are cadmium.
copper, chromium, and nickel. Electroplating
is the responsibility of the metak processing

anodized or chemically treated and painted.
Steel, except most stainless steels, and other
metals, such as brass and bronze, require
cadmium or zinc plating, conversion coating,

shop.
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CHAPTER 5

a

Stud, Plug, Screw and
Insert 'Removal and Replacement

possibility for loosening a stud is the
application of penetrating oil to the stud and
mating part. Penetrating oil sometimes breaks
up the rust or corrosion between the threads

YOU FREQUENTLY have to remove and
replace studs.

plugs.

screws,

and

inserts.

Certain types of aircraft studs require frequent
removal and replacement. especially those that
are subjected to str.ess caused by the speed of
modern aircraft. When a stud must be replaced
as a result of darnage caused by heavy duty, it is
necessary to inspect the threads of the parent

and allows rather easy removal. It has been
found that a light tapping with a hammer on the

part to be removed sometimes adds to the
effectiveness of the penetrating oil. In using
penetrating oil, caution should be exercised
that it does not soak any electrical wiring and
damage or deteriorate the insulation.
20-3. Use of Extractors and Stud Driver.
Stud drivers and screw extractors, such as the
EzyOut, may be used.to advantage for stud,

.. careful examination often reveals
thread weakness. Repairing the threads
prevents the threads from tearing out when a
replacement stud is screwed in place. Stud
failure may be due to several reasons other than
stretch and intermittent loading. Vibration and
exposure to heat are common causes of stud
failure on aircraft engines. Disregard of
metal.

plug, screw, or insert removal. If the part to be
removed is not rusted or corroded, and an EzyOut is not available, a good stud driver can be

technical orders and safety factors by the
aircraft mechanic may result in stud failure. For

ground from a high-speed tool. The tool

is

ground with a square tapered end, as in figure
26. The square tapered end is then lightly
driven into the hole that is drilled in the stud.
This cuts into the walls of the stud, and holds
the tool when it is twisted with a wrench.
Usually, if the stud is rusted or corroded, the

instance, excessive torque on the stud or wear

and tear from abuse of parts in dismounting
and mounting may cause failure. Regardless ot

what caused the failure. it is the job of the
machinist to remove the stud, plug. screw or
insert without 'damaging the parent part from

tool will slip out when too much twisting action
is applied. If a set of Ezy-Outs are available, it
would probably be best to first try removing the
stud with them.

which it is removed,
2. In this chapter v've discuss several methods
of removal ot studs. plugs. screws. and inserts.
Then we discuss the types and uses of inserts.
Finally, we describe methods of removal.

20-4. A commercial Ezy-Out is a tool that

20-I. Removal may be easy or difficult.

may be used with a wrench or tap wrench. It has
a tapered square with a left-hand twist, giving it
somewhat the appearance of a left-hand thread.
as illustrated in figure 27. The working

20-2. Use of Penetrating Oil or Heat. A

twisted in the direction for removing that part.
it tends to screw in/and lock itself into position.

20. Methods of Removal

principle of an Ezy-Out is that when it is
inserted in the drilled hole in the stud and

depending on the circuMstances. Sometimes
none of the methods we discuss will work and
you will have to devise a method ot your own.
stud that must be removed because of breakage,
stretching or .ther damage, may often-times be
easily removed if it is loosened by heating the
area surrounding it. For very thin walled
aluminum secaions. the use of a soldering iron

for heating the area around the broken stud
may be an effective 4id in its removal. This
method wouid be used in a shop or away from
the aircraft due to safety regulations. Another

A stud or plug can usually be removed by
locking an Ezy-Out into position and applying

the proper amount of pressure to turn it out.
However. the Ezy-Out will not always remove
the part because of existing, unseen conditions.
It is also easily broken by too much pressure. It
is best to use the largest possible Ezy-Out
the part to' be removed For ordinary
conditions. the makers of Ezy-Out screw
59
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Figure 27

Figure 26

hZY.Out Scrim EAtra:tor

Stud Driver Made ot High-Speed ftml Bit.

extractors recommend using the size drill
shown opposite the Ezy-Out size indicated in
tab'e I Unusual conditions may require the use
of larger drills depending on the length of the
broken part or its depth in the hole. When )ou

are drilling on an aircraft. consult the technical
order or the line chief. to avoid a rilling into an

oil reservoir or jacket.
20-5. Are Welding. Arc welding .1 nut on a
v.orn or damaged stud is another wohod for

TABLE I

DRILL SIZES FOR laY01 rs

EXTRACTOR

DIAMETER
AT SMALL

R

LENGTH
OF

I ORS

LENGTH
OVERALL

SIZE DRILL

(INCHES)

(INCHES)

END
(INCHES)

DIAMETER
AT LARGE
END
(INpHES)

1

0.054

0.117

1/2

2

2

0. 080

0. 174

3/4

2

3/8

7/64

3

1/8

1/4

1

2

11/16

5/32

4

3/16

21/64

1

1/8

2

7/8

1/4

5

1/4

7/16

1

1/2

3

3/8

17/64

6

3/8

19/32

1

3/4

3

3/4

13/ 32

7

1/2

3/4

2

4

1/8

17/32

8

3/4

1

2

4

3/8

13/16

5/8

1 1/16

NUMBER

TO USE

FLUTES
(INCHES)

-

9

1

1 9/32

2

1/4

4

10

1 1/4

1 9/16

2

1/2

5

11

1 1/2

1 7/8

3

12

1 7/8

2 5/1b

3

1/2

5/64

1 5/16

5

5/8

1 9/16

3

1/4

1,15/16
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broken off below the suif'ace of the parent part
by arc welding metal o it. Adding metal by
welding builds up the stud so that a nut could

be welded to it for its removal. This method,
however, is not a job to be done by a machinist.

If a welder is available to do the work, he

ii

should do it. Great caution should be exercised
to protect the parent part if this method is used.
Insulating, material, such as sheet asbestos,
should be used to protect the parent part from ,
welding spatter. Also, the welder should be sure

that no contact is made between the welding
rod or nut and the parent part. Usually, the
welder is called in to remove a broken stud as a
last resort. Frequently, he can be of assistance
when all methods have been exhausted. It is to
be remembered that a welder may only work on
an.aircraft part that has been removed from the
craft and brought into the shop. Welding

equipment cannot be used around aircraft on
the line.
20-6. Removal of Faulty Studs by Drilling.
Broken or faulty studs- may be removed by

drilling out of the portion left in the parent
part, as shown in figure 28. There are several
ways of removing broken or faulty studs by
drilling.' Probably the best and most accurate
53 620

Removing a Stud .h) Drilling.

Figure 28

SPOT PUNCH

BROKEN STUD

method to accomplish the job is with the aid of
a jig. Often, due to close working quarters, a jig
cannot be used and the drilling will.have to be
done without a jig. Usually,- yob should try to
spot punch the broken stud as in figure 29, and
then drill for an extractor. Accuracy in drilling
out a broxen stud depends entirely upon your

skill. After drilling a hole, try to remove the
faulty stud by the use of extractors. If this
method fails, you will have to drill it out. The
object of drilling out a stud is to drill out the
exact center and not touch the threads in the
parent part. If a thin enough wall is left, it can
usually be removed with the point of a scribe.
20-7. Removal of Studs and Plugs by

Trepanning. A stud or plug may also

be

removed by trepanning. Trepanning is
generally used when the parent metal around
the stud

has

become damaged and

it

is

impossible to save the threads. This should be
,used only as a last resort for stud removal, since
it involves making a replacement with an insert
or a stud having oversize threads. Since there

are no regular commercial trepanning tools
53 621

PARENT METAL

Figure 29

the

Spot Punching a Broken Stud.

removal of studs. This is only possible when

enough ot the stud protrudes to weld on a nut.
It

is also possible to build up.a stud that is

available, it becomes necessary to make a cutter

when the trepanning method is used for stud
removal. A trepanning tool may be made to fit
almost any size stud and is illustrated in figure
30. A trepanning tool works like a\hollow mill.

The too: has teeth on the end and, cuts down

around the stud so that it may be removed. The
disadvantage of this operation isi that the

t=11:0
WELD HERE

provided that the part can be removed. The
methods used most often are drilling and the
use of commercial or handmade extractors
'when the work is done on the aircraft.
Ingenuity is often a great help. A certain type

stud may come out very easily using one
method, and another identical stud, having
undergone different conditions, may not come

090 IN

out at all by that method.
21. Types and Uses of Inserts

TRUE ANGLE 30'
10*

21-1. Inserts provide a necessary function in
the repair and manufacture of many parts. AS-a

SCALE: ACTUAL SIZE

DIMENSIONS OF CUTTING TEEZH
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machinist you are called upon to repair parts
that require those inserts. We discuss the two
basic types of inserts. Heli-Coils and solid
inserts, and their uses.
21-2. Heli-Coil Inserts. Heli-Coil screw
thread inserts are thread liners that are made of

Figure 30. Trepanning Tool.

threads in the parent part are destroyed and,_
oversize threads have-rb be tapped in the parent

part. A stud with the same size thread or an
insert is fitted to the tapped hole.,This method

stainless steel of phosphor bronze wire. A cross
section of the wire in one of these inserts has a

of stud replacement is not recommended unless
there is absolutely no other possibility of
making the replacement with a standard stud.

diamond shape, as shown in figure 31. HeliCoil inserts started as Aero-thread inserts that
were invented by an aeronautical engineer.
Aero-threads were distinguished by a pearshaped cross section. They were widely used

20-8. Other Methods of Stud Removal.
There is no set specific procedure that can be
recommended for the removal of a stud, plug,
screw or insert. Regardless of the method,

during World War LI. Their shape proved to be
a handicap because of the special thread shape.
The cross section of the inserts.was changed to
a diamond shape and the name was changed to
Heli-Coil inserts.
21-3. Heli-Coil inserts provide new threads

however, the first concern in removing a stud is

protecting the threads

in

the parent metal.

When tlie thread in the metal is destroyed, it is
either necessary to put in an insert or
manufacture an oversize stud for replacement.

that resist wear, corrosion, stripping, galling,
and cross threading. On new equipment, these
inserts prevent tapped thread failures before
they start. They reduce maintenance costs, and
because of their great strength. permit the use

The job of stud removal may be simple or it
may be difficult. It is sometimes possible to Me

a square on a stud that protrudes above the
parent metal, and with the aid of a wrench and
,some penetrating oil, to remove the stud easily.

of Smaller and fewer screws, smaller bases. and

Occasionally, a stud that is broken off flush

thinner flanges. Their use provides an easy,
inexpensive way to repair a damaged or
Stripped thread. Another advantage is that the

with the parent metal can be jarred loose with a

punch and twisted out by hand. If there is a
remaining thread on the stud, two nuts can be

material in the inserts is harder than most screw

locked on the stud, and a wrench used to

threads that

remove the stud. When a stud is broken off in
an area where there are two adjacent studs, a jig
can be made for drilling out the stud. The jig is
so made that when it is clamped by the two
adjacent studs, a guide hole lines up over the
broken stud. This makes the drilling operation
easy and accurate. Even though, in most cases,
you cannot determine what has caused the stud
failure and have no way of knowing how tight
the part is in its parent metal, it will be up to
you to remove the broken part. Removal may
be accomplished by one of the above

fit

into them. Consequently, if

damage occurs, ii is the screw and not the insert

that is damaged. Due to the smooth finish on
the insert, there is less danger of seizure of a
mating screw thread, especially around aircraft
engines where there is heat. The use of these
inserts reduces the effect of thread strains
illustrated in figure 32. The use of Heli-Coil
inserts has become wide and varied. Originally,

they were used on aircraft, but now they are

many studs, plugs, screws or inserts will have to

widely used tor original application, repair and
salvage in civilian and military equipment. This
includes piston-engine and jet-engine aircraft.
missiles, rockets. vehicles of all ty'pes,
electronic apparatus, industrial machinery,
machine tools, portable power tools, and

be removed from the aircraft on the line. The
ideal place for stqd removal is the shop,

Lontractor's equipment. Heli-Coil inserts are
used on such materials as aluminum.

mentioned methods or one of your own. In
conclusion, it should be remembered that the
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Diagram ot a Hell-Cod Insert.

related equipment. On aircraft they are

PART WITHOUT

especially beneficial when they are used in
aluminum and magnesium. These inserts are

INSERT

being used more and
manufacture.

PART WITH
HELI-COIL INSERT

more in

eneine

21-4. Solid Inserts. Solid inserts are similar
to Heli-Coils in that they also are used in the
manufacture and repair of parts. It should be
remembered that it takes a great deal more
room to install a solid insert. Figure 33 shows
the method of installing solid inserts.
21-5. In most cases, bronze is a suitable
material for inserts, but if heavy or intermittent

loads are encountered, it may be desirable to
use stainless steel or nickel steel. A suitable

THREAD STRAIN

design for smaller inserts is shown in figure 33.

33 624

Figure 3Z

No dimensions are given because the various
individual cases require different sizes.
However, the pitch diameter of the threads or
inserts should be from .002" to .0025" larger
than the pitch diameter of the threads in the
hole in which the insert is to be installed. This
will make it a tight fit and keep the insert from
working loose. If there is sufficient room. the

Thread Strains.

magnesium, titanium, ferrous ,metals, copper.
brass, bronze, plastics. fiberglas. and wood.
Hell-Coil inserts readily meet the present day
demand tor maximum performance of threaded

assemblies with minimum space and weight

flange of the insert should be made wide

requirementc called for in military aircraft and
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for smaller studs, either one or two holes for
the dowel pins should be drilled and tapped to
a size suitable for the installation of threadcid
dowels. The dowels are usually made of
stainless steel rod about 1,1'6" to 3,32- in
diameter or even larger in the case uf larger

53-626

Solid Inserts

the faulty part In many cases. it no trouble is
encountered in the removal ut the taulty part

22. Methods of Replacement
22-1. Successful stud, plug,'screw or insert

and the threads are not damaged in the parent
part, it is only necessary to-clean the internal
thread with a t ?p and make the replacetnent. If
trouble is enc untered in removtng a stud and
the internal thread in the parent part k
damaged, it is necessary to tap an Oversize
internal thread and install a replacement part
to tit. It is also necessary to make a replacement
with an oversize part when the part has been

replacement usually depends on the removal of

drilled out or trepanned. The reason is that

inserts.

s
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eitherdnlling or trepanning removes the thread

from the parent part. Even if the part were
removed and the internal threads damaged very

little, an oversize stud or an insert should be
used. This is especially true on aircraft, where
safety depends on perfect threads in every part.

z

In maintenance work on equipment other than
aircraft, it is up to the machinist to make
decisions about replacing the faulty part. When
you work on aircraft parts it is always best to
first check, the TOs for specific procedures in
the repair you are doing.
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TUDY REFERENCE *GUIDE
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f
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the Results. After each item number 9n your VRE is a tkee digit number in parenthesis. That
1

number cdrresponds to the Guide Nurnbk4kin this Study 1Vnrence Guide which shows you where

the ans'wer to that VRE item can be found in the text. When answering the items in your
VRE. refer to the areas in the text indicated by these buide Numbers. The VRE results will be
sent to you on a postcard which will list'!he actual VRE items you missed. Go to your VRE
booklet and locate the Guide Number for pch Went missed. List these Guide Numbers. Then go
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CHAPTER 2
Objectives. To show a knowledge of the selection and use of machinist's special tools in repair and
fahricatont. r., he able to evaluate the use of measuring devices and procedures. To know how to care for
precision instruments.
I. Compare bench plates and surface plates with regard to their construction and use. (7-2,4)

2. What is the primary use for parallels' (7-5)

3. For what kinds of work are magnetic parallels especially useful? (7-0)

mounting work on a
4. Why is an adjustable angle plate more useful than a standard angle plate in
machine tool table? (7-14.15)

5. When `A ould you use toolmaker's buttom? (7-17)

--

toolmaker's buttons?
0. What precision devices can be used to measure the center distance between
(7-10.20)

7. Why are flat and curved hearing surfaces hand. scraped? (7-22-25)

S. How .ire !nen spots located on a flat work surface that needs hand scraping? (7-27)

9. How can you tell that you are doing a good job of scraping') (7-27)

10. Over which of\ the three/ types of measuring errors do you have only minimum control?

11. Which of the attachMents for a gralluated rule permits you to use the ru!,!

(8-3-5)

a depth uge) (8-7)

,

12. Why is the caliper rule a more accurate measuring device than the graduated rule? (8-10)

8-1 I )
13. What ads an tages do a vernier caliper have over either an ou tside or an inside micrometer? (

i

i

14.

Explain; how the basic principle of operation of the vernier caliper and the vernier height gage is the
iame.,

(414)

15. What is the maximum ranee of measurement for a 10-inch vernier height gage? (8-14,15)

16. What shaft conilitions relating to concentricity can be checked with a vernier height gage and a
dial indicator? (8-17-20)

17. How does the scale of a vernier bevel protractor differ from the scale of a bevel protractor used
with a combination set? (8-23,24)

18. Compare Grade B with Grade A precision gage blocks for accuracy. (8-27)

19. What is one of the primary uses for precision gage blocks? (8-31)

20. Compare the use of precision angle blocks and precis* nage blocks. (8-32)

\
21, What part of a right triangle is represented by .1 sine bar? (8-3,6)

\,
22. What conditions should be avoided in storing precision instruments? (9-3)

CHAPTER 3

Objectives. To show an underst.mding of the types of lubricants and the lubrication of bearings and
machine tools. To exhibit a knowledge of hydraulic fluids and their characteristics, To show a knowledge
of the types of cutting lubricants and coolants and their uses.

1. How does oil reduce the friction between plain bearing surfaces? (10-2)

p.

2. Why do antifriction bearings offer less resistance than plain bearings to starting motion? (10-3)

3.

In which of the bash: types of oiling systems is cooling, as well as lubrication, important? (10-4)

s,

4. Which tilling device uses the principle of capillary action to provide oil to bearing surfaces? (10-5)

5.

Wha't are the advantages of using a grease lubricant? (10-7)

6. Match the greases in Column A with one or more characteristics in Column B.

COLUMN B

COLUMN A
a.
b.
c.

Lime-soap
Soda-soap
Metallic-soap

I. Solid
Adhesiveness

").

3.

Smooth texture

4. Frequent application
5.

Fibrous texture

6. Ability to withstand high temperature

(10-8 10)

7. How is it possible to make use of solid lubricants9 (10-11)

S. Why is It always best to consult the operator's manual for the lubrication requirements for a
machine tool? (10-.12)

9. Why is it important to use the proper grade of hydraulic fluid fOr a machine tool? (11-1)

10.

List the three types of hydraulic fluid and indicate which is best for high operating temperatures.
(11-3-5)

11. Why can higher cutting speeds be used with a coolant? (12-1)

11

12. What must be added to soluble oils to make them satisfactory for use as coolants' (12:5)

13. What types ot cutting fluids are best for machining brass" (12-7)

CHAPTER 4
Objectives. To show a knowledge of the properties and eluraLtenstics of metals:to be able to identify the
various types of metals, to exhibit an understanding of the effeLts of heat treatment n metals. to be able
to specify the required hardness to be obtained in hardness testing. to exhibit an uriderstanding of the
\
machmability of metals, to show a knowledge of nondestrik nye inspeLnon. and to show a knowledge of
corrosion control and plating.
I. What are the mechanical properties of a metal? (13-2)

2.

Identify the following phrases with the appropriate mechanic.d propel ty.
a. Resistacnce to being pulled apart.

b. Resistand to deformation or penetration.
c. Tendency, to fracture with no deformation, bending, or twisting.
d. Ability to be elongated without breaking.
e. Ability to absorb sudden shock without breaking.
(13-3)

3. What is meant by the chenucal composition of a metal? (13-5)

4.

L ,t the forms in wh i Ii a me tal may he found. ( 13-o 9)

5,

What is the most positive identilkation of a metal? (14-3)

6.

List 'In order of preference the approved methods of marking metal. (144)

7.

Wliat would a gold or silver stripe in a color coded piece of steel indicate? (14-6)

12
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8.

What does a machinist need to, know about heat treating? (15-1)

9. Why is steel wmpered after being hardened? (15-4)

10. Compare annealed and normalized steels. (15-5,6)

11. What characteristics in steel are obtained by case hardening? (15-7)

12. What are the two types of heat treatment operations which are used in the heat treatment of nonferrous pietals? (15-8)

13. State the principle of operation of the Rockwell h-ardness tester. (16-1,2)

14. Name some ot the factors that determine the machinability of material. (17-0

15. What happens to the machinability of metal when its composition is altered by adding alloying
eletnents? (17-1)

16. What is nondesyuctive inspection? (18-1)

17. Name some of the various methods of nondestructive inspection. (18-3)

18. At what percent of the tensile strength can fatigue failure take place? (18-5)

19. Name two causes of fatigue cracks. t 18-6)

13

20. What is the purpose of periodic NDI tests? (18-6)

21. What is corrosion and why does it occur? (19-2)

22. List the fotir most common types of corrosion. (19-3)

1

23. What is the most important factor in the prevention of corrosion? (19-5)

24. List some of the common metals used in plating. (19-6)

..1

CHAPTER 5

Objectives. To be able to evaluate the conditions affecting the removal of defective studs. plugs, screWs
and inserts and ,o extermine the best method of removal, to identify the types and uses uf inserts, and
to evaluate the methods of replacing studs, plugs, screws, and inserts and tu determine the best method
to use.

1. How does penetrating oil aid in the removal of a broken stud? (20-2)

2. Why is it easier to remove a stud with a commercial Ezy-Out than with a stud driver! (20-3,4)

3.

What are the two main precautions to observe when a nut is arc welded to a damaged stud? (20-5)

,
4.

What is the most accurate method of drilling a stud? (20-6)

5.

What is the main disadvantage of the trepanning method of stud removal? (20-7)

r
..

14
1

O3
n

hat h the iniAt important precaution to observe in stud, plqk screw, or insert removal? (20-8)

7

01 what value are Hell-Coil inserts in replacing a damaged stud? (21-3)

S.

Lbt three metals that are suitable for ..ohd inserts? (21-5)

1V1tat repair is ne4.essa> %%hen the threads 4) f the parent metal are damaged in stud removal? (22-1)

15
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MODIFICATIONS
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of this'publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a
-Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational
and Technical Education."

Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

and was not considered appropriate

fo'r use in vocational and technical education.
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
CHAPTER 2

I.

Both are Lonstructed to provide flat surfaces upon which work is placed. The surface plate is
constrm.tcd with nmch more precision and is used for performing tasks which require more precision.

To raise work above a surface and keep the work parallel with the surface.

3. To hold small, thin, or irregular work which cannot be held directly on a magnetic chuck.
4. Wolk mounted on an adjustable angle plate can be positioned at any desired angle from the
horizontal to the vertical positions. The adjustable angle plate can also be rotated on its base. The
standard angle plate permits mounting the work only at 90 to the machine table.
5. When lt is necessary to locate holes with a very high degree of precision.
6. Gage blocks and a micrometer.

..1

7,

To reduce the .fnction between the bearing surfaces.

s. Rub a light coat of venetian red or prussian blue on the surface plate. Then rub the work surface
over the surface plate. Paint will adhere to the high spots.
Q.

It).

The paint spots increase in number and decrease in size,
Instrument error.

II. The sliding head.
12.

Because it makes contact with the work being measured.

13. A vernier caliper Om replace several inside or outside micrometers, and it can take either inside or
ou tside measurements.

19
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14. The surface plate, upon which the vernier height gage rests, corresponds, to the fixed jaw uf the
vernier caliper and the sliding arm of the vernier height gage corresponds ,to the sliding jaw of the
vernier caliper.
15.

9 inches.

16.. Out of round, bent shaft, curvature, and eccentricity.

17. The scale of the vernier bevel protractor is graduated into increments of Ill 2 ° or 5 minutes. The
scale of the bevel protractor used with,a combinauon set is graduated mto increments of lc".
18. The length of Grade B precision gage blocks are accurate plus ten millionth (0.000010") and minus
si.xth millionth (0.000006"). The length of Grade A precision gage blocks are accurate within six
mdlionth (0.000006") for blocks
inch and longer and within two millionth (0.000002") tor
blocks under 1 inch.
1

19. They are used as standards for checking the calibration of precision measuring devieys.
20. Precision angle blocks are used to obtain precision angular measurements. Precision gag.: blocks,

are used to obtain precision linear measurements.

21. The hypotenuse.

22. Dust or dirt in the storage area, extreme variations in temperature, and relative humidity in excess s,
of fifty percent.

CHAPTER 3
L The oil acts as a film which separates the surfaces enough to prevent metallic contact.
2.

Because, the motion in anufriction bearin,s ts a rolling motion rather than the sliding motion on
plain beannes.

3.

Circulation.

4.

Wick.

5. A grease lubricant minimizes friction, wear, loss o: power, and leakage.
6.

b.

3, 4.
5, 6.

c

2.

a.

7.

They must be bonded to the bearing surfaces.

8.

Because od companies refine oils and greases under so many trade names that it is difficult to
recommend any of them.

9.

To prevent damage to the seals.

65
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la Petro leurn-base, vegetable-base, and synthetic base. Synthetic-base hydpulic fluid is best for high
operating temperatures.
11.

Because the coolant reduces the temperature of the cutting tool and permits it to retain its hardness.

12. A rust inhibitor.
13.

Soluble oil or a mineral-br oil.
..

\

\

/

CHAPTER 4
1

1.

The internal reactions to exiternal forces.

2.

a.

Tensile strength.

b

Hardness.

c.

Brittleness.

d. , Ductility.
1

e.

\

3.

Toughness.

The number ot elements and the exact percentage of each ebment that a metal possesses.
1

4

Pure, mechanical mixture. soid solution. and cornbmation of solid solution and mechanical mixture.

^

5.

Military or Federal Specification Number.

o.

(1) Stencil and paint. (2) colUr code, and (3) stamping with metal dies.
,

7.

Gold would indicate that the 'piece of steel was normalized. silver would indicate that it was of
aircraft quality.

S.

He must know the effects of heat treating and be able to specify the heat treatment that a piece of

,

metal requires.
o.

To relieve the internal stresses set up by hardening and to reduce the brittleness.

W. Normalized steel is harder and stronger than anneabd steel.

_

I I. A wearrecistant surface arfd a tough core.
12.

Annealing and heat treatment.

13. The principle of operation is based on the distance that a penetrator will penetrate a piece of
material under a given amount of pressure.
14.

Composition of the material, grain structure. and the heat treatment it has undergone.

15. The machinability may changed.

1 n. Any form of inspection in which the put inspected is not damaged or destroyed.

,

.!

.'1
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17.

Magnetic particle, penetrant, ultrasonic, eddy current, conductivity meter, ultrasonic leak, and
radiographic.

18. At about 30 to 40 percent of tensile strength.
19.

improper design of parts and defects in the material.

20. To detect fatigue cracks before complete failure of the parts occurs.

C.

21. Corrosion is the deterioration of a metal by reaction to its environment. Corrosion occurs beLause

of the tendency of most metals to return to their 'natural state.
22. Pitting, intergranular, exfoliation, and galvanic.

23. The removal of electrolyte.
24. Cactniun, copper, nickel, silver, tin, and chromium.

CHAPTER 5
I. By breaking up the rust or corrosion between the threads of the stud and the parent metal.">.

The Ezy-Out digs in the walls of the drilled s'tud better when pressure is applied because the
tapered square end has a left-hand twist.

3. To protect the parent metal from welding spatter and to prevent any contaCt by the welding rod
between the nut and the parent metal.
4. Drilling with the aid of a jig.
,

5.

The threads of the parent metal are destroyed.

6. To protect the threads in the parent met°a1 from damage.
7,

Hell-Cod Inserts prrde new threads that resist wear, corroAon, stripping, galling and cross
threading.

S.

Rronze, stainless steel, and nickel steel.

9. Tap an oversize thread in the parent metal and install a stud with oversize mating threads to tit.

67
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2.USE NUMBERI

-LMATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THIS
EXERCISE NUMBER.,

PENCIL.

53150 01 24

VOLUME REVIhW EXERCISE
Caiefully retid the following:

I

doW"

Check the "course." "volume." and "form" numbcts from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of ,expbnation.
Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alteriptes across' from column
to column.

Use only medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4

Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers. transfer them to the answer sheet. If you hare to change an answer
on the answer sheet. be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to aoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.,

5

Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
If mandatorth enrplled student. process questions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarih enrolled studetit. send questions .or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:
1.

Don't the answer 1 heets other than one furnished specifically for each revieW
exercise.

Don't mark on the answer sheet except to

fill

0in marking blocks. Double

marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3

Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape. or mutilate the answer sheet.

4.

Don't use ink or any marking other than with a F 1 black lead pencil.

VOTE TEXT PAGE REFERENCE& ARE.USED ON IlHE VOLUME
RE\ IF.\\ EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE
lh the 7 ext Page Number where the answer to that nem can be located.
When answering the items on.the VRE. rcier to the Text Pages indicated
by these .Vwnhers. The RE results will be sent to you on a postcard
which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet
and locate the Text Pace Nunthers for the items missed. Go to the text and
carefully review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire
VRE again before you take the closed-boa Course Examination
13
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Multiple Choice

Note. The first three items in this exercise are based on instructions that were included with y our ,ourse
materials. The correctness or incorrectness of your answers to these items will be reflected in y our total
score. There are no Text Page, Nunibers for these first three items.
I. The form number of this VRE must match

a. my course number.
b. the number of the Shipping List.
c. The form number on the answer sheet.
d. my course volume number.
2.

So that the electromc scanner can properly score my answer sheet, I must mark my answers with a

a. pen with blue ink.
I. number l black lead pencil.
ball point or liquid-lead pen.
.( pen with black ink.
3.

L I tape, staple or mutilate my answer sheet. or if I do not cleanly erase when I make cl,.illges on
the sheet, or if I write over the numbers and symbols along the top margin of the sheet.
I will receive a new answer sheet.
b. my answer sheet will be hand-graded.
c. I will be required to retake the VRE.
d, my answer sheet will be unscored or scored inCorrectly.

a.

Chapter

I

4. (001; A duty that belongs to the machinist specialty is

a. troubleshooting of difficult metal machining, design. and production problems.
b. instructing in metals machining techniques and maintenance of machinery and equipment
c. planning and organizing of metalworking activities.
d. manufacturing and r6orking of machined par:s.
S.

(002) The design and manufacture of precision tools. gages, dies. n d jigs is a responsnilit:
a. apnrentice machinist.
b. machinist.

c. machine shop technician.
d. nietalwork:-,r superintendent.

6. (002-004) The duties and responsibilities of the metalworking superintendent do not ,n*.lude
a. assembling and fitting machined parts.
b. directing metalworking activities.
c. inspecting and evaluating metalworking activities.
d. establishing OJT for metalworking persdnnel.

63
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6a3
(004) During the initial phase ot setting up a machine shop, the suyervisor is most likely to concentrate
on the principle of
3. organizing.,
b. coordinating.

c. planning.
d. controlling.

(004 -005) Authorizing the assignment of a welder to duty in a machine shop v.ould be 'Inolation of the
principle of
a. loiucal assignment.

c. delegation of authority._
d. span of control.

b. unity of coMmand.

/

(005) A dist.usion initiated by a machine shop,foreman with los, two machinists to lan a work project
is an example of

a. horizontal coordination.
b. vertical coordination.
10

(000) laspecung the work and evaluating woiker performance in,accoidance with established objectn es
are good principles of
directing.
b, planning.
a.

1.

c. lateral direction.
d. projected direction.

(

;

C..

coordinating.

d. controlling.

(00") l'itder the dual-channel OJT conceP t. airmen achieve job proficiency by

a. performing on the job under the supeisIoii of a skilled trainer.
b. studying a l'ormal ATC resident cours .
c. working under the supervision of airrlien with a higher skill loch
d. studying a tourse developed and conducted at base level.
12

(OO's) The c impetence with which a ma9hinist performs the tasks required for his position on the manning
document are measured by usmg

a. Af Form 003.

c. a management euide.
d. a Job Proficiency Guide.

b. STS ;32.3W50I70.
13

1009i %%hid Air Force manual listed below XI rovides information for making entries on AF Form 623.
Consolidated Training Record?

a. AEA! 50-25.
b. AFM 50 24.
14.

c. AFM 50-23.
d. AFM 50-20.

'

( 010) Who lb responsible for 3 trainees sansfac to y .omplenon of the career knowledge portions and the
assigned lob proficiency portions of the Specialty Training Standard?
The squadron pJT supervisor.
b. The indnoduallit rainee.

, The shop supervisor.
id. The trainer.

70
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15. (OI 0) Which of the following is not a responsibility required of the trainee?

a. To understand his AFS description, the training requirements of his STS and JPG, and the
contents of his training folder.
h. To accept and react favorably to the motivational effort of his OJT trainer and supervisors.
c. To understand, accept, and perform all of the framing requirements and assignments in an
efficient manner.

d. To maintain his consolidated training records m accordance with AFM 50-23.

16. (012) The training device containing a list of key points that a trainer should emphasize when he
is teaching a trainee to perform a job is called a
a. job breakdown.
b. Job Proficiency Guide.

c. Job Training Standard.
d. Specialty Training Standard.

17. (013) The most effective use of CDC chapter review exercises (CREs) is for the student to
a. read each CRE and immediately check the answer supplied in the workbook.
b. write the answers for the CREs and submit them to ECI for grading.
c write the answers for the CREs on each chapter and to check them against the answers in the
workbook.

d. answer the CREs afte-r studying the entire volume and check the answers against those
in the workbook.

18. (014) Who has the most opportunity with his personal interest to promote the importance ut the
OJT program?

a. The OJT squadron supervhor.
b. The trainee.

e. The trainer.
d. The base commander.

19. (015) The index that contains lists of equipment that me cross-referenced to categories is the
a. alphabetical index.
b. crossreference table TO 0 -4-1.

c. crossreference table TO 0-4-2.
d. numerical index and requirement table.

20. (016) To find a listing of each of the different categories of equipment, first look in

a. TO 0-1-I.

c. TO 0-1-01.
d. TO 1-1-1.

b. TO 01-1-1.

21. (016-017) The alphabetical index CZIn be used to the best advantage when you need :o
a. locate specific technieal orders.
b. requisition technical urders.
c. find the category to which an item of equipment belongs.
d. insure locating a current technical order.

22. (017-018) In the number TO 0-1-1-3, an MS:RT. which part of the number indicates that the
tech order is a sectionalized TO^

c. The second -1.
d. The -3.

a. The 0.
b. The first
dol.
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tolsi Upon receipt of an irstent action TC10 that specifies you have 6 days to accumplish the
work. the iymbol oi. woald enter in the mau,tenance form is a
e. red dash.

b. rei LhinaL

d. black circled X.

24. (010) t he type of TCTO which is issued a., In electrically tram:nutted
J.
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32. (024) If a precision measuring gage is not on your tool list for issue, which form listed below
%Nould you sign at the tool crib to check out the gage?

a. AF Form 1295.

b. AF Form 196,

c. AF Form 1297.
d. AF Form .1298.

33. (0241 When a supply custodian finds an item of equipment during inventory that does not belong
on his supply account, he forwards

a. an AF Farm 60lb to EMO.
b. a DD Form 1150 to Research.
c. a DD Form 1150 to Claims Investigation.
d. a DD Form 1150 to Materiel Control Section.
34. (025) The contents of an original container should be inspected and retagged when
is shipped from a depot.
b. it is shipped from one base to another.
c. the label or tag has been damaged.
d. the container is shipped from one command to another.
a. it

35. (026) The DD Form 1577-2 is used to indicate that tbe item to which it is attached b
a. serviceable. with a listing of the missing items on the reverse side.of the tag.
b. serviceable, but has suspected materials.
c. unserviceable and nonreparable.
d. unserviceable, but reparable.

36. (027) Who should inspec.t a piece of equipment that is sent to the shop from EMO''
a. The supply office.
b. The supply inspecwr.
c. The equipment manaeement office.
d. The equipment mventory supply office.

37. (029) Airman Jones pa,,s the $22 repair cost for a ptece of equipment he damaeed throuA neglect
with a
a. Cash Collection Voucher.
b. Report of Survey.
c. personal check attached to a statement of chargei.
d. supply voucher.

38. (033) If a pl.,card attached to -a crate in base supply has a yellow background with a three-bladed
magenta-colored insiema on it. this indicates to ,,ou that the contents of the crate at
a. serviceable.
b. radioactive.

c. reparable.
d. explosive.

39. (033) The minimum safe distance behind an operating jet engine
150 feet.

c. 250 eet.

h. 200 feet.

d. 3C0 feet.

a.

28
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40. (033-034) Which of the following would be the greatest danger in the compressor bleea areas?
c. The turbine wheels.
d. The intake areas.

a. Temperature and velocity.
b. Noise and careless workers.

Chapter 2

41. (035) Bench plates are usually made of
c. cast steel.
d. cast iron.

a. stainless steel.
b. wrought iron.

42. (036) For which of the following work setups would.you not be able to use a solid parallel?
a. Support work in a vise.
b. Raise work from a surface plate.
c. Mount work on a magnetic chuck.
d. Mount work on a rotatory table.

43. (036) The primary use of the planer gage is to
a. set the cutting tool.
b. check planed surfaces.

c. check the width of slots.
d. set up a sine bar.

44. (037) A precision tool that may be used in the work setup for accurately planing surcaces square
to one another is
c. a box parallel.
d. a surface plate.

a. sine bar.
b. an angle plate.

45. (037) Using toolmaker's buttons (.500 inch in diameter) to accurately locate two holes with a
center distance of 3.105 inches, what would be the distance between the toolmaker's buttons?
a.

c. 2.855 inches.
d. 3.605 inches.

1.605 inches.

b. 2.605 inches.

46. (037) When complete accuracy is necessary in the setup of toolmaker's buttons, which of the
following precision tools ,should you use to obtain the required accuracy?
c. Micrometer.
d. Vernier height gage.

a. Gage block.
b. Sine bar.

47. (038) Which of the following types of hand scrapers should be used to scrape the angular portion
of a dovetail bearing surface?
c. Hooked scraper.
d. Three-cornered scraper.

a. Half-round bent scraper.
b. Halfround scraper.

48. (039) Which of the following should be used for the layout of large circles and arcs?
c. Template.
d. Trammels.

a. Dividers.
b. Compass.
29

49. (039-040) Which graduated rule accessory enables you to use a rule as a depth gage?
a. Shding head.
b. Keyseat clamps.

c. Caliper rule.
d. Hooked attachment.

SO. (040) What is the smallest measurement which can be made with 'a vernier caliper?

e. 0.010 inch.
d. 0.100 inch.

a. 0.0001 inch.
b. 0.001 inch.
S I.

(041) The minimum height you can set the sliding arm gaging surface above the bottom of the
base of the vernier height gage is usually
a.

1/2 inch.

b.

1

c.

i

1/2 inches.

d. 2 inches.

inch.

52. (041) To check a shaft for curvature, how many eage readings are necessary and how many degrees
apart should they be made?

a. Two at 90..
b. Four or more at 180%

e. Three or more at 90%
d. Three at 180%

53. (042) The acute angle attachment is generally used for measuring angles less than

c. 45.

a. 90.
b. 60.

d. 30%

54. (043) One of the primary uses of gage blocks is to
set up precision work.
b. check other gaging and measuring instruments.
c. check machined parts for accuracy.
d. make linear measurements.
a.

55. (043-44) Which of the following precision measunng devices can be used to check the accuracy
of a sine bar setup?

A
a. Master sine bar.
b. Gage blocks.

c. Angle blocks.
d. A vernier bevel protractor.

56. (045) The most prevalent cause of excessive wear of precision gagmg tools is
a. improper handling.
b. gaging surfaces not hard enough.
c. dirt and abrasive materials on both the part and the gage.
d. constant physical contact with parts being gaged.

75
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Chapter 3

t04o) Hie most important eallse for inefficient machine _tool operation is
a. friction.
b. improper use.

c. electrical failure.

d. too much lubrication.

(04") Which of tlw following bearings offer the least amount of resistance to movement?
a. Plain
b. Antifrwtion.

e. Thrust.
d. Slipper.

(04') whjeli of the tollowing is not a problem in the lubrication of anufriction bearings?
Abra \ion.

h. Corrosion.

c, Getting the lubricant to the bearing.
J. Accumulation of harmful deposits.
O. (048) Which type of oiling s)stem is used when eooling as well as lubrication is necessary?
a. Circulation.
b. Splasq.

c. Pluntc
d. Ring and chain.
61

(048) The bath oiling system is often used for the lubrication of
a. plain bearings.
b. thr,ust and vertical step bearings.
c, slipper bearings.
d. antifriction bearings.

O2

lO4s -0491 Lime-soap greases are excellent tor use when

a. the cperatmg temperature is low.
b. excessive churning is present.
C. infrequent application is needed.
d. the operating temperature is extremely high.
o3

(040) T le best source of inforMation with referenk,e to the lubrication needs of a particular make of
machine is found in the
a. TOs.
h. NIIL Standards.
c. operator's manuals.

d. oil company recommendations list.
o4

10491 For easy iderVication, petroleum-based hydrauhc fluids are dyed
a. blue.

c. yellow.
d. brown.

b red.
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65. (050) The primary purpose for cutting lubricants is to
a. improve work finish.
b. wash chips away from the tool.
c. lower work temperatures.
d. prevent work warpage.

66. (050) Which type of cutting oil would y ou must likely, use for lathe and milling machine work when
cooling is an important factor?
a. Soluble oils.
b. Lard oils.

c. Sulphurized oils.
d. Chlorinated oils.

67. (051) When a machining operation requires high-cutting pressure, the proper cutting lubncant to use
is

a. chlorinated oil.
b. lard oil.

c. soluble oil.
d. sulphurized oil.

68. (051) In machining monel metal, a cutting lubricant preferred because of its tendency to aid in
breaking of the chip is a
a. chlorinated oil.
b. lard oil.

c. sulphurized oil.
d. soluble oil.

Chapter 4

69. (052) When you increase the hardness of metal, which of the following takes place?
Brittleness is decreased.
b. Brittleness is increased.
a.

c. Toughness is increased.
d. Shear strength is decreased.

70. (052) The hardness of a metal is described as the resistance it offers to
a. being pulled apart by an applied load.
b. cutting or abrasive actions.
c. sudden shock without breaking.
d. deformation or penetration.
71. (053) The, form of a metal in which the elements and compounds are clearly visilite and are held
together by a matrix of base metal is called a
a. mechanical mixture.

b.solidsoIuon

c. pure metal.
d. combination of solution and mechanical mixtures.

72. (053) The preferred method of identifying metal pieces in the machine shop stock rack that do not
bear an Air Force approved manufacturer's mark is by
a. tagging.

b. color code.

stencil and paint.
d. stamping with metal dies.

-c.
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73. (054) The heat treatment 1)p'eration in which a ferrous metal is heated to the required temperature
and rapidly cooled is referred to as
C. normalizing.
d. hardening.

a. annealing.
b. tempering.

74. (054) The heat treatment that steel undergoes to release its internal stresses and to reduce its
briteness is called
e, tempering.
d. hardening.

a. normalizing.
b. annealing.

75. (054) If you are required to manufacture a part which must have a hard wear-resistance outer
surface and a tough inner core, which type of heat treatment listed below should you use?
1

c. Normalizing.
d. Case hardening.

a. Hardening.
b. Tempering.

76. (055) The term "age hardened" is used to docribe a nonferrous metal that has been .given

'
the solution treatment.
b. the precipitation treatment.
c. maximum pliabihty.
d. maximum corrosion 'resistance.
a.

I

77. (05h) Which of the following elements, when added to carbon steel, tend to increase its
machmability?

a. Chromium.
b. Sulphur.

c. Nickel.
d. Tungsten.

76. 1057) The most important part of the visual inspection is its reliability which depends upon
the ability and expenence of the inspector.
b. a good hghtmg system.
c. the correct methods and procedures employed.
d. the good judgment used in making decisions.
a.

.

"0. (057 058) The type of corrosion most ..ommonly found on aluminum and magnesium is
c. pit ting.

a. Intergranular.
b. exfohation.

d. galvanic.

80. (058) What is the most vital factor in the prevention of corrosion?
a. Identification of corrosion.
b. Removal of the electrolyte.

c. More frequent cnspections.
d. Frequent painting.

,.
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Chapter 5

81. (059) A primary purpoR of using penetrating oil n stud removal is to
a. clean the area being worked on.
b. lubricate the mating threads.
e. penetrate to, tke c' tting edges of the drill.
d. break up corro-sion between the threads.

82. (060-061) In the arc welding method of stud removal, the pare^t metal should be protected by
using

a. thin pieces of metal around the stud.
b. sheet asbestos around, the stud.
c. wet rags around the stud.
d. wood around the stud.

4.

83. (061) Drilling for an extractor is preferable to completely drilling out a damaged,stud because the
former

a. can be done in less time.
b. does not require as much skill.
c. does not require the use of a drill Jig.
d. is less likely to damage the parerit part.

84. (061) The most important thing to remember in drilling out a stud i's.to
a. use the correct size of drill.
b. maintain a constant pressure on the drill.
c. use penetrating oil during drilling.'
d. keep the drill as nearly on center as possible.
85. (061-062) The least preferred method oi stud removal is
a. trepanning.

b. using a punch and hammer.
c. welding a nut on the stud.
d. drilling out the stud with a drill jig.

86. (062) With reference to stud removal, the greatest help will be your
a. hammer and punch.
b. drill.

c. EZY-out.,
d. ingenuity.

87. (062) The cross section of the wire used in the manufacture of Heli-Coil inserts is shaped like a
a. diamond.
b. pear.

c. rectangle.
d. spring wire.

88. (062) Which of the following is considered the' best reason for using HeliCoil insels?
a. Low resistance to wear.
b. No tesistance to corrosion.

c. High resistance to stripping.
d. Low resistance to cross threading.
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89. (063 064) When heavy or intermittent loads are encountered, solid inserts should be made of
c. manganese steel.
d. manganese bronze.

bronze.
b. stainless steel.
-1.

.

,

90. (064 -065) The successful replacement of studs, plugs, screws, and inserts usually depends upon, the

\

skill of the machinist.
b. type of aircraft involved.
- c.----remti-vil of the faulty part.
d. where tl)e job is located on the aircraft.
a.

:

i
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Preface
THE OBJECTIVE of this course is to provide the knowledge that you need in

order to progress to the machinist skill level. The emphasis will be, on
broadening your technical knowledge grid preparing yoit to perform the citifies
of a machinist.
Note the chapter titles on the content page for Volume 2. Chapter 1 covers

drilling machine work; Chapter 2, lathe work; Chapter 3, milling machine
work; Chapter 4, shaper wait, Chapter 5, contour machine work; and Chapter
o. grinding machine work. Now, leaf quickly through the pages of each chapter
and note the numbered headings, this will help you to understhnd the scope of
this volume.
Code numbers appearing on the l'igures and charts arc for preparing agency

identification only.
If you have questions on the accuracy or .eurrency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations tor its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, IL 61868.
If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your .Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB,
AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, StudentRequest for Assistance.
This volume is valueti at 18 hours (t points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of
March 1972.
,
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Drilling Machine Work

THE DRILL PRESS is used primarily to cut
round hole:, through some type of m..terial. It

smooth may be drilled without further

a %ariety of Lotting tools, of which the

are performed. the holei must be finished to

twist drill is the most common. Drilled holes
,may be finished by reaming. boring. coun-

size and within close liits. Also, the holes

emxploy

finishing. When reaming,and boring operations

must be concentric and in the exact location.
Such operations may also be performed in
various!types of drilling and boring jigs and fixtures. In this chapter we witl discuss the radial
drill press. drill winding, arid drill press main-

terboring. countersinking. spot facing, and tap-

ping on the drill press.

2 The ccuracy of work done on a drill
varies with the operation pefformed.
Holes which do not need to be concentric or

press

A

Head

B vced 6hJnge lierc
C Colwrin
D

Arm

E

Held clamp leser

tenance.

F 'Feed dutch lever
Elevating screw and lever L
11
Arm damp lever
I
Chuck and drill
G

0

%Aork

Figure

I

Start, stop, and reverse lever
P
Q. Head traverse hand wheel
R
Feed dial

Vise
T4hle
Base

Spindle
Feed hand wheel

Radial drill press

84

S.

Feed change lever

171'
arm, and (4) head, as shown in figure 1. All of

the features of the radial drill press are in-

cluded in these four parts.

1-3. Base, The base of the radial drill press is

the large cast section located at the bottom of
the machine (fig. 1,M). The base has several
functions. It provides a foundation on which
the rest of the machine is mounted. It provides

AXIS OF DRILL

a place to mount the work table. The Wase also
has a reservoir for cutting lubricants and
coolants.
1-4. Column. The column is the upright por-

tion of the radial drill press (fig. LC). The
column is a larg.e precision ground shaft which
supports the arm, column clamp lever. and the
arm locking lever.

1-5. Ann. The arm of the radial drill press
has many functions and Xdvantages. It can be
moved around'the column 3600. This is a great
advantage in locating the drill orer large work.

At Dead center
B. Lip of cutting edge
Flute
Shank

Margin
Cutting
I. Lip clearance
Dead center

Margin

Body

Cutting lip

Body elearance
Margin

Lip clearance
Figure 2

The arm gives support to the spindle drive
motor and to the head of the machine. It
provides the ways along which the head is
moved.

'

1-6. Head. The head (fig. 1,A). houses many

parts of the radial' drill press. It houses the

Twist drill

1. Radial Drill Press
I -I. Radial drill presses, such as the one
shown in figure 1, have the head mounted on an

'arm.instead of directly on the column ot the
machine. You can raise, lower, and swing the
arm to the right and to the left, and move the
head along it. This allows you to position the
spindle over the worka ereat advantage when
you are working with heavy, bulky items. Power
feeds and reversible spindles, usually provided.
increases the capability of the machine. Radial
drill presses are good all-around machines.
They are suitable for both light- and heasy-duty
work, and are capable of doing highly accurate
wvrk. The size of a radial drill press is
designated by the length of the arm. This is the

distance from the center of the !,pindle to the
de ot the column when the head is located as
,ar out as possible on the arm. For example. a
:adult drill press designated as aasing a 3-foot
rn will drill to the center Ot a 6-toot circle,
,,nd the length of the arm .w;I: .letually he
,-ca:ar than 3 feet.
:-2 ?arts of the Radial Drill Press. In orer to understand the operation 01 a radial drill
and as ad%lnt ikz.zs !.ou ,s.hould oe 1ble to
Nit., of Th..: machineiTher,.

...coant:z tne

na51,,;

1,i. 121

t

speed change gearbox. feed change gears. and
the spindle.
I -7. Workholding Devices Used on Radial
Drill Presses. Successful drill press work
depends to great extent upon the manner in
which work is held. Properly mounted work
requires various holding devices, such as the
drill press vise, V-blocks, clamps, and straps.
The practice of holding work by hand on the
drill press is dangerous and can easily regult in
damaged work. broken drills, and injury to the
operator.
1-3 l/he, The sise is die most commonly
used holding des it.e for drill press work. It
usually has slots to receise T-slot bolts and can

easily he secured to the machine table. The
m.ork is normally supported on parallel bars to
present drilling holes in the vise. Most sises are
construCted ssith a movable jaw which is

operated by a single screw. Vises are available

in a Naryy ot sizes and designs.
I -9. !`-blm s. V-blocks are easily adaptable
for the support ot cylindrical work. When you

use V -blocks to support the work on a drill
pre,-,s table. !,ou normally clamp the blocks
di!ectly to the table surface. Then clamp the
,Aork in the \ -block When work cannot he
helJ in a vhs: or clamped to a V-biock, ;.ou can
stiap it to the table urt.ae .% strap
Can he easily made tt
,teel
with a hole drtll:d near the clamping end rhe
and shape ot these ',traps are goserned hy
the nature ot the work to be drilled Clamps. on

MORE THAN 12° TO 15°

12° TO 15°

53.103

Figure 3.

Drill grtnding hints.

the other hand, usually have a specific shape,
such as the flat, gooseneck, pin, and V-clamp.

function, but the drill must be sharp for the

2. Drill Grinding

is the cone-shaped portion on the cutting end of

parts to complete their tasks.
2-5. Point. The point, as shown in figure 2,

2-1. A correctly sharpened twist drill is a

the drill. It is this portion which is ground to

necessity. A sharp twist drill performs more ef-

form the cutting edges. The dead center (K) or
chisel edge is the portion connecting the bottom of the flutes (C) at the extreme end of the

ficiently and you produce a higher quality of
work with less pressure on the drill. Success in

correctly grinding drills depends upon your
skill and expe.rience in using various

drill. It is formed by the intersection of the
cone-shaped surfaces of the point. It should

techniques. Before We go into the actual grinding of a Rvist drill we will discuss the parts of

always be in the exact center of the axis of the
drill. The cutting lips (F) are the actual cutting

a drill and their functions.
3
2-2. Paris of a Drill. There are three main
parts to a drill: shank, body, and the point, as
shown in figure 2. We will discuss these parts of

the drill.
2-3. Shank. The shank (D) is that part of a
drill behind the flutes which is used to hold the
drill in a chuck, collet, or spindle. Several types

of shanks are available. The most common
types are the straight and taper shanks. Most
drills larger than 1/2 inch in diameter are made

with Morse taper shanks. The tang, which is
clmmon to the taper shank drills, is that flatt !led portion on the shank end of the drill that
assists in driving the drill.

CHECKING DRILL POINT

Body. The body of a drill (L) is that
portion of a drill between the point and the
2-4

WITH DRILL GAGE

shank. There are several pahs that make up the
*Iody of a drill, such as flutes, web, and margin.

53--107

Each of these parts performs some important

Figure 4.
3

86

Drill grinding gage.

the edge of ihe v.rip. If the clearance angle is
too small, it will result

in

possible

drill

breakage. A clearance angle too large will
result in chipping the cutting edges, as shown in

figure 3(3). The length of the cutting edges
must be the same. Otherwise. a greater torsional
strain is placed on one cutting edge. causing the

drill to cut a hole larger than its diameter. as
shown in tigure 3(5). The cutting edge 'angle
(included angle) for carbon and alloy steels is
118°, or 59° on each side of the centerline, as
shown in figure 3(4 and 6). This angle is
checked for accuracy with a bevel protractor or
drill grindling gage, as shown in figures 4 and
5

CHECKING DRILL POINT

2-8. When drills are manufactured they are
made so that the web of the drill is thicker at

WITH PROTRACTOR

the shank end than at the point. This is done to
Figure 5

provide strength. As the drill wears and

Proiractor head and blide

edges of the drill. They extend from the chisel

edge to the periphery of the drill.

2-6 Grinding a Twist Drill. The

greatest

difficulty encountered in drilling is caused by
incorrectly ground drili lip clearance. Three
things should be considered in grinding a drill
lip clearance, the length and angle of the lips,
and the chisel edge in relation to the axis or
centerline of the drill. All three must be correct
before a crill can function properly.
2-7. The correct lip clearance for a drill used
for the general purpose drilling of still is 120 to
15°. Any change in this clearance angle will
change the cutting characteristics of the drill,
For example. a drillground'at 12' or slightl
less would be best suited for, drilling harder
carbon and alloy steel. This angle may be
checked with sufficient accuracy' by using as a
gage a strip of paper 3 inches wide and 8 1,2 in-

ches long. Place a mark on the margin ot the
left end of the strip 3,4 inches from the lower
skie. Fold the strip around the drill and place
the upper rieht-hand corner on the marginal
mark. as shown in figure 3(2). Then compare
1

the clearance angle with the diagonal tormed by

the pertormance of a drill used in hand teed
operations. such as in crankshaft drilling. This
type of thinning works well when the drill is to
be used in a hand drill. Notching is sinular to
thinning, as shown in the right half 01 tigure 6.
except that the sharp-cornered, hand abrasive
wheel is used instead of a round-taccd wheel.
2-19 Since there are so many, types of metals

in Wm: today. no one drill point will perform
sattslactord!, in all ot these itietals. Figure 7
illustrate., some of the various trpes ot drill
points and the types 01 metals tor which they
:ire best suited,

3. Drill Press Maintenance

;-I [he drill press. like all other machine
tools. requires some maintenance When the

RESULT

METHOD

is

ground several times it may become necesary
to thin the web. Thinning the web is done to
achieve maximum cutting effieiency. or ease ot
penetration and minimum wear. The web
should be thinned to approximately its original
thickness. This is usually done with a roundtaced abrasive wheel, as shown in figure 6.
2-9. Another method of thinning the web ot
a drill, known as notching. is used to improve

Si SZS

Fleur.
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STEEL RA:LS
AND HARD MATERIALS

BRASS AND SOFT BRONZE

CAST IRON, DIE CASTINGS
ALUMINUM ALLOYS

HEAT-TREATED STEEL DROP FORGINGS

COPPER AND COPPER ALLOYS

1g
>r, 551'

12'

53'
V.

q .... .60'
CRANKSHAFT AND
DEEP HOLE DRILLING

WOOD HARD RUBBER FIBER
AND ALUMINUM

PLASTICS AND
MOLDED MATERIALS
53.104

Figure 7

Slupes, ot drill points.

drill press is installed, it should be leveled and
lagged to a solid foundatiOn. This foundation
should be solid enough to support the weight of

the machine. Great care should be taken in
leveling the drill press. If the machine is not
properly installed, you cannot hope for the
machine to perform with the accuracy for which
it was designed.
3-2. The oil cups and bearing surfaces

,,hould be oiled daily before the drill press is
used Oiling should be progressive, starting at

one point and, moving around the machine,
making certain that q11 points are lubricated.
All surfaces not covered with paint should be

lightly oiled to prevent corrosion. The drill
press gearbox shOuld receive periodic oiling
and oil changes should be made according to
the manufacturer's specifications. Be sure to
check manufacturer's specification for the type,
viscosity, and amount of oil to use. Remember,
that in some cases, too much oij can cause
severe damage to machine seals.

s

CHAPTER 2

Laihe Work

THE LATHE IS the most useful machine in the
machine shop, More operations can be done on
it than on any other machine tool. In this chap-

is in machining several duplicate pieces, since
the machining of ode or two pieces would nbt
warrant the time spent in grinding the tool. You
can use forming tools to machine either con-

ter we will not discuss the more common

operations; we will limit the discussion to (1 )
special lathe operations. (2) attachments. (3)

cave or convex radii. A concave radius
hollow in shapt: and a convex radius

speciacihreading operations. and (4) lathe

ttpherical or ball shaped. Figure 8 shows some
typical shapes you can produce with forming

mainterlance.

tools.
4-5. Template and pointer. In this method of
tOrm turning, you lay out, the full-scale form of

4. Special Lathe Operations
41. You will be called upon from time to
time . to perform various special lathe
operations. A special lathe operation is an'
operation that is performed, normally, on a
lathe with special tools or attachments. Such

the work on a piece of thin sheet metal. Then,
clamp the template to the bed of the lathe. Attach a pointer to the lathe cross-slide and, by
hand manipulation, follow the scribed outline

operations as radii and form turning, taper turning, toolpost grinding, parting, spring winding, filing, polishing, and knurling fall into
this category. We will discuss these operations.

on the template to produee the form on the
work. You will probably have to finish the torm
by filing and polishing. Figure 9 shows a template and pointer being used to produce a contoured surface.
4-6. Radius rod. When you do form turning

4-2. Radii and Form Turning. You may
several methods to machine radii or
irregular shapes. The method will depend upon
the shape and size of the object and the nunther
use

using the radius rod, the length of the rod

'Should be equal to the radius that you want to
cut. Place the rod between the cross-slide and
tadstock. as shown in figure 10. The cross-slide
ill then move in an arc when you apply power
feA to the cross-slide. The resistance ot the cut
holds the rod in position.
4-7. Compowid rest. When you use this
method. the compourd rest and tool are swung
trom side to side in an are. Form the desired
ra-dius by feeding the tool in or out with the
compound slide. You can turn either a concave
radius by positionine, the tool in front ot the
piot point, as shown in figure I .A. or a con-

of pieces to be manufactured.
4-3. Hand manipulation. The cutting wol
moves on an irregular path when you move the

carriage and cross-slide simultaneously by
band. You obtain the desired radius or form 1,y
cdordinating the movement of the carriage and

cross-slide as you observe the cutting action
4-4. Forming tool You may grind the forming tool to any desired shape or form. The
only requiremenb are that the tool must have
the proper relief angles and rake, sizeind contour. The most practical use of the forming tool
WORK
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"self-holding" is applied to the smaller tapers
because the angle of the taper is only 2° or 3°
and the shank of the tool is so firmly seated in
the socket that there is considerable frictional
resistance to any force tending to turn it in the

fREPRODUCED CONTOUR

socket. There are several different types of selfholding tapers.
4-11. Morse taper. There are eight different

.sizes of Morse tapers. The taper for each is
slightly different, but it is approximately 5/8
inch per foot in most cases. Morse taper-shanks

are used on a variety of tools; they are used
exclusively on the shanks of twist drills.
Spindles of drilling machines and most lathes
are constructed to fit a Morse taper.
4-12. Brown and Sharpe qaper. There are 18
different sizes of Brown and Sharpe tapers. The
TEMPLATE FASTENED,
TO WAYS

A
CONCAVE, RADIUS
.

WORK

Figure 9. Template and pointer.

radius by positioning the tool behind the
pivot point. as shown in figure 11,B.
4-8. Taper Turning. Many of the tools and
parts that you will be using have tapered portions. You must be able to identify the various
tapers and be able to machie tapered objects.

veX

We will discuss the variods standard tapers and
their use: the methods of checking tapers; and
taper turning by means of the compound rest,

PIINJT POINT

OF COMPOUND

tailstock offset, and taper attachment.
4-9. The tapers on taper-shanked tools and
machine parts, such as twist drills, end mills,
reamers. lathe centers, drill chucks, etc., are
from various standardized taper series. Stan-

WORK

dard machine tapers are divided into two
sdf-holding tapers and (2) selfclasses: (

releasing tapers.
4-10. Self-holding. (slow) tapers. The term

CONVEX RADIUS

Figure I I.

33-2IS

Matching a radius with the compound rest.

taper is approxima:ely 1/2 inch per foot for all
sizes except for taper number 10, which has a

taper of 0.5161 inch per foot. Brown and
Sharpe taper sockets are used for many arbors,
collets, and machine tool spindles, and
especially for spindles on milling machines and
grinding machines.
4-13. The 3/4-inch-per-foot taper. These
tapers come in 11 sizes ranging from 2 to 12

ches in diameter at the large end. They are
RECESS RADIUS ROD

aoss

SLIDE

larger in size, taking up where the Br'own and
Sharpe and Morse tapers stop in the American
Standard Self-Holding Taper Series.

53-217

4-14. American Standard Self-Holding

Figure 10

Use ot a radius rod

Taper Series. Twenty-two taper sizes have been
7

90

selected to make up the American Standard
Self-Holding Taper Series This serios contains
three sizes of the Brown and Sharpe, all eight
sizes of the Morse, and all 11 sizes ot the 3,4iniih-per-foot taper.
4-15. Jarno taper There are 19 ditterent
sizes of Jarno tapers; the taper per toot on all

sizes is 0.600 inch All the dimensions of any
size of Jarno taper may be tound by using a
simple key based on the taper number The
diameter at the large end is as many eighths, the
diameter at the small end is as many tenths, and
the length is as many halt' inches as indicated by

the taper number, thus:
Taper number
Taper number
10

raper number

lase diameter
small dtameter

length ol taper

tang,

4-18. Self-releasing tapers. The term "selfreleasing" is applied to the larger tapers to

removed more readily than the shank of

The Jarno taper is used on vIrrious machine

tools, and especially on profiling and diesinking machines. It has also been used for the
headstock and tallstock spindles of some lathes

4-16. Taper pins and reamers. Taper pinshave a tape of 1/4 inch per foot and come in 14
standard sizes. Taper pins are used on assem

blies to secure pulleys, gears, and shafts to
mating members. Taper pin reamers are used to
ream taper pinholes.

4-17. Other tapers. There are a number ot
other tapes, but they are used td such a limited

7ONGUE DRIVE

that full tables are not given in
Machinery's Handbook. One, the Reed taper.
which is used oil some lathes, has the same
taper as the Jarno taper. 0.600 inch per foot,
but it differs in both diameter and length. The
Standard To21 Company has two tapers: (1)
standard and (2) short. These tapers vary from
0.600 inch to 0.630 ineh per foot. The Sellers
taper has a 0,750-inch-per-loot taper. it has a
keyseat the whole length of the taper but no

distinguish them from the relatively small selfholding tapers. A milling machine spindle,-with
a taper of 3 1/2 inches per foot, is an example
of a self-releasing taper. The included angle in
this ease is more than 16° and the tool or arbor
requires a. positive locking device to prevent
slipping. The shank may be releasedNk2r

For example, a number 7 Jarno taper has a 7,8
inch large diameter, a 7/10-inch smaller
diameter, and a 7/2. inch, or 3 1/2 inch. length.

FR'C'ON WrA NED

extent

accuracy with promictors tapered ring gages,
or micrometers and scribed lines:
a. Protractors are used to cheek tapers when
extreme accurac) is not required and when the
required taper k given in degrees, Figure 13
shows how a protractor head and blade are
used to cheek a steep taper.

FlICTION DRIVE
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F2iC ZION QE TA NED

2ETAINED

KEY DRIVE
KEy

ETA1NED

FRICTION -DRIVE

1..,ttt
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a

smaller taper of the self-holding type. There are
12 sizes ot American Standard Steep Machine
Tapers. all of which have a taper or3 1/2 inches
per foot. Note, in figure 12, the various devices
that are used to retain and drive standard
tapers. NOTE. Detailed information pertaining
to exact dimensions of standard tapers may be
obtained from machinists' publications, such as
N1achinery's Handbook,
4-19. Checking tapers. You check tapers for

Ivor drets

91

,

degree by estimating the fractional spacing

PROTRACTOR

between divisions,

4-21. The amount., of taper -is often
designated as taper per inch (TP1) or taper per
foot (TPF). Frequently, no actual designation
'tit the amount of taper is given at all. The large

diameter (LD), the small diameter (SD), and
the length of the taper (L of T) are specified.
and you must find the TPI before you can set
the compound rest properly. To determine the
angle at which the compound rest sho,uld be set,

use the following formulas:
TPI

Figure'13

Cheeking taper %ith

LD

SD

L of T

protr.tetor head

TPI

fangent ol the angk (tan 4 I

2

b. Tapered ring gages are use'd to check
tapers, as shown in figure 14. Insert the tapered
part in the gage and wiggle it. Any mmement of

4-22. Let us apply the formulas above, rust,
when the TPI is given, and, second, when only
the dimensions of a taper are given:
a. Suppose that a TPI of 0.800 is specified:

the part in the gage indicates that the taper is
incorrect.
Tapers may be checked by scribme equally
spaced Imes on pie tapered portion of the work
and determinireg the differences in diameters
between lines with d micrometer. as shown in
tigure 15. Careful layout of the lines and
alinement of the micrometer wiil help to insure
accurate results when you use this method.

= 0.400

2

It would now be possible to compute the a'ngle
at which to set the compound rest; however, it
is more convenient to obtain it ft-m.6 a table of
trigonometric functions (often called trig
tables). This table, which is several pages in
length., may be found in machinists'
publications, such as Machinery's Handbook,
and in trigonometry handbooks. To determine

4-20 Taper Ttirnin.g with the Compound
Rest. Both external and internal tapers can be

turned with the compound rest. You use the
compound rest primarily to machine short,
steep tapers, since the length of the taper that
can be cut v- restricted to the distance the ,ompound can be,tpoved. Position the compound
rest at an angle Meaired from the centerline ot

the size of the anzle, go down the "tangent"
column until you find the tangent of the angle.
The nearest value is 0.39997. In the "M"
column at the/ left side of the page opposite

the work, figure 16,g; or from a line per,

0 800

Ian

0.39997,yoo Will read 48 minutes. In the upper

pendicular to the centerline of the work, figure
16,13 For example. the 40° angle ,sin figure

left corner Of the page, above the minutes

column, you will read 210 in boldface
numerals. Thti, 0.39997 is the tangent,for`21°
48 You would set the compound rest for 21

16,13. is measured fron a,, line perpendicular to
the- centerline ot the work: In order to machine
the
this angle. you must tirst
compound rest perpendicular to the centerline,
and then move it .the required 4'0°. The
graduations on the base (.4 the compound rest

- pion

3 4° to machine a taper per inch of 0.800. (If
TN' had been specified, it would have been
necessary to convert it into TPI by dividing

TPF by 12.)

vel represent I°. You obtain fractions of a

GAGE

CORRECT TAPER

NOT ENOUGH TAPER

F gure 14 , Checking taper

0.1111

9
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TOO MUCH TAPER

,t iaperx1 ring gage

WORK

53.222

t
0

in* V'

or,t:66

01,Auoravam

Figure 1-5 'leasuring uper per inch v.ith a micrometer.

b. If the dimensions of a taper are given, as
in figure 17, the compteation would be as

follows:
IP1

LD

Tan Z.

1 000

1.250

SD

L ot T

0 500

0 500

TN

0 500

0 2500

2

which is the tangent for 14° 2'.

4-23. Taper Turning by Offsetting the

Tailstock. You will u`se the offset tailstock

Figure 17,

Dimensions 01 a tape

tnethod frequently to turn long slow tapers
because of the limitatidns of the compound rest
method. Also, you will find that every lathe is

30'

not equipped with a taper attachment. When
you offset the dead center by moving the
tatIstock out of alinement, the centerline of the
work and the line of travel of the turning tool
at.e no longer parallel. A taper will be turned
on the work, as shown in figure IS. Offset the
tailstock. after it has been unclamped, by turning the tailstock lateral .adjustment screws.
Position the cutting tool at center height in or-

A

READING 00'
INCLUDED ANGLE GWEN
COMPOUND REST SET AT 30°
TO CENTER LINE READING

ON DRAWING

ON SWIVEL 60°

der to turn a true taper.

'

4-24, Ca1culatink, oll'set. You can calculate
the otfset when you have either (1) the taper per

s."

/-

,/
AP4O,E GWEN T0Om A

A

OSEPENOICVLA

;.'1"

4\6

inch and the length. or (2) the included angle
and the length.
a. When the taper per)nch and the length of
work are given, ou can determine the amount
of offset require'd to eut a taper by using the

AOONO AO

7

%,

0' .4

TO CENi.E2 LINE

:24

I

following formula.

READING ON SWIVEL 40

Iml,aock
4:gure '1 n

'Setting (he ,ompound rest
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T4Per Per In,h

x

NORMAL AXIS OF LATHE

OFFSET

AXIS OF WORK BEING TWINED

TRAVEL OF TOOL
PARALLEL TO

WAYS OF LATHE
.53.227

'figure 18. Effects ot tailstock' offset.

ot

Example. To cut a taper having 0.050 TN, 5
inches in length on a piece of work 10 inches
long, as shown in figure 19, the tailstock offset
would be calculated as follows:

(2) TO

tan

3

TO = 0 06116 X 12
TO

0,7339

TO tt. 7.41 x LW
_

TO

0 oso

1 4 mch

tailstock offset. You use only the overall length
of the work and the TPI of the overall length of
the work and the included angle of the taper,

of work are giVer, may be determined in fhe
tollowing manner:

(I) First divide the included angle by 2 to

length of work between centers will
necessitate resetting ihe tailstock if the taper
per inch is to remain constant. A given offset
does not give a fixed degree of taper, because

Included
2

the taper increases
decreases.

(2) Now, determine the offset by using the
following formula:

methods, depending upon the nature of th,e job.
On work that does not require a great degree of
accuracy, you may measure the amount of offset
by reading the graduations (called cricket
marks) on the base of thetailstock, as shown in
figure 2r. Or, you may measure the lateral

tan L x LW

Eramph- To cut a taper with an included
angle ot 7 on a piece of work 12 inches long,

distance between centers with a machinist's
shown4n figure 22. On work requiring

as shown in figure 20, the calculations would
be as follows:
Angle

as the length of work

4-26. Measuring offset. You may meaSure
the amount of the tailstock offset by various

Tailstock offset = tan L x length of work

t

4-25. When you.determine the proper offset
for the tailstock, remenTher that any change in
the

determine the angle you must machine.

TO

inch

You s1 uld note that the length of
taper is not taken into consideration in the
tbregoing formulas when you calculate the

b The amount of dffset.44,4quired to cut a
taper, when the included angle and the length

Angle

47
64

NOTE:

= 0 025 X 10

TO tt 0 250

1/20 X :2

a great deal of accuracy, you may measure the
amount of offset (1) with an inside caliper, (2)

7'

with the dial test indicator, (3) by using the

-=

crossfeed calibrated collar, or (4) by using the
Angle =.

3

clt and try method.

I2

INCLUDED ANGLE
OF TAPER 7'
1

10

12

*53-219

53-228

Figure 19

Calculating tailstock oftset when
the dimensions are pren

Calculating tailstock offset when
the included angle ts given.

FJgure 20

11

94

4-29. When you use the ertissfeed (crossslide) calibrated collar method. pomtion the
side of the toolpost near the tailstoek spindle.

' 53 231

Figure 21

t.lsitk eneket

Then move the toolpost away from the tailstock
spindle with the cross-slide This il I eliminate
the backlash. Now set the cross-slide graduaNd
collar at zero. Move'the toolpost toward the
tailstock spindle with 'the compound rest until
you feel a slight drag on a strip ot...papetbe,L
ween the tailstoek spindle-and the toolpost
when you pull on the paper. Next, using the
cross-slide graduated collar to indicate the
amount ot travel, move tbe tilolpost away from
the tailstock spindle a distance equal to the
desired offset. Thereatter. moye the tailstock
laterally until you feel a slight drag on a strip
of paper between the tailstock spindle and the
toolpost when you pull on the paper, At this
point, >ou have obtained the desired Offset.
4-30 In the cut and try'method, >oti offset
the tailstock an approximate amount and take a
trial cut on the work. Then deasure the taper
per inch, readiust the tailstoek. and-take more
trial cuts until you obtain the desired taper per
inch.

S3-232

Figure 22

\rteawring whet :cuh

ii;e1 rule

4-27. When you check the offset with an inside caliper, brihg the !outpost to bear lightly
against the side 'oof the tailstock spindle, figure
23,A, and then gack it away from the tailstock
spindle a distane equal to the predetermined
caliper setting, figure 23.13. Then Offset the
tailstock until tlie tailstock spindle again contacts the toolpost, as shown in figure 23. C
4-28. When yPti use the dial test indicator
method, mount the instrument on the toolpost.
position the indicator plunger to bear lightl>
against the side ,f the_ tailstock Tindle. and
read the amount of offset on the indicator as
}ou move the ta Istock laterally.
TAILSTOCK

4-31. While the offset method of taper tur-..
ning is widely used, it has a number ot disadvantages A slight variation in the length of the
work or the depth of center holes will result in
, variation
in the amount of taper when
duplicate pieces are being turned. The center
holes ol the work do not bear uniforml> on the
lathe. centers; as a result, the center holes ma>
be dimorted, and the centers ma> be scored

Also. }ou must realine the centers for straight
turning after the tailstock has been offset for
taper taming. The offset method is limited to
work held between the centers; therefore. onl>
external tapers ma) be turned. The degree ot'
taper that can be turned IN goNerned b> the

offset of the tailstock and the length of the
work. The range ot offset of the tailstock Naries
trom approximatel> 1 2 inch on small lathes to
I
I 2 inches on larger lathes,

TAIL STOCK SPINDLE

PINDLE

TAU:STOCK SPINDLE

OFFsET

r

42)A .,16Tc

TOOLPO ST

INSIDE C A.UPER
TOCRPC,

TOOLPOS.
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v:uro

\s, 0.101 InsIde 5.thrcr.
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9-5

the operation of all of them is basically the
same..Swivel the.guide. bar ty the desired degree

taper and clamp it itt, position. As the
carriage travels' along the ways, the guide block
will slide On the guide bar, causing the draw bar
01

41

-101,11(.. E
..,)4\V

to push the.cross-slide toward, or pull it away

.

from, the work. This, in turn, will cause the
tool to move in a plane parallel to the guide

12;111

1

bar, and a taper wilt be machined on the work.

4-35. On taper attachments that aretmot

A

Carnage bracket

Claw %crew

Guide tvIr
(,Gut
utde

D

sle

equipped with a. draw bar, the push or pull is
directly'on the crossfeed screw, and there will
be a certain amount of lost motion or backlash
between the crossfeed screw and the nut. If
backlash is not' eliminated, a straight' portion
will he turned on the work. The backlash may

Bed 'bracket
ck

t lock ham:

G
H

DraN bar
( iamb

be eliminaked by one of two methods, as
tollows:

heure '4

1 aper attahment

a. Move th,e carriage arid tool slightly past

4-32. Tiwer Turning with Taper At-

tit!! tart of the cut. then.return the carriage and

tachments. The taper attachment is used to
machine both internal and emernal tapers. The

tool to ahe st'art of ,the cut.
h. Move the ero,ss-slide and the tool jo the
same direction in which the taper runs,

length of trayel is.considerably greater than that

ot the compound rest, however. the angle to
which it may be set is limited It is more
desirable to machine a taper with the taper
attachment than with the
method because the lathe

()Met
centers

make the, last movement otIthe--c'Thskslide away

from you when the small end of the taper is
towaid the heacistock.tor toward you when the
tar& end of the taperi is toward thp headstock.

tailstock
arc

in

Any further movement of the carriage, other
than' in the direction _of the "cut, will
automatically put 'backlash in the system.

alinement. The wear on the centers and center
holes is noi as great. and duplicate tapers may

be nachined on pieces of diffeent lengths
,.without changing the taper setting.
4-33 Description, The essential parts ot the
taper attachment, shown in figure 24. 'and the
purpose each serve are as follows

4-36. taper attachments equipped with a
drawbar do not have backlas1L The 'drawbar
,connects the cross-sltde directly to the guide

block and takes the push and pull off the
crossfeed screw and the nut. You set the.compound rest at a right angle to the ways and,take
the depth ot' cut with the compound rest, since
the drawbar loch the cross-slide direetly to the
guide block, the cross-slide cannot e moved
with the crossfeed screw. The"gurde bar, which
is swiveled and set to give the desired taper. is

a The Larriage bracket (A) is attached to the
Naddl ot the lathe and-supports the attachment.

b The guide bar or swivel (B) acts as a guide
tor the ,guide block It is swiveled and set to
produce the desired amount ot taper
c. The shoe or guide block (C) travels on the
guide' bar and is attached to the cross-slide.
d. The guade block base (D) supports the
guide bar
e, The clamping screws tE9 clamp th,: guide
bar to its base.
t. The bed bracket (F) ilamps the guide bar
io the lathe bed.
e The guide block gThs (not shown) take, up

graduated in taper per foot on one end anti
degrees of taper on the opposite end, as shown
in figure 25. To set the guide bar for the proper
taper when the taper per inch is given, multiply
by

12 to get the taper per foot and set the

graduated scale to the nearest fractional setting.

4-37. Let us assume that you are setting up a

taper attachment prior to machining a drill

the wear 1/ tween the guide bloc,k and the guide
bar
it The dralv bar (G) connects the cross-slide

sleeve for which a number 2 Morse e:sternal
taper is specified. What setting would you use
tor the first trial cuts it you had decided to uge
the taper-per-toot graduations? The degree

to the pide bl /ek by means ot a clamp (H) and

rehees the pthh and pull on the erossteed

graduations? You can determine the taper-per-

screw

tool Netting in the following manner: Find the
taper per inch of a number 2 Morse taper in a
maclunist publication, such as Machinery's

4-34, Operation Taper attaLhments %dry in

desien with different manutaLturers. how eer.
13

qo

T/
GUIDE BAR

GUIDE BAR BASE

GUIDE BAR BASE

v No al is 6.1

GRADUATED IN TAPER PER FOOT T P

flgure 2'

3 237

Jul& bar graduanon,

NOTE. The degree graduations on most taper
attachments represent the included angle of the

Handbook. (TPI = 0.04995.) Convert the
taper per inch into taper per fot.

taper. Therefore, you would set the taper attachment to indicate twice the angle you have
calculated. or 30
4-39. Toulpost Grinder. The toolpovt grinder is a portable grinding machine that can be
mounted on the compound rest of a lathe in
place ot the toolpost and can be used to

TPF = TP1 x 12
TN' = tJo49 95 x 12
TPF -0 0 5994

ft,

Convert the decimal to a fraction, using a
decimal equivalent table:
A9r'i

0 5994 =

GRADUATED IN DEGREES OF TAPER-

machine work that is too hard to cut by ordinary means or to machine wink that requires
a very fine finish. Figure 26 shows a 'typical

Set the taper attachment to obtain a I9,32-perfoot taper. NOTE: Taper attachments are otten
graduated in I/8-inch-per-toot increments:
therefore, you may have to estimate settings that
fall between the I/8-inch graduations. You can
obtain sufficient accuracy for the first trial cuts

by setting the taper attachment for a taper of
slightly less than 5/8 inch per foot.
4-38. If you had decided to use the degri.le
graduations. you would determine the degree
setting in the following manner
FPI
Find the tangent of the anele
0 0490

Tan

2

T"

0 02497

Look in a table of trigonometric tuncts.nt, and
find the angle represented by the :angent you

have aculated.
Tan 0 0:49" =

5:". -1

or
pprwomal ON

1.14:are 2e,

Z

14
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1 oo/ 110.1 ervibler

q21001 POST GRINDER SPINDLE

Axis

Lock the lathe spindle by placing the spindle
speed control lever in the low rpm position.
(NOTE: The lathe spindle does not revolve
when you are dressing the grinding wheel.

HEADSTOCK
SPINDLE

Remove the diamond dresser holder as soon as
the dressing operat;on is completed.) Bring rhe

14
PIMP
li '4
rm..
ill

11::

1111

II

if.

grinding wheel into contact with the diamond
by carefully feeding the cross-slide in by hand.

1

Move the wheel clear of the diamond and make ,
a cut by means of the cross-slide. The maximum

depth of cut is 0.002 inch. Move the wheel
TAILSTOCK SPINDLE
53

hgurt 27

slowly by.hand back and forth over the point of
the diamond. Move the carriage if the face of
the wheel is parallel to the wlys of the lathe, or
move the compound rest if the face of the wheel

313

slounong h. grindcr .11 Lenier height

is at an angle. Make the final depth of cut of
0.0005 inch with a slow, even feed to obtain a
toolpyst gr.nder. The grinder must be set on
center. as shown in figure 27. The centering . good wheel finish.
holes located on the spindle shaft are used for
4-42. Rotate the work at a fairlylow'speed
during the grinding operation. The recomthis purpose. The grinding wheel takes the
place ot a lathe tool bit. It can perform most of
mended surface speed is 60 fo 100 feet per
minute (fpm). The depth of cut depends upon
the operations that a tool bit is capable of perthe hardness of the work, the type of grinding
forming. Cylindrical surfaces, tapered surfaces.
and internal surfaces can be ground with the
wheel, and the desired finish:, Avoid taking
grinding cuts deeper than 0.002 inch until you
Loolpost gnnder. Very small grinding wheels
gain experience. Use a fairly low rate of feed.
are mounted on tapered shatts known as quills
You will soon be able to judge whether the feed
in order to grind internal surfaces.'
4-40. The grinding wheel speed is changed
should be increased or decreased. NOTE:
Never stop the rotation cir the work or the grinhy using various sizes of pulleys on the motor
ding wheel while they are in contact with each
and spindle shafts. An instruction plate on the
other.
grinder gives both the diameter of the pulleys
4-43. Toolpost grinders are often used to
required to obtain a given speed and the
refinish damaged lathe centers. If the lathe is to
for grinding wheels-of
maalmurr sale speed
be used for turning between centers in the near
various diameters. (CAUTION. Grinding
future, grind the tailstock center first, then the
wheels are sate for operation at a speed just
headstock center. Leave the headstock.center in
recommended
speed.
A
below the highest
position for the turning operation. This method
higher than recommended speed will result in
nrovides the greatest degree of accuracy. If the
the increase in centrangal force which may
.-...t.istock spindle mast be removed in order to
cause the wheel to break This is one reason
perform
other operations, a mark placed on the
that they otter protection in case you select a
higher speed by mistake. Avoid such a mistake
by careful checking.)

headstock spindle sleeve and center will enable

Wheel 2uards are furnished with the toolpost
grinder .Always check the pulley combinations

insure the greatest degree of accuracy for future
operations involving turning work between

you to install them in the same position they
were in when the center was ground and thus

given on the instruction plate of the grinder

centers.

when you mount a wheel. Be sure that the combination is not reversed, because this may cause
the wheel to run at a speed far in excess of that
recommended. During all grinding operations.

4-44. Parting. Parting, also called cutting
oll, is the process of cutting a groove around
revolving work in order to sever part of it from
the piece held in the lathe. Parting is used (1) to
cut off parts that have already been machined in

wear goggles to protect your eyes from flying
abrasive material.

the lathe, (2) to cut off tubing and bar stock to

required it,gths, (3) to machine neck- and

4-41. The grinding wheel must be dressed
and trued. Use a diamond wheel dresser to

erooves in material, and (4) to cut off material

dress and true the wheel. The dresser is held in
a holder that is clamped to the driveplat,e. Set
tne point ot the diamond at center height and at

hacksaws.

that would be imPractical to saw in power
4-45. Parting tools. Three types of tools are
commonly used for parting: the (I )
forged type; 2) high-speed steel cutter Wades
which are held in patented toolholders, and (3)

a 10' to 150 angle in the direction of the grin-

ding wheel rotation. The 10' to 15'

angle

prevents the diamond from gouging the wheel.
15
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TOOL BIT GROUND
FOR CUTTING OFF--)'
CUT--CskF
TOOL HUC:DEt-:

,

1//
INSERT:EC

/a/I
UI
OFFSET

Lv

:3 -629

STRAIGHT

SOLID FORGED

CLT-C'T TOOLS
Figure ZS

ft:r

ot v.irtIng'iout%

:r,:und to shape from tool bits. Examples
hree types are shown in figure 28.

4-4n The solid, forged type parting tool is
forged from either carbon steel or high speed
steel znd is ground to meet the requirements ot
hand. It may be either straight or 011-

figure 30.C. to elimidate the excessvc
rake created by the toolholder.

4-49. Parton; tool ilcometry. The gcne-at
shape ol partine tools is the same tor all three
types They are ground so that tht.
slot.,
is the widest part of the tool, (3rino

set. This_tool is being rapidly replaced by the
:aser;...t' tut:et- blade type pattinv tool
4-47. The inserted- blade type parag took
a:e
a variety of-sizes amd are held in
,pecial toolholders. The toollmlders arp
available in straight and offset types. as shown
in
29. You can sharpen the blades
replace them when they are too

-figure 31.13. Back rake is usually eliminated,
l'he end relief should be approximately 15'
parting soft metal, such as brass (fig. 31.0. For

hold safely in the toolholder Some
blades are manufactured with the necessary
an,. .ade relief angles ground in them,

tool to have maximum strength. the length ot

on1y the end relief is ground when you sharpen

,)I the

tha:t. Ha :A relief is the clearance ground on
botfi !AC "-S Of the parting tool behind the cutting
Fiank relief helPs to prevent the sides 01
the ....artiug siol from contacting the sides of the

groove. ,:at is formed during parting.
4-48. Forting. tools ground from tool bits, as
shown in figure 30. are used mostly un small
to;.:

steel and harder metals, a back rake ot ahout 5'

gives free,cutting action and helps to curl the
chip', and the end rebel should he ap-.

proximately 100 (fig. 31.D). In older tor the

the cutting portion of the blade should be
slightly greater than hob the diametci
work to be parted.

4-50. Parting tool setup Work to be parted
Mould be held in a chuck. preferably the tourjaw type, with the [mat at which the p iiting h

:.l!own in figure 30.A and B. The

to occur as close as possil:le to the ehut.1,-lavy,
Always make the parting cut at a right ande to
the centerline of the wqrk and teed the tool into
the revolving work with the Lross-slide until ihe
total completely sever, the work, A powt.r teed

.. is ground down. as shown in

of approximately 0 002 inch per revolution

vatting edge may be ground straight
)1. ,11,et.

ot the tool with I° to 2' ot back Llealance ot
dank relief. figure 31.A. and r side

OFFSET HOLDERS

STAAIGHT HOLDER

LEFT HAND OFFSET

INSERTED
St ADE

rigure 29

liveried blade Nom); look

prevents binding. Take 6alternate cuts until are

work is cut off.
4-53. The length of the portion to be cut,off

TOP GROUND TO ELIMINAIE
EXCESSIVE BACK-RAKE

may be measured by placing the edge of a steel
rule against the side_of the work and the end of

the rule against the side of the parting tool.
Move the carriage until the desired !ength is
obtained. You may also aline the parting tool
to a layout line exribed on the work. NOTE:

OFFSET

Always lock the carriage in position to prevem
it from moving while you are taking the parting
53-631

Figure 30

cut. CAUTION: Never <attempt to catch the
piece that has been parted off,
4-54. Spring Winding. When a small number of springs of the helical or coil form are
needed in connection with repair work it is
common practice to wind them on the lathe.

Partag tools ground trom 1)01 bits

When springs are manufactured in large quantities, special sr:ring winding machines are used.

may be used. However, you have better control

of the tool if you fe.ed it by hand.
4-51. Cutting speeds for parting are coinparable to turning speeds. You should use a
feed that will keep a thin chip coming continuously from the work. If chatter oFcurs,
decrease the speed and increase the feed. if the

Single coil springs are.made on a, lathe using
the simple setup shown in figure 32.
4-55. Coil swings may be of the tension or
the compressiim types (fig. 33). A tension
spring, figure 33.A, is one in which the coils lie
one against the other as in a screen door spring.

tool tends to gouge or dig in, decrease the feed.

When tension or pull is exerted on the spring,
the coils are spread apart and the tendency of
the spring is to pull back to its original form. A
compression spring, figure 33,13, is one in
which the coils are wound a definite'distance
apart with .a fixed space between them. The
valve springs of automobiles are an example of
compression springs. When force is exerted on
the spring it is compressed and the coils have a
tendency to push or spring back to their.

The parting tool should be at center height. Itmust be square to the work a,xis to prevent the

tool from binding in the cut.
4-51 On ,large diameter jobs where there is
danger of the tool binding in the grooce, 'you
should use the step-parting method. In step par-

tmg you teed the tool into the work a short
distance. Then you withdraw the tool from the
groove, move the carriage slightly to one side,
and feed the tool in again. This leaves only one
side of the tool in contact with the groove and

original fain.

BACK
CLEARANCE

1° TO 2"

SIDE CLEARAN6E

A

5'
NO BACK RAKE
BACK RAKE

-4

1*- 15° END

FOR BRASS AND
SOFT METALS

10°

FOR HARDER MATERIALS. CAST IRON,

RELIEF

COLO DRAWN,Z TOOL STEEL
5?-432

Figure ;I

Parting tool rake and clearance angles
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brass blocks or through a spring wire ;wider.

MANDREL

Fasten the end of the wire bcrw-cen a 'chuck jaw
and the mandrel. The other end of the mand:e:
is supported by-the tailstock center. Mandrc:s
having a diameter greater than 3/8 inch are
in a lathe chuck, while mandrels less than 3:3

$ PRING

inch in diameter may be held in a drill chuck.
Clamp the wire between the blocks er
wire,holder just tight enough to keep it from
slipping and still hold a uniforp tension on tne
wire so that it is wound, tightly against thc

mandrel. When the wring is wounds to the

r"

desired length. relieve the tension, clip the wire

Vi.4 DING TOOL
WIRE

s3-633

Figure 32. WIndlng springs in a lathe.

off, and remove the spring from the mandrel.
4-58: Springs are wound on the !attic by
causing the lathe carriage and the wire hoidec
to move a distance equal to the lead
required spring for each revolution of the spindle. The speed at which the lathe lead screw
turns in relation to the speed of the lathe spindle determines the distance the carriage and
wire holder will advance when the half nut is
closed over the lathe lead screw. The motion of

1111111111t
PRINGA
"
r
Figure 33

V

COMPRESSION SPRING$

S3-303

Coil springs.

wire material. Different grades
anu types of spring wire material are used for
winding springs because of the different
tz-rs, such as resistance to fatigue,
temperatures, etc. Steel containing
perzent of carbon and comparatively
free from phosphorus and sulphur, known as
spriag xl, is grdinarily used for springs. For
small springs, music wire is used to a great exhe best Material obtainable for this
:ciat Tnu
wire.ranges from .004 inch to
.t4o inch in diameter. The carbon cbntent- of
music v,.re. varies from 0.70 percent to 1.00
nanganese from 0.25 percent to
perm:.

the spindle is transmitted to the lathe lead
screw through a train of gears1 The carriage is
caused to move by the closing of the spi;* nut
on the revolving lead screw. The lathe L
to the pitch or lead of the spring,to be woun:..
4-59. Nearly all modern lathes are equipped
with a quick change gearbox. Changes to accommodate a wide range of leads can be noade

quickly by simply sliding the gears in the quick'
change gearbox by means of a lever On older
type lathes, to increase the range of leads, the
'change gears are changed by hand to establith
various speed ratios betwoen the spindle and
the lead screw. Each time a different lead is
required, the change gea-; must be changed.
4-60. The number of coils per inch or lead
produced depends upon the number of turns
the work makes while the lead screw moves the
carriage and wire holder I inch. As an example,
a lead screw having four threads per inch will
mike four revolutions to move the carriage and
wire I inch along the mandrel. If the ratio of
the change gears were I to I so that the number
of revolutions of the spindle and the lead screw
were the same, then four coils per inch' would

0.40 pt:;:ent. Music wire is more expensive

than ordinary spring wire, but can be subjected
to h.;1.e: s,:esses. Phosphorus bronze wire may

le -sect if steel wire would corrode rapidly. It
us,s1::: 7.. ',1: nbout 5 percent tin, a trace of
to prevent brittleness, and the
phospl,c,t

be wound. If the spindle revolved twice as fs
as the lead screw, then the spindle would make
eight turns while the carriage moved an inch
and eight coils per inch would be wound. This

-; e 0.- material is an important factor.
have excellent corrosion
Monet ,Inu
.._sistant pc-4:erties and will withstand ab-

difference in speed ratio of lead screw and spindle may be established oy using a combination
of change gearing.

ei. Brass wire is inferior, to
s :)ronze wire but may be used when

c1/4

temperatures.
,t

t

4-61. Filing. When you file work in the
lathe, hold the point of the file at an angle of
approximately 100 toward the tailstock end of

..

!..,n of springs. You can wind
on mandrels of the proper
required material
.'ass the wire between wood or

the lathe. Pass the file slowly over thc revolving
work so that the work turns several revolutions

%-tre ot

an.

.

..
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before the stroke is empleted. Exert less
pressure th,m for ordinary bench tilingis only

h

The work will expand rapidly because :f the
heat. Therefore, you should lubricate'and adjust the tailstock center frequently when you
are polishing between centers. To determine
the spindle.speed, use the following formula.

a small area ot ihe file and work are in Zontact
when you are tiling round work. Release the
pressure on the return stroke without lifting the
file from the work. Clean the teeth of the, tile
frequently'so that the metal that lodges between
the teeth of the file will not scratch the,work or
impair the cutting action of the file. CAUTION.
Keep wur hands and arms clear of the chuck or
other work-driving device to avoid injury, and

rpm

4 x 5000
work diameter

4-4. Keep Ihe ends of the strip separated.
This prevents the strip from graboing and win-

ding around the work, which could pull your
hand around with it. Move the abrilsive strip
slowly back an,0 forth along the work to

never use a file without a tile handle.
4-62. You will usually use a mill file when
you tile work in a lathe. Use a bastard cut mill
Jile tor rough filing and a second cut mill file
o.1 work requiring less stock removal and a
finer finish. Use other types of files, such as
round and half-round files, to file radii, fillets,
and cured surfaces.
4-63. The spindle speed for tiling ferrous

prevent the formation of polishing rings on the
work surface. Polishing rings are a series of
closely spaced parallel blemishes in the finish

around the circumference of the work. The
blemishes are burned and scratched areas
caused by the loading of the abrasive strip and
the trapping of coarse abrasive particles between the -work and the abrasive strip.

metals is four to live times faster than the rough
turning speed. For nonferrous metals the speed

4-67. Knurling. Knurling is the process of
nulling or squeezing impressions into the work
by means of hardened steel rollers that 'have
teeth milled in their faces. Knurling provides a
gripping surface on the work; it is used also for
decoration. Knurling increases the diameter of
the' work slightly.

b two to three times faster than the rough turning speed. If the speed is tot) slow, there is

danger of filing the work out of round. If the
speed is too fast, the file has a tendency to siide
'over the work, causing it to dull rapidly and to

glaze the work. The amount of stock left for
filing is 0.002 inch to 0.005 inch.
4-64. Polishing. Polishing the work with
abrasive cloth or sandpaper is done primarily
to improve the finish. Since polishing also

4-68. Knurling tools. The three comnion
types of knurling tools are the knuckle joint,
shown in figure 34,A, the revolving head,
shown in tigdre 34,B, and the straddle, shown

:n figure 34,C. The revolving head type has

removes a very small amount of material, it can
also be used to accurately fit mating parts, such
as shafts and bushings. Usually. 0.00025 inch

three sets of rolls, while the knuckle and straddle types each have one set of rolls. NOTE: The

to 0 0005' inch is allowed for polishing. Use
successively finer grades of abrasive cloth or
sandpaper to produce a very fine finish. Use

stradde-type knurling tool is used primarily to
knurl small diameter work. The work revolves

abrasive cloth for ferrous metals and sandpaper

because the pressure of one roll counteracts the
other.
4-69. There are two patterns of knurls,

between the two rolls and is not distorted

for nonferrous metals.
4-65. The spindle speeds for polishing are
very high, the recommended surface feet per
minute SFM is 5000. A great deal ot heat is
izenerated becose of the high speed and the
triction of the abrasive cloth against the work.

diamond and straight line, and three pitches,
fine, medium, and coarse, in each pattern. The
diamond ts the most common pattern, and the
medium is the most common pitch. The coarse

A

KNUCKLE JOINT TYPE
(SINGLE PAIR OF ROLLS)

REVOLVING HEAD TYPE

STRADDLE TYPE

(FITTED WITH THREE
PAIRS
Figure 34

or ROLLS)

Types ot knurling loois
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work. Engage the spindle clutch. ChLel th
knurl to see if the rolls have tracked properly.

pitch is used for large diameter work and the
tine pitch fot small diameter work.
4-70. Knurling setup. The knurling tool is

as shown in figure 35, by disengaging t,he

rit9,sinened with the faces of the rolls parallel to
surface of the work and with the upper and
lower rolls equally speed above and below the

work axis. The spindle speed should be approximately half the rough turning speed. but

move the carriage to a new tocatien and rz.pe.,

the operation. If the knurl is correctly formed,

do not exceed the highest speed permitted for
.11't MI, the feed reverse mechanism on the
Ihe fec.d should be between 0.015 inch
ane0.02- i a. The center holes should be as
.4;e as 0..:etical to provide as much bearing
irface as possil-ic to absorb the pressure vithe
knurling tool. Work mounted in a chuck should_
also be supported at ;he tailstock end with a
Lenter to prevent damaging the work or
destroying the accuracy of the chuck.
4-71. rile knurling operation. You perform

engage the spindle clutch and the carriag.: Isizo

Move the knurling rolls into contact with the
knurled impressions. (The rolls will aline theraselves with the impressions.) Allow the tool to

knurl to within 1/32 inch ot the layout line.
4-74. Disengage the carriage feed and. MO'
the work revolving, teed the carriage by hand to

extend the _knurl to the layout line. Folic the

knurling tool slightly deeper into the

or's.

reverse the direction of the carriage feed, and
engage the carriage teed. Allow the knurhng

tae knurling 4'i:ration in two ways: (I) for ordinary knuroong and (2) foe knialing between
layout lines.
442. Ordinary knurling is performed in the
tollowing manner. Set up the work and lay out
tl,e length of the portion to be knurled. Sth up
the knurling tool. Set the lathe for the .correct
s.pindle speed and the correct feed. Check the
?ool to insure that the rolls revolve

tool to feed to the right until approiwately
half of the roils extend beyond the end ot the
work. Never allow the knurling tool to feed entirely oft the end of the work. Repeat the

knurling operation until the diamond-,haped
impressions converge to a point Ii additional
passes are made after the pattern has
rred
completely formed. the points may h
aw?y from the surtaee. Mae the knurling tool
away from the work and. with the avork
revolving, clean the knurled work surtace wtth

treely and that the revolving head is free to
.nove also. Oil the rolls and the pins on which
the rolls revolve by flooding the knurling tool

a file brush. Remove any 6urrs. which way have

witl- oil. Aly ly oil to the work and the

formed at the end of the work due to the
knurling pressure. by machining or hy tiling
4-75. You use a slightly different method to
start the knurling operation when you knurl
between layout lines. YoU can pertorm this
operation in the hollowing manner. Set up the
work, lathe and knurling tool as usual Swine
the compound rest to the right 5° to reduLe the
starting pressure. Position the ,knurline tool
slightly to the leh of the right-hand layout lire
and start the knurl by forcing the cornet of the

'crtarling leql generously during the knurling
operation. Apply oil to the surface of the work
opposite the knurling tool with an oilcan (keep
.1e spow well away from the knurling tool
:ohs; o( with a brush. CAUTION: Keep rags.
brushes. and yodr fingers away from the
'nirlii c. tool during the knurling operation.
4-73. Position the carriage so that a third to
.1 h.:11

jtach4

after the work has revolved three or fou t,mes
and by hacking the knurling tool away Irom
work by means of the cross-slid.. If the roils
have "double tracked." as shown in figure

'he face of the roils extends beyond thCi`

This eliminates part 01 the
ores.at z..e.quired to start.the knurl impression.

roll into the work surface. Mo%e the carriage by

1,r;.irling roils into contact with the

hand. it the knurl is tracking properly.
tend the knurl to the right-hand layout line'
Move the knurling tool clear of the work and
position it parallel to the work surface hy
swinging the compound rest back to the lett c"
Continue the knurline operation in the sail L
manner as knuyling to the end of the \Ilan

DOUBLE IMPRESSION
(INCORRECT)

4-76. Regardless of the method i,t
that you use, do not allow the work to ro:ate if

is eon:acting it and the
carriage trmel is stopped. or 'Ines will 11111. as
shown in figure 36. Do not stop thc sork

the knurling tool

is....rrorrs

4./ -cCI 1mPRE55ION

without relieving the knurling tool pre,sure
The pressure may distort or spring the Aori.
Remember to keep the knurling tool .md the

53-301

%mu ktt miprc%Nion,
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.driven by means of the lead Screw. An ..instructian plate, which is generally attached to
the apron of the lathe, gives information about
the use of thethread-chasing dial (Or various
threads. Caretully observe it before you start
the threading operation. Some types of lathes
are not equipped with thread-chasing dials, but
have a reversing lever to take its place. When

53-302

you cut threads with this type of lathe, it

is

RINGS ON WORK CAUSED BY STOPPING

necessary to withdraw the tool at the end of the

TOOL TRAVEL WITH WORK REVOLVING

cut and reverse the direction of motion of the
lead screw. When the thread being cut is a
multiple of the threads per inch on the lead
screw, the split nut may be closed at any
position and it is not necessary to use the
thread-chasing dial.
5-4. Center Rest. The center rest consists of
a frame and three adjustable jaws. figure 38,
which support the work at some point along the

Figure 36

work

well oiled

Rings on a 1snurkd surliiee

throughout the operation.

Check the adjustment (q the tailstock center
frequently. The pressure of the knurling
operation may cause the ctnters to loosen
slightly.

axis of the work. One purpose of the center rest
is to prevent springing or detleetion of slender

5. Lathe Attachments
5-1 Lathe attachments play an important
role in the production and repair of aircratt

flexible work. Another is to furnish auxiliary
support to permit taking a heavier cut. Still
another is to support work for drilling, boring,
or internal threading. An overarm is provided
so that work may be removed and replaced

and equipment parts. They increase the output

ot the shop by taking the place of machines
which can do only a few jobs. This helps to cut
operating costs. We will discuss some of these

without disturbing the jaw adjustment in order
to permit machining duplicate piect;s.

attachments.

5-2. Turret Attachment. The turret attachment is a cylinder or head arranged to turn .
and slide on the ways of a lathe. It may be fitted

ADJuSTING Soto./
tOC) SCREW

with sockets or chucks to receive the various
cutting tools. This attachment can be or great
help in limited production work.
5-3. Thread-Chasing Dial. The thread-

OV E ARM

A 91U STAILE JAW
W ORK

chasing dial. shown in figure 37. is a device that
indicates the position at which to close the split

LATHE WAYS

nut so that the tool will always follow in the

/LATHE WAYS

33-304

same groove as the previous cut. It is ot great
assistance in cutting threads in the lathe.
especially when the thread to he cut is, not a
common division or multiple of the lead screw
pitch. Elie dial is attached to the carriage and

CLAMP

Figure IX

Center rest

5-5. The center rest may be used on
work held in a lathe chuck or on work h'eld on
the headstock center. It is first necessar14 to
machine a concentric bearing surface on the
work. at the place where rhe jaws are to be applied. After the work is mounted and the center
rest is clamped in place to the ways of the lathe.
the laws are carefully adjusted to the surt ice of
the yvork. A slight clearance must be leg between the jaws and the work to allc v for
lubrication in order to prevent scoring if the
work and the center rest jaws, When yi u are
adiusting the center rest laws to ground work.
heure

copper shims may be used between the laws and

Fhreld--nsisine
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1,4

thrust of, the cutting tool ohen require the .Ap-

port of a follower rest, figure 40. A iblIcww;
rest mounts on thr: carriage of the lathe ono
hence moves with the tool, backing up the w9:1/4
oppositethe point of tool thrust. F011oWer ':ests
have two adjustable supporting jaws. One holo.;
the work down to prevent the tendency to ctinib

on the tool. The other is behind the work to
counter che thrust of the tool.
5-8. The cutting wol may be set to prece
the jaws of the follower rest for the first cut an.1
filen set to follow the iaws forAhe second cut.
This eliminates the necessity or adjustins thc
jaws for each cut,. The jaw adjustments are niade.
the same as the center rest.
Figure 39

5-9. A follower rest is useful in turning and
thretding dong work of small diamet-er. Since
'the diameter of the work does not change, one

Cmhead,

'yak to prevent marring the finished surface of
the work.

CLAMPING SOLT

GRADUATED COLLAR

Catheads. The cathead, figure 39, consiSts of a concentric bearing surface and a series
of adjustable set screws. The cathead is used to

provide a bearing surface for the center rest
jaws on work of an irregular nature, hexagonal

lnit,"rlre stock, or on long slender work that
fo.r. the centtr rest jaws. When you
use the cathead, the bearing surface is adjusted

:3 the work by means of the adjusting screws
until it runs true. A dial test indicator may be
to

'I% the trueness of the bearing
:he work is revolved by hand. The center rzst jaws are then adjusted to the bearing
o.t the cathead.
Rest. ,Long shafts that are
be sprung -out .of alignment by the

a

THE NORK

Figure 41

Micrometer carrugc stop

adjustment of the jaws is sufficient. When it isused in a threading operation. it is necessary to
remove any burrs by filing. Burrs which may
bear against the follower rest jaws rna cause
the work to revolve out of alinement.

5-10. Micrometer Carriage Stop. The
micrometer cutriage stop. shown in figure 41, is

ADJUSTABLE

(1)

u cd to accurfitely position the lathe carriage.
Move the carriage so that thicutting tool is approximately positioned.'and*cla.mp the
micrometer carriage stop to the ways of the

9

lathe, with the spindle in contact with the
The spind.le ot the micrometcr

carriage.

carriage stop.can be extended or fetracied
FOLLOWER

means of the .knurled adjusting collar: the

REST

graduations on the collar (which indicate
movement In thousandths of an inch) make it
possible for you to accurately set the spindle
Next. bring the carriage into contact with the
micrometer spindle again. The carriage can he-

53-309

C

accuralely positioned within 0.00I ot an inch.
which is very usetul when you are taung to

length or machining shoulders to an exact

701:4 \No. -:,1
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Figure 42. Radius turning attachment

length. After making a cut, bring the tool back
to the start oi the cut by means of the carriage
stop. This feature is very useful when you must
remove a tool, such as the internal recessing
tool, from the hojd to take measurements and
they reposition it to take additional cuts,
NOTE. Always bring the carriage into contact
with the stop by hand. Use power feed to bring
the carriage within 1/32 inch of the stop, and
move the carrihge by hand the remaining

threads have been replaced to a large extent,
however, by Acme threads, because of the difficulty encountered in machining the square

distance

thread to permit a sliding fit. The threads in the
screws are made exactly according to the
theoretical standard. The width of the point ot'
the tool tor cutting screws that require.only an
ordinary degree of finish and cut with one tool
is. theretore, exactly one-half of the pitch. The

threads.

6-3. A square thread is a thread whose sides
are parallel. The depth of the thread is equal to
the width of space between the teeth. This space
is, theoretically, equal to one-half of the pitch.
It is necessary, in practice, however,oto make

the space in the nut a trifle wideitihan the

Radius Attachment. This attachment
may be one of two types One tits directly on
5-11

ihe compound rest and is equipped ,with a han-

dle to swivel the tool in the 'desired arc The
other type occupies the place of the cross-slide
and compound rest. You can rotate the tool by

hand feed or by.power if the attachment is
geared to the apron of the lathe. Figure 42
shows a hand-operated radius attachment being

used to machine a convex radius.

6 Special threading Operations
6-1. You will occasiohally he required to do

width 01 the point of the,tool for cutting taps
which are to be used for threading nuts is
slightly less than one-half the pitch. The width
mt an inside thread tool for threading nuts is
slighily more than one-half the pitch.
6-4. Since square and Aeme threads are
usually cut with a relatively coarse pitch, a

special threading operations. such as the cutting
square threads. Acme threads, multiple threads,
metric threads, and odd size threads. The

largs helix angle is produced. Therefore,
careful attention must be given to the clearance
of' the tool hit. In order to check accurately the
amount of clearance necessary to prevent bin-

identification and machining of these types oit

ding of the bit in the groove, a gage may be

following information will assist you in the

made, as sho,wn in figure 43. To make such a
gage, you should scribe a line at 900 to one side
of a small rectangular piece of sheet metal and
on it lay off a \distance equa!* to the cu.

thread's.

6-2. Cutting Square Threads. The principle
uses ot square threads are for jackscrews and
tor some machine tool feed ,screws. Square
13

1 06
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0-7#
d".

COMPLETED GAGE'

,

.
THREAD
CIRCUMFERENCE

I

TOOL IIT

AT THE MINOR
DIAMETERL

1/ANOLE OF THREAD

,ITCH """'

Prroi

3* TO 6'

Figure 43. G.ige lor chet:king ihremling tool.

curnference of the thread t,o oe cut at its minor

clearancemd the sides of the thread torm
inetuded angle of 29°, as shown in hgure
.The allowance for clearance for 4.sinitle dopft.
is .010 inch on thread:: of 10 per inch and I zs,
and .005 inch on threads of more than 10 pi. r
inch. Formulas irticompanyIng figui. 44 kir
depth and root values aie for threads haing
.010 inch clearance (I to 10 threads per inch.

diameter..At one end of this line and at right
attgle9 to it,.lay off a distance equal to the pitch

ot t!ie thread to be cut. Connect the ends of
these .wo lines, and the angle of this third side
is the angleof the required thread at its minor
diameter. The sheet metal is then cut off along
this last line and the tool bit is gaged as
Illustrated in 'figure 42. The- tool bit is

Inclusive). The pitch is equal to one divided lvy
the numbei of threads per inch and is %%lawn !)
= I/N. (For example. if a feed screw hos eight
threads per inch, the pitch is liN 9r 8 inch.)
Since the depth of thread is
".t ;Ius
clearance, the pitch formula can be transformed

considered correctly relievdd when its side
clears the gage fr9m 3? to 6°.
6-5. For square ext,ernal and internal

1

the compound rest is set parallel to
the axis of the machine in order that material
may easily be removed during finishing cuts.
For precision thread cutting. a tool bit havins
0°, side nke with respect to. the helix angle and

1

into the depth formula as follows. Depth =
(1/2.N1) -I- .010" = (.500/N) 4- .010 , as shoyn
in figure 44..
6-7. The Acme thread is generally used on

0,rott...d trom 0.092 inch to 0.008 inch undersize is used for the roughing cut while

feed screws where it is rapidly replacing the less

durable square thread., An Acme thread

finishing is accomplished with ttol bits having
kit
rIght rake, The front and back sides of
*she
are finished by moving the compound rest parallel to the axis.
6-6 .Cuttg Acme Threads. The American
Standard Acme thr-nd I a thread whose depth
euI one-half the pitch plus an allowance tor

is

slightly weaker but wears less rapidly than the
square thread and may be cut with a die more,
readily than a square thretid. When an Acme
thread is engaged by a half-nut, as in a lathe
apron, engagement or disengagement Is more
readily made than with a soare thread An adjustable split nut may be used in connCtetion
with an Aeme screw thread to compensate for
wear and to eliminate backlash or lost motion
because of its angular sides.,The lathe setup for
cutting the 29' thread is the same as that used
for cutting a square thread.
6-8. The Acme thread is cut on the lathe

with a tool which has been ground to fit the
DEPTH =

CREST =

0 500

correct pitch of a 29° Acme thread gage. It the
same tool is to be used for both toughing and
finishing operations. it is ground to an included
angle-of 29°. a side clearance ot 3 to h') \%ith
respect to the thread helix. 0° side ,Ind
rake, and for a thrtrad one pitch smaller than
the thread being cut. After the thretid is cut to
the correct depth. the cutting ?Ate ot the
roughing tool is sharpened anereset tn the

0.010"

0 3707

f

=0 ..3707.0052"
53-.635

4'tr

44

Acme thread

same position for (hushing each side ot

'
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the

thread individually by feeding the compound
rest (set parallel to the ways) to the right and
left

tor the depths of cm This method will'

prove sauslactory tor most ol the finer pitches
and for threads requiring an ordinary degree ol
finish. For precision Acme threading, the
roughing tool is used as previously described

and the sides of the thread are individually
tinished by the use of two separate finishing

FOR FIRST THREAD, SPLIT

FOR SECOND THREAD, SPLIT

NUT CLOSED AT POINT "0"

NUT CLOSED AT POINT "b"

tools, each having side rake with respect to the
side being finished. Their cutting edges,are individually set horizontally at center height and
to the tool setting gage similar to the precision

finishing operations used for American Standard threads and a square thread.
6-9. For the coarser pitches that are to be
finished by individual finishing tools, the
roughing tool may be ground with 00 side rake
with respect'to the helix angle of the thread in
order to produce a free cutting action. During
the roughing operation, the depths of cut for
large threads may be alterna \ ed between the
cross-slide and .compound re t in order to
eliminate gouging that may occu when cutting
with all three edges of a large Acme threading
tool. Another method sometimes used for
roughing out 'the thread is cutting the Acme
threadsto the proper-depth using a square tool
having a width equal to the width of root of the
Acme thread. This 'method is less desirable
because the square tool is not as strong as the
Acme tool and more time is required to complete the thread.

TOOL IN LINE
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Figure 46.

Cutting multiple threads.

lead as a multiple thread wouid be very deepin
comparison to the multiple thread.

6-11. The tool saected for cutting multiple
threads has the same shape as that of the thread

to be cut and is similar to the tool used for cut-

ting a single thread except that greater sitfe
clearance is necesSary. The heiix angle- of the
thread increases with an increase in the
multiple thread. The general method for cutting
multiple threads is about the same as for single

screw threads, except that the lathe must be .
geared to the number of single threads per inch,
or with reference to the lead of the thread, and
noi.the pitch, as shewn in figure 45. Provisions
must also be made to obtain the correct spacing
or the different thread grooves. This may be ac-

6-10 Cutting Multiple Threads. A' multiple

,

TOOL IN LINE FOR
SECOND THREAD

FOR FIRST THREAD

thread, as shown in figure 45, is a combination
of two or more threads, parallel to each other.
progressing around the surface into which they
are cut. If a single thread is.ftught of as taking
the form or a helix, that is. of a string or cord
rapped around a cylinder, a multiple thread
may be thought pf as several cords lying side by

complished by using the Ih'read-chasing

.setting the compound parallel to the ways,
using a mul,tiple driving plaie, or using the stud

and box gear break up.
6-12. The use of the thread-chasing dial is
the most desirable method fo'r cutting 60°
multiple threads. With e'ach setting for depth of

side and NN rapPed pround a cylinder. There may-,

be any' number of threads, and they start at
equally spaced intervals around a cylinder.
Multiple threads are used in cases where rapid
movement of the nut or other attached parks is
deskred and any weakening of the thread is to
be avoided. A single thread having the same

cut with the coMpound, successive cuts may be

taken on each lbf the multiple threads so that
the use of threa&micrometers is made possible.

To explore the possibility of using the threadchasing dial. it is first necessary to find out if

....

the iathe can be geared to cut a thread having a
lead

Sw+GtE IHREAO

000$1E THREAD

equal

to that

of one of the multiple .

threads For example, if if is desired to cut 10
threads per inch. double threaded, it is
necessary to diide the number of threads pet
inch by the multiple (in this ease 10/2 ) to obtain the number of single threads per inch-On. *
this case 5). The lathe is then geared for the

TRIP1E THREAD

53-291

number ,of single threads 'per inCh. To use the
thread-chasing dial on a specific machine; you

rigure 45 .7oinparison 01 single and
multiple4e id thread.
25

108

REVOLVED 180*
FOR DOUBLE THREAD

53-637
Figure 4 7.

Use OE

a slotted drivplatc.

should refer to instructions usually found attachcd to the lithe apron. lf, for 5 threads per
ind:, you should engage the half nut at any
numhere.! line on the dial, the same thread

accomplishing this is to cut the frs threld
groove in the\ codventkmal manner. Then tht.
work is remov\ed from between centers
replaced with the, tail of the dog in another slot

.,ou:d be cut at positions 1 and 2 on the dial, as
shown in figure 46. If the dial is then covered
with the hand, leaving the part uncovered
het.v,.en those adjacent positions that cut the
groove, positions 1 and 2 in figure 46, a check

of the drive plate, as shown in figure 47. 'No
slots are necessary for a double threid, three
slots for a triple thread, etc. The number of
multiples

shculd be made to see if there is a point of
engagement midway between positions 1 and 2
for the second thread. The second groove of a

multiples may be accurately cut by this

thread lies midway of the flat surface
between the grooves There is a ,point of
eng:.g.::nent in this case, position "b" in figure
46. For the same depth of cut, the haif nut is

6-15. Another method of ctitting Tultiple
threads is to disengage either the stud or spindle gear from the gear train in the end of the
lathe after cutting a thread groove. Then turn

z.-izas-51 f"..:st at one of the "a" positioits, then at

"Y' -..:osition so that alternate cuts bring both
thread grooves clowh to size together. In the
evPrit that positions 1 and 2 would indicate the
entrs:mzn: place for groove of a triple thread.
w.;:nd be necessary to have two positions of
engagement, equally spaced, between positions
2 in order to cut the other grooves of the
triple thread.
5-'13 Cuffing multiple threads by
the compound parallel to the ways
st.oul., be limited to square and Acme external
and in,.ernal threads, since that is the normal

the work and spindle the required part of a
-revolution. and reengage the gears for cutting
,the next thread. If it is necessary to cut a double
thread on a lathe having a 40-tooth gear on the
spindle, the first thread groove is cut in the or-

dinary imnner. Then one of the teeth on the
spindle gear that meshes with the next driven
gear is marked and the mark is carried onto the
driven gear, in this case the reversing gear. The
tool diametrically opposite the marked spindle
gear tooth (the 20th tooth of the 40-tooth aear)
is marked also. The tooth next to the marked
tooth should be counted as tooth number one.
The gears may then be disengaged by plaung
the tumbler (reversing) gears in neutral
position, the spindle is turned one-half
revolution or 20 teeth on the spindle gear, and
the gear train is reengaged. The stud gear may,
be indexed as well as the spindle ttear.
However, if the lathe does not have a I to 1 ratio

1

f the compound for cutting tfiose
threa..s. The compound rest is set parallel to,
the ways of the lathe and the first thread is cut
:o thz finished size. The compound and tool is

ften fed forward parallel to the thread axis a
to the pitch of the thread and the

thread is cut, etc. Any desired multiple
---,/ be cut in this manner, provided
tr

,

11the

between the spindle and stud gears, the stud

is geared to the lead of the

gear instead of being turned as when geared for
a I to 1 ratio would be given a proportional turn

driving plate methodf

depending upon the ratio of the gearing. The

- thread.

Me
L:uttihg

,r

:

that can be cut by this method

.depends. upon the number, of equally spaced
slots in the drive plate. Special drive or indt,A
plates Are obtainable, so that a wide range of

method of indexing(the stud or spindle gears is
only possible when, the number of teeth in the
gear indexed is evenly divisible by the multiple

th'reads involves changing the
work between centers for each

.f .c ,,laitiple thread. One method of
26

desired Some of the newer type lathes are

equipped with A sliding sector gear that ean be
readily engaged or disengaged with the gear
train by shifting a lever. Graduations on .the
end of the spindle show when-to disengage and
reengage the sector gear for cutting various
multiples.
In
6-16. Change Gears for Threading.
levers
thread
cutting,
the
preparing the lathe for

change gearbox are set to
correspond to the number of threads per inch

on

the

To in-

6-18. Increasing threading ranges.
be
crease the range of threads leads that can
the
quick
change
gearbox,
cut on a lathe-wkth a
following formda tor calculating gears may be

quiet;

desired. Generally there are two or more levers

used:

Ax
\h'here
A t. number of teeth on the spindle or spindle stud gear
number of threads per inch to be cut.

B

number nearest to 13 on the quick change gearbox that

C

will make X an even number.

on the box. atsmig with a chart giving the

X = number of teeth on the spindle replacement gear.

to be set up in the gear train by hand to give
required ratios between the spindle and lead
'screw to produce the desired leads. .Change

is desired to cut 27
As an example, assiime it
threads per inch and the gear on the spindle or
spindle stud has 32 teeth. By trial it is found
change
that 24 threads per inch on the quick
X,

position Of these levers for the various threads
lathes had
to be cut. Change gears on older type

size
gears are those geArs whose position and
betestablish
various
ratios
may be changed to
speed
of
ween the speed of the spindle and the
of
change
gears
usually
the lead screw. A set
teeth by
ranges in size from 16 teeth to 100
for
cutting
plus
a
few
odd
sizes
steps of 4 teeth,
pitches.
certain odd thread
Transposing
6-17. Metric change gears. threads on a.
gears are gears used to cut metric
lead of
lathe. When metric threads are cut, the
millimeters.
instead
of in
the thread is given in
the number of threads per inch. To find change
gears for cutting metric threads it is necessary
inch
to determine the number of threads per
corresponding to the given lead in millimeters.
As an example,.suppose a thread is to be cut

with a pitch of 2 millimeters on a lathe with a

lead screw of 6 threads per inch. There are 25.4

millimeters per inch. The number of threads
per inch is 25 4 divided by 2. Place the lead
the
screw constant in the numerator and
desired number of threads in the denominator:
6X2
s

-4

25 4

2

25 4

ratio to obtain desired le.id
2s 4

This then represents the ratio between the

change gears necessary to cut the metric thread.

The 25.4 shown in the denominator must be

converted into a whole number and the smallest
whole number by which it can be multiplied to
get a whole number is 5. Thus. 25 4 x 5 = 127,
One gear with 127 teeth is always required to
other
cut metric threads with a lathe, and the
teeth, as
this
example
has
60
gear required in
shown below:
60
25 4

127

Driving Gear
Driven Gear

box is the nearest to 27 which will make
come out to an even number.
AXB

X

32 X 27

= 36

24

The 32-tooth gear on the spindle stud

is

replaced by the 36-tooth gear. Then, with the
lathe set to cut 24 threads per inch, 27 threads
per inch will be cut instead. NOTE: Always
rcplace the original spindle gear after cutting a
thread not included in the quick change gearbox, because the lathe will not cut the threads
listed until the original gear is replaced.

7. Lathe Maintenance
7-1. Lathe maintenance is important and
must not be neglected. Good maintenance

makes it possible for you to get the best results
lengthens the life of the
in lathe operations and
machine. A lathe that is improperly maintained
in the best
soon wears out. To keep the lathe
is
necessary
to make
operating condition, it
various
adjustments.
A
frequent inspections and
periodic check should be made of such things
condition, clutas levelness, spindle bearing
gearing,
and
lead
screws.
ches, gibs. crossfeed
made
Adjustments
should
be
and lubrication.
the
different
is
necessary.
Since
only when it
it is
makes of lathes vary in their construction,
manufacturer's
the
always best to follow
directions on making these adjustments.
7-2. Gib Adjustments. Gibs may be either
tapered or flat metai bars for taking up wear
as the
between bearing surfaces, such
the
cross-slide,
comdovetailed surfaces of
Gibs
are
provided
with
pound rest, or carriage.
thrust screws by means of which ;he necessary
adjustments are made. In making gib adNow
justments, first loosen the lockscrew.
27
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until the pin slips into the next hole or nu tr..
Proper adjustment is maue when the elutc'a
level snaps in and out of engagemetn.
7-5. Apron Feyd Clutthes. Apron wet.: cit,t-

tighten the gib screw until smooth snug fit is
o'otained. Then lock the adjustment. If gibs are
adjusted too .ightly, binding will result. Gibs

on the compound slide should be fairly tight
when the compound is not being, used for cutting angles.

ches vary somewhat ;n design. They mal
of two friction cones or twolerroted plates heid
together under cam,pressure and released under

7-3. Headstock Spindle. The spindle

spring tension. A thrust screw in

,-,.tritlgs of the neWer type are generally ot the

shaft makes whatever adjustment is necess.:cy
To adjust, turn the thrust screw clockwise unt.!
the clutch level snaps in and out of engagemtmi

eicion or taper roller bearing type. They
..N.riv adjusted at the factory and need
%-',,asted for long pdiods of tinw. When
adiustments are necessary, they
may be adjusted by means of a thrust nut which
is provided for that purpose. The adjusting nut
erally located on the rear end of the spinH.!. t-utside the headstock to allow for easy ad-

7-6. Lead Ser:.. the lead screw is diuste6
for end play by removing the cap trom the cod

of the screw and tightening the thrust collar
Adjustment for end play can be checked by
engaging the half nut and moving the carriage.

by hand, back and forth along the ways.
7-7. End Gearing. To make adjustments ()I.
end gearing, remove the guard and loosen the
stud nuts of the gear quadrant and mesh the
gears until a slight tlearanee is obtained bet-

iustment When you make spindle bearing adjustments,

place, the

headstock gearing in

neutral so that the spindle revolves freely.
Remove the back gearing guard and release the
locknut or set screws that hold the thrust nut in
place. With a spanner wrench provided for that

ween

the mating teeth.

Tighten all

nuts

securely. Proper adjustment is made when a
smooth action is obtained. No adjustment is
complete until alr guards have been properly

pure, turn the thrust nut clockwise until no
end play is detected and the spink.le can still be
rotated freely by hand. A drive plate should be

replaced.

tvc.c.4 on the spindle so that the spindle may
readily be rotated by hand. Adjustments on

7-8. Periodic Oil Changes. When a lathe is
run daily the oil should be changed in the headclock reservoir about every b months. A good
grade of machine oil or SAE 20 or,,30 thould

types of bearings are essentially the same

CAUTION: Before making any spindle admake certain the trouble does.not lie
by checking and making, other ad-

used. The operator's instruction manual witt
state the grade 6f oil that should be used for the

justments.

various machines. When changing oil in the
reservoir, the plugs should be removed and the
reservoir flushed with kerosene before :efitling
The machine should be lett running during the

7-4. Driving Clutches. The types ot clut...--rporated by various lathe manutacmay vary. Consequently, the method ot
Jutch adjustment is not the same. The more ex-

flushing process. All bearings fitted with oil
cups should be oiled daily or s often as

pene precision lathes generally have the tric-

type of clutch similar to that of .tit
au:cif:0:10e, To make adjustments of the Incl.:.
iutch. remove the clutch guardplate.
f-,:tck the adjusting pin, and rotate the adjustin.,:, yoke or ring to the right or clockwise

necessary. The performance of a Lithe depends

lion

on the attention it receives. During the first 3

or 4 days or "the breaking in period,

all

bearings should be carefully oiled and watched

to see that none run hot.
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CHAPTER 3

Milling Machine Work

MANY `r EARS AGO a machinist, whose name
is unknown to us now, placed a mandrel upon

whiCh he had mounted' a cutter between the
centers of a lathe, fastened the object he was

milling, as shown in figure 48. All the completed workpieces would be the same. Remem-

ber to check the cutters carefully for proper

size.

8. Special Milling Applications
8-1. You will be called upon from time to'

8-3. Gang milling setups can save both time
and labor when several identic?i tarts must be
machined on a milling machine. If you think in
production terms when you receive a production-type work order, you may be able to devise
cutter setups which will enable you to do the
necessary %vork,with a minimum amount of time
and effort.
8-4. Slotting. Slotting is often regarded as a
shaper operation, but it can be done on a
milling machine with a slotting attachment. The
slotting attachment is capable of internal slot-

machining to the lathe cross-slide, and invented

the milling machine! From this simple in-

vention has evol%ed one of the most versatile
and important metal cutting machines in
existence, the modern milling machine. In this
chapter we discuss special milling applications.
helical milling, single point milling, milling
machine attachments. gearing and gear cutting.
and maintenance of the milling machine.

time to do repair and fabrication jobs, which

ting operations, such as the machining of

require special milling operations, such as gang
milling, slotting, boring. and milling cams. The

following information will help you to un-

squares, hexagons. I2-point sockets, keyways,
splines, and gear teeth, and is especially useful

derstand these operations and how they are

for tool and die work.
8-5. Some of the more common shapes of
holes are often slotted on a milling machine

done

with the s'Iotting attachment. A square hole is
often machined to mate with a square surface
on the end of a mating member. This assures a
positive drive between two members, such as a
socket wrench and handle. and some boring
tools and boring bars. Square sockets may extend part way or all the way through the piece.
In order to slot a socket that extends part way
into thz bore, you must recess the bore to clear
the slotting tool point and provide a space for
chip clearance. Slotting hexagonal shapes, or
even 12-point holes for socket wrenches, is often done in Air Force machine shops. A 12point socket is in reality two internal hexagons
of the same size with one hexagon machined
within the other. Since ; 2 equally spaced cutg
are required. you would use the index head to
space the work. Here, you can use the direct index plate to advantage. Use a hole circle
equally divisible by 12. When you slot work
that must be equally spaced. mount the work in
the index head chuck and aline the bore of the
work concentrically to insure accuracy. In a

8-2, Gang Milling. Gang milling involves

the use of two or more cutters mounted on the
same arbor. All cutters may perform the same
type ot operation or eaCh cutter may perform a
difterent type of operation. For example.
soreral workpieces may need a sit-it. a flat surtace. and an angular groove cut in them. The
best method to accomplish this would be gang
SINGLE ANGLE
MILLING CUTTER

SIDE MILLING CUTTER

PLAIN MILLING
CUTTER

ARBOR

;!'":r

WORKPIECE
FEED

Figure 4:4
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Gang nulling setup
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and work should be kept cizan at all times to
insure that chips do not damage the parallels
8-8. Milling Cams. The method you select
to machine, a cam depends upon the design of

hexagon. the length of une side is equal to onehaif as diagonal. Determine the diagonal of the
hex. eon by multiplying the distance across flats

by t le constant 1.115. Grind the width of the
edgc of the slotting tool to equal the length of

the cam and the accuracy required. If the desizn
of the cam and the accuracy permit. it is

the side of the hexagon and round it to clear the
bore. Swivel the slotting attachment to a
horizontal or vertical position.-T.he index.head
ive1e so that the position of its spinz cc

sometimes possible to saw the cam out on a
contour machine or to machine the cam on a
shaper. Usually, however, you will use a aiiihris
machine to machine a cam, such as cylindrical
constant rise, and changing rise, especialil.

c.--r...sponds to the position of the slotting
irn. Usually, it is best to hold the
...or
e,-.cally in the index liead chuck to
.ision. However, if the work is
..

when a high degree of accuracy is required.
8-9. C yl in d rical cams. Cams that are
grooved on the periphery of a cylinder are set
up and machined in the same manner as for a
helical groove. Calculate the lead of the cam in

too long to be held vertically but can be extended through the index head spindle, it can
be held horizontally.

the same manner as for a helix and gear the index head to the table feed screw by means ot

nplar Milling. Angular milling is the
flat surface that is at an angle to the
cutter axis. Angular milling cutters may also be
used in this operation, as shown in figure 49.

the end gearing to produce the desired helix
head. Usually, you will use an end mill. mounted in a vertical milling attachment, to machine
the cam groove.
8-10. Constant ri. e cums. A constant rise
cam is machined by gearing the index head by
means of the end gearing to produce the desired
lead. The index head should be in the vertical
position. Use the side surface of an er..1 oil! to
machine the cam.
8-11. Changing rise cams. Some cams, are
so that the rise changes for various
de
as of the cam. For example, a c?"-.
po.
have a rise of 0.500 inch in 80°, a rise of 0.75t,

These angular milling cutters are made to a
predztzr nined angle, such as those made for
cutting dovetails. Angular milling may be done
in several ways. It may be done by using the
vertical head on the milling machine. This is
.!Ane t., tilting the head to the required angle
an end mill or a shell milling cutter.
The toolmaker's knee may be used for angular

iiIg operations. The toolmaker's knee affords a rapi I and convenient method of setting

..r,

"'oil( on a milling machine.

inch in the next 700, and then drop to the
original starting point during the remaining

8-7. A'rigular parallels may be used for
angular milling also. These parallels are acuratc1,, machined to a predetermined angle.
:_ni set they may be set to any angle
k`. ith

portion, a decrease of 1.250 inches during the
_last 210°. To machine a cam, such as the one
just described. you must determine the lead for
each rise, and then machine each rise (or z.-.m
segment) separately. You can determine the
lead of each cam segment by using the formula:

needed. Care should be taken in using angular
oarall-ls not to damage their surfaces. The vise
HORIZONTAL SPINDLE

included angle tit segment
X rise in Negment

VERTICAL
SPINDLE
I

I

I

36o°

Ccad ot%cgmern

SINGLE ANGULAR CUTTER

If, for example. a cam segment has a rise of
0.500 inch in 800, the lead would be determined as follows:

WORK

Lead ot segmem = -- X 500
NO

-pi
.t01101

;1

COUL,E
L. ".13(1:R

Lead ot segment = 2 2i0 inches

8-12. You could machine each segment by
changing the end gearing for each segment;
however, there is a simpler method. Gear the

pip

i

DOVETAIL

t

-.4

index head to obtain a lead slightly greater than
the largest cam segment lead. You can now obtain the lead for each cam segment by changing
the angular position of the index head and the

S3-639

universal milling attachment with reference to
thc table, provided that the axis of the index

Angular milling.

,30
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9. Helical Milling
pl

9-1. A-helix- is-a-curve-or path formed by the
progressive rotation of a point around the surface of a cone or cylinder, such as the thread of

CENTER LINES

PARALLEL.'

a screw. The helix is formed on the milling
machine by causing the work to rotate at the
same time that it is fed longitudinally to the
cutter. The rotation of the work is accomplished by gearing the table feedescrew to

PERPENDICULAR"

TO TABLE

the

index

head. As the table

feed

screw

revolves, the work revolves at the same time it

GEARED
TO TABLE

is fed to the cutter in a line parallel with its
axis.
53-640

figure 50

9-2. Helical work includes the milling of
helical tooth milling cutters, helical reamers,
twist drills, helical gears, some types of cams,
etc. Milling a helix is similar to cutting a thread

Cam and cutter m vertical position

on the lathe. In cutting a thread, the tool moves

head and the axis of the universal milling attachment are kept parallel. If the index head

a certain distance, while the work makes one
revolution. This distance is the lead of the
thread and is gov4ned by the gear ratio between the lathe spinle and its feed screw. This
is also true in milling ,a helix. However, the

and cutter are parallel to the table no metal Will
be removed when the cam is rwated as the table
moves forwaird. However, if the index head and
cutter are perpendicular to the table. as §hown

distance

in figure 50, the cutter will cut a spiral lobe

it would have to feed in order to

revolve once is termed the lead. The lead of a

equal in lead to the lead for which the machine
is geared. Thus, if you position the index head
and cutter at an angle to the table, as shown in
figure 51, the lead produced will be between

thread is usually short

zero and the lead for which the machine is
geared. Tlerefore, the lead produced can be
controlled by changing the angular setting of
the index head and cutter. You can determine
the angle at which the cutter and index head

screw having 8 threads per inch has a 1/8-inch

lead, while the lead of a helix on a 1-inch
reamer may be as much as 18 inches. The helix

may make several turns around the work or it
may make a fraction of a turn around the work
and still have the same lead, depending upon

must be positioned by dividing the desired lead
of the cam segment by the lead for ,which the

the length of the helix. For instance, on a

machine is geared (slightly greater than the
Jargest cam segment lead). The result of the

reamer flute 6 inches in length having an 18inch lead, the helix would only make one-third
ot a turn around the piece. If the piece were 18
inches in length and had a helix with an 18inch lead, the helix would make a complete
turn around the work. In both cases the !cad is
the same. A helix may be either right hand or
left hand, as the threads on a screw. A righthand helix runs off to the right as it is viewed
from the end. A left-hand helix runs off to the

division will be the sine of the angle. You then
find the angle in a table of trigonometric functions You can determine the angular settings
and the end gears required for various leads
from tables in various machinist publications.
such as Machinery's Handbook.
CENTER LINES PARALLEL /

\,/
/

in proportion to its

diameter and length while the lead of a helix
may be long in proportipn to its diameter and
length. For example, a linch single threaded

//

left.

9-3. The lead of a helix is the distance the.
helix advances in one complete turn around thz
work. measured on a line parallel with the axis

lec

of the work. If the .gearing between the table
ANGULAR

feed screw and the index head worm were such
as to cause the index spindle to revolve once as

SETTING

the table is fed 10 inches, then the !cad would

GEARED
TO TABLE

be 10 inches. The length of the work or the
length of the cut makes no difference. To find
the lead of a helix, multiply the diameter of the
helix by 3.1416 and divide the product by the
tangent of the helix angle.

$3-6i1
Figure 51

Cam and cutter m ,Ingular position
31
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fah ot 5,:ltx angle

formation may be found in a machinist han,r-

1 zad

EXAMPLE. A piece 2 inches in diameter ts to
have a helix whose angle is 22. What is its
lead?

2 x 3 14 16
,40403

the helix is expressed in inches, as

roc ax::, of the helix The helix
may be represented by a right angkd triangle,
as shown in figure 52. The base of the triangle
represents the circumference of cylinder. The
vertical leg of the triangle represents the lead of
tilt; helk, .4nd the hypotenuse of the triangle

rres;mt,, tne length of the helical path. The
angle of the helix is the anale formed by the

vertical leg and the hypotenuse of the triangle.
tanent of the angle of helix may be found
cy multiplying the diameter of the cylinder by
3 i 416 ^rd dividing this product by the lead of
the helix:
D :X 3 1`416
Lead

EXAVPLE: Find the angle of a helix whose
3 inches with a lead of 12 inches.
3 x 3 1416

10. Single-Point Milling
10-1. Single-point milling, or fly cuItin2,

55- lead

ir.il1.'14-inch lead, 2.5-inch lead. etc.
t
.ingle of helix is the angle formed
to the side of the helix and a

Tan

book. -In the absence of a table of leads, ratios
for viirious leads may be Lalculated.

single-point cutti,ng wol shaped like
shaper tool. It is held and rotated by a fly cutler
arbor. You can grind this cutter to almost any
form that you desire. Formed cutter., are
pensive. Tnere will be times when you will need
a cutter for a very_limited number ot cutting
and boring operations. Ththese huuations it
would be more economical to manufacture the

cutter than to buy it.
10-2. The single-point or fly cutter Lan be
., used to great advantage in gear cutting. All that
is needed is enough of the broken gear to grind
the cutting tool to the proper shape. It can also

be used in the cutting of splines and standard
and special forms.
10-3. Boring, an operation that is too often
restnicted to a lathe, can easily be done on a
milling ,machine. On a mill ipg machia )ou

can bore very accurate boles with an:otfset
boring head. Boring can be done with the aid 01
an offset b9ring head and a tool that is ad-

justable by means of a graduated adjasting

= 7854 = 38- 9"

9-5. A chart is usually available with each
machine showing the number of gear
:.; to asc for most leads, or this in-

screw mounted in the 11.!ad. However, Ill tile
average machine. you will probably use a fly
cutter for most boring operations.
10-4. Let's assume that your shop has
received a large engine block that requires a

11
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rtgure s2

as

it is somethnes called, is one ot the post versatile milling operations. It is done
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bored hole tor mounting a water pump. You
could produce the desired bore, using a tly cut-

ter and a milling machine, in the following

rnanner. Me_ant the engine block on the milling
machine table. Aline the spindle and the center

position in both the vertical and horizontal

planes. By using a high-speed attachment you
can perform milling operations at higher speeds
than those for which the machine was designed.

These attachments will make complex jobs

of the hole to be bored by manipulating the

easier.

crossteed, longitudinal, and %ertical feed cranks
and by using a center finder or dial indicator.

-

Once the center has been located, lock the
longitudinal and vertical movements. If the part
does dot already have a hole, center drill it,
lead drill it, and then use ()drill slightly smaller
than the size desired. Mount the offset boring
head and set it to remove enough rnet4 to true
the hole. Start the machine and bore about 1,'8

Inch into the hole. Stop and measure the
diameter of thesbore to be sure that'it is not
oversize. If the hole is still undersize, continue
boring through the hole. Remove the boring
tool from the hole and readjust the tool bit for
a finish cut. Start the machine and bore about
1 8 inch into the hole, and then check for
proper size. If the size is correct, finish boring
the hole.

11-2. High-Speed Universal Attachjnent.
This device is clamped to the machine and is
driven by the milling machine spindle, as you
can see in figure 53. The attachment spindle
head and cutter can be swiveled 360° in both
planes. The katachment spino'e is driven at a
higher speed than the machint. spindle. You
must consider the ratio between the rpm of the
two spindles when you calCulate cutter speed.
Small cutters, end mills, and drills should be
driven at a high rate of speed in order to obtain
an efficient cutting action.
11-3. Circular Milling Attachment. This
device, shown in. figure 54, is a circular table
which is mounted on the milling machine table.
The circumference of the table is graduated in
degrees. Smaller attachments are usually equip-

ped for hand feed only and larger ones are
equipped for both hand and power feed. The

-11. Milling Machine Attaclunents

work is mounted on the circular table. This attachment may be used for milling circles, arcs,
segments, circular T-slots, and internal and external gears. It may also be used for irregular
form milling.

11-1-: Many attachm'ents have been
developed that increase the number of jobs a
ruifling Machine can do or that make such jobs
easier to do. For instance. by using_ a vertical
spindle attachment: you can convert the
horizontal spindle to a vertical spindle machine
and swivel the cutter to any position in the ver-

11-4. Rack Milling Attachment. The rack
milling attachment, shown in figure 55, is used
primarily for cutting-teeth on racks, although it
can be used for other opefationsThe cutter is
mounted on a spindle which extendsthrough
the attachment parallel to the table T-slots. An
indexing arrangement is used to space the rack
teeth quickly and accurately.
11-5. Right-Angle Plate. The right-angle
plate. as Shown in figure 56, is attached to the
table. The right-angle slot permits mounting the
index head so that the axis of the head is
parallel to the milling machine spindle. With

tical plane. By using a universal, milling attachment, you can swivel the cutter to any
DEGREE GRADUATIONS

this attachment you can make work setups
which are off center or at a right angle to the
table T-slots. The standard size plate T-slots
make it convenient to change from one setting
to another for milling a surface it a right angle.
11-6. Raising Block. Raising blocks, as
shown in fi2ure 57, are heavy-duty parallels,
which usually come in matched pairs. They are
mounted on the table and the index head is

mounted on the blocks. This arrangement raises
the index head and makes it pimsible to swing
the head through a greater range to mill larger
.work.

11-7. Toolmaker's Knee. The toolmaker's
knee, as shown in figure 58, is a simple but
Figure

3

useful attachment for setting up angular work,

MO-speed uniersai ruillmg mtachment
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ROTARY TABLE

DRIVE SHAFT

53 513

HAND WHEEL

END GEARING HOUSING

Figure 54,

Circula milling attachment

i'or milling but for shaper, drill yress,
.iiu glinUer operations as well. You mount a
i,oimaker's knee, which may have either a
,:ationary or rotatable.base, to the tabie of the

you

milling machine. The base of the rotatable type
in degrees. This feature enables

accurate settings.

to machine compound angle-,. The
toolmaker's knee has a tilting table with either
a built-in protractor head graduated in degre;:s
for setting the table or a vernier scale fur more

I 1-8. Slotting Attachments. You can often
perform internal slotting operations, such as
the machining of squares or hexagons, I2-point
sockets, keyways, splines. internal gears. and
various other shapes, with a slotting attachment, such as the one shown in figure 59.

.411;11
re4.ttarmiragra.

The slotting attachment

is fastened to

the

milling machine column and driven by the spin47,1.7

dle. A bull wheel and arm changes the rotary
motion of the spindle to a reciprocating
motion. You can vary the length of the ttroke
by loosening the nut which clamps the pivot
shaft nearer or farther away from the center of

f;.;:31tV.
ACq

.

A

" rt3

sir '

4.Ssv,,

r
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44-11.

AOSS.

t

'

the bull wheel..A pointer on the slotting attachment slide indicates the length of the

-

S

stroke. You can pivot the head of the slotting
SPINDLE

12. Gearing and Gear Cutting
12-1. Gears are produced for ifidustry in
large quantities, both t y toe shaping and the

x
3

,

Graduthions on the base of the slotting attachment indicate the ang!e at which the head is
positioned.

Vy/

,

attachment and positioo it at any desired angle.

hobbing methods. There are still many uses for

01..A.2!

42-4Ars

,yORK HOLDI G FIXTURE
5

mating .ntaarnent,

the older type of gear,cutter using the single
milling cutter and indexing from tooth to tooth,
as in the milling machine methods. This is
especially true in large gear work where several

117

se*

because of the simultaneous contact of several
teeth make them desirable for automobile and
many other uses. On a production basis, helical
gears are cut on special gear cutting machines.

For repair purposes where only one or a few
are needed, they are best cut on a universal
milling machine.

12-3. Helical gears have been called by
sev ral names, "spiral" being the most comn. They have even been called "skew' gears
Figure 56

some sections. In late years there has been.an

Right-angle plate

effort made to call them by their right name
which is "helical". not "spiral." Strictly
speaking there are no spiral gears. The nearest
approach to a spiral gear is a scroll, such as that

used on the back of a universal chuck.
12-4. Helical gears differ from spur gears in
that the teeth of a helical gear are inclined at an

angle to the axis of the gear. Each tooth is a
part of a thread or helix that winds across the
outer rim of the blank. Helical gears operate
smocithly and have great strength because of
their sliding action and because of the number
of teeth in contact at one time.
12-5. Helical gears may.be used on shafts
that are either parallel or at an angle to one
another. When mounted on parallel shafts the

53.113

Figure 57

Raising block.

/

angle of helix must be equal for both gears, but
of the opposite hand. When mounted on shafts

/TILTING SURFACE

that are at right angles, the gears must have
helix angles of the same hand.
12-6. Helical gears are ordinarily cut in the
universal milling machine by- using an index
head which is geared to the swivel table and
feed screw. This process involves many of the
principles used for c'utting helical forms.

f
T.SLOTS

gVa'

Helical gears may also be cut on a plain milling
BASE

GRADUATIONS

MACHINE COLUMN

53.5IA

GRAAAT*NS

GRADUATIONS

Figure 58

Toolmaker's knees

gear blanks may be mounted side by side and
tDe gear teeth are cut at the same time by a

single cutter. In a machine shop, such as is
found in the Air Force, the number of gears

FIXTURE

that have to be made does not warrant the need

for special machines for gear cutting.
I 2-2. Helical Gears. Helical gears. as shown
in

figure 60, are coming into wider use in

SLOTTING ATTACHMENT

nearly all kinds of machinery. While their use
dates back,to over a half century, the difficulty
of cutting them by the old method'with a singletooth form cutter retarded their use. With the
development of the gear-hobbing machine and

SLOTTING TOOL

53-491

the reciprocating gear cutter or the gear shaper,
helical gears can be machined about as easily as

a spur gear. The quietness of the helical gears

Figure 59

35
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Slotting attachment

4.

IA

elimination of end thrust xhich is i-he thie' tt

T glAND.SittlX'

jectipn to the use of single helkal trar2.
12-7. The nomenclature of helical pat..; is
the same as that of spur gears with
cepiions. The calculations for determiniii
tooth part values of helical gearo
somewhat from those of spur gearing because ct

the position 6f the teeth.
12-8. In the calculations and formulas
for helical gearing. reference is made to "cir .
cular pitch." The circular pitch all
H
is the distance from a point on one lootri to a

"
SHAFTS At RIGHT ANGUS

LtX

S3-644

Figure 60.

corresponding point on an adjacent tooth
measured along the pitch circle, as in the case

Helical gears

of a spur gear.
12-9. Because helical gear teeth are not cut

inacnine. This involves the use of a. uniyersal
iitjflng attachment, so that the form cutter may

quarely across the face of the blank. a linc
drawn from a point on the pitch surface of one
tooth to a corresponding point on tin adjacent

bet to the correct helix angle. Gears having
tin.'angle of helix greater than 45° may also be

tooth at right angles to the tooth

this attachment. Another form of
helic:ti gears is herringbone gears. These are
)11 Jhafts that are parallel to one another.
I errin bone gears virtually consist of two
single helical gears of Opposite helix angles.
'1,t'ary object of herringbone gears is the

,..at with

it.

tenni:2.

"normal circular pitch." Figure 61 will help
you understand the :o.11.ow.ng
terms:
1

6t:

Normal circular pitch (pn). Th: t.istsincc
'from a point on the pitch surface of one tooth
to a corresponding point on an adjacent tootIt
at right angles to the tooth. The normal circular
pitch equais the circular pitch times t.te

of the helix angle. pn = p x cos A

Normal diametral pitch (PN). The diametral
pitch of the cutter. The normal diametral 'pitch
equals pi (3.1416) divided by the-normal cir3.1416
cular pitch. PN
pn

Number of teeth that the cutter selection

is

based on (11'). It the number ot teeth tit:wally
on the gear is used to seleqt the cutter. the teeth

will be too narrow. The cutter selection is
nased on the number of teeth calculated ,by

dividing the number of teeth actually on .the
gear by the cosine of the helix angle cubed:

L
pnch

F

G

II

tonai
1:.;t..;r

I
.1

(,cos

..N

E

Exact lead (L). The lead of the helr:.

$3-6AS

exact lead is used to determine the end gearing
setup used to 'rotate the gear blank. Exact lead
diameter times the
equals pi times the pi
taneen 6f the helix angie

Normal circular pnch
Pitch circle
Addendum
Dedendum

L = 3.1416 x D x cos A

Circular pitch

NOTE: The following terms have the iaa

Hemal gear terms.
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11.

meaning as in spur gearing, but because of the
angle. the formulas are different:

ches

Pitch diameter (D) D =

PN X cos A

N

Thickness of tooth (T) T =

_Er!
2.157

Whole depth of tooth (W) W

PN

Outside diameter (OD). OD = D + 2a
12-10. Thee calculations which are necessary

to machine a helical gear that has 20 teeth, a

normal diametral pitch of 10, and a 22 1/2°
helix angle are as follows:
Number of teeth (N) (given) 20
Normal diametral pitch (PN) (given)
22 1/2°
Helix angle (A) (given)

20

10

PN x cos A

2,1648 .inches

IC x 0 92388
= 0.100 inch

1

Addendum (a) a

12-11. You can -nullthe -teeth _op a helical

gear in the following manner. Perform- tlie

necessary calculations for the helical gear and
cutter. Make the necessary calculations to
determine the end gearing Tequired to obtain
the correct lead. Set up the machine in the same
manner as for milling helical reamer flutes.

Addendum (a). a

Pitch diameter (D) D

Exact lead (L) L = 3.1416 X D X cos A =
3.1416 X 2.1648' X 2.41421 = 16.4188 in-

Make the work and cutter setup in the same

manner as for machining spur gear teeth. Figure
62 shows the work, machine, and cutter setup
required to machine helical gear teeth. Machine
the gear teeth to the required size by combining

.the spuT gear and helical fluting methods.
Always lower the table before returning the
gear blank to the starting point of the cut to
prevent backlash from causing the cutter to
drag on the gear teeth. Additional information

pertaining to gcaring can be obtained from
machinists' reference sources, such as
Mafhinery's Hand boo k.

12-12. Bevel Gears. It has been found that
motion can be transmitted between two parallel
shafts by friction between wheels mounted on
the shafts. Th'en, if teeth of the correct shape
are cut on these wheels, a positive uniform
motion can be transmitted. These wheels with
teeth are called spur gears. Motion can also be
transmitted between two shafts that are at an

angle to each ,other by the friction of two

10

PN

rolling cones. If teeth of the correct shape are
cut on the faces of the cones, a positive uniform

Outside diameter (OD) OD =

D + 2 a = 2.1648 + 0.200, =

motion can be transmitted. The two cones

2.3648 inches

_ 0.3141

Tooth thickness (T) T =

2

0 15705 inch
2.157

Whole deptli of tooth (W)

_

PN

of lvvel gears is to transmit motion between

.0.2157

2.157
I0

Circular pitch (p) p
1648 X 3 1416

Dx

3.1416

0.340 inch

20

Normal circular pitch (pn) pn .= p x cos A
= 0,340 X 10.9 2 3 8 8 = 0,3141 inch

Number of teeth to base cutter selection on
(cos A)1

become a pair of bevel gears. The machining of
bevel gears involves problems and terms that
are not found in spur gearing. We will discuss
these problems and terms and the calculations
,Jhat are necessary.w machine bevel gears. Bevel
gears may be mounted on shafts t:-at are at any
desired angle. However, the most common use

20

20

(0,92338)1

0.78858

shafts that are at right angles to each other. If
the bevel gears are mounted on two shafts at a
'right angle to each other and the gears are of
the same size, they are called mitergears. If one
gear is larger than the other, the larger is called
the gear and the smaller of the two is called the
pinion. We will use a miter gear that is mounted
on n shaft at a right angle to another shaft as an
example for our calculations. For other angles,
nomenclature, and symbols which are used for
bevel gears, refer A o machinists' publications,
such as Machinery's Handbook. A knowledge
of the nomenclature and symbols, figure 63,
used for bevel gears midi help you to understand
the,, calculations. Let's assume that you are

Manufacturing a pair of miter,gears having 16

= 25 teeth
37
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A.
B

C
D.
E.

Table graduations
Mandrel
Machine Table
Index head

F.

Arbor
Helical gear blank
Gear cutter
Foot stock
Helix angle

G.
H,

Gear train box.
Figure 62. Helical gearing Netup,

gears by using the following formulas. You

teeth, a 5 diametral pitch, and a pitch cone

should use these formulas in the order they are
given, because the values are progressive from

angle of 450 The gears,ar.t to be mounted on

fts 0:t are 90° to each other. You could .
cdculate lor the dimensional values of these

one problem to the next:

Diametral pitcn (P)
Number of teeth (N)
Pitch cone angle

5

16

45'

Pitch diameter (D)

5

I

Addendum at large end ol tooth (al)

-

0.200 inch

5

P

0152

Clearrnce

2 X sin a

P

= 0.4314 inch
"57
P

up to 3 inches pitch diameter (17)

71,1

2 x sin 45'

C
3

withn o la-2. for gears 3 inches to 20 inches in pitch diameter (F)

0.3142 inch
3,200

3.200

0 ')

iN

I 571

Thickness of tooth at pitch line (T)
..13o

0.2314 inch

2'157

c or

Dedendum at large end of tooth (dI)

0.0314 inch

5

P

The whole depth of tooth (W)

The pitch cone radius (C)

3 ,.00 inches

12!

P

263

X 0.707
2.263 inches

2

0 754 ,inch

3

2.263
4

4

a() 5657 inch

rs.

38
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C

al A

Addendum at small end ot tooth (as1

igto

0,5657

21263

0.200 X

2.263'
6.150 inch

Thickness ol tooth at small 'end (t)

F

C

T

0. 314

0.5657

2.263

X

2.263

0.2355 inch
0.220

al

Tangent of the addendum angle

5° 3'

0.0883

1263

You will need a table oOrigonometric funckions for conversion to degrees
al

Tangent ot the dedendum angle

+c

.0.2314
2.263

pitch cone angle + addendUin angle

Face angle

pitch cone angle

Cutting angle

45 + 5' 3

0.2828

3 200

Outside diameter (OD) J. C 4- 2K

50* 3'
39° 10'

5° 50'

dedendum angle '45°
0.200 X 0.707

al x cos pitch cone angle

Angular addendum (K)

5' 50'

0 10225

0.1411/41

3.482 inches
16

Number of teeth used, To select cutter (N')

9'0 of pitch cone dngle

0.707

22.t,

VERTEX

i

i

)

,.:::`./".
,..

DISTANCE

ANGULAR ADDENDUM

1

1

This can be compensated for by filing the 'teeth
at the small end above the pitch line, as shown

WHOLE DEPTH OF TOOTSI

I
II

Y

'r_

ADDENDUM

in figure 64. The selected cutter will produce
the correct width \of tooth space at the small
end of the'teeth, but will leave the teeth too
thick at the large end. Trim the sides Of the
teeth to correct this error by setting the,gear off
ce nter and rotating the gear blank until the

DEDENDUm

desired tooth thickness is obtained, as shown in

figure 65. Using a table of setover factors,

1

which Can be found in machinist publications,
such Is Machinery's Handbook, calculate the
amount of setovei required. To select the factor

from the table, you must first determine the
ratio of the pitch cone radius to the width of the
tooth face. Tbe setover factor listed inthe table
at the intersection of the coiumn corresponding
to the number of the gear Cutter you are using

AXIS OF GEAR.

and. the column nearest the ratio you have
calculated is the factor used: Use the formula

I

I/
TV
4.

6"

.'/ /76.
I

t

0

Table 'setover

1/4.1'

thickness of cutter
2

c.,

fi

,

r

EDGE ANGLE

r

DEDENDUm ANGLE

ADDENOum ANGLE

FACE ANGLE

Figure 63

53-647

Beset gear nomenclature
53-646

12-13. The cutter selected is for the outer
end ot the gear teeth. but the small,end of the

Figure 64

gear teeth has a curvature which is too straight.
39

122

Bevel gear tooth,

factor
diametral pitch

correct number of teeth haw been cu. to tbei:

to determine ,the amount of setover required.
The thickness of the Cutter is measured at the
pitch

lull depth. the next operation :s to offset and
rotate the gear blank. as shown in ligure 65.
(NOTE, The direction of onset u always op

line and must aetuatly be measured.

Otherwise, identical cutters may have different
thicknesses due to sharpening, slightly different
clearand: angles. etc. The setover for a 5-pitch.

posite the direction of rotation., Auer the ottset
and rotation have been complett.d. trim the onc
side of all the gear teeth, then rzpt.,Ittliv, for tne
opposite side,of the teeth The final operation i-,

6-tooth gear with a 2.263-inch pitch cone
ridius and a width of face ot 0.5657 inches that
u. with a number 5 cutter is calculated
wing manner:
2 263

73

to hand file all the tet.th of the gear abote tne
pitch line, as shown iii figure 64.

4

13. Milling Machine :1aintenance

0 s657

The setover factor corresponding to a 4 to

13-1. Proper care and maintenanez are
probably the two most importam factors in the
use of the milling machine. These in turn will
enable you to get the maximum effkiency trom
the machine. Certain periodic adjustments inuq
be mOe to retain the accuracy permitted by the
construction of the machine. Periodic dianges
of oil in the reservoirs of the column and knee
must be made. Spindle bearings. gibs. clutches.
and feed screws must be kept in adjustment if
the machine is to function accurately and ef-

I

ratio and a number 5 cutter is 0.295. The
meassir!d th;ckness of the cutter selected at the
0.2317 inch. Using these values.
pit -h line
wouk' calcutate the setover as follows.
St:lover

0 116

0 2317

0.295

2

5

0 059 = 0.057 inch

Thus. the setover required Would be 0.057

ficiently.

inch.

13-2. installation and Leveling of the
Machine. Oecasionally a milling 01.1.:1 .0e Is

12-14. The actual setup and machining of
gear is a very simple operation. The

moved in a shop or a new, one installeu, if it is

cutter is mounted on an arbor and the gear

to be placed in an arca where there are othr

%bilk is held in the index head.by a chuck. The

machines. a space check should first be made

uck jaws usually grip the gear blank on the
geor hub but in some cases when the blank has
a special arbor is made to
r,ote tn.ough
hold the gear blank in place.,After the center of
the cutter and the center of the gear blank are
-.ugnt :rtto line, the index head is tilted rd. the

'ulauu cutting

angle

lind

before it is permanently placed. Usuall s. pka
dimension drawing is furniahed with Coe
machine. The plan lists the dimensions tor the
amount of space needed. It is best to allow ample space over and above the exact dimensions
sof the machine. The longitudinal table
movement is variable on a milling machine and
enough space should be ailowed tor its
movement without interfering with the machine

locked into

position. At this point, pick up the surface of
ne gear blank with the cutter. Then gash II! the
teeth

to their full depth of tooth. Once the

104-10
11111

/

ROTATION

3

/
WORK OFFSET
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Figure 65

Olfset and rotation ot bcveI gear ilhin

40

9

,1
A.-kJ

next to it. Another factor to consider is the
floor on which the nnll is set. It should be in-

stalled on a level floor. Hardwood

wedges,

shingles. or shim stock may be used in leveling
the machine. The machine is set level by means

ot a precision level placed on the machine
fable.

13-3. Alinement of Table, Knee, and

Column. The alinement and accuracy of the
table, knee, and column surfaces can be
checked by mounting an arbor in the machine
spindle and attaching a dial test indicator to the
arbor so that the indicator plunger bears on the

!able. Checks are taken by moving the table
lengthwise

and

crosswise

and

noting any

variation on the indicator dial. These checks
should be taken with the knee set at various
heights. Misalknement is corrected by adjusting

gibs, rescraping the bearing surfaces of the
table, knee, and column or refinishing the lop
of the work table.
13-4. Gib Adjustment. Gibs are usually of
the headless taper 'type and arc provided wi,h

spindle can still be turned by hand without too
much effort. The checkjnay accurately be made
by chucking a rod or bar in the spindle and
using it as a lever to move the spindle back and
forth along its axis. If a dial test indicator is
used with the plunger of the indicator placed
against the nose of the spindle, only about .003
inch end play shouid be permitted.
13-6. Checking the Accuracy of the Spindle. The spindle may be tested by placing a test

arbor in the spindle. A dial test indicator is

then set on the table with, the indicator plunger
contacting the circumference of the arbor near

its outer e..d. With the spindle rotating, the
table and indicator are moved crosswise and

any variation cni the indicator needle is noted.
It" the spindle is inaccurate, the spindle should
be removed and the tapered hole r'eground to

restore it to its original accuracy.

13-7. Driving Clutch Mjustment. Several
milling machine driving clutches are of the

plate disc type. They may be the single plate or
multiple plate type or they may be the dry disc

type or they may operate in oil. The drive is
similar in operation in that all depend on friction. If the clutch slips under a normal load it

adjusting screws. To adjust the gibs of the table.

saddle. or knee, the screw is loosened at the
small end of the gib and tightened by the adjusting screw at the large end There is another

should be adjusted as soon as possible to

prevent excessive wear. When the clutch slips it
means that the plates do not come together tight

type of tapered gib used on some machines The

only difference between this gib and, the one

enough when the clutch is engaged. To adjust
the clutch, the plunger lock is pulled out and
turned, in the right direction to tighten. This
direction is usually clockwise, or to the right.
Proper adjustment is made when full
engagement of the starting lever can be accomplished and when the clutch cone contacts
the fingers to compress the driveplates. The
main object is not to set the clutch' too tight. A
great amount of pressure in engaging the starting lever places strain on the clutch fingers and
may cause them to,break.
13-8. Adjustment of the Table Feed Screw.
The table feed screw is mounted in brackets at
each end of the table. The right-hand bracket is
provided with two antifriction bearings and an
adjusting collar nut for taking up looseness in
the bearings-To adjust, remove the cover from
the right-hand end of the screw an'd turn the ad-

described above is that it only has one adjusting
screw on the large end. The set screw and gib
end are designed so that the screw moves the
gib in or out to tighten or loosen the gib.
Correct 'adjustment is made when the slides

move snugly by hand Proper adjustment is of
vital importance. Adjust the gibs too tight and
the slides may become scored Leave them too
loose and they cause chatter and vibration, as
well as undue wear on the machine ways. This
condition soon results in an inaccurate
machine.

13-5. djustment of Spindle Bearings.

Spindle bedrings on the newer type of milling

machines are the nonfriction or taper roller

bearing type. They nre properly adjusted at the

factory and need not be adjusted for long

periods of time. If it ever becomes necessary to
adjust spindle bearings, place the spindle
gearing in neutral position so that the spindle

justing collar nut clockwise until one of the
ears on the lockwasher of t4 collar nut slips

c-an be rotated freely by hand.' The various

into place in one of the notcheS of the adjusting

makes of machines may have the thrust bearing
located at a different place along the spindle.

nut.

13-9. Adjustment of the Crossfeed Screw
Bearings. To adjust the bcaring of the crossfeed

One machine may have the thrust bearine
behind the rear bearing or it may be located

screw, remove the hand wheel, power feed
lever, and graduated dial. A locknut and thrust
nut are then exposed., Loosen the locknut and
turn the thrust nut to the right. Replace the

behind the front bearing. Regardless of where it
is located the adjustment is the same. The
locking set screw or nut -is first loosened and
the thrust nut tightened just enough so that the
slack is removed. With proper adjustment the

locknut after the adjustment has been made. On
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the vectical feed screw, no provision has been
made for the adjustment. The reason for this is
that the weight of the knee prevents "back lash"
between the screw and its nut and driving mem-

This dirt and oil can be ..:cloded

bers.

13-12. Oil completely before startir,;
at.
machine. Many machines of recent
equipped with automatic lubrication system.,
which insure a 'constant supply of lubry.....-tt
important points. Check all oil gagzs to _ee

13-10. Periodic Oil Changes

damage to the bearing surfac-es by flu.-ihiag zLe

tubes 'and channels with a fluabing oil.

if the

macnine is run daily, the oil of the column and
-e ..ca-v)ir,should be changed about every 4
.
r, vod gradc of machine oil SAE 20

d be used. Proper attention

the gages of the column, knee, and saddle t:.:.:-.1voirs show oil at a safe
If th.:

in

.nilling machine cleaned and oiled
uie J.:curacy and efficiency of the
uinice and prolongs its Life. Neglect may ruin

reservoir is lt-v.
properly. Too much od will cause leak.ag and
impair working conditions. Usually there will
be several points on a milling machine tl.at aid
hand oiled. It is well to remember in applying
oil that an ordinary bearing can hold onl;
certain amount of oil at a time and

it.

13-11. Working parts exposed to dust, dirt,

and snips should be frequently cleaned and
Chips should not be allowed to collect
Lie a urface of the table until they fall over

amount applied at regular and frequent

the sides on the flat bearing surfaces on top of
the knee. Care should also be taken to prevent
chips and dirt from getting between the column
ui kn.;e, causing scoring of these flat surfaces
nd throwing the knec out of alinement. Oil
tubes and channels may at times become
clogged due to tne accumulation of dirt and oil.

.1.-

terials is far more beneficial than a flood cf ci;
applied at irregular intervals. To preven, rust
from accumulating on the working and mat.hine
surfaces of the milling machine, keep a light
film of oil on these surfaces at all times when
the machine is idle.
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Shaper Work

shape? Of course not. The shape of many items

the lubricant to the surface with a brush or an
oilcan. Do not permit the brush or the oilcan

rectangular, square, or a combination of

miout to get caught between the cutting tool anti

ARE ALL manufactured items cylindrical in
is

several geometric figures. In other wort's, many
objects have several flat surfaces that intersect.

the work.

One machine which is designed primarily to
produce flat surfaces is the shaper, and since

pendicular to each other by machining them
horizontally in the proper sequence. The

14-4. You can machine surfaces that are per-

following information will help you to un-

you will be machining objects with flat surfaces,

we will

the machining of flat and

angular surfaces, the machining of shoulders,
corners, and grooves, the machining of
irregular shapes. and the maintenance of the

derstand how to Machine a parallel so that the
opposite surfaces are parallel and the adjacent
surfaces are perpendicular. Figure 66 shows the
position of the work as the various sides are

shaper

machined.

discuss

14. Flat and Angular Planing
14-1. In this section we will discuss the

14-5. Obtain the proper 'size and type of
material for the job. Prepare the machine by
oiling the necessary points. Then aline the

planing of flat and angular surfaces. The term
'planing" refers to machining operations done

stationary jaw and the bottom of the vise so that
they are parallel to the travel of the ram. Mount

on planers and shapers. The production of

the work in the vise on parallels of the correct
size. The work must extend above the jaws far
enough to permit the reinoval of the necessaiy
material. If the work has a rough surface, use

parallel and square surfaces is a fundamental

planing operation and may best be done by
following the proper procedures. When planing
parallel and square surfaces it is also important
to aye the correct setup. Among the numerous
ope ations that you may perform on a shaper is
angular planing. Various attachments may be
to produce an angular surface.
use
-2. Flat Planing. Flat surfaces are
mac ined on a shaper by feeding the work
belo the ram or by feeding the tool past the
i

shim stock between the work and both vise jaws

and between the work and the parallels. This
protects the vise jaws and the parallels from the
rough material and also gives the vise greater
holding poWer. Smooth or machined surfaces

require shim stock ,oaly against the movable

1

vise jaw to permit the work to seat on the
parallels and also to prevent damage to the
finished surface. To properly seat work on the
parallels, tap it lightly with a soft hammer after
you have tightened the vise jaws. If you tighten
the vise jaws after you have seated the work on
the parallels, the work may be unseated.
14-6. The top of the clapper box should be
tilted in the opposite direction to that which the
tool is to cut, except when a roundnose tool is

work by using the toolslide. The direction of
right in
the li feed is usually from left
machining horizontal surfaces and trom top to
bon in in machining vertical surfaces. By using
to

directions of feed you have an unob-

thes

structed view of the work surface and the cut-

ting action of the tool.
141 ...;. A roughing tool and roughing feed

used. Then the clapper box should be perpendicular to the work surface. Mount the
toolholder and tool. Calculate and set the

should be used to remove ex^ess stock. A finish

cut Should be taken with the roughing tool.
using-I a finiSh feed. This should aid in the
It

proper length of stroke and position the ram
properly in relation to the work. Then calculate

remotial of taper or spring caused by the heavy

cut. :140TE. 1.)se the cutting lubricant that is
recommended for the metal you are machining
-during all cutting operations. You can apply

the amount of material to be removed from one

side. Be sure to leave enough material for a

!
!
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/2/
NO

NO

I $IDE

SHIMSTOCK

(.

material to be removed and repeat the .oughing
and finishing operatIon.; the same a., i'of

2 SIDE

one.

SNINSTOCK

'

..

vISE

another. To machine side three paral.ei m.itn
side two and perpendicular to side one. place
the work in the vise so that side one contacts
the solid jaw of the vise and side two :ests on

PAAMAELS

NO 3 SIDE

In4

parallels. Paper shims should be used to ettattr
that the work seats properly. Rough and finit.r.
machine side three so that the distance ;:etweer.
side two and side ihiee is correct. For side loui .
place the work in tit.; vise with side one results!

PAPER SHIMS.

53.363

Figure 66

on the parallels and side two contacting tne
stationary jaw ot the vise. Rough and finish

Squaring a block

finishing cut. Set the shaper for the proper
for the material which you are
fnachining. Set the feed for the roughing cut
and rough machine the first side of the work.
speed

After roughing the first side,

14-8. The work pieee now has. tvo sides
which are square or perpendicular to one

machine side four so that the distance between

side one and side tour is correct.
14-9. When you machine swum( surfaces.

such as the vertkal surfaces of shouldeis or :he
ends of work, position the toolheau perpendicular to the utble or vise. Position the vise
either perpendicular to or parallel to the tr.o.ci
of the ram. depending upon the location of the

replace the

roughing tool with a shear tool for finishing.
The roughing tool can b'e used if an exceptionally good finish is not required:Set the
shaper for the finishing speed and feed and
finish machine the. first side.
Me second side is machined much the

surface you are machining. When great accuracy is not required, you can aline the
toolhead and the vise by means of their
graduations. When greatei accuracy is re

usc the dial test indicator. Feed the tool with
the toolslide crank and thake the depth of cut
by moving the work toward the cuttmg tool.
You can use the crossfeed dial gradu.tioric t )
determine the exact depth of cut. Tilt the clap-

as ti-.e first. Place the work in the vise so
.1 side one contacts the solid jaw of the vise.
;is positions side two in an upright position
for machining. Calculate the amount ot

per box away from the surface being machined.
as shown in figure 67. You can use a roundnose

tool for both thz roughing and the fini).hing
cuts when average finishes'are permitted. Use
side-finishing tools when finer finishes are
needed and when you machine deep vertical
surfaces on shoulders and corners. Use
squaring tools to finish the vertical surtaces on
shallow shoulders and corners and to fintsn the

CLAPPER
BOX TILTED

sido of deep sloh or grooves.
14-10. Angular Planing. You can machine
angular surfaces by (1) swiveling the sise.
swiveling the toolhead. (-3) swiveling or ti;t1,11
the table. or (4) by mounung the work either on

an adjustable angle plate or on a' fixture.

TOOL HOLDER

14-11. Swiveling ihr vise. If the surface to be
machined is perpendicular to the surface .1 the

table (or to the bottom of the vise) and a an

ROUND NOSE TOOL

angle to the stroke of the rain, you can machine
it by simply swivehnu the vise. Swivel the
until the angular surface is parallel to the

stroke ot the ram Make thc depth ol cut bs

53-365

moving the table unto the work contak,ts
cutting tool. Then feed the tool vertically by
means of the toolslide handcrank. Use the same

tooling setup that you use to madune
ur

0

1

nal

surfaces.

clapper box tor down ,uiting
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figure 69, for extreme accuracy. Set up the tool
and feed the work in the same manner that you
use to machine a horizontal surface.

TOOL HEAD
ALINED WITH
SINE BAR

14-15. Using an adjustable angle plate. You
can mount work on an adjustable angle plate in
order to,machine the work at the angle, or combination of angles. that you desire. You can
machine angles using an adjustable angle plate.
They will be thc same as those you can machine
by swiveling the vise, swiveling the table, or by
tilting the tabletop. However, you should use
the adjustable angle plate. for light-duty applications only.

DIAL INDICATOR----,...

SINE BAR BRACKET

14-16. Using a fixture. You can mount work
on a fixture, as shown in figure 70. in order to
machine an angular surface in the same manner

Figure 68.

Alining toolhead with a sine bar

14-12. Swiveling the wolhead. The tool head
can be used to machine surfaces that are
parallel to the stroke of the ram but at an angle
to the vertical centerline of the toolhead.
Swivel the toolhead to the required angular setting and feed the tool by hand by means of the
toolhead crank. Use the toolhead graduations
for angles requiring average.aCcuracy. Aline the
toolslide with a dial test indicator and a sine

that you use to machine a horizontal surface.
You can manufacture fixtures that will hold
work at any angle you desire. However, the
time required to manufacture a fixture is not
justified unless the work is of a recurring
nature, or unless several identical items are to
be machined.
15. Shoulders, Corners, and Grooves
15-1. You will be required to machine

shoulders, corners, and grooves. In this section
we will discuss the machining of shoulders cor-

ners, and grooves in the shaper.

bar, as shown in figure 68. when you are

machining angles that must be highly accurate.

14-13 A sine bar is an extremel; accurate

bar of metal that has two cylindrical reference

discs attached to it. The centers of the reference
discs are either exactly 5 or 10 inches apart.
You can position the sine bar at any desired
angle by elevating one end of the sine bar and
placing the reterence disc on a stack of gage
blocks ot the correct height. Gage blocks are
emremely accurate blocks of Metal of varying
thicknesses.. Y,ou can clamp the sine, bar to a
support bracl:et at the position you desire so
that you can aline the toolhead parallel to it by
means ot a dial test indicator You canAind the
height ot the eage blocks necessary to obtain a
in
given angle (in minutes of -a degree)
machinists' publications, such as klachinery's

SINE BAR

DIAL TEST
INDICATOR

REVOLVING
TABLE

ANGLE
PLATE

Hand book

TABLE

tabh You can position
the ssork at the angle you desire by swiveling
the table on the trunnion or by tilting the tilting
tabletop Use the eraduations on the table for
averagc accuracy, or a sine bar. as shown in

TRUNNION
GRADUATION:
53-369

14-14 Swileling

hgure
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uble with a qne bar

23
a straight toolholder. Set the machine for the
length and position of stroke and the corret,t
speed. Check , to insure that the' ram and
toolslide will clear the work and vise. Pick un

the cut with a piece of paper and set the

toolslide dial to zero. Make the necessary
calculations to determine the depth from tn--;
top of the work to the bottom layout line. Begin
the cut approximately 1/32 inch from the vertical layout line. Use a roughing teed. You cm
use the power feed to machine within 1/8 iecn

of .the layout line and then feed tiS hanu to
within 1/32 inch of the line. Move the work

back to the starting point of the cut and set tne
toolslide for an additional depth of cut. Engage
the power feed and allow the table to feed until
the tool is within 1/8 inch of the shoulder. Feed
the work by hand until the tool is within 1,-(
inch of the preceding cut. '(CAUTION: Be sure
that the toolholder clears the work as the depth
of the shoulder increases.) Repeat the

CUTTING
TOOL

r
,

operations until ,you obtain the depth you
desire. NOTE: You can measure the height of
the shoulder with a depth micrometer but be
sure that you remove all burrs from the
shoulder before you make the measurement.

WORK

Leave approximately 0.015 inch for additiOnal
,

cuts on the horizontal surface.
15-5. Swing the clapper box away from tile
shoulder and position the tool at a 30° to 400
angle with the shoulder. Pick up the vertial
surface of the shoulder and set the crot.3leed
graduated collar at zero. Position the work and

53 -371

FIXTUR E

Angular planing with a fixture.

Figure 70.

:5-2. Shoulders and Corners. Shoulders
and corners are machined by removing excess
-1^..erial

with a roundnose tool and then
sith

a

side-finishing tool or a

7,..taring tool.

15-3. Yon can remove excess material by
making a series of horizontal cut's toward the
layout line or shoulder. When you are roughing
At: ma4:eriat between two shoulders, feed the

,ork in both directions. This will save time,
mrce you will not have to return the work to a
7*::Zing

pcz for each cut. When you are

.111ghtng 'oetween shoulders, the clapper box
should be positioned centrally and the

toolholder set vertically. Set up the tool, as
zr.own in figure 71. when you are machining
Make each succeeding cut
nty -Lorca than the preceding cut, leaving
t:Ulet in the corner. Tilt the
to permit machining closer to the

IA ler and to keep the toolholder from in.
th :he cut.
-4.

;

r'orIowing

information will help

te une,:rv.and how a square shoulder, such
forming die, shown in figure
'he eine
is ret:Inea me. Mount a roundnose tool in

53 37+

Figure 71
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Roughing excess to one shoulder

1 2)

slots, You can cut off or part work with a

SQUARE SLOTS

RECTANGULAR SLOTS

shaper by simply machining a narrow slo: deep
enough to separate the work. Grind shaper parting tools identical to the squaring tool except
for the width of the cutting edge. The cutting
edge on shaper parting tools should be from 1/8

inch to 3/16 inch wide. CAUTION: Do not attempt to part work or machine' deep grooves

parallel with vise jaws. The pressure of the vise
jaws may cause the groove to close slightly and

bind on the cutting tool.
15-8. Keyways. A square or rectangular

INTERNAI DOVETAILS

keyway is in reality nothing more than an external or internal slot or groove that is parallel
to the axis of a shaft or hole and which is fitted
with a key. The terms "keyway" and "keyseat"
are often used interchangeably. The cutting

EXTERNAL DOVETAILS

tool that you use to machine a keyway is similar
to the squarc.nose tool, except for the width of
the cutting edge. The cutting edge should be the
same width as the key that will be used in the
keyway Prior to machining a keyway, you

53.376

Figure 72

Slots and grooves.

the tool bit with the crossfeed and toolslide so
that the tool bit contacts the horizontal surface
of the work. Then, set the toolslide graduated
collar at zero. Rough out the stepped material
that is adjacent to the shoulder to within 0.005
inch of the vertical layout line. (NOTE: You do
this by making a series of vertical cuts. Use the
zero setting of the toolslide and crossfeed
graduated collars as reference points for each
cut. Move the work for the depth of cut with the
crossfeed. and move the tool bit downward
with the toolslide for the feed.) Feed the tOol
downward to within 0.005 inch of ihe horizontal line. Feed the work away from the tool bit
by engaging the power hied.
15-6. You have now machined both the vertical and horizontal surfaces to within 0.005

should accurately lay out its location, width,
depth, and centerline. txtend the centerline of
the keyway down the end and through the axis
of the work. The extended centerline will help

you aline the work and cutting tool. A slow
operating speed and a depth of cut of less than

0.010 inch will help keep the tool from

springing. Both external and internal keyways
can be machined with a shaper. First, we will
discuss the

information you will

need

to

inch of the layout line. If the fillet formed by

the nose radius on the tool bit is not ob-

jectiOnable and the finish produced by the

roundnose tool is acceptable, you can machine
the shoulder to the finished dimensions. If you
require a better finish and a square shoulder,
you can maChine the vertical surface with a side
finishing tool and the horizontal surface with a
squaring tool or both the vertical and horizontal surfaces with a squaring tool. You obtain

the best tinish when you use both the sidefinishing tool and the squaring tool.
15-7. Gr00%es. You can machine small slots
and gromes with form tools, as shown in figure

72, or ou caii rough out large slots and
grooves with a roundnose tool and finish

machine them with finishing tools, as shown in
figure 73. Use square-nose tbols to tinish
.,quare and rectangular slots and left- and righthand side-finibhing tools to finish machine V-

C3-151

Figure 73
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13o

Machining .1 wide groove.

25tally. Position the keywa. under
tool. Set the machine for in,: proper kns!.!
stroke and speed. Carefully position lite stroke
checking to iloure that the tool will not
overrun the drilled hoks. Pick up tnc too surface of the shaft. Machine the keyway to the
required depth. NOTE: The total deDlii, ot cut
can be determined by the to:lowing tormule'

DRILLED
HOLES
KEYWAY

WITHIN
A SHAFT
KEYWAY
TO END

OF SHAFT

53-377

when
hg.,ir: 74.

01 en'

Dnlled holes for keyseats.

4414.1th 01 key

= height 01 are

ittchine external square keyways and then the
information pertaining to internal square
keyways.

(The height of are can be Cound ,a
publications, such as Alaehineris Handbook

-

Insert a key of the proper size in thc

Li-9. External keyways. If the keyway you
are to machine does not extend the full length
of the shaft, drill a hole at the 1:\oint where the
keyway will terminate, as shown in figure 74,A.
The diameter of the drill should be equal to the
wultn of the keyway. The depth of the drilled

and measure over the key and the
s the
the shaft to insure that the kc.
depth.
NOTE:
The
mit.ronte;
required
reading over the key and the shaft Lan be deter-

mined by the following formula.

hole. excluding the conical point of the drill/
should be equal to the depth of the keyway. The
hole prevents chips from building up in front of

i)

s.A.Y:ing tool and permits machining the
keyvay to its full length. If both ends or the
keyway you are to machine terminate on the

when
nuerimieter reading

I) = diameter ol Own
%%Idth 4+1 key

shaft, drill holes at both ends of the keyway, as

= height ot are

shown in figure 74,B. Drill two adjacent holes
on :a:1 end of the kbyway where the cut will
originate, as shown in figure 75. Remove the
metal between the holes with an end mill or by
zitheling and filing. The elongated hole will
pc.int_t the cutting tool to drop into position.
Grind away the back portion of the tool bit, as
shown in figure 75, to provide additional

Deburr the keyway and remove the work from
the shaper.

15-11. Internal keyways. Internal
are machined with a setup like the one shown in

figure 77. Note that the clapper box is in the
vertical position and locked to keep it from

clearance between the tool and the sides of the
holes. Position and set the length of the stroke

movkng and that the tool is held in an extension
toolpolder and fed upward for the depth oLcut

IF the length and location of the

.!ai-e1;1.1:,.

Internal keyways are machined in much tat.

Ltroke arz incorrect, the tool or the work could

same manner as external keyways.

be damaged, or you could be injured. so be
ca eiii:! Measure the depth of the keyway along
f,-om the bottom to the edge formed by
the
the tmersection of the side and the cir-

cumference of the shaft. You can Iind the
.ecorame.nded dimensions of keyways For shafts
us

diameters in

machinists'

TOOL BIT

.-.:uch as 1,1achinery's Hatulbook.
O. N'ou can machine an external keyway
.1,

KYWAY

;,..Ii.)wing manner: Lay out the keyway.

te.lding the centerhne over the end ol the
`."rill holes at the ends of the keyway.
the

DRILLED HOLES

4-_,t) the shaper, alining the cen-

a machinist's square, as shown in
ir)r.sition the clapper box in the ver.ion and mount the cutting tool and

1C1-.

t..:z.l

3 3 378

I ,tiir

;liming the cutting edge horizon48
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slotting 1001

the contour and then machine the contour by
sections. You will obtain the best results by
roughing out the contour with a roundnose tool
prior to using the form tools. Contours that are
not practical to produce with form tools can be
machined by moving the work and the tool bit
simultaneously so that the tool bit follows the
layout line. You can feed i)oth the work and the
tool by hand, which requires a great deal of
skill and experience.,or you can feed the work

by power and the tool by hand. You can

Of

.53379

Figure 76

Aiming work with a machinist square.

16. Irregular

Skip*

machine a fairly accurate and uniform contoUr
with this method, since it erytbles you to co-,centrate mainly on feeding the tool. Use a roundnose tool to machine the contour. NOTE:
Place the clapper box in the vertical position
when you machine a contour. If necessary, you
can file and polish the contour after machining
it to improve its shape and finish.

17. Shaper Maintenance

16-1, In addition to straight surfaces which

are machined horizontally, vertically, or at ar
angle. you can also machine irregular or contoured surfaces with a shaper. While horizontal. vertical, or angular surfaces may connect
the curved portions of an Object, only the curved areas are considered as being contoured.
The contoui%may consist of a single radius, or it
may have several curves, such as the contoured

surface shown in figure 78.

16-2. you can machine contour surfaces

with a shaper by first laying out the contour on
the end of the work blank an'd then cutting the
contour with form tools or by moving the work

17-I. A shaper is usually shipped from the
factory in a single crate or box and is normally
almost entirely ready for use as soon as it is
placed in position and properly lubricated. The

machine is normally covered with a preservative, such as a heavy grease, to protect it from
corrosion and rust. In this section we discuss
(1) installation, (2) cleaning, (3) adjustments,
(4) lubrication, and (5) troubleshooting.
17-2. Installation. A shaper should be installed on a concrete foundation. If this is not
available or practical, it could be set on a solid
wood floor and held down by heavy lag bolts.

When you are installing a shaper you must pay

and tool bit. You normally use form tools to

particular attention to the amount of floor

machine several identical items. ly the contour

space needed. Ample room must be allowed for
the ram havel, and there must be ample room

is too large to be formed by one tool bit, you
can grind tool bits to the shape of portions of

for an operator to move around the ends and

sides of the machine. The manufacturer usually
furnishes a dimension plan for reference when

CLAPPER lOx
,OCK

you locate the machine in your shop.
17-3. Cleaning. Before operating a newly
installed shaper, you must clean the preservadve from the machine. Many types of preser-

vatives are used, but the most common type is a'
heavy grease. You can remove the grease and
\ most of the other preservatives with a cleaning
olvent. You must exercise caution in the use of
ckaning solvents as most of them are flam-

GEAR

StANK
AEYWAY

mable and should

$EEC

be

used only in N ell-

ventiI4ed areas.
17-4. \,-djustments. To keep the shaper in
the best operating condition, make periodic inspections arkI\ minor adjustments. The periodic

wentsION A
TOOL HOLDEQ

inspections should include checking the
levelness of tfte machine, condition of the

clutch and brake assembly. and the adjustment
of the gibs, belts. '11,1d the rail clamp.

F gun: "' Alining gear and positioning
extenvon toolholder
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Turn the adjusting screw tight af,ains: le tor it.
ROUND NOSE
CONTOUR

-4TOOL BIT

and back it off about one-hatf turn. IciA:r, m,
procedure for the clamp on the left end ot the
rail. You may have to make additional minor
adjustments for the best clamping conuition,,

depending upon the variation of limits ano

3+'

unequal wear on the mechanism.
17-10. Lubrication. Oiling the shaper 13 ot
ten neglected during higfi production. When
the machine is operated continuoui.iy, oil it at
least once each day. Proper attention 'Sc.
lubrication will greatly increase the life 0:

33.372

Figt1.-c 78.

shaper and hold maintenance to a mita on,
The oiling should be done progressivety,

Machining a contour.

17-5. Leveling. The shaper is leveled with a
precision level. Place the level crosswise on the
table anti lengthwise on the top of the column.

The croisrail must be clamped to prevent it
frbm. moving. The machine should be level to
within 0.001 of an inch per foot. The leveling is
done by placing shims under the supporting
points of the machine.

17-6. Clutch and brake assembly. After a

long period of time, the clutch and brake
assembly may require adjustment. If this adjustment ever becomes necessary, you should
the applicable technical order or the
manufacturer's handbook on the care and
;:.:.:tenance of the specific machine on which
you are working. The normal operational test
ration is made with the ram stroking and
tne clutch engaged; a light push on the clutch
lever should stop the machine automatically.
17-7. Gibs. Most shapers are gibbed

iliri)hcat to maintain proper clearance

bet-

ween working parts. Correct adjustment of gibs
is necessary for accurate and smooth operation.
and also, to eliminate excessive chatter during
cutting operations. Gibs are usually adjusted

with i minimum of clearance; they should

Shapers of recent design are equipped with an
automatic lubricating system which insures a
constant supply of clean lubricant at important
points. Check the oil gages to insure that tn.. oi.
is at a safe level. If the oil is low in th.: res,.:r-

voir, the oil pump will not operate prt..per,.;,
There are many points on the shaper that must
be hand oiled. A small amount of oil applied at
regular intervals is better than a flood of ofi at
irregular intervals. Periodic oil ch..cks and
changes are necessary for preserving the life I.
the machine, and thereafter once every 12 months per shift of operation. When you change the

oil, consult the applicable technical older o,
the manufacturer's operator manual for the
specific oil and the amount that should
.for the particular make or model of shaper that
you have in your shop.

17-11. Troubleshooting.

tirely by the setup. The work must be held
solidly and securely while it is being Inachi-le.i
The following is a representative list of possible
causes of trouble, some of which may even
result in damage to the machine:

a. Tool loose in the toolholder.
b. Toolholder loose in the toolpost.
c. Work set too high, causing the ram to

be

dip vi up snugly, and the adjusting screw
backed off to provide a clearance of about

strike the work instead of passing over it
d. Work not securely clamped to the table
e. Improper use of jigs and fixtures.
f. Improper feedexcessive feed causes chatter or dulls and breaks the tool.
speed
speedexcessjve
g. incorrect
dr:11
or
t.7)
overheats the tool, causing it

0.002 inch between the beariiik surfaces.

3elts. The adjustment of the motor
is usually not an involved operation.
You can do it on most machines by loosening
the nuts holding the motor base and turning an
adjustMg screw at the bottom of the base.
you want to tighten or loosen the belts
det,...raines the direction to turn the adjusting
1--?. belts should be tight enough so that
t. do not slip under a normal load but not so
tig:,t ihat they stretch and possibly break.

dri.ge

break.

h. Changing gears with the machine running
will probably cause the gears !c,

i. Lack of lubrication will cause an

early'

breakdown of any machine.

-.7 :,lamp. To adjust the clamp on the

not

Machininb

troubles on the shaper are caused almost en-

Allowing (lin ,and chips to

..te rail, apply a wrench to the

causes excessive wear on ways and sliding

ciatno shaft to loosen the mechanism and then

surfaces of the machine.

tra..tcso t;t.: iii)!Z to the left end of the rail.
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CHAPTER

Contour- Machine Work
0

OF ALL THE machines you will operate, the
contour machine will probably be the greatest
challenge to your resourcefulness arid skill.
Unlike the lathe and shaper, the contour
machine depends almost entirely upon the skill
of the operator for the precision and quality of
is
work it produces. The contour machine
bandsaw,
but
you
can
primarily a metal-cutting
also be filing and polishing with it. For sawing,
the work is fed against,the saw band. For filing
and polishing, it is held against the file band or
polishing band. In this chapter we will discuss
angular sawing and, filing; three-dimensional,
the
stack, and difficult materials sawing;
attachments used on the contour machine; and
maintenance of the contour machine.

18. Angular Sawing and Filing
18-1. Sawed surfaces are normally at a 900
angle to ,the table surface. It is sometimes
necessary for the sawed, surface to be at an

angle other than 90°. This is true, for example,
when angular clearance must be given to a
punch and die. The table can be tilted forward
or backward up to 10°, to the left up to 10°,

and contour,.
angular sawing

wing. Feeds and speeds- for
re the same as for straight and

contour 'sawmg. Both internal and external
sawing can be performed.
18-2. Angular filing is done for the same
purpose as for other filing operations. Selection

of bands, speeds, and the setup procedures are
the same as those for all filing operations. After

the sawing operations, you file the work as
required without distdbing the table setting.
This assures that the correct finished angles will
be produced. External and internal mating
parts are more easily fitted if the table setting is
not disturbed when each part is finish'ed.
19.

Three-Dirnensiotkal, Stack, and

Difficult Material Sawing

19-1. Previously, we discussed the basic
operations of straight and contour sawing. In
this section we will discussthemore difficult
operation employing straight and contour
sawing, such as t 11 ree-dimensional, stack, and

difficult material s wing.

19-2, Three-Dintensional Sawing. Threedimensional sawing, filing, or polishing are
opesations that,produce two or more surfaces
which may be at an angle to each other. You

and to the right up to 45°. Most contour

machines have two sets of holes in the keeper
block for the mounting of the rower saw guide.
When an angle of 20° or.less is to be sawed, the
,lower saw guide should be mounted in the upper set of holes in the keeper block. To saw an

can produce many three-diinensianal shapes
more easily on the contour machine than on
"other machine tools. The reason is that you

produe many shapes having' radii and compound angles on other machines by a series of
tooling setups on the surface of the work. On
the contour machine you can cut many of the
irregulpr shapes and 'angles directly.The most

angle of more than 20°, use the lower set of

holes. The lower set of holes is provided to ensure that the saw guide does not limit the tilting
of the table. You tilt the table by loosening lodk
bolts located below the table and then set it to
the desired angle. The settings are indicated on
graduated plates located below the table. You
may check the angular setting by measuring the
angle formed by the post and the table top with
a protractor head and blade. Tighten the table
' lock bdlts after you have positioned the table to
the desired angle. From this point on angular
sawing ts done in the same manner as straight

important factor in the sawing of a three-

dimensional object is the laiout prior to the actual cutting. Scribe the layout lines on two or

more sides of the stock prior to cutting the

irregular shapes. Use extreme care to make sure
that the layout corresponds as to size and shape
from one side to the other. You must decide the
sequence of cuts necessary on.each side, and the
layout must correspond to this sequence. You
5I
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:lust ako decide which waste .pieces can be

overheat because the vetoctty cr,tati_s als1, air

sawcd off immediately and which must be

cooling effect, except direuly at the point ot
contact. With the curreo band Seiecion.
port and reference sides:ire needed, partial cuts t velocity, and t'eed, you can cut hatd aitoyea
can be made, and y
r,an finish the cuts after NI materials up to 1.inch quite easily.
the work has been co ipleted to a point, at
sawing should be thme only on .1
tained to support following cuts. When sup-

which support and lay it
...;11, Surfaces that arc

are
t

no

capable or produCing theyhigh veloc,,y
needcda-heavy-duty type, %%Ida usu..
che
the roller-type saw guide insert. No er

longer

right angles to

..:--, 0r are produced by s tting the work

t

method to saw combu,tible
19-5. Sawinc tit,.nium. Titanium is zi
metal tu machine, altimugh it is thst usually
very hard. Titanium is a pour heat conductor.

zro or perpendicular to the post and
You can produce most other angular
..:s ny ,i,t1r,g the table to the desired angle.

The only limitation to cuttingsangles by tilting
the table is the range of the table movement. If
.ttrutlar surftices are required, the normal
method is to complete une surface, such as
sawing. l'iling, and polishingi. before going to
tht next surface. You should 'usethis method,
uniess it is not practical, because the position of

the table fur a ,given angle does not change.
Finish one angular surface to specifications and

19-6 You cannot change the machining,
properties of titanium but you can mimmue

9-3. Sawing Difficult Materials. Modern
manufacturing processes have made it possible
to produce many new,metals, some of which are

their effects by using the following simple rules.

tu,ty difficult to machine or form into

Use low cutting speeds.
Maintain a high Teed rate,
Use a high volume of cookau
Use sharp tools and keep them shar7.
Never stop the feed while tool
are in contact.

vttious shapes. Probably the most common of

thse metals arc the nickel-alloyed stainless
steels and the titanium alloys. These alloys arc

hard to cut with any machine tool, but cutting
the contour machine is probably the
most difficult because it uses a saw band as a

cutting tool. The teeth uf a saw band are
; -,etaily quite small, very hard, and brittle.
at: easily broken. A slight error in selecting or calculating feed and speed can 'Very
quickly ruin a band. When you are required to

cut these alloys you should pay careful attention to the selection of the saw band, conk ...i.:iz,-, st.a factors as type of material, type of

)awing operation, pitch of the teeth, set of the
tleth, temper of the band, speed aud feed ap
olioq.;e or the material, and the machine setup

'or Ph- band. If the material to be cut is exceptiopaliy hard, you can sometimes use a
method, called triWon sawing, to advantage.
19-4. Friction sawing. In. this method of
a ue a fairly heavy feed pressure in
, o 1...,;:ion wit
high velocity uf the saw
: I. : cr.. ab t /000 SFS to about 14,000
.1:',. dep,:ndin upon the material being cut.
type uf cutting, the saw band does nut
For most operations 1, dull

,

...

,....1..".::

19-7. Titanium is one uf the relatively te.:
combustible metals. Under eertain conditions
fine titanium residut: burns ss ith intense heat.
Using a liberal coolant Bow and keepine you:
tools sharp can elhmnate must of the ganger.
To further minimize the possibility 01 fire. ;9t:
should practice) good housekeeping. Tl...
should be htandard procedure in
metalworking shop. If a tire should oecur.
fry powders (sua as dolomite. w lua
powdered Bluestone) that have been do etoped
specifically tor this type of fire. For maximum

safety, containers of dry powder should be
within easy reach of machinists working with
titanium. CO,2 extinguisher,s
hydrocarbon extinguishers are

not

recom-

mended for titanium fires. NEVER APPLY

WATER DIRECTLY T9 A TITAit!UNI
FIRE.

volkwArt

`)est beCause it-th m aterial

19-8. Stack- Sassing. Stack sawiag is the

t Cie band during the cut m st reach a

sawing of several pieccs ot sheet material of the
sMe shape in one operation, as shown in figure

co '..:riler certa'n conditions it
9 ° F The cut is o quickly cum

,,,,,, -.1..
.

from titanium have a tendency to move away
from the cutting tool. making a heavier feed.,
necessary.

then r.et the table for another angle.

..ilead

and the heat generated by a cutting action does
not dissipate easily. Therefore. the heat is concentrated on the cutter lace and edge. Tuardur .
has a tendency to gall and weld, which r
destroys a cutting tool. Workpieces tabneate...

'....

n

'-ii.:

79. This method ot duplicating identical parts

it .r.i: cut is issipated quite
saw aand does not usually

sasies time. especially when not too many pitzes

..

are deeded and the job do,,,
51
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42.

as for sawinksoHd material. This operation can

be' best applied to flat pieces of sheet stock
sinc'e it is necessary to stack one piece on

another. After the material has been stacked its,
must be fastened together to hold it during the
sawiwg operation. Forslarger work, rather thap
relying on the weight of each piece for the close
contact desired, it is best to place the stack in
an arbor press. as shown in figure 80. Holes
may be drilled on th5. waste section of a stack
and the stack bolted or welded together to hold
the work tor the sawjng operation. Small stacks

for small parts can be placed in a vise and
fastened together by "soldering.sas shown in

d

Figure 79

\

Stack sassed pah

figure 81, You must decide from the nature of
is best suited for
fastening the pieces together. It' bolts are used,
the heads may interfere and not allow the work-

'the work whin method

piece to lay flat on the machine table. The

heads should be countersunk flush with the bot-,
tom .piece of work to prevent chatter. (NOTE:
Keep the thickness of the staek in propbrtion to

the size of the base so that it will no become
top heavy. difficult to handle, or dangervs
the operator.) The thickness of the stack should
be no greater than the width.

20. Contour Machine Attachments
20-1. The use of various attachments will
enable you to perform certain Operations with
greater ease and accuracy. In this section, we
will discuss some of the attachments.

Compressing a"stack ot pieces in tin arbor

Ftgure 80

press and sselding thou together

TACK
SOLDERED
BULB INSIDE

'-.400,11/410A"

OF HOUSING

w.411 STACKED
BLANKS

Figure 81'

MAGNIFYING
LENS

Compressing mut soldertng NntaVolV:Lli

manufacture of a blanking die. The number-ot

pieces that ma), be stack 'sawed is limited by the

capacit) ot' the machine. The capacify of the
machine tor sawing duplicate pieqs is the same

Figure 82.

53
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Magmtymg attachment

socket tor a I 5-watt candelabra-type 'imp Tnc
lend,and light are supported on an whicn is
secured to the post by means of a ( jpe
The arm has universal joints, whi pe, nut
to set the glass at any position f bot;-.
and filing. A special plug connecor

irgtAr,e

1:24:,,,,4.".0.,....maakcYrrtrlea

Ut,

tension' cord connects with ihe outlet ..ao
located on the front f the mae;iin.; a:do./e c
71

table URN outlet. This outlet is"fused
pere; you should' not use it for any ot1r..r iig:1,
extension where ',ore than 15 kVat:s wiI
consumed. You u-e the magnitymg attacrinier..
when precision sawing and filing to clost
tolerai:ces .are required.*

I

1
fV/iSTED

20-3. Angular Saw Guides. A ngu:ar satguides twist the saw band to a 30' ang;t:
allow work that would normally be too koig

ANGULAR '.4koli

saw to be machined; for example, the 40:
in figure 83. The tension must be less than nor-

SAWGU1DE

mal to permit the saw band to twist without
causing the inserts to wear excessively,
20-4. Rip Fence. You use the rip fen?:e

LONG WORKPIECE
NOTE:

LOWER ANGULAk
SAWGUIDE NOT SHOWN
Figure 83.

The fence must be set parallel to the table slot
and located the desired distance from the saw
band. A rip fence oan be improvistd cc.) cia:, ping a metal bar to the table, as shown in figure
84. Accurate results can only be obtainzd :f dir
saw is properly set up and a sharp saw band is

Angular saw guides.

441*kliA

,

used.

41 af..'.7-rome,

20-5. Cutoff and Mitering

4,
VS.

VL- "

I

You use the cutoff and mitering attachment,
shown in figtire 85, for cutting off, mitering.

4'.:1-\411111

and ripping operations. Clamp or ;old

fi

"

stock to be sawed in position against thz.., attaChment. You can set the attachnient at an
angle with/a protractor, using the table slot as a
reference/ line. A gage rod can be extended
from t14 attachment and used as a siop when
identical lengths .1.e sawed. The ariae'ln-ent

BAR USED AS
RIP FENCE

1:1

swunglon the slide rod and allowed w
below the tabletop when it is not in use.

r-CLAMP

t

20-6. All-Purpose Mitering \icarilment.
.1

'7
:".
*

YoU can perform three Operations with the allpurpose mitermg attachment shown in figure
86. You can use it with hand or power feed for
(it) ripping. (2) t,utting off, or (3) mitering Yoo

''-'

pan notch, square, rio. or mittr

--"1"-P2A W ORK SAWED

"\ D.EL TO FENCE

T.g..irc 84.

ImproviSed rip fence.

lockscrew on the miter head, which enables you

.n;aitying Attachment, The
orto:hment, shown in figure
%.;r

rods, w:des

bars, channels, rails, and irregular shaves with
/ accuracy: The atta6ment is mounted cm the.
sawing side of the table and is fastened to ?
guide rail on the front edge of the table. The attachment Has a grao,oate% 11ate with an .iojustable work stop on the mitering bar and a

"

:/t../1..1 :lob

Lo

cut stock so that opposite sides are riralle'.

to set the attachment at any desired angle.

82.1

: dt:.atigular lens mounted in,

iPuiing. The housing contains a lighe
154

20-7. Disc-Cutting Attachment. You can
use the disc-cwnag attachment to sow lute.nai
or external circle and dis,

10

/32

Figure 85

Cutoff and mitering attachment.

the circle which you can cut is limited to the
length of the cylindrical bar on the attachment
or to the throat depth of the machine. The disccutting attachment consists of three parts. (I) a
clamp and cylindrical bar. which can be
fastened to the saw guidepost, (2) an adjustable
arm that slides on the cylindrical bar. and (3) a
picot or centering pinall shown in figure 87.
The disc must be laid out and the center drilleo
with a center drill to a depth of 118 inch to 3116
inch to provide a pivot point for the centering
pin. You can feed the work into the saw band

by hand or h. power feed. NOTE If ,,ou use
power 'teed, you should lock the right cable so
that all the force of the weight will be applied
,to the left cable. Wrap the chain on the left
cable around the work two turns. When the
wel2ht lb applied, the work will rotate clockwise into the saw. The centerline of the" centering pin must be in line with the front edge of
the sawteeth and at the desired distance from
the saw band.
20-8, Power Feed Attachment. The power
ked auachment. shown in figure 88. permits
you to use both hands to guide the work. The
poAes is provided by a weight on a beam. The
location of the weight on the beam determines

the rate of feed and tlie pressure which is exerted on the saw band by the work. Ycu vary the

location of the weight by turning the po'wer
feed handwheel on the front of the machine.
Turning the handwheel clockwise reduces the
pressure and rate of feed. Tdrning it counterclockwise increases the rate of feed. 'When
the handwheel is in the extreme counterclockwise position, the weight exerts a

pressure or pull or-60 to 75 pounds. The
pressure is transmitted to the work by means of

a cable and chain, as shown in figure 88.
Position the movable pulleys in line with the
sides of the work for straight sawing and
slightly outside thc edges of the work for contour saving. NOTE: You can use the
workholdIng jaw, shown in figure 88, to hold
the work. Place the power feed -hain around it
as shown in figure 88.
20-9. You engage the power feed by
releasing tht foot pedal. Unlock the foot pedal
by depressing it and moving it slightly to the

left. Do not allow the foot pedal to rise too
rapidly, or the work may be jerked into the saw
band. Disengage the power feed by depressing\
the foot pedal when you are approaching the

end of the cut.
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1.1T,roo,

e.

DEGREE

61.-i:C;INEEL
USED TO

GRADUATIONS ........,LOCKSCREW
TWIN GUIDE BARi

SET ANGLE

WORK
711.1.

4-4-\/

(r"

.crt vs

tt,

1,43

GUIDE 3RACKET

Abr.

'41.0
313if2

Figure 86. All-purpose mitering attachment.

fixtures. The attachment consists of two cables
with a cord-insulated copper pencil fastened to
the end of the longer cable: Clamp the strip of
the etching pencil cable in 6te movable jaw of
the butt welder. Insert the gaknd cable in ihe

etching pencil jack on the butt wdder and
clamp the terminal strip to the stationary Jaw A
fiber spacer. which acts as an Insulator bet-ween

jaws, also prevcats any movement of the is
when the welding level closes the circu.. ttt-,y
movement of the movable jaw will break the

n

circuit. Place the work. to be etched on !he
grounded table; when you apply the etchiag
pencil to the work, the circuit is closed. and the
pencil burns a groove as you move it along the
hur face of the work.

Si

Dtw-cutting attachment.

:-:ydraulic pressure is used to provide

contour saws. A valve is

co t3 rt..3c the rate of feed. and a large
or'lv 'Ie.:4 controls the direction of the saw

.:

?encii. You can use the et39, with the btitt
r. i2U
'ark metal; such as tools. jigs. and

,..# I.

21. Contour M:Iai ne ,itaintenance
21-1. The contour machine is one of the
easiest machine tools in the machine shop to
maintain. It is a very simple machine 1,ith only
a few moving parts. all oi which are easily ace dcu,s (:
cessible. In thi
stallation and alinement, (2, luorication. aata
(3) troubleshooting and djmtments
21-2. Installation and Alinement. rhe contour machine shonld be installed so .that the
light strikes ;he iabie from W.C1 tne rig
shoulder of the oper:.1.4. whc
,

13

out of alinement. After the machine is in place,
shim under the base until the post.and keeper
block aline with each other. You can aline the
post and keeper block with the aid of a
machinist square. When alinement is obtained,
bolt the machine sezurely to the floor with lag
screws through the holes in the flanged base of
the machine.
21-3. Lubrication. When you are lubricating
the contour machine you should use a
lubrication chart to insure that all parts will be
lubricated as recommended by the manufac-

WORK HOLDING
JAW

CHAIN

turer. The lubrication chart usually includes
the following items:
a. Transmission. The transmission should be

oiled monthly. Use a,good grade of transmission oil and fill the case until the oil appears in the filler pipe elbow.
b. Varia.ble speed pulley. The variable speed
pulley should be oiled about once a month with

FOOT LEVER

a good grade of spindle oil. ,This unit should
not be overoiled, because excess oil causes the
Figure 88

Itra

belt to slip.
c. Drive motor. The drive motor has woolpacked sleeve bearings and should be oiled
about once a month with a good grade of

Power teed

machine oil.
d. Grinder motor. The grinder motor can be
oiled through the two spring cap oil fillers on
the butt welder panel. A few drops of machine
oil about once a month are sufficient.
e. Moving parts. Moving parts, such a-. the
slide rod, slide screw, thrust bearing of the up-

IjJjj

ETCHING PENCIL JACK
PENCIL

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR
SWITCH

per wheel, power feed screw, and speed change

screw, should be oiled occasionally to assure

V

free movement,

WELDING LEVER

21-4 Air Pump. The air pump has plastic

CABIE

vanes and should not be lubricated with oil. If
it becomes necessary to lubricate the air pump,

pour powdered graphite into the air intake

MOVABLE JAw

while the pump is operating.

21-5. Troubleshooting

and . Ad-

justment. Since the contour machine is a simple machine with few moving pans, only a few

problems normally occur and not many adjustments are required. We will discuss some of

Figure 89

the most contmon problems and the steps to
take to correct them.
21-6. V.belt slippage. V-belts tend to stretch
atter continued operation. You can adjust for
this condition by increasing the counterbalance. This is done by loosening the nut
on the base equalizer spring. This results in
placing more of the dead weight of the motor
on the drive belt. However, too much weight
causes unnecessary wear on the bearings and
shalt. Proper counterbalance is attained when
the motor mounting base just touches the base

Etching pencil

for sawing and from over fib left shoulder when
he is in pos'ition tor filing or polishing. The

machine should be rigid and level on a solid
floor to insure that the frame will not spring
57
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21-9. Air pump stoppuge. Sticking

of the .nachine when the motor is allowed to
drop from a height of I inch.
21-7. Butt Welder failure. Only certain adjustments can be made on the butt welder. The.
movement of the welder jaws cannot be
changed. The switch cutoff can be adjusted in
or out to regulate the timing of the weld. A

ic

vanes in the pump are caused by dirt and oi !
and will fesult in air pump failure. Clean
vanes with .a dry brush or rag and
them sparingly with powdered graphit:.
21-10. Worn guide inserts. Worn or scored
inserts on -the surface that make con:fict wI

rotation of the cutoff switch ad-

the sawband should be reground to a

ccrew usually causes a slower breaking

After grinding the inserts, remove tlic
edges with an oilstone.
21-11. Urvoved :fres. Saw band siOpcgt,

ig circuit to give more heat at the
v,:jd, while a counterclockwise adglves it:53 heat. If the failure is elect.:..al, you should not attempt the repair your-

causes wear and grooves on thq tire of tne lower
wheel, excessive tension on a small, nanow sao,
band causes wear and g:ooves ,0t1 JOU. i'ae
lower and upper wheels. If the wear cJi:sea
saw band to ride in jhe grooves, it is im:)c.).),c;..

self but should have the repairs made by an
clectrician.
21-8. Incorrect tracking. Incorrect tracking
hand results in excessive pressure on
ot
block thrust rollers, causing the saw
Cal

to track the saw band proper:y. Ren

towear out the bearing cap. When this occurs,

tires, turn them Inside out, and replace :,,:ra

rcmove the worn cap from the bearing and
press on a new one.

grooves are deep, instal! new tires.

the wheels. If the wear is excessive and the

141
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CHAPTER 6,

Grinding Machine Work

GRINDING MACHINES are used to dress,
shape, or finish work surfaces by means of a

centers. Before you can grind work which is to
be held between centers you must lap the center
holes to insure obtaining precise limits for
roundness, straightness, and concentricity and
to increase the life of the work centers. Lapping

rotating abrasive wheel. You perform two types
of grinding. precision, in which you grind work
with a machine to close tolerances; and hand,
in which you hold the wheel to the work or the
work to the wheel and grind by hand

removes the scale and distortion left by heat
treating and corrects inaccurately or roughly
drilled holes.
22-5. If your shop does not have a center

manipulation. In this chapter we will discuss
cylindrical, taper. face, and form grinding; surface grinding operations, tool and cutter grinding, grinding machine attachments and grinding machine maintenance.

lapping machine you can lap the center holes in
a lathe or drill press. To do this, mount a round
piece of hard wood, one end of which is turned

D T filed to a 60° angle, in a chuck. Cover the

22. Cylindrical, Taper, Face, and
Form Grinding

tapered end of the wood with lapping compound and insert it into the center hole of the

of
operations on a grinding machine. In this section we will cover cylindrical, taper, face, and
form grinding.

work. Be sure to lap the center hole at each end

22-2. Cylindrical Grinding. CylindriCal

hold one end of the work on an adjustable center and, by pulling down on a hand lever, bring
the rotating lapping stone into contact with the

22-1. You can perforM many

types

of the work.
22-6. Lapping a center hole by machine, as
shown in figure 91, is a simple operation. You,

grinding is the gnnding of cylindrical surfaces
to remove the warpage caused by \heat treatment, reduce the work to exact size, and improve the finish. The work can be held and
rotated by mounting it (1) between centers and
driving it with a drive dog, (2) in a chuck and
supporting it with a center rest, (3) on a live
center and supporting it with a center rest, and
(4 on a facqplate. The revolving grinding
wheel provides the cutting action which bakes

By changing the belt on the
pulleys, you can obtain speeds of 720, 1300,
2400, and 4500 rpm. You can move the work
center hole.

place in the area of contact. The area of contact
varies when the dimensions of the wheel or the
work are increased or decreased and when the

depth of cut is increased or decreased.
22-3. The wheel and the work are usually set
to revolve in opposite directions at the area of

contact, as shown in figure 90, to provide a
shearing-type of cutting action between the
wheel and the work. Grinding is subject to

more variables than other machining

operations. Therefore, in order to grind work
efficiently and economically, you must use the
correct combination of wheel spread. work
speed. and table traverse.
22-4.

Preparing work for grinding between

Figure 90.
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Area of contact

3(0

Select the proper wheel and mount 1«,li t.te
wheel flange assembly. Mount the wtveel anu
wheel flange assembly on the wheeihead spindle and tighten the spindle nut. Place the whi_e:
guards in position to adequately cover tat:
wheel. Position the column so t.:at the
graduations on,the.base and on zhe front e a:

table indicate a ZERO setting and tighten the
lock bolts. When the ZERO setting i indicate:I

on the column and table, the wheelh...d
parallel to the table. Place the diamond dresaer

and holder on the machine taok

tr,e

diamond point properly positioned in rett.,:c6
to the , wheel face and tighten the lock bolt.
Calculate the wheel speed and the work soeed.

WORK

Turn on the spindle drive motor to sum the
wheel rotating and let it run con
throughout the grinding operation. in,: c :atinuous running of the spindle and L..:
keeps the spindle bearings and the arinchnz

ADJUSTABLE

wheel in balance.
22-8. Turn on the coolant pump motor and
positibn the noi.zle to supply an adequate flow
of coolant to the area of wheel contact.
the splash guards in position to return tne
cookmt to the reservoir tank Turn iIç
I:: 7
elevating handwheel to either raise or
wheelhead spindle until the lower cricket mark
on the vertical slide corresponds with the
cricket mark on the wheelhead. This alines the
center of the spindle and the wheel with 'h...
headstock center. Bring the wheel forwaro
turning the crossfeed handwheel until the

.1:ENTER
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Figure 91.

Lapping selup.

tp ...nd down on the ways to accommodate

a maximum work length of 36 inches. The

revolving grinding wheel lightly tout.hes the

maximum width which can be accommodated is
A diamond dressing device is mounteo on the spindle bracket. There is a
micrometer adjustment for positioning the

diamond dresser and dress and true th.
The depth of cut for dressing and truing should
not exceed 0.001 inch for each pass alross the
face of the wheels. Move the wheel away from
thc diamond dresser to allow safe access to the

.!:Jirond dresser for each dressing cut. You
perform the dressing operation by swinging the
dr.zs,er flto position and passing the diamond
oss the lapping stone. When you are
ig the dresser, it should be swung back

table and remove the dresser and holdcr nd
splash guards front the table.
22-9. Mount the headstock on the lett enJo.
the table. Aline the graduated basc ol the h. idstock to thc ZERO setting and secure T he loci:
bolts. Attach the proper size of dnve d g
fluted end of the reamer. Place the reamer b-tween the headstock and rootstock centers with
the end with the attached drive dog positioned
on the headsuck dead center. Do thi.
kie
manner that the dead center drhe stud

lin of the way. Always dress the lapping
the spindle is in the retracted
,:ever in the extended position. The
1apping stone is a bonded abrasive wheel
ceh:ented on a steel spindle. It should be,
,treasea

,

2

.

frequently. A loaded or blackened

!:..

ut freely, and generates exca,. Lapping stones are often treated
t.? improve their cutting action. Some
prefer to use untreated stones
their own cutting lubricant, such as
7csene. or spindle oil.
indocal grinding. Assume
c"i 1-.ave the job of grinding a straight-

in

the crotch of the drive dog. Suppon the

shank end of the reamer with the footsto,.:. -enter under spring tension. Secure the tootmoi.:.

to the machine ta'lle

:lion the

dogs to allow mini'Ann taHe :aver,
wheel should run off the shank end of the
reamer into the footstock half center. tiot more
than one-halt the wheel width should run ott

to I specified size. Atter
1: .:.enter holes, you could cylinrnnier on the universal tool
-.!'
1-.8
tile following manner:
.c.t.:-

the shank into the undercut het,%e.e-i

and the flutes. Bring the whcel
60
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15
ding the flutes. Use the same procedlires and
calculations that you used to prepare the
machine for rough grinding the shank. Place .

proximately 1,8 inch of the reamer shank and
engage the work head clutch to revolve the
reamer. The grinding wheel and the reamer
should be revolving in opposite directions at
the area of contact, as shown in figure 90.
22-10. Pick up the cut by hand manipulation
of the wheel crossfeed and the table traverse. It
any warpage is evident from heat treatment,
pick up the cut at the highest point of warp.

'the reamer between the centers and position the

table trip dogs to accommodate the length of
the fluted end of the reamer. Rough grind the
reamer flutes, using the same steps that you
used to rough the reamer shank. Prepare the
machine for finish grinding the reamer flutes,

Place the splash guards in position to return the

using the same procedures and calculations that

Loolant to the reservoir tank. Calculate the
table traverse feed for roughing, and set the
table traverse speed levers to correspond as

you used to finish grind the, reamer shank.

closely as possible to these calculations. Use the

that you used for finish grinding the reamer

formula: Table traverse = width of wheel X
fraction for finish x rpm of work. Turn on the

shank.

Finish grind the reamer flutes to the designated
size of the reamer, using the same procedures

2-2-14. Taper Grinding. Taper or conical
grinding applies to the grinding of round
tapered surfaces, such as the shank and the

table traverse power teed and grind the shank

of the reamer, using light depths of cut until
you have a clean ground surface from end to
end. Stop the table traviS.se with the wheel
positioned. off the shank in the half center ot
the footstock. Remove the reamer from bet-

point of a lathe center or the tapered portion of
a taper plug gage. The reason that we refer to
the operation as conical and not taper grinding

is that flat work may also be ground with a
taper. You can grind eithet external or internal
work conically to any length.
22-15. You grind conical tapered work in a
manner similar to grinding straight cylindrical
work provided that the taper is not too steep or
abrupt. After placing the work between the centers of the grinding machine, swivel the table to
the required taper by means of the graduations
on the end of the table. The correct work setup
is Illustrated in figure 92. This setup locates the

ween the centers.

22-11. Use a vernier scale outside
micrometer to measure the shank on each end
for any taper that may be present. Adjust for
any taper by loosening the five locking bolts on

the table and swivel the table by turning the
tine adjustment screw. You can compensate,for
any taper up to 3 inches of taper per foot on the
tine adjustment scale. CAUTION: Any time the
table is swiveled, you must back the wheel away
from the work and reestablish the cut, because
moving the table toward the wheel also moves

axis of the work at an angle with Ahe line of
motion of the table. As the work 'Moves across

the work toward the wheel. This will produce
too deep a depth .of cut and 'could result in
breaking the wheel and destroying the work22-12. Tighten the table lock bolts and
rough grind the reamer shank lo within 0.001
inch of the finished size. Remember that the

E

body size of the shank of a hand reamer is
0 005 inch less than the nominal size of the
reamer This clearance enables the shank of the
reamer to pass through the reamed hole without
binding Remove the reamer from between the
centers and prepare the machine tor finish grinding. Calculate the table iraverse feed for tmish
grinding and position the traverse speed levers

53-543

accordingly. Replace the reamer between the
centers and pick up the cut for finish grinding
Finish grind the reamer shank to size, using
light depths of cut. Remember that only 0.001
inch of metal remains to be removed. Move the.
wheelhead away from the work and remove
the reamer trom the centers. Remove the drive
dog from the fluted end of the reamer and place
it on the shank ,end.
22.13 Prepare the machine for rough grin-

ork

E,

Whcelhead
C-

D

Wheel guard
Grmding wheel

G.

Headstock

Motor
Swivel table
Tailstock

'Taper cale

Figure 92.
61
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Con'tcal grmding setup tor slow tapers.

which we will discuss later. When you
conical surfaces you caa dress and true Itc
grinding wheel either before or after swivelin4

4
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Work
head

D.

W'eal guard
Grinding wheel

E.
F.
G.

H.

Head stock,
MotOr
Swivel head stock
Table

Figure 93. Conical grinding setup for steep tapers.

Ihe face of the wheel, a taper is ground. The

the table. The face of the wheel is always
and parallel to the ways regardless of like al.gie
to which you swivel the table.
22-17. There are many methods of e:tec...:4,
tapers. The two most common methods are to
measure the taper per inch with a
or with a gage. When you measure a tao:.i w!:h
a tapered plug gage, yotoshould use Prussia:.
blue or wh:Lc lead to check the cont:,ct of t;;
surface being ground with the mating surta..:: ot
the gage. You will usually grind long tapers by
setting the swivel table to correspond to the inches of taper per foot or to the de6red numora
of degrees of taper Jpecificd for thc.. ac:L.
22-16. race Grinding. Face grin.., a;
ten necessary on heat treated or haro
obtain the correct length and finish. In making
the work setup you must be careful to insur.:
that the face to be ground is square with the
axis of the work. If it is possible, you shouid do

angle or taper depends upon how far you swivel
the table from its central position. The correct

-nit: or taper also depends directly upon the

relation of the wheel to the work. In lathe work
you will remember that in order to turn a true
iap.2r you need to set the cutting tool exactly at
center height or even with the axis of the work
machined. In a similar manner, the grinding'wheel axis must be exactly at center height

..,WHEEL
HEAD

CUP WHEEL
-"----FACE OF WORK

or even with the axis of the work to grind a
oor;cal taper. If you position the wheel above
the center of the work, the taper will
lifferent from that which the table setting in-

"

dicates:
2-16. You can usually grind steep tapers on
a universal machine by swiveling the headstock
in
11.!. .1.arired angle of the taper, as shown
the
grinding
ire 93. Be sure that the axis of
is zxactly at center height with the axis of
="la

ar.trs

.7e a.d

'WORK

Figure 95

You can also grind internal conical
the universal grinding; machine with
f the internal grinding attachment,

WHEEL

WORK PIECE

Face grinding with a cup wheel

all the necessary grinding operations, soca as
cylindrical, shoulder, and face grinding, at one
setting to insure maximum accuracy. There are
three methods of face grinding: angular wheel.
cup wheel, and straight wheel. You norm
use the angular wheel method, shown in figure,
94, when you grind two or mort surface,.. sLch
as a cylindrical surface, shoulder, and the face.
A disadvantage of the angular method is that
the wheel spindle axia ;s not pernendicula'r ti
the face of the work.
22-19. You can use the cup wheel method.

GRINDING

MANDREL

53 -6:4
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shown in figure 95, for either external or internal face grinding by selecting s rtin tobeAl
..sn
proper size. The 'iireq of contact

grinding with an angular shaped wheel

62

1

.ts

grinders, the action of the wheelhead and

yke,

and a typical surface grinding operatioiy.
'f

23-2. Horizontal spindle Surface gicnders
are designed for efficient production f accurate flat surfaces where precision, fine finish,

HEAD

and rapid removal of stock are of equ41 importance. They may be divided into two c asses
according to table movement. On the
reciprocating table type you mount the woct on

FACE

OF WORK\,.

STRAIGHT WHEEL

a reciprocating table which passes the i.vork
back and forth under the wheel face. Wheel
feed takes place at each end of the able
movement. Figure 97 illustrates surface rin-

N WORK

ding on a reciprocating table. On a rot ting
table type you mount the work on a cir ular

53.-651

table which rotates the work under the w eel
face, as shown in figure 98. The wheel mov s in
Figure 96

Face grinding with a straight wheel.

wheel and the face of the work is, as you can
see, quite small. This is a desirable feature.

WHEEL
FEED

22-20. The straight wheel method, shown in
figure 96, is seldom used in Air Force shops..
You would normally use this method for rough
grinding only. Grinding with the si 1 e of the

ENT

wheel is not efficient, since the area f contact
is too large. If you must use this method, you
can obtain better results by recessing the wheel.

22-2I.-Form Grinding. Form grinding is
performed in much the same manner as form
turning on a lathe or form milling on a milling
machine. The form that is to be ground on the
surface is cut into the face of the wheel. This

51-532

type of grinding should be limited to small
parts because of the large surface contact of the

Figure 97.

whedl to the work. An example of this type of
form grinding would be the grinding of a convex surface, The wheel for grinding a convex
surface would be trued to a concave shape of

the proper radius and the surface

Reciprocating table.

a horizontal plane across the work/ from the
outer to the inner circumference apd back.

is then

23-3. Assume that you have a ha0ened steel
parallel to grind to a specified size. You could
perform this operation in the following man-

ground to the proper size. Extremely light cuts
should he made to reduce the possibility of burning the work or causing it to develop grinding
cracks. Form grinding can be done on the surface grinder or on a cylindrical gsinding

GRINDING

machine

WHEEL ".

23. Surface Grinding
23-1. Surface grinding is the grinding of flat
surtaces In actual use the surface may be in a

horizontal, vertical, or angular position. You
can compare surface grinding w machining a
flat surtace on a shaper if you remember that a

ROTARY

shaper uses a single-point cutting tool and a
grinder uses a grinding wheel There are two
types of horizontal spindle surface grinders. In
this section we will discuss types of surface

53...533

MAGNETIC
CHUCK

Figure 98

63
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Rotating table

23-5. Turn on the vhead powt., :
rough grind the paratkl. The Jvwn''..:d

WHEEL GUARD

of cut should not exceed 0.002 inch. if the

WHEEL

wheel loads during rough grirding. teps s
dressing operation. Stop the table motion .ano
move the wheelhed:.1 assembly awe w
safe access w tht parallel. Tor:: the
chuck switch to the OFF position and remoe
the parallel. :Clean the ch.e:.
Replace the parallel in the same positi,-,

DIAMOND
HOLDEE

chuck with the ground sjde down.
magnetic elvick ON and rough grint>1: Le:c
side. Turn on wheelhead power feet] tno

MAGNETIC
ORESSER

CHUCK

:.00X BOLT

grind the side of the Arallel. The doWnfeed
depth of cut for finish grinding should not nceed 0.0405 inch. Deburr the paraiill to

V \I

remove the rough edges and check
sions for accuracy.
53:53S

24. Tool and Cutter Grinding
24-1. The working efficiency of 3 cutter ,s
largely determined by the kcennes of its cut-

Surface grinder wheel dressing setup

Figure 99

ting edges. Therefore. it is important to'sharpen

a cutter at the first sian tit dullness..; dali
ter not only leaves a poorly finished surface.

ner. Mount the proper wheel on the wheel
tlange assembly. Mount the wheel and wheel
f';=if,:e assembly on the wheelhead spindle.

but continued use of such i cutter leay.-.:.; 3t in n
condition that will make i.. necessar; for yoa tJ

T'ghten the spindle and flange nuts. Place
5'.uards over the wheel. Mount the diamond
c'..csser and holder, as shown in figure 99, on
magnetic chuek and turn the chuck switch
r..."i4 position. (NOTE: Tilt the diamond
hc direction of wheel rotation.) Position the

hl directly over the diamond. Start

teeth to
restore the cutting edge. When you mamtain

grind away a large portion of the

cutter in good working condition by frequem
sharpening, it will cut rapidly and effecCvt ly
all times. When such a cutter does need sharpening, you will have to grind the teeth only a
very small amount to insure:keen cutting edges
In this section we will discuss grinding

the

v.'nel\ rotating and bring the wheel down until
the diamond. Turn on the coolant
.
fire and true the wheel by using the hand

cylindrically, cutting tool clearance, grinding

form cutters. grinding shell end mills. and

crossfeed.\Move the wheelhead assembly away

:

helical milling cutters.
24-2. Grinding Cutters

II the t4ie enough to allow safe and easy

access to the\chuck face. Position the magnetic

Cylindrically.

Various types of cutting tools. such as reamer:.

-:;teh to the OFF position and remove
a d holder from the chuck.
23-4. Clean t e chuck ,face thoroughly to
abrasie residue. Place the parallel

and milling cutters, are ground cylinden..a:.,
GRINDING WHFE1

c.-agnetic chuck and shim if necessary.

"fan tne magnetic chuck Switch to the ON
position. Position the 4:ble trip dogs so that the

Iill run off the\parallel at both ends.
0.,sition 'he wheelhead trip dogs so that the
tun off sides of `the parallel. Turn on

.111;ine. hydraulic system, and coolant
C414C.k

the power feed apd the wheelhead

for wheel overrun\ and make any
-1 adjustments. You cotq use the con'r ...Jed for these settangs,Using the
t.1,apd f:ee. position the wheel, directly over the
7.ick up the cut while the table is in
.

a- At:

the coolant nozzle to supply
Whcvl and ...uver rot
lor c>lintInt.a1 gnnding.

V.,1dr/lC ot coolant to the wheel and

1-igure 100

00.11
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This is done to remove warpage from heat treatment. remove nicks. obtain a specific diameter.
or to produce a finish and a slight clearance on
the cutting edges, ot the teeth. When you grind

4-- CUP WHEEL

tools cylindrically, the work is rotated in the
opposite direction from that ordimtrily used in,
cylindrical grinding. II a clearance is desirable

CENTER

HEIGHT

on the cutting edges. the movement of the wheel
and the work should be in the same direction at

,the area ot contact. as shown in figure 100.
Nlount the cutter so that the heel of the tooth

TCNDTH REST

strakes the wheel first. In theory this will cause
a slight spring between the work and wheel,
sthich ia turn will cause the heel of the tooth to
be ground slightly-lower than the cutting edge'.
The clearance Will vary in amount. depending

53.553

upon the rigidity of the cutting tool being

ground and the work setup. The work'Can be
held for the cylindrical grinding operation in
three ways: between centers. on a mandrel, or
on a stub arbor mounted in the headstock spin.

die. You should normally select a medium

grain and a medium grade grinding wheel for
the cylindrical grinding of hardeneti steel and
high-speed steel cutters.
24-3. After you have cylindrically ground
cutters or reamers to restore cencertricity, you
may use either of two methods to sharpen the
.,cutting edges of the teeth and to 'provide
clearance. These methods depend upon the
rotation of the grinding wheel in relationo the
cutting edge. Figure 101 illustrates two
methods ot straight grinding wheel setup In
method A. the rotation is from the body of the
tooth oft the cutting edge. The wheel rotation
holds the cutter on the tooth rest but will raise
a burr on the cutting edge, which must be
removed by stoning; This method has a tendency to draw t,4 temper from the meyd. In
method D. the wheel rotatioh is from the cutting edge toward the body of the tooth. In this
method there is less danger of burning the
tooth, but you must exercise great care to hold
the cutter on the tooth rest. It' the cutter turns

while you are grinding it, the tooth will

be

4
UP METHOD

DOWN METHOD

CENTER HEIGHT

Figure 102. Alinement of tooth rest
with axis of cup wheel.

ruined. Cup wheels; as shown in figure 102, are
also used extensively to grind cutters and

reamers. Cup wheels are used in a manner
similar to that used with straight.wheels.
24-4. Cutting Tool Clearance. Correct
clearance back of the cutting edge of any tool is
essential. Insufficient clearance will cause the
teeth to drag, resulting in frictio'n and slow cutting. Too much clearance will result in chatter
and in rapid dulling of the teeth. The cutting
edge must have strength. The correct clearance
will produce this strength. Figure 103 shows a
typical cutter tooth and the various angles
which are produced by grinding. A secondary
clearance of 90 to 30°, deperming upon the
design of the cutter, produces a strong tooth
and provides easy control of the width ot' the
cutting land. The width should be 1/32 inch to
1116 inch. depending upon ihe diameter of the
cutting tool. When the cutting land becomes
too wide from many sharpenings, you must
grind secondary clearance to restore the land
width to its correct dimension. The secondary
clearance is produced by properly locating the
wheel, cutter, and tooth rest. There are several
setup methods, depending upon the type of
wheel used, the shape of the wolt, and, the
location of the tooth, rest. The wheel.may be

eitheca plain straight wheel or a cup wheel.
The work may be straight or tapered and may
have straight or heli41 teeth. The tooth res\

TOOTH REST

may be located OP either the whet:the:id or on
the table. The ends of the tooth rest will vary in

WHEEL

/

CUTTER

A.

WHEEL

TOOTH REST

FIgure

shape for 'different cutters. When you use a
straight wheel.) the clearance angle depends
upon the diameter of the wheel. When you use
the cup wheel, the diameter of the cutter is the

U
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determining fa,ctor. To'determine the setting for
a

Cutter sharpentng posittons

cutter, when you use the straight wheel

65
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Clearance
angle A

Material

(degrees),

5 to
3 to
5 to
4 to
10 to
10 to
6 to
4 to
12 to
10 to

Low carbon steel
High carbon steal and tool steel
Steel castings
Cast iron
:aat brass
bronze
Mz..lza bronze
c.rd bronze

npper
Aluminum

7
5
7
7
12
12
7
5
15
12

Clearance
Angle B
(degrees)
30
30
30
30
30

W.dth of La...,

(inches)

Sblall cutters 1P..4
:"'
Medium ctett.t.'
LaTge cutt.a..1

30,

.

30

30
30

A-PRIMARY CLEARAI,K"
(

LAND-D

B-SECONDARY
C1EAr.!.:.1
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Flgure 103.

Recommended clearance angles
-

multiply the clearance angle of the cutm degrees times the wheel diameter in in-

chés times the constant 0.0088. The constant
C.)388 is derived by measurement of the
0;,.t.1"...... of I° on-the circumference line of a I
cle. The result_ will be the amount ,in

of an inch that you raise gr lower
et- and tooth rest to obtaih the proper

be mounted on the wheelhead so tha li vor
will revolve and follow the angle of nelix on the
teeth. You can calculate the distance to raise or
lower the wheelhe:ad or tooth rest by referring
to machinists publications, such as fachinerv'c
-1
yandbook, which normally have t
recommended
the
obtain
can
Ahich you
clearance angles for most cutters.

24-6. Grinding From Cutters. Formed or

ance. When you use the cup wheel method,
-btain the setting by multiplying the
,t.,10.

eccentrically relieved cutters. such ls gear cut .
cal.-.
.oncave
ters and cow/17....
sharpened in the same manner as the prortic
type cutters. Form cutters have a detinite shall
that must be retained through many sharpenings. To retain this shape, you grind the fn'e.

in degrees times the cutter

in inches times the constant 0.0088.
1-},e tooth rest is normally fastened to
when you grind straight-toothed cut-

'.

's

you grind helical-toothed cutters
.:Lnters, the tooth rest must

of the tooth. .:ou grimi the
66
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lace

th.,

fr

with

negative
.

\ positive or
rake on formed. cuLer teeth will

radial

a

rai'e. Excessi e

change their shape. Radial rake Means that the
faces,6f the teeth are irtsa- plane paing through

the axis of the cutter. You may shrpen form
cutwrs hy using the infeed type of prm cutter
attachment. Before you can grind ii\ cutter by
the inteed method you may have to grind the
back ot the teeth so that the tool,h width
4emains the same for each of the tee h. You
could also mount the form cutter on a n andrel
or a stub arbor and grind the cutting e ges by
using the index method in a universal head.
24-7., Grinding Shell* End Sink. Shell end
mills ariksharpened by mounting the cutter 1n a

stub arbor,or shell end mill arbor and pla ,i4
the arbor in the, universal attachment in the
same manner that it is supported in the milling
machine. Place a cup wheel, either straight or
flaring cup, on the spindle and with an abrasive::
stick dress the cutting edge of the wheel. To,
prevent the end mill from dragging, the teeth
are usually slightly tapered to the 'middle or
center of the cutter. This is done by swiveling
the universal head about 1/2° to 1°. In order to,
'obtain the proper clearance angle on the teeth,

0

swivel the head vertically to the prescribed

4.1

clearance angle. The micrometer tooth rest is
usually toed in this sharpening operation
because it is easily set to the proper height.

24-8. Grinding Helical Milling, Cutters. A

helical milling cutter is ground by mounting the
cutter on the arbor or mandrel and.'plading it
between the right- and left-hand rootstock.
Select and mount a cup wheel. Swivel it several

edges com;entric Wheo the teeth are out of
round, thz resulting puundini action soon
breaks down the cutting edgei thus shortening
the 'life tir'.4-k. cutter. This cOndition is due
largely to the wearing of the grinding wheel
during the sharpenint operation. The out-bfround condition, can be corrected by an
equalizing operation. The equalizing operation
is siraply grinding around the cutter and then
rota.;ing the cutter 180° and starting the second
cut around the cutter on the tooth just opposite
the first tooth. Light cuts should be, used to aid
in the reduction of wheel wear. This operation
is repeated until the cutter has been completely
sharpened.,

25. Grinding Nlachilte Attachments
25-1. There, is a large assortment of attachments whi0 are designed to perform some
operation in, conjunction with the basic
machine. When these attachments are used for
the jobs for which they are designed, they make
the grinding operations mbch easier. We will
deuss some of the more common attachments
which may be used on most general purpose
grinding machines.
25-2. Headstock. Although the headstock is
sometimes considered a part of the basic
machine, it is actually an attachment. The headstock is normally used with the universal grinding machine; it provides a means of holding
and driving a workpiece in relation to the cut-

ting action of a grinding wheel.
25-3. Work Head. The work head differs
from the headstock in that it normally has no
provision for po"r. It is primarily a holding
device on which a chuck, collet, or faceplate.

degrees so that the btick cutting edge of the
wheel (hies not come in contact with the cutter

can be mounted to hold work securely for grinding oPerations. It is especially adaptable for
the sharpening-of cutters, such as gear cutters,
reamers. and end mills.

being ground. Adjust the tooth rest to the
proper height to achieve/th,e desired clearance
angleThis settmg-may_be calculated using the

following tormula:

._

1

25-4.- Surface Grinding. You can use the
surface grinding attachment for grinding flPt
forming tools, lathe tools, flat thread chasers,
chisels, and work of a similar nature. The atLichment consists of a vise which you can
swivel in two planes. By placing 'the regular
work head support between the vise support

Tooill ,re>l Wiling = 0 005h X %.karant.e angle
$f

k.Ullei

The cutter clearance may be Iound in machinist
publications, such as littatrIvry's Handbook,
24-9 The cutter should be held lightly
against the tooth rest, with just enough pressure
to maintain cmact, When you use the down
method. the grinding wheel aids in maintaining
thistpressure. Care should be taken to maintaincontact w ith the tooth rest when you return ale
cutter to the starting point. If the cutter is not

and the base, you can adjust the attachment in'
three planes. Using this attachment makes it

possible to.grind' almost any flat tool without
removipg it from the vise. Therefore, you can
maintain greater accuracy between the ground
surfaces.

25-5. Gear Cutter. Sinci: the cutters used to
produce gear teeth are form cutters, they arc
not sharpened or ground in the convention4)
manner. To properly sharpen a form cutter it
must be g'round on the face of the tooth. The.
gear cutter attachment is designed to hold a

in contact with the tooth rest when it is returned to the starting point. damage to the tooth
occur. The cutter may be traversed-across
the wheel tace by the movement of the table or
by sliding on an arbor. The life of cutter teeth
depends on keeping Me peripheral cutting
67
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.t
to change it. Always keep an al quat.. st.;

eutter on an arbor in such a manner that it

t....
the reservoir. You shook' clean anu
coolant tank at regular intervals regarditnr

p:Vuces a rotary or circular motion of the cutter teeth in relation to the grinding wheel. On
most cutter grinders the grinding wheel runs in
a plane perpendicular to the table. Therefore,
most grinding is vertical. The gear cutter attaLhnient provides a horizontal approach for
the :utter to the grinding wheel.

machine usage.
26-6. Corrosion control. Grinding ma.

are especially susceptible to corrosiun. "r:is
because most of them use water-soluble types ut

coolant. When water is left for a perioll
on.a machine surface, it will

(1.-irling Machine Maintenance

,

should keep all machine surfues
painted. Not only does a clean and 7..

Lt.:

Maintenance is an extremely important
. . M you: job as a machinist.
It is unfortunate, but true, that many machinists do not
realize the importance of proper machine main-

.nt

machine !oak better but 1:s working
prolonged.

26-7. Adjustment of Gibs and , Spindle

Bearings. The adjustments that can lot:
the mechanical parts of a grinding
restricted almost zwarely to the ,;ib
spindle bearings.
26-8. Gibs. The various gibs on in

tenance. This is especially true of grinding
machines. When you operate a precision
it will continue to produce precision
v ork only as long as it is properly maintained.
In this section we will discuss (I ) installation,
(2) preventive maintenance, (3) adjustment of
gibs and spindle bearings, and (4)
troubleshooting of grinding machines.
26-2. Installation. The installation of grinding machines does not usually require a

machine 'should be checked and adj'usted at
regular intervals. Correct adjustment is tna;::
when the slides mOve snugly by hand. If you
tighten a gib too tight, the slide may beconv.
scored c%r galled. Loose gibs, on the other nana,

special foundation. A y substantial floor of

will c _se ,ibratiOn, as well as undue wcar on

-.Tod or concrete that (flat and heavy enough
to support the weight of tiie machine is satisfac:ory. You should never place a precision

machine's becoming,inaccurate.

the machine ways, and will re,:t"

justment to the gibs in the sliding men-a-er o:
the

machine close to any other machinery that has a
tendency to vibratefor example, a punch

Otherw,ise.

th

automatically compensdte for wear. Others are

equipped with setscrews by means of whipn
wear and end play may be eliminated. Extreme

oreration.
1-reventive Maintenance. Preventive
".

care should be taken in making any adjustments. The bearings freeze easily .1

t:ntenance costs far less than corrective mainterrince. The prevention of a costly breakdown

not correctly adjusted. On machines with antifriction bearings, the spindle is

'-..e easy if you will follow a few simple

preloaded precision bearings. The end thrvst is

erning cleanliness, lubrication, and
corrosioa control.
26,4. Cleanliness. Dirt that is allowed to accumulate on a machine will invariably find its

taken up in both directions by two pecluacied
ball bearings. This type of bearing has sealed
lubrication and does not require adjusting or
oiling. Grinding mach:nes v.ith plain spindle
bearings require a special, :i1P

bearTngs, slides, and sensitive elec.

.

-its and cause breakdown. Thorough
rettular intervals will practically.

because of the close tolerances with whir.:. the:,
are built. Failure to, use the reccram.:-....-- -.n-

this hazard.

dle oil in the wheelhead bearings v.ffl even-

". Lubrication. Proper lubrication will
..z.i

necessary.

which are provided with spring shoes that

.1teck the levelness of the machine periodically,
since it will lose its levelness through constant

.

is

and lapped. Some machines have bronze

in the ways in at least two directions. Also,

_

machine

machine will not produce accurate work.
26-9..Spindle bearings. Spindle bear;r2._
most grinding machines are of either the plain
or the antifriction ball bearing type. The surfaces of plain bearings are hardened, ground.

-.s--because outside vibration will usually
result in a poor finish on the work surface. The
grinding machine should be leveled when it is
.0.talled in the shop. Place an accurate
orneier-type precision level on the table or

'

.-

aj-

tually result in shaft freezing. Excessive spindie
i, bacv.re
oil is harmful 7,-;
overflows, gets on tile drive belt, ana

nioney. Refer to the recomschedule and follow it.
rmding machine fails because of inn. .c.,r'szation, it is too late to oil and
rho same rule applies to coolant,
or dirty, it is time
h,.

to slip. In turn, the slippage on the spindle
drive pulley causes it to heat and to expand the
spindle on its bearings. Because of the close fit.
there is danger of she
68
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WORKBOOK
Adranced lfachwe Work

This workbook places the materials you need where you need them while you
are studying. In it. you will find the Stu Oy Reference Guide, the Chapter Review

Exercises and their answers, and the Volume Review Exercise. You can easily
compare textual references with chapter' exercise items without nipping pages
back and forth in your text. You will not \misplace any one of these essential
study materials. You win have a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequence
for learning.

\

.

These devices in your workbook are autoinStFuctional aids. They take the
place of the teacher who would be directing yotk progress if you were in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers inlo one booklet. If you will
follow the study plan given in "Your Key to Career\Development," which is
in your course packet, you will be leading yourself by easily learned steps to
.
mastery of your text.
If you have any questions which you cannot answer by referring to "Your
Key to Career Development" or your course material, use ECI Form' 17, "Student
Request for Assistance." identify yourself and your inquiry fully and 'Send it to
ECI.

Keep the rest of this workbook in your files. Do not return any other part
of it to ECI.

EXT.ENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE
I. Use this Guide

a Suidy Azd. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.

2. Use the Guide as ,tou complete the Volume Review E.terclse and fur Review after Feedback on

the Result,. After each itern number on your VRE is a three digit number in parenthésis. That
numbcr korrksponds to the Gu.de Number in this Study Reference Guide which shows you where

the answer to that VRE item can be found in the text. When answ.ring the items in your
VRE, refer to the areas in the text indicated b> these Guide Numbers. The N'RE results will be
sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to your VRE
booklet and iocate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers. Then go
back to >our textbook and carefully review the areas covered by these Guide Numbers. Review
the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
L. $e the Guide for Follow-up after you complete ilie Course Examination. The CE results will
be sent to >km on a postcard. which wilj indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion
The card will list Guide Niiniber, relating to the questions missed. Locate these numbers in the
Guide and draw a line under the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas t
3.

insure your mastery of the course.

Guide
Nuinher

Guide

Guide Numbers 200 through 212

200

Intr,,duetion. Radial Drill Press. pages 1-3

201

Drill

Number
207

Milling Machine Attachments; Gearing and
Gem Cutting, pages 33-40

Grinding: Drill

pages 3

202

Press

Maintenance.

5

Intri;duction; Special Lathe Operations;
Radii and Form Turning, Taper Turning.
Taper Turning With the Compound Rest,

208

Milling Machine Maintenance. pages 40-43

209

Introduction; Flat and Angular Planing;
Soulders, Corners, and Grooves; Irregular
Shapes; Shaper Maintenance, pages 43-50

pages 6-10
203

Special Lathe Operation: Taper Turning by
Offsetting the Tailstock, Taper Turning with

210

Taper Attachments, Too !post Grinder, pages

10-15
204

Special

Lathe Operation; Parting, Spring

Maintenance, pages 51-58

Winding. Knurling. pages 15-21
205

Attachments, Special Threading
Lathe
Operations;
Lathe Maintenance, pages

Introduction; Angular Sawing and Filing:
Stack, and Difficult
Material Sawing; Contour Machine
At tachments; Contour Machine

ThreeDimensional,

211

Introduction; Cylindrical, Taper, Face, and
\\Form Grinding, pages 59-63

21-28
206

Introduction, Special Milling Applications;
Helical Milling; Single-Point Milling, pages
29-33

212

Surface Grinding; Tool and Cutter Grinding;

Grinding Machine Attachments; Grinding
Machine Maintenance. pages 63-68

-
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

promied aitee :6cf,
The folkivang exercises arc study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space
cheek
your
responses
against
the
answers ft r :nct
Immediately after completing each set of exercises,
not submit your answers to KG for grading.

.

1

CHAPIER I
Objectives. To show an understanding of radial drill press construction and operation: t(, cho-; a
1...swwi,:d4f.! of drill grinding, and to show an understanding of dall press maintenance and h rv it is done

it eas!er to position the spindle over the work w;th 3 radial th:in with a ,:tandt--r,1 drill

p'resc

(1:1)

2. How can the arm of a radial drill press be moved? (1-1, 5)

3

Why is work manually mounted on parallels on a drill press? (1-8)

4

How are the shanks of the drill held in the spindle? (2-3)

S.

Wh3t 'is the greatest problem in sharpening a drill? (2-6)

6. What effecl will grinding the lip clearance of a drill too small and too large have on drilling? (2-7)

7.

When is thinning the web of a drill desirable? (2-8)

3. Why should a drill press be level and solid? (3-1)

156
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CflAPTER 2

f o show an under-,tanding of special lathe operations. how attachments are used in lathe
how ,peual ilfleading operations are performed. lo show a knowledge of lathe operator
qv:Aims

Obieenve,

maintenane.:

Nht,.ti incthoci of t ,rm turning would be most desirable to machine several duplicate pieces? (14)

1

When ou use the compound rest for radius turning, how is the size of radius controlled? (4-7)

2.

What ty pe of taper is generally found in t*ist drills and in the spindle and tailstock of most lathes?

3

(4-11)

4

What are the dimensions of a Number 8 Jarno taper. large diameter, small diameter, and length of
taper" (4-15)

5.

List three methods of measuring taper. (4-19)

6

List four methods of measuring the amount of offset. (4-26)

Which rnetiwd of machining tapers would be used when duplicate tapers are to be turned and length
of the pieces vary? Why? (4-32)

.

When y ou use a toolpost grmder, what enables you to use small diameter wheels for internal
grinding'' (4-39)

9.

What is likely to happen when grinding wheels are operated at a speed higher than the recommended
speed? (4-40)

10. Why do parting tools have flank relief? (4-47)

3

c,
11

Where Nhould the point at which the parting occurs be r relation to the chuck? (4-30)

12.

List two methods of measuring the length of the portion to be parted. (4-53)

13

What type of spring wire can be substituted for steel when there is danger of corrosicl' tr.-56)

14.

In filing work in a lathe. how should the rile be positioned') (4-61)
1

15. How much stok is usually left for filing in the lathe? (4-63)

16. What is thc recommended surface feet per minute for polishing? (4-65)

I.

17.

For what reasons are parts knurled? (4-67)
!

18. What purpose does the thread-chasing dial serve on a lathe? (5-3)

19. Why is the center rest equipped with an overarm? (5-4)

20. For what is The cathead used? (5-6)

21.

For what reason are square threads being replaced by Acme threads? (6-2)

I
I

22. How is the compound rest set when you machine square threads? (6-5)

23. How is the compound rest set for finishing Acme threads? (6-8)

158
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I

24, What is the difference between the threading tool used. to machine single-lead threaCis and the
threading tool used to machine multiple-lead threads? (6-11)

25.

Using a lathe with a lead screw constant of 6, what are the dumber of teeth in the driving gear and
in the- driven gear for cutting a 3 mm lead? (647)

26. In lathe mamtenance what should be periodically checked to insure good operation? (7-1)

27. How are apron feed clutches adjusted? (715)

CHAPTER 3

Objectives To show a knowledge of special milling applications. To exhibit an understanding of helical
milling, to show a knowledge of single point milling, to evaluate a milling machine requirement and
select the proper attachment, to show a knowledge of gearing and gear cutting; and to show how to
perform milling machine maintenance.
1.

When is it economical to use gang milling? (8-3)

2. How is it possible to perform slotting on a milling machine? (8-4)

3,

What type of index plate is bestsuited for millinp a 12-point socket? (8-5)

4,

List four methods of performing angular planing. (8-6, 7)

5.

What type of cutter is usually used to mill a cylindrical cam groove and how is the cutter mounted?
(8-9)

6.

Using the formula
Lead of segment

360°
included angle of segment

X rise in segment

what is the lead of a segment if it has a rise of 0350 inch in 60°? (8-11)

5
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,

What kind of %Nock does helical nulling include? (9-2)

8. Compare the lead of a thread and the lead of a helix. (9 2)

9.

Define the lead of a helix. (9,)

single-pom; niiIlb
10, When is u more economical to make a fly cutter than to buy a form cutter in
(10-1)

11. What type of cutting tool is usually used for boring on a milling machine? (10-3)

universal attaclunentl
12. What determines the cutting speed of the attachment spindle of the hig:i-speed
(11-2)

13

Compare the feed control of small and large circular milling attachments. (11-3)

14. What are raising blocks and how are they used? (1 1-6)

15. For what type of milling operation is a toolmaker's knee used? (11.7)

U. Why do helical gears run more quietly than spur gears? (12-2)

17. How do helical gears differ from spur gears? (12-4)

13. How are helical gears cut on a milling machine? (12-6)

19. What ts ii,e .:ircuiar pitch of a helical gear? (12-8)

6

20. What is the most common angle between shafts on which bevel gears are mounted?,(12-12)

Why is the plan dimension, provided by the nunufacture, usefu in installing a milling machine"

21

(1.;.2)

wny is correct milling Tachine gib adjustment important^ (13-4)

23. How is spindle end play adiusted? (13.5)

24,

What is die danger of adjusting the driving clutch too tight? (13-7)

25. HoA should oil tubes and channels clogged with dirt and oil be cleaneC (i 3-11)

CHAPTER 4

Objectives To demonstrate a working knowledge of flat and angular planing, to show an understanding of
the technique% and procedures for shaping shoulders, corners, and grooves, to show a knowledge of, the
tediniques and procedures for shaping irregular shapes, and to demonstrate a working knowledge of
shaper operator maintenance.
I. How are flat surfaces machined on the shaper? (14-2)
1

2. How should the clapper Dox be positioned? (14.6)

3.

How is the toolside alined when great accuracy is required? (14-9)

4. List the four methods of planing angular surfaces. (14-10)

5.

What is the most accurate method of alining the toolslide on a shaper for cutting an angle? (14-13)

7

us,
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7,

t ting tool is ground tor machining between shoulder? (15-2)

Why is it not piaLtkal to cut deep grooves parallel with' vise jaws? (15-7)

When ,..otting ke}sva!,,

on a shaper. why is the centerline extended thiough

Of tit,?

Itn4 Jrc large irregular shapes, that would be impractical to mai.hine with a form tool, produced')
( 16-21

10

To what must particular attention be given in installing a shaper? '(17-2)

1 1. To what degree of acduracy is the shaper leveled') (17-5)

12. How much clearance should the gibs of a shaper have? (17-7)

CHAPTER 5

Objectives. To demonstrate a' working knowledge of the teclmiques of angular sawing and filing, to she v
an understanding of three-dimensional, staa. and difficult materials sawing: to show a knowledge of how
to use contour machine attachments, and to show an understanding of contour machine operater
maintenance.

How many degrees and in what directions may the table of the contour ipachinc be

2.

For what is the lower set of ;pies in the keeper block used? (18-1)

r, the most important factor in the sawing or a three-dimensional object? k

4,

kThat are the two nmst crimmon difficult-to-machine metals? (l9-3)

iltea)

11;

S.

What keeps the saw band from getting too hoyti the friction sawing operation? (19.4)

6. What makes titanium a difficult material to machinte? (19-5)
#
1

7.

What is stack sawing? (19.8)

8,

When would you use a magnifying attachment? (20-2)

0,

For what reason are angular saw guides used? (20-3)

PO.

C.

.

List the three operations which can be performed by the all.purpose thitering attachment? (20.6)

11. What limits the diamoer of a circle that 4 an be cut with the disc-cutting attachment? (20-7)
i

12. How should the contour machine be installed with regard to lighting? (21-2)

13. Where may information about the lubrication of the contour machine be found? (21-3)
..

CHAPTER 6
t

Objectives. To demonstrate a knowledge of cylindical, taper, face, and form grinding; to show an understanding of surface grinding operations, to exhibit a` knowledge of tool and cutter grinding; to demonstrate
a knowledge of grinding *machine attachments; andil to show an understanding of grinding machine
maintenance.
I

I.

For what reasons are various parts cylindrically grnund? (22-2)
1

I

.*
i

2.

Why do the wheel and the work revolve in opposite directions? (22-3)

,

9
I

i

1 63

%

/51
3,

Why must the center hole be lapped before grinding work between center," (22-:

In grinning a conical taper, if the wheel is positioned above or below the center of tht
will he the results? (22-15)

NI

sA

diR

5.

411;.! are the mo most coromon methods of checking tapers for accuracy? (22-17)

o.

List the three methods of face grindine. (22-18)

Which of the three methods of face grinding is least efficient? Why! (22-20)

8.

,

What type of grinder would be used to produce accurate flat surfaces when fine finish and ruptd
removal of stock are equally important? (23-2)

.vork rotateu
9. When you are cylindrically grinding milling cutters, why are the. grinding wheel and the
ts
,
in the same direction at the area of contact? (24-2)

/

i
10.

;
After sharpening a cutter, it is discovered that the heel of the teeth is dragging. What would cause
ihis? (24-4)

"N

11. When is the tooth rest normally fastened to the tabfc?

4-5)

I2. What would be the result if 3 formed milling cutter was sharpen'ed with excessive negative or
positive rake? (24.6)

13. What attachment is needed to sharpen the cutting teeth of a ;hell end min? (:.-7)

1 64
10

of an end
14. What grmdmg machine attachment would be necessary for gnraling thc end
null' (25-3)

.

r,

Wh,t ,houid alv.ays be avoi.lrd in installing a grinding machine (26.2)

lo When

Lotle,:t gih adin.tment achieved? (26-8)

II

(
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ANS.WERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
CHAPTER 1

I. Because the head of a radial drill press is mounted on an arm instead of u-i the cold= o.

,i.e

machine. This permits you to swing the head to the right or left or to mt;/,e it along the al--ri
it is Ovssible to po..ilion the spindle over the work.

/

.

,

/

It tall be raised or Io.vcred or moved360 around the column.

2

/

I

f

lo mcvent drilling holes in the vise.

3

,

r

/

4. In a chuck: coll,t, or (Weedy in the spindle.
S.

Grinding the correct lip clearance.

large, the cutting erfles af tre drid
6. If the hp clearance is too small. the drill may break. If it is too
will be chipped.

/

7. Aft4 It has been sharpened several times to improve its cutting /efficiency.
8.

Drilling will not be accurate ill the drill press is not level and sOlid.

f

CHAPTER 2

I. The forming tool method waild be most desirable to machine several duplicate pieces.
1.

By feeding the tool in or out on the compound slide.

3. Mo.se.

4.

1 inch large diameter, .8 inch sri7i1 diameter, and 4 inches in length.

5.

(I) Protractor, (2) tapered ring 6ge, and (3) scribing equally spaced lines and measuring with a
micrometer.
1

dial test indicator, (3) by using the crossfeed
6. (I) With an inside caliper, (2) with the
ct-liar, and (4) by using the cut and\try method.
7. The taper attachment. Because the lerkgth ,of the work has no bearing on the taper attacnment.
8.

Taper ihafts which are known as quills,

;`.

The;e

a good chance that the %lied kill explooe or brel:k.

10. So that the point of the tool is the wide t point. This prevents the tool from binding.
pcz...bIc :a the chuck jaws.

t!%! erd of the steel rule against

e side of the parting tool and move the car:4:7e

leiVh is obtained. (2) Mine parting tool to scribed line.
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13,

Phosphorus Inoue wire.

1-

Al an angle 01 appro.imaiely ID' owaid the lailstock.

15. 0.002 mch 10 0.005 inch.
16.

5000 SFM.

17. To toim d gripping surLice and tor decoration.

l& To dud in the cutting ot threads wl»ch are not a multiple of the lead screw pitch,
19

To alio% the easy removal and replacement of the work.

20 To plovide a hearing surface for the center resi jaw on work of an irregular shape.
21

Because of the difficult> encountered in the machining square threads

22

Parallel to the axis of the machine.

23

Parallel to the ways of the machine.

24. Greater side clearance is necessary.

1; 4
25 4

3

=

bX3
15.4

IS

=

X

25.4

5
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26,

Levelness, spindle bearing, clutches. gibs. crossteed. lead screw, gearing, and lubrication.

27, A thrust screw is turned clockwise until the clutch lever snaps in and out of engagement.

CHAPT1-R 3

When several identical parts must be machined on a milling machine.
2.

13) using an attachment.

3. A direct index plate.
4.

By using angular milling cutters, by tilting the vet »cal head and using an end mill or a shell milling
cutter, by using a toolmaker's knee, and by using angular parallels.

5.

An end mill mounted in a vertical milling attachment.

6.

4.5 inches.

7.

The milling of helical tooth milling cutters, helical reamers, twist drills, helical gears, and some types
of On1S.

13
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aQ2.
6

its diameter and length, k i.c ur;
The teal2 ot a thread is usually short in proportion to
helix rmy he long in proportion to its diameter and length.

o.

around the work.
It is the distance the helix advances in one complete turn

:

operations are necessary.
10. When J very limited number of cutting and boring
A

I

the attachment ..pindle.
ran, between the nulling maclune spindle and

12.

ks
The small at tachwen t has only hand iced The large attachn,...1%

13

14. They are heavy duty parallels which usually come
and the .ifilex head is mounted on them.

powel

d.

ini matched pairs. They are mounted c.n the table

15. Angular milling.
teeth make contact sMuiltaneously.
It). Because several, rather than two,
inclined at an angle to the axis ot the gear. The teeth of a spur gear
17 The teeth of helical gears are
the gear.
are parallel with the axis
table and feed screw.
18. By using an index head which is Eared to the swivel

an adjacent tooth me:sure.:
The distance from a point on one tooth to a corresponding point on
along the pitch circle.

1`)

20. 90w,

of the machine. Additional space should be
The plan dmiension gives the length, width, and height
with the',operation of other
provided so that the longitudinal table movement does not interfere

21

machines.
22.

21.

If they are too loose, chatter and vibration
If the gibs are t io tight, the slides may become scored.
will occur.
thrust nut just en,augh to
13y loosening the locking set screw or nut and tightening the
slack

and may cause them to break.
The starting lever will place strain on the clutch fingers
flushing the tubes and channels with a flushing oil.
2: They should be removed by

CHAPTER 4

the tool 7ast
By fe:..ding the work below the ram or by feeding
2.

It

te tilted opposite the direction of the cot.
'ne mai :est inuicator

149
4. ( I) Swiveling the vise, (2) swiveling the toolhead, (3) swiveling or tilting the table, and (4)
adostahle angk plate or Il lure

A %we h..i and a dial lest Inditatoi
Roundnose,
7.

The piessure of the vise ma> cause the groove to close and bInd" the cutting tool.

The extended centerline helps to line up the work and the cutting tool.
Q.

10
I

12

By moving the work and the cutting tool simultaneously,
The amount of room 3round the shaper.

001 inch per foot
.002 inch between hearing surfaces.

CHAPTER 5

I. 1-orward and backward 10% to the left 10', and to the right 45.
When angles of more than 20' are sawed, the lower set of holes must be used.
3.

The layout prior to the actual cutting.

4.

Nickel-plloyed stainless steel and titanium alloys.

5.

The velocity of die saw hand creates an air.cooling effect.

6

Titanium is a poor conductor of heat and tends to overheat the cutting tool.

7.

Stack S'awing is the sawing of several pietes of sheet material of the same shape in one operation.

8.

Whs.n !.ou are doing precision sawing and filing to close tolerances.

0. To allow work to he sawed that would normally be too long.
10.

Ripping, cutting

and mitering.

The length of the cylindrical bar or the throat depth of the machine.
12. The light should strike the table of the machine over the right shoulder of the operator when he is
in the position for sawing and over the left shoulder when he is in position for filing and polishing.
13.

Lubrication chart.

IS
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CHAPTER 6
1.

To remove warpage. reduce work to exact size, and to improve the finish.

2.

To produce a shearing-type of cutting action between the wheel and the

3. To ihsure precise limits for roundness, straightness, aud concentricity and to
work centers.

4. The taper will be different from that which the table setting indicates.
5. A mwrometer or a uper ring gage or plug gage.
6. Angular wheel, cup wheel, and straight wheel methods.
7.

The straight wheel method. The area of contact is too large.

8. A horizontal spindle surface grinder.

9. To produce a slight amount of clearance.
10. Insufficient clearance would probably be the biggest factor.

11. To sharpen straight-toothed cutters.
12.

It would change the form of the cutter.

13. Universal work head.

14. A work head.
15. Placing it near machinery that may have a tendency to vibrate.
16. When the slides move snugly by hand.

r'
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Multiple Choice
Chapter

I

L (002) Whicl. of the four main parts of the radial drill press is the most useful for tar,.;::
a, Arm.

c. Base.

b. I-Icad.

d. Column.

0,`2; 03 th wod:hold.ng device: listed below, which is the mist commonly ,:sed?
c. Clamps.
d. Straps.

d.

b. Vises.
3.

(003) Drills larger than

inch are usually made with which type of shank?
c. Flatted shank.
d. Combination straight and taper snank.

a. Straight shank.
b. Taper shank.

4. (004) The cutting edge angle (included alqe) uses1 for general purpose drilling carbon and alloy

stee6 is

:

:
a. 39%

b. 62W.
5.

-t

c. 118.
d.

(005) Information about the type, viscpsity, and amount of oil to use whcn you need to luhrizat,
the drill press should bc obtained from
a. TOs.

b. thc Machinery's Handbook.

c. MIL standards.
d. the manufacturer's specifications.

Chapter 2
6.

(006) The most practical method of machining several small pieces of the same lhape and
izse

7.

a. forming tool.

c. hand mmi,ulation.

b. rad,us rod.

d. template and poin.er.

(006) When you use the radius rod for form turning, the length of the rod should be equal to
a. one- fourTh the radius to be turned.
b. one-helf the radn.:7 to Le t'arnec.

3.

c.

the same as the radius to be url

d. twice the rE.:1:s

oi the following tapers would you be mon li,tcy to :Inc!

;Co:7- ..X8)

c. Brown ,:r.d

a. Mosre taper.
r.

18
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'9. (009) Which of the methods would be best to use foi machining a short steep

taper?

s,

a. A taper attachment.
b. The compound i est.

c. An offset tailstock.
d. An offset tailstock and taper attachment.
tapered section. You are I iven

10. 1009 You are given a job that requires you to make a shaft With a
and the length of taper
thL huge diameter ot 7.250 int.hes, the small diameter of 1.000 inch,
inches. What is the taper per inch' if TPI =

-,t*

LD - SD

L of

t

f3

?

c. 0.4166 inch.
d. 0.3666 inch.

a. 0.6066 inch.
b. 0.5666 inch.

with offset method
11. (013) It is more destrable to machine a taper with the taper attachment than
because

a. the cutting tool does not have to be on center.
b. the attachment can be set up more easily.
effect on the taper.
c. duplicate parts can be turned with varying lengths without any
motion.
of
taper
turning
there
is
no
lost
d. with the taper attachment method
inch of 0.04995, with
12. (013-014) You are to machine a number 2 Morsetaper, having a taper per
the TP1 must be converted to a taper
a taper attachment. Before the taper attachment can be set,
the
taper per foot of a number 2
per foot. Using the formula TPF = TP1 X 12, what would
Morse taper be?
c. 0.6998.
d. 0.7408.

a. 0.4668.
b. 0.5994.
13.

by the
(015) The surface feet per minute of a toolpost grinding wheel is controled
c. belts on the grinder.
d. rpm of the work.

a. drive and wheel pulleys.
b. types of grinding wheels.

work when there is danger of tool
14. (017) What procedure should be used to part large diameter
binding?

a. Use increased amounts of coolant.
b. Decrease the speed.
c. Use the step-parting method.
d. Increase the feed.

wire to manufacture a spring when
15. (018) You may use phosphorus bronze wire rather than music

a. steel wire would corrode rapidly.
b. It is used near high temperatures.
c. more strength is needed.
d. the cost of material is an important factor.

19
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j),

ittiaelox
1

(1.3ii(,:te,, ()I' ti;e

".

_

c. twice the wire diameter.
d. the deshed spacing

diameter.

(10.11,11,

mine_ die...dietip should

t tit ,; m;1.',) in toll,
t,,t-oz" 20'

At.

,

'.(1(

tn a 2,0'

t

lt

./

0

(01Q1 fh amomm of stock that is normally left for filing is
a.

C'Cc

C. 0,010 inch to 0.013 inch.
d. 0.015 inch to 0.020 inch.

01:.15

h

C.

inch.

io

ot. polishing is to

a. reduce the dimensions of the work.
0. Imprcia: the finish of the work.
c. aid in accurately fitting mating parts.
d. remove high spots from the work.

forth along the work in polishing
20. (OH) The purpose of moving the abrasive cloth slowly back and
is to prevent the
abrasive cloth from goliging the work.
b. generanon of excessive heat.
3

c. rtmoval of too much meta).
d. for:n2tion of polishing rings on the work surface.
(0n) At what speed should knurling be done?
Half :he finish turning speed.
b. The same as the rough turning speed.
c. The highest speed that shifting the spindle into reverse permits.
fhe mgi e.:t speed that shifting the feed into reverse permits.
1.

pilr2,-,se of the center rest when equipped with an overarm?

C'21%

adpstment of the work easier.

a. ',take

1.1.ar,..,nce between the jaw and work is more closely controlled.
He d ,t);!:-te -woes to be removed and replaced without jaw revkiu,:inent.
!/

corw.msatec it r
'

atpk.ndes on' the surface of the

work'.

produclon of parts is dip
;nne .i.a....ament that w:tuld be most useful in the limited
'ead.el'aina dial,

ite (est.

c. cathead.
d. turret attachment.

20
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24. (022) When the follower est is 'set up, you mount it on the
.

e. carriage.

a. cathead.
b. lathe ways.

*(5

(I. compound rest.

25, 1022 023) A lathe attachment that is used to accurately space grooves or turn wurk to a shoulder
is the

e. micrometer carriage stop.
d. micrometer eross.slide stop.

a. follower res6
b. threadchasing dial.

26, (023) One of the principal uses of square threads is for
c. vise screws.
d. clamp screws.

a. jackscrews, b. water valve stems.

27. (024) What type of thread will permit compensation for wear by seating split nuts deeper in the
thread sroove?
c. Pipe.
d. Acme.

a. But tress.

b. Straight.

78. (025) Which of the methods listed below would be most desirable in machining a 60' multiple
thread'
a. Setting compound parallel to the ways.
b. Using a multiple drive plate.
e. Thread-chasing dial.

d. Using the stud and box gear breakup.

29. (027) You are to cut a 3-millimeter lead thread on a bolt using 'an American-made lathe with a
lead screw having 6 threads per inch. lryou use the following formula, number teeth On driving

what will be the number of teeth on the driving gear and on the

and driven gear =
25.4
3

driven gear to obtain a 3-millimeter lead?

e. Driving 80; driven 127.
d. Driving 70; driven 127.

a. Driving 100; dilven 127.
. b. Driving 90: driven 127.

30. (028) Headstock spindle bearings on the lathe should be adjusted only when
a. lubricating oil is changed in the headstock.
b. the bearings are to be repacked.
c. the lathe has had 6 months of operating time.
d. it is evident that the trouble is in the bearings.

9
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(02,) A lathe Jute vindl: clutch is adjusted properly when the Jutdi
adjustmg colla is ug,:ttened securdy.
h lever snaps in and Jut gf engagement,
c, will slip under heavy loads
d. collar pm slips into place.
N

32. (028) Proper adjustnwnt of lathe end gearing is made when
a. the gears are tightly meshed,
h. the teeth barely contact each other.
c a clatternv, YYse is heard at I gh speed,
d. smooth action ks obtan).ed,

Chapter 3

33. (029) The milling maLhine operation which is best adapted for milling several grooves in the end ni
a square bar is
c. gang milling.
d. form milling.

a. straddle milling,
b. slotting.

34. (029-030) When you machine an internal hexagon on the milling machine, the slotting tcol 'Atculd
be ground to a width equal to
a. one-half the distance across the flats,
b. one-half the length of one side.
c. one-fourth the distance across the flats.
d. the length of one side of the hexagon.

i35. (030) Which of the following methods of manufacturing a cam is preferred when a im h degree Jr
accuracy is required?
I
a. Machine the cam on a milling machine.
b. Grind thc cam on a vinding machine.
c. Saw ine cam on a contour machine.
d. Machine the cam on a shaper.

36. (030) You at., to nT.Lhme a changing cse cam on a milling mahmu. UsIng the rum,th: lead
360°
included angle of segment

segment
,

having

rise 0.:.3

:a KJ'?
c, 2.250.
d. 2.500.

a. 1.500.

O. i.73.

,fit-nie!s in ,lne complete turn ar.An'a the ye:..,

37. (031) 1". e
the

X rise in segment, what would be the lead of a segment

'A;
e. developm,:ait ,o,t the Ncitx.

0. 1;4d

tl. hacai

-,ora il :-

38. (032) Which of the following operations is considered to be the most 'versatile'
a, Pl.nn

c. Face milling.
d. Single.point milling.

iiilling

b. Angul r muting.
4

*,

is that the
1032 03 ;) An advantage of performing boring operations on a milling machirie

19

a. boring tool and holder can be supported rigidly.
b. cahbiate& feed wrews may be used to locate holes accurately
work an be held in a vertical position.
d, cutting speeds and feeds can be faster.
40, (033) which ,of die following
head to null 'larger work')

attachm nts would be used to merease the range di the index

c. A toolmaker's knee.
d. A right-angle plate.

a A rack.
b A raising block.
41

(0.:',1 The greatestiadvantage of helical gears Over spur gears is that heltcal gears
wear longer,

a

b. operat.. more quietly
c can be mounted on shafts that are parallel.
d. operate more smoothly and have greater stength.
that the elimination of end
42. (035 -030 In manufacturing an assembly containing gears, you find
would
best
serve
that
purpose?
thrust is verb important. What type of gear
a.

lierrinbone gears.

'

b. Helical gears,

,

c. Bevel gears.
d. Spur gears.

43. (037-039) The pitch cone angle of a miter gear is
e.

180.
b. op'.
a

44. (03-7- 039) Using the formula D =

d. 35.
N

. what s the' pitch diameter of a bevel gear having 15 teeth ,

a diametral pitch of 4, and a pitch cone, angle of 45'?

a. 2.121 inches.
b. 2.667 inches.

c. 3.000 inches.
d. 3.750 inches.

45. (041) Excessive end play in the spindle of a milling machine would indicate that the
a. draw bolt needs tightening.
b. spindle bearing needs adjusting.
c. arbor support bearing is loose.
d. arbor is not seated propeily.
when the
46. (04 0 The drive clutch on a milling machine should be adjusted or parts replaced

a. driving ci .ch .lips under normal load.,
'b. machine has been used for 6 months.

c. cutter chatters during the cut.
d. starting lever will not stay engaged.

23

/7a
4 7,

(041

04 21

in the milang machine table aad cioslicee

I \A.Cite

hv

tigluemng the canbrated

h cleaning and Nulling ine s Jew
tightening the adjusting culla( nut and the thrust nut.
tt:td

unis,

Chapter 4

48. (043 044) I Ite sequence for machining the sides of a parallel, exclusive of the ends, i to make the
a. roue:i cut for dl sides. and then tie finish cuts.
b. rougn:and finish cuts for the top and bottom, and then for die ;Idjacmt
c. rough and finish cuts on one side. its adjacent sides, and ttien die oppopte side.
d. rough and finish cut-s on the adjacent sides in sucassion.

4k). (045) The method ot .naclunmg angular surfaces in which hand feed is always used is Swv.teiitie
c. table.
d. adjustable angle plate.

4. vise.
b. toolhead.

SO. (045) When you are to machine a quantity of identical angular surfaces, which of th&
would you be most likely to use?
3. vise,

c. A fixture.

b. The tab;e,

d. The tOolhead.

SI. (04) When you use a roundnose tool to machine between shoulders and the toolholder is set
a a ,..;ppet coxisnould be positioned
vi

;:2,

a. centrally.

c. to the right.

b. to r.i,; ;eft.

d. away from the surface being machineu.

lc, 1, .t

;.)

c.

`,

b

53

,.:1

V-block .:sing tis.;
to iint3h the aogutar sitkls ol tha V-block?
,;

.;T:

)1

you

'.ny fornain't

I. .%

(04,?) Th.e tyoe of toolholder norrrally tised 'to machinP internal kerms is th !

d. universal toulictu:r.

ji
a. Hand man,pulauon.
L

"

tnethods requires the t,,reit...t dec;r:.:

c, Form ..cuiting tool.

:.
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55. (04)) With reference to a shaper, which statement listed below is correct9

nescly installed Alaper is ready fur immediate use as neither cleaning nor tubu:NI is required.
b. A shaper is iactiirr shiPped in propeig, numbered boxes ready tor easy asseniblying.
c. A shaper can he installed anywhere as no particular consideration tu floor space is needed.
d. Be lore operating J newly installed shaper, the preservative protecting it from rust and corrosion
must be removed.
a.

56. (050) All of the following J re possible causes uf trouble likely, to r:.sult in damage to the shaper
except..

a. lack of lubrication.
b. work securdy damped to the table.
c. 'ineorrect speed.
d. toolholder loose in the toolpost.

Chapter 5

5'

(051) With referene, to a contour machme. it would be necessary to mount the lower saw guide in

the lower set of ho .s when you are sawing angles or more than

.

a. 10,
b. 20.

c.
d.

58. (051-052) Atter laying out the work for three-dimensional sawing', the next step is to

a. plan the sequence of cuts for adequate support for each cut.
b. drill a hole at a corner of the work.
c. make a partial cut to one corner of the work.
d. saw the longest surface first to insure leverage.
50. (052) Titanium is more difficult to saw than stainless steel because titanium is

c. a better conductor of heat.
d. a poor conductor of heat.

J, more elastic.
b. a very hard metal.

60. ()52-053) A condition necessary in order to insure accurate stack sawing is
slower sawing speed than for a solid object.
o. a layout line scribed on each piece.
c. work pieces securely fastened together.
d. work pieces identical in shape.

61: (054) Whih of the following contour machine attachments should be used to aid in the sawing
-3peratior: when great accuracy is required?

c. The mitering attachment.
d. The all-purpose mitering attachment.

a. The magnifying attachment.
b. The rip fence.

25
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62

(054 055) Which of the following is not consIdered a pai't of the disc cutting attachment'

c. 4 centering
d. A gage rod.

a. A cylindrical bar.
h. An adiuqable sliding arm.
6.3

(05o 1157) Gui,d lighting conditions are particulary: important 'when you are locating a contour
machine in the machine shop because

a. the operator stands in a different -position for swing than fot, tiling and polishing.
b. operating a contour machine is more dangerous1than operating\other machine tools.
c. the operator must use his hands to feed the woik to the saw band.
d. more hand manipulation is required ii contour ,machining operations.

64. (057) Use a lubrication chart to insure that all parts of the contour machine will be lubricated as
recommended by the
d. manufacturer.
d. section foreman.

a. supervisor.
b. maintenance shop.

65. (057 058) The corrective action to take for drive motor V-belt slippage un a contour machine is to
a. replace the V-belt.
b. reposition the drive motor on its mounting base.
c. tighten the ntrt on the base of the equalizer spring.
d. increase the amount of motor dead weight on the drive belt.

Chapter 6

66. (059) The work and the wheel are rctated in bpposite directions in brder io
a. eliminate chatter.
b. avoid climbing by the grinding wheel.
c. retard wheel wear.
d. provide a shear-type cutting action.

67. (059) If a center lapping machine is unavailable, which of the following could be used to the
greatest advantage?

a. A piece of hard wood and lapping compound.
b. A lathe center and lapping compound.
c. A lathe center and emery paper.
d. A piece of brass and lapping compound.
08. (061-062) To correctly grind a conical taper, the wheel axis should be
a. above the work axis.
b. below the work axis.
c. at an angle to the axis of the work.
-1 at the same height as the work axis.
0

b

69 (062) When you are face grinding work that must have two or more other surfaces ground, you

would noimally use the
c. angular wheel method.
d. dish wheel method.

a ow wheel inctliod
.i,mght wheel method.

nkli type ot

listed heloy, would be required to grind the splint drive on the cid of

an Ade shalt'
c. Face,
d. Form.

a. Cylindrical.
b. Internal.

t0o31 the wheel feed during surface grinding takes place at

..he end of the table movement,
b. both ends of the table movement.
c. one end of the wheel mot ement.
d h,.th ends of the wheel movement.

'2 tOh4 .0o5) The work and the grinding wheel are rotated in the same direction in cylindrically
grinding cutting tools when there is a need to

a, unprove the cutting action of the wheel.
b. mwrove the finish.
c, produce a slight amount of clearahce.
d. retard %%heel wear caused by shape edges.

would be
73. ( 065 066 Using the formula, clearance angle times cutter diameter tunes 0.0088, what

the tool rest setting for a 3-inch diametei cutter with a clearance angle of 4"
a. 0,10056 Inch
b. 0.1056 inch.

c. 0.207 inch,
d. 0.2106 inch.

"4 (06o1 When would .the tooth rest be fastened to the table and not to the wheelhead?

a. To grind helical-tooth cutters.
b. To grind straight-tooth cutters.
c. To grind helical cutters with a universal workhead.
d. The tooth must always be mounted on the wheelhiad.

'5. (067) If you get a job that requires the grinding of a compound angle and the only machine

avadablee for use is a plain tool and cutter grinder, you can grind the required angles by using
the

a. ourface 'grinding attachment.
b. internal. grinding attachment.
c, radial grinding attachment.
d, toolpost grinder.-

76. (0681 Proper gib adjustment in the sliding members of grinding machines is highly important
because

it insures accuracy and prevents wear.
b /t allows proper lubrication of moving parts.
a.

c. strain on the feeding mechanism is eliminated.
d, less power is required to run the machine.
17
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Preface
THE OBJECTIVE of this course is to provide the knowledge that you need in

order to progress to the machinist skill level. The emphasis will be on
broadening your technical knowledge and preparing you to perform the duties of
a machinist.
.,
Note the chapter titles on the contents page for volume 3. Chapter 1 covers
tool design practices; Chapter 2, special tool design and fabrication; Chapter 3,
jig and fixture design and fabrication; Chapter 4, die design and fabrication; and
Chapter 5, fitting and assembly. Now, leaf quickly through the pages of each
chapter and note the numbered headings; this will help you to understand the
scope of ,this volume.
Code numbers appearing on the figures and charts art for preparing agency
identification only.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen'
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, IL 61868.
If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
EC1's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, -as
appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB,
AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.
This volume is valued at 15 hours (5 points). Material in this volume is
technically accurate, adequate, and current as of April 1972.

c.
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/

Tool Design Practices
IF1 YOU HAVE ever watched a skilled surgeon
operate, you noted.that he used each tool strictly
for its iotended purpose. As a skilled machinist,

sketch of the object with different views, usually
front, top, and side. It can be either an assembly
sketch or a detail sketch. An assembly sketch, as

order to fully understand how you can use each
tool to Its maximum, you must know how to use
freehand sketching, tolefancing, and

fastened together to form a unit. A detail sketch
shows one single part of an assembly in detail.
1-3. Freehand sketching tools. SOme of the
value in freehand sketching, in addition to the
fact that it is an excellent way to present your
ideas to someone else, lies in the fact that so few
tools are necessary. If you have a' stub of a soft

processes. and the relation pf part design to heat

enough to permit a relaxed but stable

the name implies, shows two or more parts

you too must use each tool for its intended
purpose. In your career field you have one
advantage that the surgeon doesn't have. You
have the capability to change the design of
tool from time to time as the need arises. In

dimensioning. Other information you need is
how to use standard parts and \fabricating

pencil (NB or F) and a scrap of paper handy,
you are ready (b go. However, a pencil long

t.reatment.

improves +your sketching. For most sketching,:
you hold the pencil exactly as you do when yoil
are writing. If you are sketching a cif-ale, ou

1. 'Freehand Sketching, Tolerancing, and
Dimensioning
1-1. In thjs section we will discuss freehand

grip\

may find it easier with the pencil below p.ur
hand and held against your four fingers with,
your thumb. if erasing is needed, the eraser at

sketching,' the tools you need to do freehand
sketching. and the techniques used in
developing freehand sketches. We will also
discuss the tolerancing system and the

the end of some pencils is, of course, convenient
and satisfactory for limited use. The soft end of
a pencil-and-ink eraser, however, is better, and
artgum and pink pearl erasers are best. The) do

dimensioning of drawings.
1-2. Freehand Sketching. In CDC 53130 you
,learned some basic information abottt
blueprints. That information applies to
freehand sketches as well as to the mechanical
drawings from which blueprints are made. To
include information on a sketch or omit it is the
decision of the person who makes the sketch. He
must include as much information as he feels is
necessary to serve his purpose. The information,
such as dimensions or notes,-that he supplies
should conform to good drafting standards and
practice. Mechanical drawings are made with
mechanical devices, such as the pencil compass,
triangle, and T-square. A sketch is usually
considered to be freehand, although in practice
it is often made on squared paper or with the

a cleaner job of removing pencil lines from
paper.

1-4. If you need to use' a pencil compass, the

inexpensive kind costing about a quarter at
stationery stores is all ydu need. Almost any

kind or size of rule can be used as a
straightedge. As your ability to sketch improves,

you may find that you use the compass and
straightedge less and less until you no longer
need

them

to produt.e neat and

effective

sketches quickly. This is the :,;eal situation,
which some people reach before others.
1-5. Just as preparing rough sketches without
instruments saves time, the use of cross-section
paper also saves time. Cross-section paper,

which is usually ruled in one-inch squares, is
especially useful when you sketch to scale.

help of a rule and pencil compass. Usually a

These squares can then be subdivided into oneeighth or one-tenth inch squares. Note that the
person who made the sketch in figure has
indicated that each square represents one-fourth
inch A specially ruled isometric paper, shown

sketch is made of an existing object. but it can

also be an -idea" sketch of something only
thought about, or a combination of both. It can
be draw,n pictorially, so that it actually looks
like the object or It can be an orthographic

1
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Figure I. Cross-section raper.

in figure 2, is used to make isometric and

ob ique sketches. this type of ruled paper is
he.pful in making other shapes, such as those
sht wn in figure 2, and is often a great help in

doeloping the ability to sketch well.
1-6. Technique of sketching. Hold the pencil
from three-quatters to an Inch from the point so
that you can see what you are doing. Strive for a
free and easy movement, rather than a cramped
finger and wrist movement. In freehand pencil

sketching, draw lines with a series of short
strokes, instead of trying to draw each line with
one stroke. If you use short.strokes, you can
better control the direction of the line and the
pressure of your pencil on the paper. In
sketching lines, place a dot where you want the
line to 'begin and another where you want it to
end. In sketching lung lines, place one or more

dots between the end dots. Then swing your
hand in the direction the line should go, and
back again a couple of times before you touch
the pencil to the paper. In this way, you get the
feel of the line. Then use these dots to guide
your eye and your hand as you draw the line.
Try drawing several light horizontal lines and.
after each one is drawn, examine it for

Figure 2, Specially auk(' isornetqc paper.

straightness, weight, and nlatness. If it is wo
light, you need either a softer pencil or a little
more pressure. Vertical lines ar :.!. usual!),
sketched downward on the paper. The same
suggestions for locating dots and using a free
movement of the entire arm apply to vertical
lines as well as to horizon'al iines. Slanting lines
can be drawn from either end toward the other.
1-7. With only horizontal lines, vertical lines,
and slanting lines, it is possible. ti nake any
number of complete and acceptable ireehand
sketches, depending, of course, on the item or
job to be sketched. Keep your freehand sketch

neat. To do tbis. first sketch the line lightly
Lines that are not essential to the drawing can
be sketched so lightly 'that it is not necessary to
erase them. Darken essential lineS by running
the pencil over them with more pressure after
you have first drawn them lightly.
1-8. Freehand sketches frequently include
many circles and arcs. You don't need to be
g;fted with artistic talent to draw good circles if
you follow these suggestions. In A of figure 3,
observe how the pencil is held beneath the four

fingers with the thumb This grip produce, a
"soft" or "easy" motion for sketching large

Figure 3 Circles and arcs

1 86
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circle in this way, rotate the paper
counterclockwise so that your hand can work in
the most natural and easy position. With smaller

circles you cannot, of course, w.ork with your
hand within, the circle, but the same general
approach can be used with success.

1-10. Dimensioning. In the first years of
,machine manufacturing, it was the duty of the
craftsman to do the designing and
Manufacturing. If drawings were ,used, they
were design drawings of the assembly type and
were scaled by the craftsman to obtain the basic
dimensions. The proper functioning of the
product depended upon the skill and judgment
of the craftsman. It was not necessary or
working dtawings to carry the detailed size nd

description of the object to be manufactured.
The development of automatic machines and
devices for precision measuring made working
to a given size easier for the craftsman. HiS
chief duty now became production. The
engineer, instead of the coftsman, took over
designing and accuracy control. Size control is
now exercised by the engineer through working
drawings. The craftsman no longer exercises
judgment in engineering matters, but is

concerned only with properly following the

t.lf.k

Figur(' 4 Skeh.hing
A

circles, as shov n in figures 3.8 and 3,C. Note in

figure 3.8. that the second finger rests at the
center ot the circle and forms a point about
which the pencil lead can swing. The distance
from the finger op to the pencil lead determines
the radius of the circle. For smaller circles, a
somewhat different grip *on the pencil
necessary. as sbown in figure 3.C, but the
principle is the same. Figure 3 shows the proper
v. ay to grip the pencil. figure 4 shows how to
draw the circles using these grips
1-9. As shown at'A. in figure 4. the first step

in sketching either large or small circles with
the grips shown in the prek,ious tigure is placing
your second finger on the paper at the center of
the proposed circle. Then. w ith the pencil
lightly touching the paper. use your other hand
to rotate the paper to give you a circle that may

look like the one in figure 4,13 To correct the
slight error of closure shown in 4.C. erase a
substantial section of the circle and correct it by

eye as shown in figure 4.C. You now have
complete and round circles, but w ah a kery light
line that must be made heak ier Do this as

shown in 4.E Note that you do not pivot on the
second linger during this step Rest your hand
(n its side, keep it within the circle, and trace
,.er the light line wlith your hand pivoting
naturall at :he wrist. As you work around the

instructions given on draw,ings. You, the
craftsman, must have .1 thorough understanding
ot the symbols used in order to carry out these
instructions. In your previous study, you were
interested in the first step of reading a
blueprint, which was to determine the shape of
an object. Now we are going to take up the
second step. to find the size.of an object. ThiS

information is given by a definite set of lines
and

symbols

that

have

accepted

been

as

standard practice in dimensioning.

1-11. A dimension line is a fine solid line
that bears

a

numeral

giving

the

distance

indicated. It is fine enough to show a distinct
contrast with the object lines. It has a small

break near the center for the placing of the
numeral. Dimensions should not be, plaCed
within the outline of a view, nor should a_
dimension Iline end on an object line. Avoid
crossing

dimension

and, extension

lines

to

prevent confusion. No line of any kind ever
passes through a numeral. Arrowheads on the
cmi ot dimension Imes assist the eye in
determining the extent of the dimension.

1-12 An extension line is a fine s'olid line
that "extends" from .a point on the object to
which the dimension refers. It should be the
same mAdth as a dimension linc Leave a space

of about

1 '16

inch at

the point where the

extension line wou,ld join the object. to clearly
distingtiish the extension line from the object
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line. Extension lines should extend about* 1/8

loch beyond the points of the arrow"ads.
1-13. In the following paragraphs, we will
discuss types of dimensioning, tolerance, and
altowance. The three types of dimensions are

t, Specify nomtnal
and tolerance

detail, position, and overall. A detail dimension
shows one length or dimension necessary to

express the size of the structure. A position

001

1-17. Allowance. Allowaace

is

intentional difference in the dimenstons uP
mating on: tr.'and may be bositive
The allowance is oosake if there Is ckar e.
between the external part and the internal part!
The allowance is negative if the internal part is

1-14. Tolerance. Mass production has
brought about the need for interchangeable
parts. Mating parts may be manufactured and
assembled in entirely different factories. To

larger than the external part.
2. Use

of Standard Parts and

Fabricirt'ng

Processes

make pacts that can be interchanged, sizes must
be specified in such a way that machine
operators in widely separated shops can produce
parts that are interchangeable. This would be a

2-1. You should,, whenever possible, ruse
_standard tastening dinices .ind bearings 61 ito.
construction of any item that you de,ign,'
Standard parts' are usually readily available
Therefore.: the numncr of parts to maautak.ture

sin ple task if it were possible to manufacture
parts exactly tu the dimensions intended in the
design. It is the problem of the designer to
specify the allowable amount of error that can
exist atilt still permit the parts to function
satisfactorily.
1-15. "Tolerance" is the amount of variation
permitted in the dimension or surface of

is reduced. The following information will help
you select the proper types of
and bearings for manufacturing the
tam
you are designing.
2-2. Fastening Devices, There are ininy t: s
of fastening devices. The most commoirde% ices

"for fastening parts wgether are bolts, sct.zws.
nuts, and pins.
2-3. Bolts. Bolts are used with 'nuts and

machine parts. Tolerances are stated in several
ways. They may be stated as limits. For
example, a piece is to 'le made 1.950 inches long

threaded holes to fasten parts together. Some of
the more common types of bolts are as follows

wtth a maximum dimension .002 inch larger
han 1.950 inches with a minimum dimension

a. Aircraft bolts are specifically designed to
be used on .tiircraft. Markings on the bolthead
indicate the type of material th_at the bolt is
made of and whether or not a is a special or a
close tolerance -bolt
Figure 5 snows the_
markings on the head of an aircraft oolt and
typical dimensions and tolerances.
h. Capscrews are available in di meters
114 inch to 1 inch and in lengths of I 2 inch to 6
inches. They are made of steel or brass. The

inches. The extreme

dimensions are iddicated by 1.950

000

Shalt We 3'.1 001,

amount.

width or a i object or structure. It is generally a
su.n.natior. ot m.dr dimensions, and is plaCed
on the outsiue of detail awl position dimensions.

I

Hole sue 31/4+ 002

k,

Bilateral toleranc.; should Oe speeal.:d
plus an,d minus tolerance. usually of an era. a'

dimension locates the centers f circles _sir radii
nezessary to, fabricate structures to exact
dimenns. An overall dimension is a total
iimensiou, to give the entire length, height. and

.003 inch less than

tor 1...th

-rh
ine

maximum dimension is 1.952 inches. and the
mInalinm dimenston k !.947 inches.
-16. "Unilateral toleranee" is related to the
basic size or dimension in one direction only,
For .-.txampie. if the size ot a shaft is 1.000 inch
and the to1.-;rance is expressed as 1.000 +.001

anu .00. this is a unilateral tolerance. If the

longer capscrews can be used with nuts, but they

tolerance is exp,ressed as partly,plus and partly

minu:,. a is a -bilateral tolerance." The size,of
as 1.000 inch + 001 because
the

are usually used to fasten pa(ts to other parts
that have threaded holes.
c. Soket head capscre.Ns are Wed

total :olerance b tisen in two directions.

same,purposes as common capscrews. Ht,,wes.er,

use unik,teral wlerance. use one of
the three tollowinc methods to express a.

Instead of hexagonal. the hca,1 of a JCI'.e.' hnd
capscrew is round and has a hexagonal ;ocket

.001.

tn.;

Hexagonal

tighten und

(1,11112.1,1!

'k..

%11.;

Shast

7.:

:

or

Allen' NS renches are

used

to

he si capws i he

heads nornally to into CO umerhored holes ot
-the part being fastened
d. SetscrMS are lied to tasien parts. Such 3S
pulleys. gears, etc to shafts I hey ..re usually

IS Z
2

I .zitung
4
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Figure 5, Bolt mar)ings

hardened Setscrews have slotted heads. square
heads. or socket heads.

e Machine bolts are available in a variety of
sizes. They are usually used with nuts to fasten
parts together They have either square or
hexagonal heads and are made of steel or brass.
t: Carriage b'olts have round heads above a
square section. The square section pulls into the

wood and keeps the bolt from turning when the
nut is tightened.
g. Stove bolts have slotted round or flat
heads. and are,av.ailable in diameters of 1/8 inch
to I 2 inch and. in lengths of 3/8 inch to 6
inches,

h, Studs are bolts that are threaded on both
ends. One end, usually the coarse-threaded end,
is threaded into the parent part of,a mechanism
and another part is fastened to the fine-threaded

end by means of, a nut
Screws. The screw is a common form of
threaded fastening device. Screws are usually
identified by the shaspe ot the screwhead, Sheet
2-4

metal screws are made of hardened steel and are

threaded directly into holes drilled in sheet
metal. The heads of sheet metal screws are
usually round or flat. Machine screws are made
in steel, brass, or aluminum alloy. Machine
screws are designed to be threaded into a tapped

hole or to he used with a nut. Some of the types
of machine screws are elven below:

a. Fillister head screws are commonly used in
light mechanism assemblies and are available

with or without a drilled head.
h. Flat head screws ve used in countersunk

holes. They pr4ide a surface

face

free of

projections and are used for streamlining.
c. Round head, button head, and washer head
screws are used where the projection head is not

objectionab(e. The washer head has a large
contact area on the head.
d. Phillips screws and °Reed and Prince
screws have cross-slot type heads. A Phillips
screwdriver must'be used with Phillips screvs,
and a Reed and Prince screwdriver is used with
Reed and Prince screws. ,P

2-5. Nuts. A nut

is

threaded internally to'

mate with the tkreads of a bolt, screw, or stud.
The threads of a nut must correspond to kh`e
external threads to eliminate jammed or
stripped

threads.

Nuts

are made of

steel.

aluminum alloy, or brass.

a. Plain aircraft, or hexagon, nuts have a

limited use in aircraft and require a locking or
safety device, such as a checknut or lockwasher

b. Checknuts are thin nuts used as a locking
device for nuts. setscrews, threaded rod ends.
and other devices.
c. Castle nuts are used with bolts that have a
drilled hole in 'title threaded end to receive a

cotter pin or loCk wire for safetying

189

b. Taper pihs ara used to pin or to
two pans (such as the hub o' a pan to 1
where it is-essential to e:in.:nats: v.
or play. They are miide or st.e: and soupc

pins have a hole in thc large end
FIBER INSERT NUT

APPLICATION

53 505

Figure 6. Fiber Insert nut

shear nuts are used with such devices as
clevis bolts, in which there iS no tension on the .
colt.
e

Plain and slotted engine nuts are high-

are designed for use on
engiaes. They require a locking device.
f Locknuts are used for locking all exte'rnal,
engine nuts, except qhose used with safety wire

strength nuts and

or a cotwr pin.
g. Wingnuts are used where the desired
tightness can be obtained with the fingers.
h. Fiber insert nuts are the most comdion of
the self-locking nuts. They have a fiber insert
that Is smaller in diameter than the bblt. When

the nut isIthreaded' on a bolt, the fiber insert
expands, as shown in figure 6, and tightens the'

t)

safety wire. The common pla.r; taper pin
not have a drilled hale in the large end. Arlother
common use of the taper pin is to alin:
r
an assembly. Threaded taper pins are used
the same purposes as common taper n., ,t
a more positive means of ecurIng the
required. Threaded taper pins are f...fiacatl:
us6d/for fastening aircraft pant,. A tape,.
v ith thre:..lcd
washer itm: a nut ate
9ins.
c. Straight pins are used primarily to fasin
or secure mating parts and to aline parts.

2-7. Barings. Bearings

are

suopor.ti

r

parts of ,n.acrancs.

for
engines, and shafting,: There are two types a
bearings: plain and antifriction.
guides

the

moving

a. Plain hearings. Plain bearings can be made
of various metals. but are quite frequently made
of bronzeT-he_inatexial-inust be 'hard dno.ug

nut oif the bolt. The fiber insert nut should not , wear Well, yet softer than the material they
be used in a location subjected to rotatibnal
contact.
r
mo%ement or near excessive heat (above 250"
b. Antifriction bear:ng-:,. Bali
bearings are the most common typ,..s of
F.).
pntifriction bearings. Very little friction is
:present
in these bearings because of the small
Pins,
shown
in
2-6. Pins. The three types of
c:4
arca
of
crintact between the balk or rollers and
in
are
most
frequently
used
that
figure 7,
the bearing races, and because, of the rolling,
assemblies are flat head, taper (plain and
rather than sliding, action:
threaded), and straight.
(I) Ball bearings consist of/an outer and an
clevis
a. Flat head pins, commonly called
inner race, separated by freely moving balls
pins,,are made of steel and are used on tie rod
They are primarily intended to resist radial
terminals or on secondary controls. The pin is
thrust.
safetied with a cotter pin...

/
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[ GOOD DESIGN

POOR DESIGN

ROUNDED CORNERS

SHARP CORNERS

HOIES CHANGED
TO ENTER OF JOB

HOLES TOO CLOSE
TO EDGE OF JOB ,

00

- /7

73.9

Figure. 8. Coiner a d filki design,

bearings are similar to ball
bearings except that rollers are used instead of
balls. The 'rollers are cylindrical, tapered, Or

I21 Roller

barrel-shaped. Bearings with ro4ers that are
relatively limg compared to the roller diameter

are needle bearings. Tapered roller bearings are
usually ustid to combat extremely high end
thurst.
NOTE: NAdditional information about plain
and antifriction bearings can be found in
machinists'ipublications such as the Machinery's
Handbook.1

3, Design Related to Heat Treatment.

3-1. Heat treating is a series of operations
molving tbe heating and cooliiig f metals in

the solid stthe. Its purpose is to change a metal's
mechanical property or combinatiOni of
mechanical properties so that the metal will be
more usefu :serviceable. and safe for a definite
purpose. H at treating can make a metal harder,
stronger. a d more resistant to rmpact. Heat
treating cal also make a metal softer and more

ductile. N i one heat-treating operation can
/produce all of theSe characteristics. In fact,
some properties are often improved at the

expense ot others. As a result of hardening, for
example. al,metal becomes brittle.
'As :a machipist, you should know the
et tects ot heat treating and the results that_y_ou
can expeth trom each heat-treatine operation. In
many 04,es.. the metal and the heat treatment are
lpeNned \lakd no spb;titutions of materials
,

unless the substitution is authorized by technical

orders or other authoritative sOurces. In other
cases, you may have to specify the heat-treating

process. If so, you must consider the use to
which the part will be put and the mechanical
properties required. If you overlook the design
of the part or the metal of which ii is made, the
part may warp badly or crack, or the required
mechanical iffoperties may not be obfained
during heat treatment.
3-3. The rate of cooling is affected not only
by the difference in mass or size but also by the

shape ahd the surface finish. When a part is
I removed from a furnace to be quenched, even
,though it is uniform in cross section, its shape
, may cause uneven cooling. Particular attention
should be given to contour to avoid such
abnormalties. Avoid protruding corners on
parts, such as angle plates and V-blocks,
'whenever possible, by slightly rounding the
corners arrd the, edges. Design affects he
serviceability, of a tool or machined part. The
to
allure of a part, in most casescan be
improrder
heat-trea
ing`
,improper design or to
procedures. Figures 8 and 9 ilIUstrates'good'and
poor part design. Lmproper design or heat
'veatment of a part can cause cracking, warping,
;or internal strains, which render a part unfit for
,

!service.

3-4. Two forces that may combine to break

!steel apart are the residual stresses set up during
machining operations and the heat treatment of

the part. There is also the force applied to the

7
shape of the part. The fa:hire of a
POOR DESIGN

1.2.2qo

use-hiy

caused by the use of a (tesign withnut
consideration for the her' trinaient or for hit;

DESIGN

use of the part. Designs with abrupt changes in
'I SHARP CORNERS

ROUNDED CORNERS

SMOOTH FINISH
.

ROUGH eINISH

mass or size, will. when qucnchet,l, lsel up
massive stresses in the ,lart and wffl came
warping. Other parts even if they, are iattreated satisfactorily, will fail in me it theY

e

improperly sdesigned.

3-6. Errors in d7r. rwt

stress in a part but they can also anus.,

Figure 9, Corner and

urface design.

concentration of stress, which, when combined
with service stresses (the stresses caused by an
actual !oat: in use), can cause the,part to fait.
Some designs are almost impossible- to harden
t.

Ilart when it is put into service. Internal stress in

part can equal as much as 90 percent of its
trengeh and, thdrefore, can cause it to break
(kinder a comparatively small load.
3-5. The most serious clause of residual stress
is the hardening operation. The right method of

coohng depends not only upon the chemical
makeup of the metal bat also upon the size and

because of the part's change in,size. Sharp angles
and uneven balance of niass concentrate rt. es s

A piece, properly ..iesiot.d in relation to neat
treatment, heats and cools eveniy. Perfeztio.1 tn
this resp,ect is unattainable, because the sur'.-ace

of a well-balanced part cools faster thz n the
center. A machinist should design a part so that
it will cool as evenly as possible and will ht.% c

low concentration of stress under Wad.

CHAPTA 2

Special Tool Design and Fabrication

THE DESIGN an9, f brication of

practical tools are import nt tasks of a
machinist. Some tools are'si-dple and are quite
easy -to develop. Others are complicated and
require more careful development. A tool can

,bs defined as any device that is capable of

working a material into a desired shape, holding
a material while it is being worked, or
measuring it after the work is completed. In the
Air Force, as well as in industry, tool des:pi and

fabrication are important processes that are
necessary for the economical production of
parts. In this chapter we win discuss certain
necessary factors in the design and fabrication
of tools.

4. Design of Hand and Culling Tools
4-1. "Tool design" has become recognized as

thorough and usually involves the following
three steps:

(I) Determine what the tool must do. This
step tells you what type of tool you need, what
operation it is to perform, and how it must be
held or fastened to the ,machine.
(2) Select or invent- a device to meet the
requirements. Your knowledge of the tools and
holding devices that are available from standard
sources will be of great -value at this point. If
there are none available, then you must invent
your own tools for this purpose.
(3) Construct the device to perform the
required task most efficiently. When you have
decided upon a general form of tool, you must
arrange and position it to do a specific job.
Consider these main ideas at this time: economy,
kind of operation, accuracy, and safety.

meaning the design of special tools for the
economical production of parts. In the Air

4-4. Types of Tools. Machine tools are
powered tools, not normally held by the hand.
The true machine tools are the lathe, milling
machine, drill press, planer, and shaper. Some

Force as well as in industry, certain factors that
influence the design and fabrication of special
tools must be considered In this section we will
discuss the general aspects of tool design and
fabrication.
4-2. In every operation the tools must be
adapted to the material, the machine, other
tools, and the operator. When you choose a
machine for an operation. its capacity and range
are important items to consider. After you have
selected the machine, the tools that you use on it
must perform well on that particular machine.
For example. the length to be machined must
fall within the travel of the table. and provision
must be made tor mounting the tools. The tools
must have enough bulk and backing to prevent
their destruction during a machining operation.
We will apply these Ideas as they relate to (1)

modifications of the basic types, such as the
turret lathe and boring mill, are accepted in the
same class. Other tools supplement the basic
machine tools. It is not uncommon for th .-.. tool
designer to design specific tools or to modify

standard ones. We will discuss some of the more
common tools that can be used as standard tools

or can be modified.
4-5. Jigs. A jig is a device for holding and
locating a workpiece. and for guiding the tool
that performs an operation. Though jigs are

usually movable, they are sometimes fastened in
alinement with the cutting tool. They are
frequently designated by their type of operation.

such as drilling or boring, but are more often
classified according to their construction, such
as template, plate, angle plate, and ring.
4-6. Fixtures. A fixture is a device for

tool planning and (2) types of tools.
4-3. Tool Planning. Tool planning is
concerned

with the

processes

is being
classified
usually
are
performed. Fixtures
according to the kind of operations for which
they are used. Some of the more common tres
are the lathe. turret lathe. and milling machine.

holding work while an operation

to use, the

operations required, and the locating points for
each operation. It also involves the dimensions
and tolerances to be held and the machine tools
needed to make the part. Tool planning must be
9
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There are often many fixtures for each job or
operation, with each fkture of a differpnt
construLtion Fixtures are frequeiltly;.-givef, a
name descriptive of their design or features,
such as vise, faceplate. and indexing fixtures.
4-7. Dies. There are many kinds of dies, but
the most common are those used for cutting and
shaping sheet metal These dies are called press

dies to distinguish them from others, such as
forging and moulding dies. Dies that cut sheet
me.
:,avaping 1...e: for blankirg and
siercir.g, for ct.toff and trimming, and for
Dies used for shaping metal include
th:ce for dr.- i.se. -rminft and bending. At
times, several operations are performed with
one die, These dies tire of the progressive,
compound, or indexing design.
4-8. Cutting tools. Cutting tools are divided
into two classes with respect to design. One class
includes single point tools, such as those used in

turning, facing, boring, shaping, and planing.
The second class includes multitooth cutters.
such as drills, reamers, milling cutters, and
savs. Cutting tools are usually named for the
operation they perform, such as drill, lathe tool.
and milling cutter.
4-9. Gages. Gages are devices for
investigating the dimensional fitness of a part.
They are usually classified into three general
groups. Fixed-size gages are used in production
for both large and small work. Indicating gages

are usually used in an inspection department.
Combination gages are used to check more than

one dimension on a workpiece.
Dr-z;qn of Special Gages

containing about 0.50 percen. t...tri),:o.
5-3. High carbon Jteel is sonetinies
to machine steel because
much los time than is ret., 1.1.feu 401
and ha,dening machine stzel, 4ages. ro:
carbon steel used for g.,:tes usuall!,
about 0.90 percent carbon. Special
have been developed, which are :dap.. t fil.e
gage work partly because changes due to

hardening are very sliitt
5-4. Gage Tolerance. The size- of a
determined by the tolera;:ee of int pait w be.
gaged. According to the practice of r,r1r.in.ritt
manuiactvrers ot gages, a toleranze ct 1..J
percent of the work tolerance is generali:.
allowed on ordinary working and inspection
gages. For example, if you were :o make a ring
gage to gage a 1.00-'nch d:ai.:eter snaft aid th!
tolerance of the shalt was pills or nfIncs .;105
inch, the toleranc e. of the gage would bi
o.
minus 0.0005 inch. Since the wor. ha.;

tolerance of plus or minus 0.005 inch. the
tolerance would then be 0.0005 inch for be:th
working and inspection gages. This amount is
subtracted from th e. minimum and
size of the shaft. There is a difference between
the minimum and maximum size of working aid
inspection gaeq. The rninirnu:.-.
working gage is 10 percent of the tolerance
larger than the minimum size of the inspection
gage. The maximum size of the working gage is
made 10 percent of the tolerance smanct than
the maximum size of the inspection gage. The
reason for this difference is that, if the working
gage and the inspection gage were made the
,

l5-1. Modern machine work requires

same size, the workin gage. whic11 wears fly.ter.
would become larger than the inspection gage.

z-isive the of gages for shop inspeztions and
In this section, more detailed

3-5. Fixed Gages. Fixed gages are the most
common and are used for both large and small

information about the design of gages will be
discussed. A gage is defined as a device for
dettemi.-.ing whethei or not the dimensions of a

production work. As an Air Force machinist.
you are most likely to use this type of gage.
Fixed ga;
re .acdivide c. into tiles,: mn..r11

.na: ufactured part are within specified limits.

classes: ring, receiving, plug, pin, snap, thrcau.

5

fr9

references.

5-2. Stx.:els Used in Gages. The types of steels

and fcrm gages. The following will nelp

used for gages are machine steel, plain carbon
steel rii special alloy steels. w:th machine steel
used most often. The carbon content of machine
steel for gages usually ranges from 0.15 percent
to 0 25 percent, although it may be as high as
0.50
especially
:mg or plug gages.

udderstand the use of these gages.

4. 3 20 perent caaon reel. containing 1.00
percent rianqanese and about 0.05 percent
phos;hcrus and sulpha, is considered ,ery

machined.
pair
ring z4es is Knol,n ts gono-go 3a.zes. 'f a part can go Into the !,:ay,cr 3:12e

satisfactory. This general class of steel is
extens-e.1,, used for stun, stages. Steel for gages
_bould not coiti;i
since this :.auses
warping in the hardening operation. Plug gages.
ring 3a;:e.> a:.1 I
Ci.7111S that can be ground
zusily after llardenir1 q. are often made of a steel

a. Ring gage. A ring ge nas

cac,...lar hole.

which is ground accurately to the specified size.
Ring gages are more often used in pairs.
The difference in the hole size of the P.A.o gages
is- -equal

to the oierance of the [.arts bein

but can not go into the smailer gage. ;t s within
tolerance. Any part that fits int() the
gag: is too srl and .s rot ec,-..tptab:e.
that an not ent.er the larger rine zuge 6 tvo
large and must be re-machined.
b
ing pee.
o,ages .ire
similar to ring gages but are used .0 ..heck the
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sin and contour of noncircular parts. They are
used quite extensively to check splined shafts.

Plug gage A plug gage has an outside
gaging surface to fit a hole. It may be round,

tapered, or irregular in shape. It may have either
an integral or a replaceable handle.
d Pin gage. Pin gages are used for measuring
lzirge holes when a plug gage is too heavy. Place
the pin gage lengthwise across the hole, and take
the measurement as you would with an inside

micrometer. Pin gages may also be used to
measure the width ot slots and grooves.

e. Snap eages. Snap gages have inside
measuring surfaces tor checking diameters,
length, thickness. and other similar dimensions
I Thread gage. Thread gages are made in the
t orm of ring or plug gages. They have a definite
limitation tor very precise measurement Single

tull-torm plugs or rine screw gages cannot be
used to check all the thread elements. At least,
three sets of plug and ring gages are needed to
check a thread completely. One set checks pitch
,cliameter, the second, the major diameter. an,:

the third, the minor diameter.
v. Form gage. As a rule, the ring and plug
gages are used for checking ordinary work.

1 hen great accuracy is required, such methods
as contour projection. are used. Form gages are
specially designed to check the form or contour
of a workoiece. An example of a form gage is
the gage used for checking lathe tool angles and
forms.

certain factors that mtist be considered in the
manufacture of all punch and die sets.
6-3. The many materials from which
punches and dies can be constructed include
zinc alloys, rubber, and thermosetting phenolic
and epoxy plastic. Most die sets, however, are
made of steel in one of its many forms.
6-4. Plain carbon steel. Plain carbon steel is
the least expensive of all steels and the most
widely used. Its carbon content ranges from
about 0.7 to 1.5 percent. This steel is sometimes
modified for some uses by the addition of small
amounts of chromium and vanadium. Although
they are frequently used in the manufacture of
tools, carbon steels are prone to be errath in
their response to heat treatment. This is lue

largely to their differences in grain size old
ability to harden. Even steels of the same
composition and steels made by the same
manufacturer are similarly erratic.
6-5. tvondeforming tool steel. Nondeforming
tool ar.d die steels are used extensively for
intricately shaped tools, wheie heat-treating
distortion must be held to a minimum. These
steels generally contain substantial amounts of
manganeseabout 1.5 to 1.75 percent. The
manganese content is lower when chromium and
tungsten are added. With the proper proportions

of alloying elements, this type of tool steel can
possess good hardening quality and resistance to
wear.

6-6. High-speed tool steel. High-speed steels
contain large amounts of tungsten and smaller
amounts of chromium, vanadium, and in some
cases, molybdenum and cobalt. They are

6. Fabricating Processes

6-1. The fabrication of tools is probably the
as a
most important part of yOur work
After
a
tool
has
been
designed
to
machinist
extremely
is
it
certain
function,
perform a
important that it be constructed properly. After
a
the tool is fabricated, it must be given
whethep.or
not
it
functional tryout to determine
will perform the job for which it was designed.
In this section we will limit our discussion to the
more critical areas of tool fabrication. These
include ( I ) tool materials. (2) selection. (3)
layout. (4) serviceability of machined parts, and
(5) heat treatment.
6-2. Tool Materials. The material from
hich a tool is made is the most critical factor
in its fabricating. Tool design engineers.

valuable in the manufacture of cutting tools,

because they retain hardness and strength at
high-operating temperatures. This type of tool
steel, when properly heat-treated, is hard and
has good strength.
6-7. Nonferrous tool materials. Nonferrous
tool materials include such metallic elemen's as
tungsten, tantalum, titanium, columbium, and
cobalt in their carbide forms. These materials
can be used for machine tools for blanking,
drawing, shaping, and spinning dies, as well as

for many other applications. Tools made of

these materials perform beyond the limits of
steel tools and are quite suitable for use on
hard, abrasive materials and hard alloys. The
hardness that can be attained by heat-treating
these materials is much higher than can be
attained in tool steels by any known method of
heat treatment.
6-8. Sel. lion. When you arc designing or
manufacturing a tool, there are several factors
that you should consider in selecting\ the
material.

through years of experience and trial and error,
have set up standards for fabricating most of the

cutting tools, such as lathe tools and 'milling
cutters. and for most of the hand tools. For our
purpose in this

section. we will center our

discussion on punch and die manufacture The
many %ambles in the desien arid fabrication of
punches and dies make it impossible to
recommend specific standards. But there are
II
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6-9.

6-13., Thermal expansion.

Use of the wol. The use of the tool

expansion must be taken in'o conside,.. ;
especially when you are Evehining or rti

governs the selection of the material from which
*it should be made. For example, milling cutters
should be made of highly refined tool steel that

dissimilar metals. For exampie. alu:ninum
expands about twice as muL.h as steel for
degree of chanv in temperature. The best
to keep thermal expansion to a miromam is to
keep the tools shcrp end to use
of coolant.
6-14. Load. The type 3i load to
will be subjected is a prime consithra;:,:,:,
There are two general considerations involve.;
in load. First. you in. st determi.e dierhei
machines or tools are capable of IA ithstandin?;
known external loads without failure. Second,
you must determine the size and shape of a too'

has been tested for both internal and external
defects. Defects in the matenal used is one of
the most important causes of tool breakdown.
Use only materials that can withstand the forces
to which they will be subjected. Material defects
are usually found in the low-grade steels. The
manufacturer did not intend for these steels to
used tt. fabricate tools ana machines. Many
ae!'ects in low-grade steels are caused by the
manufactut iag process, such as seams,
laminations, blowholes, erratic grain size, and
uneven tensile strqngth. With these things in
mind, you should'Oselect only high-grade
materials for such tools as jigs, fixtures, die scs,
and cutting tools. High-grade steels are made
:,pecifically for items of this type. The
manufacturers have been very critical in the
refinement of the high-grade tool steels.
However, there is a remote possibility that even
the best tool steel may have a defect.
6-10. Assume that you are fabricating a die
set for a production run of several thousand
parts, and -you have selected the very highest
e,rade of tool steel. You would be wise to have
the material tested for defects by the personnel
of a nondestructive inspection laboratory. You
can minimize tool breakdown by selecting the
proper tool material and having the material
tested before you use it.
6-11. Wear. Wear causes tools to become
inaccurate. You should always use haftl, wear-

that can withstand the known external load
forces.

6-15. Layout. Jigs. fixtures. atid di

s'AS

two features in common. Each requir.ts F.ccusate

layout and accurate machining to insure the
production of interchangeable parts. Probably

the most difficult

task

in al!

layout is the

location of holes, especially in the manufacture
of a jig or a fixture. When extreme ace. .acy .s
desired, it is virtually impossible to do the job
:4
with the common hand layout 'co:s
layout tools produce measurement e,ro.. fl 6,1
use dividers for laying out the location of ;.(3;e .
the first error occurs when you try to transfer an
exact measurement from a rule to the points of
the divider. You cannot make measurecaent., in

thousandths of an inch with dividers. If the
intersection of center lines is center-punched.
another error is likely to occur because of the

esistant materials in areas subject to wear, such
as on jigs, fixtures, and gages. Keep the wearing
surfaces as small as possible without sacrificing
durability. Small surfaces are also easier to keep
clean and are cheaper to build. A good example

human element. If you drill a hole vith a full

of the effect of wear is a drill bushing in a drill

layout tools as divide:3. a steel rule. a scriber.
and a centcr pun:h. A jig boring rr.o.hine iz
ideal for locating, drilling, and boring holes, but

sized drill, which you line up as nearly as
possible with the centd punch mark,-a larger
error will probably result. These are just a few
of the errors that are possible when you use such

fig. This type of bushing is subjected to abrasive

wear from the revolving drill bit. If the drill
bushing is too soft or made of improper

this machine is not normally found in an Air
i.orce machine shop. If extreme a..curacy is
required in the manufacture of toois. you can
locate and produce accurate holes by one of

material, normal usage will cause it to wear and
:-,ecome inaccurate. You can minimize wear by
using a material that can be heat-treated to an
extremely hard state.
6-12. Deflection. Deflection is usually

several methods. These are some of the more
common methods of layout:
6-16. Tocitn2ker'S bugtons. The use or
toolmaker's buttons is a very accurate method
for locating holes. These buttons are pree:sionground, cylindrical pieces of hardened tool steel
with a hole through the center. The ends of the
bitt,,ns are sliptly concave so that the outside
circumference bears on the flat surface of the

present in machining operations. It cannot be
totally elit.-lin.atzd, out it can be reduced to a
minimum. For example, a dull tool causes
se-weral times as much deflection as a sharp tool.
Forces that cause deflection come from
.ting act.ons. -.`hen
a.
hancill..g,

you oesig3 und manufacture cutters, jigs, or
9xtures. ;3N-wide ample support for the work.
pnc,:nc:n 3t defiection to a

piece being laid out. A con' :ni.nt size is the
.0.500-inch diameter. 0.500-inch length, with a
0.250-inch diameter hole. This size uses a 5-40

minimum.
11
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screw to clamp each button in place.
6-17. Disc. For machining holes in small
pre,;ision work, the three-disc method is
sometimes used to aline the respective holes
with a lathe spindle. The diameter of each disc
is machined to the exact size that will cause the
disc centers to coincide with the positions of the
holes to be machined when the discs are
touching each other. This method requires
calculating the respective diameters of the discs

before any machining can be done.
6-18. Dial indicator The dial indicator
method can be used to advantage in locating
straight line holes. It is usually used with
toolmaker's buttons if the shape of the work
permits it to be attached to an angle plate or
placed on a surface plate. You must exercise
care in handling a dial indicator to assure
accuracy in its use. Dial indicators must be
calibrated frequently because they are easily
damaged.

619. Toolmaker's knee. The toolmaker's
knee affo.ds a rapid and convenient method of
setting up angular work on the milling machine,
shaper, drill press, or grinder. It is a valuable
tool when you are building tools and dies, and
when you are machining holes or other surfaces
at compound angles.

6-20. Machining Requirement. An area of

action to acquire these materials and tools. Also,
if you find that all the listed materials and parts

are not available, you may be able to use
suitable substitutes. In the absence of the

required tools, you may be able to improvise dr
use alternate methods or techniqu.es.
6-22. Machining methods and techniques.
This is a vital area of consideration. Economy
and quality of workmanship depend often upon
the methodt and techniques used. As you have
probably found, there are often several ways to
perform a certain machining operation. Any one

of these ways may be sound and good shop
practice. But there is usually a best method for
performing an operation under certain
conditions. For example, drilling, boring, and
reaming can be done on a drill press, 'athe, or
milling machine. You must decide which
machine and which technique is best for a given

situation. If hole location is not critical and
several holes are to be machined, a drill press
can be used to advantage. If hole location is
critical, you cap use the milling machine feed
screw dials to great advantage. If large holes are
to be bored, recessed, and threaded, you can use

the lathe to advantage.

6-23. At far as is practical, group and
perform all like machining operatio'ns at the

same time. This practice keeps work and tooling

setup time to a minimum. If you find that you
have a number of flat pieces to machine and
planing is the best method, perform the planing
operation on as many pieces as possible while
you are at the shaper. On the other hand, if
milling is the best approach, perform as many
milling operations as possible while you are at
the milling machine. Also, you should perform
machining operations on mating parts, in pairs

the

prime consideration in fabrication
determination of machining requirements. You
is

will constantly be faced

with problems of

machining methods and procedures. Whether or
not you are working from your own or another
design, you must determine the' machining
operations, and how best to perform them. You
should first study the design and the parts to be

produced. You must fix thoroughly in youy
mind the function the completed tool is to
perform. Before starting fabrication, develop a
plan of machining requirements. The following
areas to be considered will help you develop
your plan.
6-21. Materials. parts. and tools list. A
material and parts list is usually a part of the
design or drawings. However, you should check
this list or make a new list to make sure that the
material and parts you need are available. Also

and at the same time, when practical. This

aechnique insures accurate location and
alinement when the parts are assembled.
6-24. Your machining requirements plan
should be brief, yet con-r;lete. It should be
legible and understandable to fellow workers
and helpers. It should contain notes or

references to the publications, s'uch as TOs.
manuals, machinist handbooks, etc., that you
may need to use. In short, your plan should
enable you to accomplish an economical- and

you need to know what hand and measuring
tools are available to you. You can theft take

quality job.
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Jig and Fixture Design and Fabrication
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE in the design and
manufacture of jigs and fixtures- is to aline the
tool and the workpiece properly during
machining operations. Jigs and fixtures usually
have some type of device for guiding,
supporting, damping, or gaging. to insure the
accurate production of parts.
2. The use of jigs and fixtures helps to reduce
the cost of prts manufactured in large
quantities. Jigs and fixtures are used to great
advantage when the interchangeability and
accuracy of the finished products are important
factors. In some cases, the use of jigs and
fixtures is even justified in low or limited
production jobs if extreme accuracy can be
achieved only by their use. One of their greatest
advantages is that relatively unskilled labor can
accomplish the job using these special tools.
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Figure 10 Template jig.

accurately by any other method.
7-4. Plate. The plate jig, shown in figure I I.
gets its name from the fact that the largest parl

7. Types, Uses, and Design of Jigs and Fixtures

7-1. Jigs and fixtures are so closely related
that the terms are often confused. The term
"jig" should be applied to those devices that

of it is a plate. The other essential parts are
locating pins, drill bushings. and a clamping

device. ,A jig of this kind can be used for

hold, support, and locate a workpiece while they
guide the cutting tool. The term "fixture"

drilling holes in a flat workpiece.
7-5. Channel. The channel jig, show:. in

should be applied to the devices that hold,

support, and locatc the workpiece in relation to
the cutting tool. They are usually fixed to the
machine. In this section we will discuss the
types and uses of jigs and fixtures, and some of
i.he factors in their design.

7-2. Jigs. As we stated earlier, jigs hold,
support, and locate the part to be machined, in
addition to guiding the cutting tool. Jigs can be
divided ;nto two gPncral classes: drill jies and
boring jigs. Because of limited equipment, drill
jigs are used more by the Air Force machinist
than boring jigs. For this reason, we will limit
our discussion to drill jigs.
7-3. Template. The template jig is used for
prodction. !t is used more for, accuracy

T-V/ ;777,7711 t

in layout than for labor or time saving. The

;II

LOCATING
PINS

template jigs, shmvn in figure 10, were designed

for drilling out thrte pins that hold a grease
seal. These pins could not be drilled out

Figure 11
14

1538
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figure 12, is made for parts with a simple
symmetrical shape. The channel jig is hollow,
and holds The part inside its walls by means of a
locking device. su0 as the locksvew
illustrated

7-8. Indexing or rotary. Indexing or rotary
jigs are used for drilling holes that must be
located at angles to each other. This type of jig

may be partially or fully enclosed:By means of
locators and clamps, the work is mounted on a
swiveling or rotating drum (trunnion) so that the
workpiece can be indexed to the proper location
in line with a stationary drill bushing.-This type
of jig 'may be simple or complex, depending
upon the accuracy required and the number of
parts to be manufactured. It can also be
designed to hold several identical parts and be

DRILL BUSHING

'manually or automatically operated.

7-9. A Jpecial type of indexing jig is often
built for large parts that are too heavy to handle.
LOCK
SCREW

These are generally box type jigs, which are
mounted on bearings or trunnions. Mounting
these jigs on bearings makes it quite easy to
move them into positm for the. drilling
operations.
7-10. Combination.

53 662

Figure 12 ( hannel ng

7-6. Antge plate. The angle plate jig, 'shown
in Inture 13, is especiahy adaptable for

loLating and drilling holes for setscrews on such
parts as collars, pulleys, and gears. This type of
jig can easily be constructed so that, it can locate

and guide a drill or cutting tool in an angular
plane other than vertical.

Combination jigs

are

used when more than one operation is to ,be
performed on the same hole, such as drilling,
reaming, boring, tapping; countersinking, and
counterboring. The use of combination jigs is
possible because of their slip/ renewable
bushings. After the part is placed in the jig and'
properly located and clamped, the hole is
drilled, and the bushing is removed and
replaced by a different bushing for subsequent
operations.
7-11. Types of Jig Bushings. Jig bushings are

made of hardened steel. Since a jig bushing
serves as a guide for a drill in locating a hole,

DRILL BUSHING

the dimensions of the hole in the bushing must
be extremely accurate. Standard bushings are
available and can be used in production work. A
jig is often fabilcated for limited production. In
this situation you must fabricate the bushing, as
well as the jig. There are five main types of jig

bushings:

MOUNTING

7-12. Press fit. Press-fit bushings are
permanently pressed into position. Used only
for limited production, they are put into Simple
jigs that are used for only one machining
operation, such as drilling. There are two types
of press-fit bushings, plain and shoulder. Plain
bushings can be set closer together. It is better
to use them when their location in a jig requires
a flush surface or when the holes in the jig plate
are closely spaced. Shoulder bushings are better
for general use because there is less danger of
their becoming dislodged by the cutting tools.
7-13. Fixed renewable. A fixed-renewable
bushing fits into an outer sleeve, which is
pressed into the jig plate. It is kept in place until
it is worn out. Then it is replaced without
changing the dimensions of the'sleeve in the jig

FLANGE
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Figure 13

Angle plan. jig

closed or box. Closed or box jigs are
downed to completely or partially enclose the
part to he machined. Thzy are used on parts in
which holes

must he drilled trom

several

directions To firmly support the jig. it must be
equipped with four feet or legs These supports
are located on the opposite side of the box
mini the drilling surlaces. Closed or box jigs
sometimes have a leaf or cover, which swings

hack to allow loading and unloading of the
Devices for accurately locating and
clamping the workpiece are usually permanentli/
parts.

plate.

attached to the jig body,
15
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7-14. Slip renewable. The slip-renewable
bushing also fits a sleeve.'It makes possible the
drilling of several holes because it can be moved
from hole to here. Also, bushings of different
sites can be used in the'same sleeve to facilitate
drilling, reafning, and boring. This type of
bushing must be clamped to 'keep it from
rotating with the drill or cutting tool, and from
min from the sleeve. There are many ways of
elampqig a bushing in place, as shown in figure

you select.
7-16. Special.

Special husnine:s eat.

be

designed and ma4)accordirg to the as!, the:,
must perform. YouFskill and ingenuity are your
only guidLs. If an operatioa red:tires a buz:1:4
that is not of a normal configuratioafor

example, when the holes to be drilled are toc
close together to use thr:e ;eparat:
bushingsyou must design a single ly.:shing to
accommoJate tihe three holes

7-17. Fastening and Mining Deilees. hoc

4.

every type of jig or fixturc, designed and useo
any machine shop. there must be some means ot
damping the work-piece to either the jut oi jOC
fixture. Also, sonic provision must.be made for

alinement. The design of clamping devices is
limited only by your-Imagination. Some ot the
LOCK BOLT

more common clamps are ch.: sciew, C11, hook
wedge, toggle, and rack and pinion. Yoi,

LOCK PIN

one or all of these in one form or oriorlei.
function of the jig will guide you in seleck:ug thc

type to use for clamping. Alining devices are
many and varied. Here again, the Sin, shape,
and operational nee:1 governs the type of alining

device you should use:
7-18. Fixtures. There are several classes ot'
fixtures that can be subdivided into many t:lies.
The class, of a fixtnte is detei:.iii
machine on, which it is used. The miiling
machine, planer, lathe, boring mill. and turret
lathe a're a few eitainples of the machines on
which y9u uSe, fixtures. You :an also 'design

these Vtures to be used on more than one
machine. We will limit our discussion to milling
fi xtures.

7-19. The type of fixtwe selected iic.p.inds

the kind of milling operation to be perfornied

and upon the type of cutter used.

NI illine

fixtures aid in the performance of many mill;ng
operations: form milling, angular milling, T-slot
cutting, straddle milling, and many more
Coe of the simplest
7-2C.
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SCREW EU StIl sIG

Figure 14. Bushing clanips.

7-15. Screw. The screw bushing, shown in
figure 15, performs well for light work with

large tolerances. These bushings not only guide

:he' tool but clamp the work firmly and

zIliminete the need for other holding cat:vices. A
disadvantage of this type of bushing is that *hen

the thread becomes won't, it is inaccurate. A
screw bushing must have a head that can be
turned oy a wrench. For the several different

types of heas, shown oi.

":,;ure

6.

s;\

1.1Se

(from left to rigno an end wrench, round-tipped
spanner. sqe)re-tipped spanner, socket or box
end, and ipecla! pin wrench, respectively. The
use of the bus:iini; determines the type of head

'-,r
WORg
Figure 15
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PIN
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Figu,e 16. Screw hushthg heads.

and most widely used fixtures

is

a

operatibn without removing the part. This is
done in machining castings that must have
subsequent operations performed on them. In
order to maintain accuracy, the parts must
remain in the fixture, and the fixture moved to
the Aext machine. Some castings are very
difficult to reset in another fixture or even to

set Of

auxiliary vise jaws. These vise jaws are built to

replace standard vise jaws and are used for
simple milling operaNns if the shape and the
size of the workpiece permit. They are usually

made to fit only one part. An exception is the Vblock vise jaw. The governing factors of this
special vise jaw are the size of the vise and the
depth to which the V-block is cut. The auxiliary
jaw usually replaces the stadonary jaw in the
vise, and the movable jaw only holds the part in
place. Auxi,liary vise jaws are usually made of
low carbon steel and are case-hardened. For
short runs or low production jobs. they need not
be case-hardened.

7-21. Angle.plate fixtures. Angle plate type
fixtures are designed to holth a. part for slotting
or face milling. This fixture is built on a bass

plate with another plate at an angle to the base.
The angle plate milling fixture is made like an
angle plate It can be made at any desired angle.
The workpiec-e-TS-16-d-ated' ands-ectrrely clamped

on the face of ihe angle plate.

7-22. ultiple and duplex fixtures. Fixtures

that hold two or more like parts are gang or
multiple fixtures. With a lade change however,
they can be converted to contipuous milling
fixtures if provisions are made for clamping

41.0

reset in the same fixturc because ..of their rough
and uneven surfaces.

8. Fabrication of Jigsland Fixture
8-1. There are several methods of fabricating
jig and fixture bodies. We will discuss the three
most common types of body construction that
are used by tool Makers: builyp, welded, and
cast or one piece.
8-2. Builtup Type. The builtup type, usually
fabricated by fastening together steel plates with
screws and dowel pins, is a convenient and

economical. method. Dowel pins must be used to

aline the parts and to keep Arn in alinement.
-The -screws simply hold the parts of the tool
body together. Remember, however, that this
type of tool body lacks the rigidity of the cast
and welded body types. Its accuracy can be
distorted by careless handling and loosening the
screws that hold the parts tbgether.

8-3. Welded Type. The welded type of body
constructionis an outgrowth of the builtup type.

part separately. Duplex fixtures are
designed so that, as one part is completed, it can
be removed while another part is being
machined. Also, two like fixtures can be
mounted at opposite ends of the indexing base.
each

The difference is Alm the builtup type is,sput
together with screws and dowel pins and the
welded type is welded together. The welded
bodies are often preferred because of their
greater strength and rigidity. Another advantage
of the welded body type is that it is easily
altered. permitting its adaptation to a part other
than the one it was designed for. The surfaces of

This enables you to load or unload one fixture
while the part in the other fixture is being

After machining the workpieee in
one fixture, the fixture on the other end is
machined

welded type tool bodies, which must serve as
bearing surfaces, base lines, or surfaces on

swung into position for the machining operation.
1-23 In some eases. you may need a fixture
with which you can perform more than one

whieh

accessories

17
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e;-

are

mounted,

must

be

.
A

machined after Vie lding. This minimizes .
distortion and other impthections caused:by the
welding, normalizing, and sand blasting
processes.

8-4. Cast or One-Piece Type. The cast or
seine piec4 type of tool body isoften nequired in

rite 1:onskuction of special tools. It can be
molded into any necessary size and shape and
can, be designed to require a minimum amount
machining. Cast bodies can be easily
lightened by codng out material without
of

reducing their strength or rigidity. You will be
more -likely to.. work with the one-piece body.
The only differoricf. ,etween the cast type, and
the one-piece tipe is that the latter is machined

trom a solid piece of stock. It has the same

53.66$

strength and rigidity as the cast type,,If possible,.
avoid, the use of the one-piece type because of

the cost of manufacturing it.
8-5. Locating Points. In the manufacture of a
large number of parts, tools and machines are
arranged to carry out definite routines. Since
aircraft construction requires accuracy, all the
parts i an operation must be presented to the
tools in as nearly the same position as posOble.
Each part must be located on enough surfaces to

give it.a definite place in which it sin ,be held
securely. Common surfaces have the form of
planes, cylinders, and cones. Sode parts have.
specil surfaces and are more complicated to

locate. Many means of locating have been
devised to co,pe with all types of surfaces, but

the key to an of them is in the principles of
locating.

8-6. Confinement alone does not insure
location. For instane a part may be held in a
vise secut-ely
anKn-Ot-bet,located. A 'free body
,
.
moves in any direction, but restriction of
movement in three axial dii.ectrons prevents
motion.in any direction. A,free body also rotates
in any direction, but you can bring a body to any
desired position by revolving it about its three

axes, as shown in figure 17. The three linear
movements and the three rotations are the six
elementary movements that must be restricted to
confine an object completely.

Figure 18. Loc.ntion of rest 1.1..ttons

will designate as rest buttons.
8-8. The 3-2-1 priliciple of location is :isually
adopted in building a jig or fixtur.:. Three
locators 'on the base keep the part from rocking

in any direction. Two contact points 2re on the
vertical member. nex.t to one of the long sides of
the part, as shown in figure 18. They keep the
part from rotating and also prevent linear
mov,ement in one direction. On: rec..- i,titt >1 Is
placed on the vertical member next 211 cll.! of

the part to complete the location of,the part.
These six locators, with the help of the clamps.
hold a part rigidly in position. It is a poor

practice to put locators in other than he.
horizontal and vertical planes. Figure 19
Hlustrates how aiterror is increased when a rest
button contacts the slanting side of the part. The
locator also has a tendency to lift the part when

the part is clamped, and a wedging action takes
place between the locator and the slanting edge

of the part. Because of its name. the 3-2-1
principle is easy to remember when you need it

during the construction of jigs, fixtures, and
Ndies.

8-9. Surface Conditions. The types of
and the number of locators needed to
position a part depend upon the finbh of the

Plocators

FOREIGN
FARTICIE

PAR'i

Figure 17. Revolving an obJect to the desired position

8-7.

The tccatirc

oints 4re usz.d to position

I
I

the part. They should, not be codfused with
clamps. Clarlps are the dices that hold the

:1237 51.1TTON
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part firmly against the locaung points, which we

2 u2

P

fflon efrOr

lc/7

v.,

own axis and it can move lengthwise in the VloCating surfaceson that part..The three kinds
slot. If a stop js. put 'at one elid of the V-block,
oi surf trees thlotare usually found on parts are.. the cylinder can no longer move lengthwise. If
finishbd. svnri-finished. mid rough.
the cylinder is clamped to the V-block, the
inished surfaces
8.10, F uushed surlui 'S.
cylinder loses its last degree of freedom,
hae tiben machined until they are smooth and
rotation about its axis. A rough, cylindrically
true. They can be located on-tlat surfaces. which
shaped object.should have a V-locator near each
make full contact. However. if any metal chips
end instead of one V-block to hold, it over its
t rom the previously machined parts are left on
entire length. This minimizes rock or spring in
th!: location surfaces, the next part can not be
the part. V-locators are also used for parts ofter
lvicated ac%rately. The use of rest buttons
than cylinders. An 'example of the V-blocks that'
Aninmuzes this problem tviire than t.hree
are used as centralizers for Darts with radialf
loc.ating points on one sultve tto not iitlpr(tve
ends" is shown in figure 2t The placement of. a
location but may be used to- give 114 peeded
V-localor isolmportnt. Fort drilling through,the
rigidity to parts with finished surlaces: IT more
diameter of rods of different sizes, Rosition the
than three rest buttons are used on one surface,
V-block so that the center of any sizeceuroil is in
the buttons must be ground to the same height to
line with the axis of the drill bushing.
proent the piece from rocking. If a part were
clamped on locators of uneven height, it would
be machined ill a warped position. producing an
untrue machined surface.
8-11. Semi-finished sorlaco. Semkfinilhed
surfaces have been rough-machined but still
contain some warpage and a slight amount of
roughness. If mor:: than three locators are used
on one surface, the additional locatori should be

adjustable to allow for the variations in the

differene parts.
8-12. Rough Aurftwo. Rough surfaces are
unmachined and have wide variations. To cope
with rough surfaces, keep the locating buttons as
far apart as possible to mminuce the difference
in position of the parts that are'being machined.
as shown in figure 20. Also, use the minimum
number of locating points necessary 'to hold the
part rigidly.
8-13. Types of Locators. The shape of a part

determines the type of a locator that is best
suited for the job. Each type of locator excels

the others when it is positioning the shape of a
part for which it is beit adapted. The types of
locators and their uses will be covered in the
following paragraphs.

Figure 11

V-block centralizers.
,

'

8-16. Cylindrical locatoq Parts that-, lave
had holes drilled 'in them tiprfng as previous,14
machining operation can, be locat'ed for
subsequent machining operations by cyPkidrical
locators placed to fit intb OF holes. There ale
alc.) many other uses foicylind.rical locators.
For instance, the assemblies irra jet engine, such
as the compressor and-1 thee, turbine, are
cylindrical in shape and are,held by cylindricol
locators during, machining operations.
8-16. Conical locators. In many cases,
conical locators are more adaptable than
cylindrical ones. If there is a tolerance for the
hole sizes in a part, the cylindrteltil locator must.
be smaller than the smallest hole size allowed.

Fvire 20 %%ide separation ot rot buttons

x-14

I'-lt)cators

V-locators are best

fore

holding cylindrically shaped objects. When a
cylinder is placed on a V-block, it loses a,l; b4t
mo degrees of freedomit can rotate abcut its

The lateral movement of the part with the.
largest Irk diameter within tolerance on this

19
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stung locraor can be excessive. You din use a

conical or.aper0

plug

to

overcome

the

variation of the placement of the part in the
fixture. A cOmmon use of conical locators is
holding work between centers on a lathe.
Another tapered locatbr is the mandrel, which
can be pressed into a centrally located, straightmachined hole of a part so that the part can be
turned between centers. Another application of
the conical locators is illuArated in figure 22. A
rough blultk ts winked trum its hub by an
or a screw bushing.
L. Oa
internal
Figure 23. Radial locator,

the base of the fixture and one pin. The second
pin only keeps the part from rotating arvund the

first pin. The second pin is ground ;no,
diamond shape leaving cyRndrical segmen+s on
the two ends of the diamond. By,being rellev.i
as it is, the diamond pin locator allows for the
r,..........

slight deviation in measurement between the ;Iv!,

respective holes. A closeup of ttie top iew of
the diamond locator is sliown in figure 14 Th.,
included angle ut .ach end of the diamond
600. The distance across the flats is threer
fourths of the dianleter of the

IN

,..
.---N.

,

''''-'*e's'"''''.......

53.672

22. Intanal cone locator

8-17.,A- part, ,located by means of a
cylindrical plug, oTten needs to rest against
another lacatur lo keep it from rotating during
the machining operation. Note how this is shown
zo priwent the part
in ':itzuris:: 23 Ti..e p;n
from revolving should be placed so that its point
of contact with the part is as far as possible from
th e. fulcrum point. A part located by two pins is
considerud uS derivt.ig most of it4 location from

Figure 24
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CHAPTER 4

Die Design and Fabrication

/-4
THE DESIGN AND fabricat.oii of metal
cutting and forming dies are very" important
parts of your job as a machinist. These punp4les

and dies can save you nia0 hOurs of wo

In

this chapter we Will djscuss the basic prfss
operations, and the design and fahiication of
punches and dies.

9, Types, Uses, and Designs \if Dies

9-1. Press tools provide one of the major
me hods of producing metal parts. Their range
an, application hAce Utcome almost unlimited.
, any articles that were formerly produced by
machining operations have become products of

WORK-PIECE

Figure 25. Blanking die.

blanking in that fht,,punched out material is the
scrap. Both flt-eniled and spiral-cutting
piercing punches' are used. A flat-ended punch
is illustrated in figure 26. It is often thought
that piercing die4, produce round h'oles

the press department. In earlier years, press
work was limited to small items. but now ther,e
is apparently no limit to the size and variety of
parts that can be made on the press, varying

from small metal eyelets to automobile body
parts. fenders, and similar piec'es of large
dimension. Press tools may be divided into
groups based on their effect upon the structure
of the metal to which they are applied. Some
tools act upon the met4,l by some form of
sMaring or cutting action, such, as blanking,

principally. But they are almost 4s frequently
used for making openings of other shapes, such
as square, oblong, irregular; curve, and slotted.

9-5. Bending and forming. Bending and
forming dies are niade in great variety and
operate on all classes of work. As the name

piercing, or shearing. Some tools work the metal
in the sense that they cause it to flow. Forming

and drawing tools are typical of this group.
9-2. Types of Die Opejation. A large variety
of press-work operatiods. some of which are
very complex. can
fundamentals..

be

reduced

to simple

9-3, Blanking. Blanking is the operation of
cutttng out.a part with a -punch and die. The
material used is called the stock. During the
working stroke. the punch goes through the
material After the material is cut. it drops
through the die: and the punch returns to its

original position. Figure 25 illustrates the action
oka blanking die. The work is fed by hand or by
some type of feed device, Stop pins are usually
used to gage the stock so that maximum stock is
used.

f

9-4. Piercing. The piercing operation consists
of the punching of holes.' It differs from

Ftgure 26 Piercing dte.
2

2 05

2 01
implies,, this operation forms or bends the
blanks. A simple form of bending die is
illustrated in figure 27. The outline of the bend,
which is to be imparted to the blank. is formed

on the punch and die. Quite frequently, when
more intricate forms are required. the work is
passed through two sets of dies, one for starting
the outliv ,.. and the other for complefine the
work.

coining is forcing metal 'Ito d:e.: for the

purpose of making letters -Nl
in relief.
9-9 Decp drawing C esigning die sets ff
deep drawing is a very complicated prow: vid
requires considerable skill a.id expereace
w ill discuss only the genera! pi-lin:pies. Deep
. wo);
drawing is possible only%by divLith
into several skages or draws. Between each d

N.

the workpitce is annealed by hcat
worki.ng the metaleakes it hard and
not possible to make long deep draws

PUNCH

single stage beLause the workpiece. eve, if

of the softest material, would split and
9-10. Deep drawing is often accompamed by
an operation called ironing. Ironing is reducing
the wall thickness of a shell by forcing it
through a tight aie. The wagm of the :,heg are

DIE

both lengthened and made thinner but tht
thickness of the shell bouom is not chanied

WORK.PIECE
a

Si .77

during the ironing operation. The spa ::. oet..veer
the punch and ,die must be less than th:

Figure 27. Bending die.

thickness of the stock. Dies and other working
parts used for ironing operations must be

9-6. Drawing. The production of cups, shells.
boxes, and similar articles frOm metal blanks is

hardened, ground, and highly polished
9-11. Location of Blanks in Stock. The die

called drawine. In this process, a piece of flat
stock tor.ss, steel, or other metal) is pushed
through a round die by a dull-ended punch that
cannot cut through the stock. An example is
shown in figure 28. The shell that is pushed
through the die is removed from the punch on
tin. upward .troke oy catching on the stripping

designer must consider the spacing Gf
the stock. There are two factors .c consider. the
best location of blanks to save material and the
bes;. location to secure eood bending whore
beading is needed. These matters require a great

edge.

the punching. Then, by arranging them in
different ways. you can determine the most
economical pattern. Figure 29 illus.rates the
right way to punch stock. The gage pin is so

deal of good judgment It is often wise to Lut
few pieces of paper to the required outline ot

located that there is sufficient stock left
between each pair of holes, after the strip passes

entirely through the press, to allow it to be
reversed and passed through once more. This
punches out most of the metal Ilia; remaxis
between holes after the first punching. By
arranging the operations to take place in this

-- DIE

say, you can get a great many mire pinichin;-s
iioAever.. in
from the same amount of
choosing this method, you must weigh the extra
labor cost against the cost of material saved.

A

Fibure lg Drawing die

pi:lc:line or
9-7 Crinulie.
squeezing the sides of a shell in order to hold an
:;:nrnr:te :s the

cartridze shell
9R. Com. 1::

crinotag of

1..old the bullet in place.

a

As is i7.rld bk ele name,

Ftgure 29 I...eat:fin ot h Links

9-12. Selection f Economical Size of Stock.

Many Limes sm.. ...ines can be made by the
wke seiect.on ot th: pr per .A.(!th ot stock ,In

2 (,16

figure 30. you can see that by using stock wide
enough to punch staggered holes. less material is
needed for a given number of punchings than
you need when using a narrower strip. You can
see that the wide stock may not be twice as wide
as the narrow stock. but it gives nearly twice the
number of parts.

/-

DIE SHOE
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Figure 32. Die parts.
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ii Method ot loLating blankh in stock

Figure

PUNCH HOLDER

9-13. Relation of Grain to Bending. If you
must consider bending the blanks after they are
produced. you must understand that strip steel
has a definite grain, somewhat like wood. The
grain of sheet metal always runs in the direction
of the length Of the sheet. Bends should be made

across. or at right angles to the grain, and not
parallel to it. The figure 31 illustrates a part

be purchased. such as springs, dowels, and
stripper bolts. Five types of standard die sets are
available, but the one most frequently used is
the back-pin set, shown in figure 33. In this type
of die set. the pins are at the back of the set,
leaving clear space for hand-feeding the blanks.
It also permits a good view of the moving parts,
free from obstructing pins and bushings. The
center-pin type die set is used when the load is
heavy and is fed from the front. The guide pins
are in alinement with the load along the
transverse centerline of the set. This leaves the
front clear but prevents end-feeding either by
hand or automatically.

whose shape lends itself to an economical layout

SHANK

at a 45" angle to the grain of the metal. This

brines the bend, as illustrated by the dotted line,
at 45" to the grain. This angle seldom c .uses

BUSHINGS

twuble unless a very sharp bend is made or a
poor grade of material is used. Bends should not

be laid' out at less than 45" to the grain. The
nearer they come to being directly across the
gtain. the less trouble will be experienced later
from breaxing in the formed part,

GUIDE PINS

53.683

Figure 33 .Assembled standard die Pam53.610

F.gure 31

il

9-16. The diagonal-pin type set is usually
used if very heavy loading is required. In this
arrangement. one guide pin is placed at the
front of the set to avoid the overhang of the
back-pin type. The load is in alinement with the
pins along a diagonal line and leaves the end
clear for feeding. The left pin is generally in
front. but if the designer wishes to feed from the
left, he can put the right pin forward. The final
decision is based on the arrangement that gives
the best view of the stop pins and is more
adaptable to standard guards.
9-17. Round-die sets are made especially for
coining and shaving operations. The guide pins
are usually along the back. but can be at the
center if needed. The punch holders and die
shoes are usually round or oval-shaped,
9-18.. The four-pin type die set is used for
i-oll-fed operations, especially for progressive

Blanks tti'at arc to hc bent

,

9-14. Die Sets and' Parts. Standardized die
sets are used very extensively in many different
sizes and styles. When a 'uml designer has, a
product tor which he must design a die.' he
) tudies the ;oh carefully and selects a suitable
die set upon which he can mount his punches

and dies. Standard die sets have twi> parts. th.:
punch holder and the die shoe, as shown in
figure 32. Fieure 33 shows the other parts of a
standard die set. They are the shank by which
thg punch holder is fastened to the press. the

guide pins which insure that the punc

.

is in

the
with the die. an
m
accurate alineent
hushines
are
made
bushings. The guide pms and
,fl hardened steel-

945' There arx other standard parts that can
23
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figure 30. you can see that by using stock wide
enough to punch staggered holes. less material is

needed for a given number of punchings than
you need when using a narrower strip. You can

!

I

\I

see that the wide stock may not be twice as wide
Iwice the
as the narrow stock. but it gives nearly

PcrcI4 H0L0E2

numper of parts.

I

I

DIE SHOE.

Figure 32. Die parts.

be purchased, such as springs, dowels, and

Figure ID Method tit locating blanks in stock
9-1.3

Relation of Grain to Bending. ;f yoe.

must consider bending the blanks after they art_
produced. you must understand that strip steel
has a definite grain. somewhat :ike wood. The
gram of sheet metal always runs in the direction
of the length of the sheet. Bends should be made

across, or at right angles to the grain, and not
parallel to it. The figure 31 illustrates a part

stripper bolts. Five tyees of Jtandard die sets are
available, bt he one etost freqnenely used is
the back-pin set, shown in figure 33. In this type
of die set, the pins are at the back of the set,
leaving clear space for hand-feeding the blanks.
It also pe:rniis a good view of the moving parts.
free from obstructing pins and oushings. The
center-pin type die set is used when the load is
heavy and is fed from the front. The guide pins
the
are in alinernenr elth the loal along
the
set.
This
leaves
the
transverse centerline ot
front clear but prevents end-feeding either by
hand or automatically.

whose shape lends itself to an economical layout

SHANK

at a 45" angle to the grain of the metal. This

I

BUSHINGS

brings the '-lend. as illustrated by the dotted line.
at 45" to the grain. This angle seldom causes

I

I of

trouble unless a very sharp bend is made or a
poor grade of material is used. Bends should not

be laid out at less than 45" to the grain. The
nearer they come to being directly across ,the

GUIDE PINS

grain. the less trouble will be experienced later

bree*.ing in the tormed part.

536d3

Figure 33 Assembled standard die parts
53.6$1

9-16 The diagonal-pin type set is usually
used if very heavy loadihg is required. In this
arrangement. one guide pin is placed at the
front of the set to avoid the overhang of the

Blank. that arc i" nc hem

4-'4 Vie Sets and Parts. Standardized die

back-pin type. The load is in alinement with the
pins along a diagonal line and leav,es the end
clear for feeding.. The left pin is generally in
front, hut it' the designer wishes to feed from the
left, he can put the right pal iof vbard, The final
decision is based on the arrangement that gle
the best view of the stop pins aou is more
adaptable to stanciaiu guards.
9-17. Round-die sets are made especially for
coining and shaving operations. The guide pins
are usually along the back, but can be at the
center It' needed. The punch holders and die
shoes are usually round or oval-shaped.
9-1s. The four-pin type die set is used for
roll-fed operations. especially for progressive

se-s are. used ..ery extensively in many different

ai.d styles When a tool designer has a

7r1'duct tor which he must design a die. he

refuhy and selects a suitable
ne Lao mount h.s punches
dies Stehdard die sets have two parts. the
holdzr and the die shoe, as shown in
Figure $3 Mows the other parts of a
3
staedard die ..,et They are the shank by which
:he punch 'wickr is fastened to the press. the
guide pins wnich incure that the punch is in
licerate alinement 4ith the die. and the
ouswngs The gaide pms and !lushings arc made
hardened steel.
5 There ire other standard parts that can

.,.:d!ce ink 11sh
upon
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Figure 35. Progressive die.

9-25. Compound. A compound die is one
that performs several operations during one
stroke of the press at one station. To do this,
both the upper and lower members uf the die set
carry the punch and die elements, together with

the necessary strippers or ejectors. Figure 36
illustrates a simple compound die. This die
blanks and draws a shell. Determine its action

from figure 36.
9-26. The compound die action is such that
its product is very accurate, and a die that is
made correctly will perform accurately

shaving operations. The compound die was
originally adapted for small circular blanks of
small tooth wheels, special washer-shaped parts,

pierced instrument elements, and other similar
parts. It was later enlarged for almost every
kind of work whee its application is

advantageous economically or mechanically.
9-27. The usual arrangement of a compound
punch and die is to locate the blanking die in
the punch head. The piercing punches are then
fitted in the blanking die above, and the

piercing dies are drilled or formed in the
blanking punch below. There are a number of

throughout its working life. Compound dies are
usually more expensive to construct than the

reasons for this practice, such as when there is
no knockout for the upper die, or owing to the

plain die of two-stage design, which

the

size of the work, when it is not feasible to

simplest of the progressive types of press tools.

On long runs, the initial high first, cost is
justified, and on certain classes of work, the

introduce a knockout into the upper die shank.
With the blanking punch fitted below to the die
e, the piercings or slugs pass down through

compound die eliminates the necessity for

the die shoe as with a plain piercing die.

is

2u9
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Figure 36. Compound die.

d. Long strips of mateiiial are needed with
progressive dies. Sometimes scrap blanks are

9-28. Compound dies operate more slowly
than progressive dies, but they have adventages
for certain jobs, especially where close
tolerances must be held. Some of these
advantages are listed below:

available. These can be hand-fed to a compound
die when the savings in material offset the cost

of the labor.
9-29. Stock Stops. When stock -is fed into a
press, some method must be used to locate the

a. The action of the pressure pad assures
flatness of the blank.
b. A pierced hole in the blank can be held to
close tolerance with the edge. This is important

Stock in the proper place. The simplest method
is the use of a stop pin. but it has the
disadvantage of requiring considerable skill in
the operator. Trip dogs are frequently used to
determine the amount of the material that

when the hole must be conczt.tric. with the .-...dges

of a part.
c. Larger parts can *o', blanked in a smaller
press if compound rather than progressive dies
are used.

should move forward. Figure 37 illustrates a
typical trip dog arransement. As the stock is fed
26
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Figure 39 Channel-type stripper.

top.

forward,, the paw 1 rises on the ratchet principle;

then the stock is pulled hack, and the pawl
drops and locates the stock against the vertical
surface of the pawl. Automatic stock stops are
extensively used. They are controlled by the
action of the punch as it descends or rises.
There are many applications of automatip stops..
designed for specific, jobs. If the workpiece has
the same width as the stock, and the feed is from

one side without having a skeleton of scrap
material pass out the other side. a shoulder stop
is the most effective type. This stop is used on

progressive dies where the last operation is a
cutoff or trimming one. Figure 38 illustrates one
of several shoulder stops. Note the indicated
use,

9-30. Strippers and Pressure Pads. Strippers

are used to remove the stock from the punch
after a blanking or piercing operation. A
channel-t)pe stripper is often used. An example
is shown in figure 39. A pressure pad is used
frequent!) as a stripper, thus serving a dual
purpose, The pressure pad is mounted on the
punch holder and is held down"by stiff springs.
As the,punch rani descends, the pressure pad
holds the work in place while the punch passes
into the die. On the upstroke. the pressure pad is

held down momentarily, acting as a stripper,
This action wipes the stock from the punch.
Figure 39 Illustrates this action. In simple

forming operations, pressure pads are not
necessary_ for stripper purposes, but they are
used extensively to prevent edgewise movement
of the blank after it -hasbeen moved from the
locating nest by preliniin-ary bending

movements. While a blank is being bent or
formed, it has a tendency to inove sideways
because strip steel has a tendency to resist
bending more in certain areas than in others.
9-31. Stripper Design. Simplicity of design
reduces cost. With this in mind, the designer
must consider simple channel strippers first.
These can be built up with a rectangular plate
that

is mounted on a shigle strip to form a

backstop or guide. If the st'rip must be guided to
close tolerances, a second strip, placed below

the stripper, provides a groove through which
the strip is passed. The width of the groove
should be at least 0.005-inch larger than the
width of the stock, and the height of the groove
1/2 the thickness of the stock.
should be
Strippers for large die sets can be made of onepiece construction and .the groove can be
machined out, as shown in figure 39. Strippers
must be alined with dowels to insure accurate
alineMent on the die holder.
9-32. Stripper bolt. Commercial companies
now market special shoulder bolts for pressure
pads. You can find the dimensions for these
bolts in catalogs and handbooks. The heads
formerly had screwdriver slots, but now almost
1

all of them contain recessed hexagon sockets of

the Allen type. These specially made stripper
bolts have an advantage over the cap screws in
the definite shoulder against which the stripper
plate can be fastened. This shoulder positions

STOCK

CUT OFF
PUNCH

the stripper plate exactly, when the die set is
new. However, when the punches are ground for

STOP

resharpening

and

are

thus

shortened,

the

stripper plate will not be flush with the cutting
edge of .the punch. To adjust this, you must

wORK.P1ECE

place washers under the head of the bolts at W.
shown in figure ,36.
9-33. Some designers prefer to use cap screws
to .ivoid this lengthy adjustment. The heads of

$3 688

Figure 38 Shoulder stop
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the cap screws are staked to prevent turning.
You can retract the stripper plate by turning the
cap screws after grinding the face of the punch,
but releasing the staked head is difficult. Cap

is the total difference between the jzes of the
punch and die. This method worlo best and is
less confusing in connection with symmt-rical
parts. Specify the method of designating

screws are frequently used with spacers made of

clearance that you used. This helps ,0 eliminate
confusion and error.
9-37. The clearance usually allowed for brass

steel tubing or pipe. The modern development
of self-locking nuts has encouraged the use of
nut and bolt construction. ,
9-34. Pressure pad design. Pressure pads for
dies are spring- or cushion-actuated. Rubber
cushions are satisfactory for short runs if the
deflection is not too great and the possibility of
oil splash is small. Select springs with an Inside
diameter only slightly larger than the stripper
bolts. If the diameter of the spring is too large

and soft steel on most dies, one one side,

is

equal to the stock's thickness multipiied by 5 or
6 percent. For some classes of work, oneh2lf of ,
this clearance is preferred. Ft), some piercing
operations, a clearance equal to the stock's

thickness multiplied by 10 percent gives' the
cleanest fracture. This clearance inzy be used in
such an operation as punching holes in ductile

boiler plate.

compared with that of the bolt, it may be

9-38. If blanks are to pass through a die, as in

advisable to counterbore holes in both the

spring from "cocking" sideways and breaking.
The number and placement of springs must be

figure 37, an anguiar relief is needed to keep
the blank from jamming in the passage. Toe
amount of relief ordinarily given a blanking die

determined by the designer. There is no
standard for this, but good judgment and

for a relatively small number of blanks are

stripper and, the punch plate w prevent the

varies from 1/4" to 2°. However, dies to be used

sometimes given a relief of 40 to 5" to facilitate
making the die quickly.

experience are the determining factors. It is
important, to consider, when you are selecting

9-39. There are two methodS of applyir !.
anigular relief to a die. The first method is to

_springs, that they are subject to many repetitions

of stress and are liable to fatigue failure.
9-35. As-Mentioned before, it is difficult to
determine the presiure needed for stripping. It
'

2.01

is evident that, if the stock around- the punch is
frail and stretches easily, little presiure- is
needed, to remove the scrap from the punch: If
there is a substantial amount of material around

the punch or several punches, the stripping
pressure can'be as much, as ten percent of the
cutting pressure: You must consider the amount

extend the angular relief from the bottom of the
die to the top surface or to the cutting edge. This

method is best suited for thin, soft inaterials.
The second method is to leave a straight section
--below_the cutting edge of the die. This straight
section sliould-b_e about 1/8 inch in width. The
second method ii- best--..wited for harder
materials. The straight section, Called the "land
of the die," permits many sharpenings' of thedie-

with out changing the size of the die cavit,

of pressure needed to hold the stock firmly
while it is being cut, and also when you are

10. Fabrication of pies
1071. The fabrication of tools

choosing or designing springs.

9-36. Clearance and Angular Relief. There

is

another

important part of your job as a machinist. After
you have designed the tool for a certain
operation, such as blanking or forming it is
extremely important to fabricate it properly In
this section we Aill limit our discussion to the
more critical areas of die fabrication.

must be a definite amount of clearance between

the punch and the die for blanking or piercing.
The amount of clearance is controlled by the
thickness and type of material to be blanked.
For thin material with a iow tensile strength.
such as brass, for example, the clearance is very

small. If too much clearance is applied, the

10-2. Die Thickness, Length, and Width.

blank will have ragged or burred edges. Heavy
stock needs more clearance than thin stock. It
requires greater clearance to lessen the
possibility of breaking the punch or die and to
reduce the pressure required to complete the
blanking operation. The clearance is designated
by two methods. The first is to designate the

Some general rules for calculating the thickness
of small dies should be remembered For bla,tks

with a perimeter of 3 inches or less, use a die
block thickness of 3/4 inch. For blanks with a
perimeter 3 inches to 10 inches, use a 1-inch die

block thickness. For blanks wi:h a perimeter of
over 10 inches, use a 1 '14-inch die block
thickness. For example, if you were to
manufacture a round die o blank a 71-inzh
disc, the perimeter of:that part is ..alculated by
multiplying pi ( 77') times the diameter, which is
3.1416 x .875 = 2.7489. As you can see, the
penmeter is less than 3 inches so the die block

space between the punch and the die on one side

only, or one-half the total difference between
the sizes-of the punch and the die. This method
of d,esignating die clearance is most useful when

you are working wuh parts of nonsymmetrical
forms or irregular contours. The second method
28
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thickness should be 3/4 inch.
10-,3. Thve should be a margin of IV, inches
around the die opening. This margin is left
around the die opening to insure that the die
does not break during the blanking operation.
The margin also provides enough material for
cap screws and dowel plans. To calculate the
length and width of the die, add 21/2 inches to

1

the length and to the width of the part to be
manufactured. For example, the length and,

width of the die block for a die to blank a
rectangle that measures 2.375" by 4.875" is
calculated as follows. 2.375 + 2.300 = 4.875"

width, and 4.875 + 2.500 = 7.375" length.
10-4. Clearance. The application of
clearance to the die block or punch is a most
important step in the fabrication of dies. If
clearance is not properly calculated and applied
to the proper die members, the parts produced
will probably not meet blueprint specifications.
Remember that the die cavity controls the size
of the blank and the punch controls the size of
the hole. From this siniple rule, you must decide

<,

to which die member the clearance should

die member, the amouiit of pressure required to
perform the operation is reduced. This not only
reduces the size of the Fess needed' but also
adds to the life of the punch. If the blank is the
workpiece, the shear should be on the die, and
the punch should be flat because the shear angle
has a tendency to distort the metal. If the blank

is scrap and the strip must be flat, the shear
should be on the punch. Shear should be applied

to the die member that contacts the scrap. The

amount of shear added to the punch or die
should be equal to a taper, across the face of the
punch or die, of 1 1/2 times the th,ickness of the
stock to be blanked. It may be preferable to use

a double angle starting at the center of the
punch or die. This double angle helps maintain
symmetry and prevents the setup of lateral
forces.

i

be

SHEARED

applied. If the die block is the member that

SHEAR

I-- ANGLE

PUNCH

receives the clearance, the amount of Clearance
calculated must be added to the size of the die
opening. If the punch receives the clearance, the
amount of clearance calculated is subtracted

DIE FACE

I

,
from the size of the punch.
Blanking
pressure
Blanking
Pressure.
10-5.
'depends upon the material and the area to be
sheared, together with the percent of
penetration and the amount of shear on the
punch. For round holes, the pressure required
equals the circumference of the hole times the

010-7. Contour Sawing of Dies. Internal
contour sawing is well-suited to producing
blanking dies and other straight-through die

of the stock times the shearing
strength. The formula is:

openings. It is the only process that permits both
the die and punch to be machined from the same

53.690

Figure 40, Shear applied to punch.

thickness

B.P

.L x TxS

13 P

.. Blanking Pressure

L.

. Length ot cut in miles

I
S

piece of steel. This procedure, shown in figure
41, is not complicated because every work step

. Thickness of material
.. Shear strength ot material in i) s.1 (pounds per
square inch)

To allow some excess pressure, the tensile
strength can be substituted for the shearing
The tensile strength of C01111110t1
materials is roughly assumed as follows: mild
eel, 60,000 pounds per square inch; wrought
iro 30.000 pounds; bronze, 40,000 pounds;
coppe , 30,000 pounds, aluminum, 20.000
pounds; z le, 10,000 pounds, and tin and lead,
5;000 poun
10-6. You ca reduce the amount of blanking
prsssure needed to -tit a workpiece as much as
50 percent by placihg, suitable shear on the

\t,

strength.

N

,53.691
LAYOUT LINE
FOR PUNCH

punch die. Figure 40 shiwNs an example of shear
applied to a punch. When ,,, ear IS placed on a

Figure 41. Contour sawing of dies
29
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TABLE 1

t

DIMENSIONAL DATA FOR CONTOUR DIE MAKING

Die

Angle Of
Saw Start-

Thickness
Inch

ing HOle
Degree

Angle

For
Saw Cut,
Degree

Distance
From Die
Layout Line

To Center
Of Saw Kerf
Inch

Distance
From Die
Layout Line
To Center
Of Starting
Hole Inch

Amount
Of Straight

Width
Diam
Of Drill
Inch

Of Start.

Sides On
Punch and
Dies Inc:: '

ing Saw,
Inch

21

18
14
12

1

1-1/4
1-1/2

11

10
9

2
3
4

8

5

/

6

7

6

18
15
11
9
8
7
6
6
6
5

5/64
3/32
3/32
3/32
7/64
1/8
5/32
7/32

3/32

118

1/8
1/8
1/8
9/64

'1/8
9/64
9/64
9/64
13/64
17/64
17/64
17/64
17/64

3/16
1/4

9/32
5/16
5/16

1/4
1/4

3/32
3/32

3/16
9132

3/8
15/32
9/16
13/16
1-1/8

1/8
1/8
1/8

3/16
1/4

1/4 1
1/4
1/4

i.

--1

-

1/2
3/4

1

-

/

_ 1:518-____
24/4
2-1/2

-

4.)

sawed out of the die block. The path of the saw
on the surface is entirely inside the layout line,
and the proper cutting angle at the bottom of the
slug allows for excess material outs:de the d".
layout line.

and related dimension is based on the thickness

of the die block, as indicated in table I. Three
operations are involved:
/

a. The starting hole is drilled at an angle that
varies with the thickness of the material. It is
started inside the die layout line and emerges
from the die block on the opposite side of the

c. With the slug or "punch" removed from
is tiand-filed :o Cle layout

the die, the die

outline, and the slug is band-filed to fit the die.
This filing operation removes all traces :of the
starting hole on the finished surfaces of both
punch and die.

layout line.,

b. With the table tilted at an angle slightly
less than that of the starting hole, the slug is

30
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CHAP/TER 5

Fitting and Assembly

another
machinist's
job.
After
you
important part of the

FITTING AND ASSEMBLY

is

have manufactured the parts, in many cases you
will have to assemble them. Before the parts are
assembled, you should carefully inspect them
for accuracy and, if necessary, rework them so
-that --they- lit_ properly. After the parts are
kqiembled. you must perform a- functional
tf?3(out and inspect the end product. These are

the topics of discussion in this chapter,

11. Inspection, Fitting, and Assembly of
Machined Parts
I -1. The term "inspection" has come to have
a very broad meaning in recent years in the
metalworking field. For example, the concept of
inspection now includes 211' types of destructive
and nondestructive inspection. The testing and
inspection of materials have become so involved
and complex that a new job specialty.
Nondestructive Inspection, AFSC 536XX: was
created in September 1966 to train specialists to
work in this field. This specialty is manned by
highly skille lersonnel who have been trained
in the variot methods of inspection, such as Xray. ultrasonic, and magnaflux. If you are
fabricating a replacement part that is to be
subietted to critical stresses, you should take it
to the nondestructive inspection specialist for
testing. Also, 'if there is a question about the
adequacy of any mechanical property, such as
hardness and tensile strength, you should take
the part to the metals processing specialist for
1

testing.

classification of machine fits.
11-3. Checking Machined Parts. A machinist

is often required to machine a replacement part.
Suppose you have the task of machining a gear
to replc,ce oae that has been damaged. You
could measuil the damaged gear and make a
duplicate, but it would be much more

satisfactory, to obtain a blueprint and work

from. that. Because of 4/ear, the dimensions of

the damaged gear may not he correct. It is
impossible to machine a part to mathematically
'exact dimensions. Furthermore, it is impossible
to manufacture a measuring device that is
entirely free of error. It is also impossible for a
machinist, even with the aid of a magnifying

glass, to read a measuring device with absolute
accuracy. These observations are not intencidd

to discourage you. We call them to -your
attention only to remind you that difficulties do

exist and that checking is required to make sure
that machined parts are within tolerance. The
tolerances permitted in most machining
operations in an Air Force machine shop are not
so precise that they pose a serious problem to a
skilled machinist/We should review some of the
minute, inherent errors in checking the accuracy
of a machined part. A knowledge of these errors

will help you to machine parts with greater
accuracy,

II -4. Instrument error. Every measuring
instrument has an inherent "error of
indicatiOn." The accuracy of a micrometer

depends mainly upon the amount of error in the
lead of the spindle thread. A new micrometer of

good quality is accurate within 0.0002 inch in
the range of spindle travel. The accuracy of a
dial gage depends mainly upon errors of
graduation and of eccentricity and friction in
the transmission gearing.
do anything
I I -5, As a machinist, you cannot
about inherent error of indication. You can,
however, insist that he people in your shop treat
measuring tools with the respect they deserve.
Do not tolerate any abuse in the handling and
use of measuring tools. The work of a highly
skilled machinist is wasted if he is forced to use

Air Force, the
and the
specialist
nondestructive inspection
perform
many
of
metals processing specialist
11-2. Today in

the

the inspection functions formerly required of
the machinist. As a result of this change.. the
machinist now thinks of inspection primarily in
terms of check-i-n.g, the physical dimensions and
the finish of machIned parts to insure that they
fit together properly. We will. therefore. discuss
The use of measuring tools and devices to
I
check machined parts for accuracy, and (2) The
31
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are normally maintained throughout the range
of sizes. Therefore, the ,nterterence varies
almost directly with the thameter. The
difference between its minimum and maximum
value is small in order to ma,intain the resulung
pressures within reasonable, limps. Th...
American Standard Fits System dk ides force
fits as follows.

inaccurate measuring tools. Keep records of the

dates on the PME (precision measurement
equipment) schedule, where each item of
equipment is listed for delivery to the PME shop
for Inspection and calibration. Make certain
that new measuring tools are sent to the PME
shop_to_ be checked before using them in the
shop.
11-6.

a. FN I. Light drive fits that require light

Error hi use of tools Obtaining an
extremely accurate measuremetit- vitha

assembly pressure and result in

a

relatr ely

.p_e_r_manent assembly. They arc suitable for thin

micrometer is an art. When a machinist "mikes"

sections -and_for long fits and for assembhng a
part in a cast=iron_external member.

the outside diameter of a shaft, there is no
precision indicating gage to tell him when he

b. FN 2. Medium drive fits that are sunabie
for ordinary steel parts and for a shrink fit on
light sections. They are the tightest tit that can
be used in assembling a part in a high-grade.
cast-iron external member.
c. FN 3. Heavy drive fits that are suitable for
heavier steel parts and for a shrink fit in
assembling,wdium sections.
d. FN 4 and FN 5. Fits that are suitable for

has turned the micrometer thimble just the right

amount. Proficiency in the use of measuring
tools can be developed only through on-the-job
training.
11-7. Reading error. Reading error is often
caused by lack of skill. For example, the

trainee's first attempt to take a reading on a
vernier scale can be quite confusing. Reading
error from lack of skill can be reduced by
additional training. Technically, "reading
error" is te uncertainty of the hum'an eye in
perceiving'ffactional intervals on a scale. One
machinist has no difficulty determining which
division marks line up on a vernier scale:

parts that can be highly stressed, and tor shrink
fits in whielv it is impractical to use heavy
,pressure to assemble the parts.

11-12. Producing a force fit is more than just
fitting two parts together tightly Differ,..nt
apphcations call for different legrees
tightness. for different degrees of Llearani.e ,n
running and sliding fits, and for different
degrees of tightness or clearance in locational
fits. Assembling parts with clearance fits k no

another, even with thp aid of a magnifying glass.
can not determine which marks line up. There is
no remedy for deficient perception, though poor
eyesight can be corrected.

11-8. Classification of Machine Fits. The fit
problem. Teehnical orders prescribe the inzthild
two mating machined parts is
for assembling parts with interferenLe tits (light
determined by the engineer who designed the
blows with a rawhide mallet, pressing into place
equipment. In. selecting the type of fit, he
with an arbor press, etc.), which %sill pre%,:nt
considers many factors, such as length of
damage to the parts. Suppose that, in two
engagem,ent, bearing load, speed, lubrication.
different assemblies in which the interference
temperature, and humidity. The tolerances
tolerances are identical, the technical order
permitted in the diameter of a hole and the
prescribes forcing the inner part into the outer
diameter of a shaft are intended to produce a
part in one assembly and prescribes shrinking
particular type of fit.,
the inner part in the other assembly.
11-9. The type of fit between' a machined
Because the resistance to shppage (whether
part and its mating part is determined by the
,9xial
or rotational) in a shrink fit is about three
_purpose the parts are intended to serve. If, in
the-operation of the assembly. there is relative -times greater thin) in a force fit.
motion betweenthr-parts,_arunning or sliding
fit is required. Sometimes, theliiirpose-of apt is
simply to locate a part with reference-to-ace r------41Rework of Machine Parts
between

,

parts in an assembly. Another general purpose is

12-17 Even though you took pains to machine
parts to the required tolerances and

to hold the parts tightly together.

an

11-10. One system of classifying the types of
fits, called the American Standard Fits System,
is described in the Machinery's Handhouk, It

specifications, you find that they just don't fa.
Don't be discouraged. This happens to the best
ot machinists. At times like these, parts need to
be reworked. In the following paragraphs' s% e
will discuss some in the i.onditions that requirc
the reworking ot parts. and some possible ways

divides fits into general groups: running and
sliding, locational, and force fits. Each category
is divided into several classes. For the sake ot
brevity, we will discuss only the force fit system.

to-do it.
12.2. You cannot accurately inaLhine a part
a lathe unless th,. lathe is la guild operating

11-11. A force tit (FN) is a speetal type Ot
interference tit in which constant bore pressures
12
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Condition. the work setup and the tool setup is
rigid, and the cutting tool is sharp. Thin sections
must be rigidly supported to avoid deflection. A

new three-jaw universal chuck may have a
rollout of 0.003 inch. A grinding allowance is
specified for some parts, .and even though a

rework or reposition them. P'erhaps the
clearance between ne `punch and the die is
incorrect, and you must ,".recalculate the
clearance. Careful checking during the Making
of each individual part reduces the possibility
that your work must be done over.

grinding allowance is not specified, grinding, in
13-2, Troubleshootinfi Machine Operations.some cztes, is necessary to obtain the desired 0
of your most important duties as a
One
dimensions or finish. For some jobs, a finishing
machinin is troubleshooting* machining
operation. such as honing, lapping, polishing, or
problems that arise during the manufacture of
buffing, is specified in the technical order.
parts. We will list- sqme of the more common
Some little imperfection in the metal, such as a
troubles, causes, and. possible remedies as
high spot in the bore ot Li cylinder, may make
foliows:
ht)ning necessary.

12-3. Reworking

for luta!

fitting

'and

assembly often involves bench work operations.
If you find that a part binds because of
insufficient clearance, you can work the part to

fit by hand, by filing, scraping, or polishing.
Hardened parts require 'hand-grinding or the
use of abrasive cloths and polishing compounds.
If large amounts of material have to be
renloved, you may find it necessary no
remachine the part. On occasion, you will find it
more practical to remake the part. You should

fit all parts before heat treatment if possible.
Hardened parts are difficult to work.

12-4. Your proficiency in reworking
machined parts depends, to a large extent, upon
having in the shop an adequate nuMber of
measuring tools in good condition. It also

a. Tool chatter. Causeimproperly ground
tools or excessive, speed and feed.
Remedy,regrind the tools correctly or
recalculate the speed and feed for the material

being -machined.

b. Inaccurate parts. Causethermal

incorrect
machine adjustment. Remedy---use a coolant,
sharpen the tools, or correctly adjust the
expansion, dull cutting' tools, or

inachine.

c. Failure of the punch to ,complete a
blanking operation, Causeincorrect die
clearance, press not large enough, incorrect
alinement of the punch and die shoe.
Remedyrecheck.the cleardnce, recalculate the
press tonnage for the job, ot check the die set
alinement.

further proficiency through the practice you

d. Blanked, parks stick to the punch.
Cause-Llack of a Stripper or lack of lubricant.
RemedyRroviding a stripping device to
remove the paq from the punch or provide a
means of .lub icating th. e material being

receive in on-the-job training.

blanked.

depends upon liour skill in using and reading
measuring devices, and upon machine tools that
are in good operating condition. You will gain

13. Functional Tryout and Inspection of End

e. Tooling marks on formed parts.

on die parts.
Remedybuff or polish all marks from both the
male and female/Members of the die set.
Dje set breaks down during ,operation.
Cause-;improper design, incorrect material,

Causemachine toolmarks

Products
assemblies for proper
13-1. Checking
operation is usually the final part of your job.
After you have fabricated the parts. they must

improper heat treatment, or incorrect alinemetft.
Remedyredesign the die set, select a better
material for the die set, make certain that it has
been properly ,heat-treated, or recheck the
alinement.

fit together correctly so that they Will do the job
they were intended to do. Assume that you have
designed and made the parts for a die set. A die
set has a number of component parts that must

be assembled, such as the punch. die shoe, guide

13-3.

pins, springs, and various items of hardware.

not the die set will work is to put it together,

the applicable machine, and
functional tryout. If everything
performs correctly during the functional tryout,
yon have a good operational assembly. If the die
set -does not perform correctly, you must find
the cause of the trouble and correct it. Perhaps
the guide pins are not alined; and you must

mount it
perform

on

a
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Serviceability of 'the End Product. The

pr'oduction of serviceable end products is the
final test of your workmanship. You must select
the proper material for the part, and design and
fabricate a tool or tools to produce accurate
parts. Parts are serviceable only if they perform
the job they were made for. The failure of parts
in use or the production of inaccurate work can
usually be traced to the selection of the wrong
material, to 'improper design. or to inaccurate

The only way that you can determine whether or

2Y2-

2.f3.
layout of either the part ur of the tools used in

careful atterition to maierill selection, de4ign,

the part fabrication. Yvti ,can minimize the
production of unserviceable piirts by paying

are used to make the part.

and the layout of both the part ant) the tools that
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Tool Design and Fabrication

This workbook places-the materials you need where you need them while you
(are studying. In it. you will find the Study Reference Guide,.the Chapter Review
Exercises and their answers, and the Volume Review Exercise. You can easily
compare textual references 'with chapter exercise items without flipping pages

back and forth in your text. You will not misplace any one of these essential
study materials. You will have a single referenCe pamphlet in the proper sequence
for learning.

These devices in your workbook are autoinstructional aids. They take the
place of the teacher who would -be directing' your progress if you were in a
classroo:n. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet. If you will
follow the study plan eiven in "Your Key to Career Development," whieh is
in your course packet, you Will be leading yourself by easily learned steps to

ECI.

masterY of your text.
If you have any questions which you cannot answer lby refer ring to-"Your
Key lo Career Development" or your courge material, use ECI Form 17, "Student
Request for Assistance," identify yourself and your inquiry fully and send it to

Keep the rest of this wo rkbook in, your files. Do not return any other part

of it to ECI.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

I. Cie this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.
2

Use the Guide as you complete the Volume Review Exercise and for Review after Feedback on

the Results. After each item number on your VRE is a three digit number in parenthesis. That
number corresponds to the Guide Number in this Study Reference Guide which shows you where
the answer to that VRE item can be found in the text. When answering the items in your
VRE. refer to the areas in the text indicated by these Guide Numbers. The VP,E results will be
sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to your VRE
booklet and locate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers. Then go
back to your textbook and carefully review the areas covered by these Guide Numbers. Review
the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
3 / ce the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE results will
be s..nt to you on a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactqry" completion.
rhe card will list Guide Numbers relating to the questions missed. Locate these numbers in the
Guide and draw a line under the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to
insure your mastery of the course.

Guide

Guide

Nunther

Number
Guide Numbers 300 through 308

300 Introduction.

Freehand

305

Sketchina,

Tolerancing. and Dimensioning; pages 1-4
301

Use

17-20

of Standard Parts and Fabricating

Processes:

Design

Related

to

Fabrication of Jigs and Fixture, pages

306

Heat

Introduction; Types, Uses, and Designs of
Dies; pages 21-28

Treatment: pages 4-8

307 Fabrication of Dies; pages 28-30

302' Introduction, Design of Hand and Cutting
Tools: Design of Special Gages: pages 9-11

308

303

Fabricating Processes: pages ;1-13

304

Introduction: Types, Uses. and Design of

Introduction;

Inspection,

Fitting,

and

Assembly of Machined Parts; Rework of
Parts: Functional Tryout and
Inspeciion of End Products; pages 31-34
Machine

Jigs and Fixtures. pages 14-17

1
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
i

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
exercise. Immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against the answer,:
for that set. Do not submit your answers to ECI for grading.
CHAPTER I

Objectives. To show an adequate knowledge of freehand sketching, tolerancing, and dimensionidg, the use
f standard parts and fabricating processes, and the effects of design on heat treatment.
1.

How much iniormation is required on a freehand sketch? (1-2)

2.

What is the best type of eraser to use for erasing a sketch? (1-3)

3. Cross-section paper is ruled into squares of what size? (1-5)

4. How should lines be drawn in freehand sketching? (1-6)

5. What is the first step in reading a blueprint? (1-10)
,

6. How much space should you leave between extension lines and object lines? (1-12)

7. List three types of dimensions. (1-13)
_

8. Define work tolerance. (1-15)

I
9. Define allowance. (1-17)

10.

List four of the most common fastening devices. (2-2)

290
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11. How are castle nuts used? (2-5,c)

12.

If you must specify the heat-treating process for a tool, what factors must you consider? (3-2)

13. What effect will an abrupt change in mass or size have on a part that is being heat-treated? (3-5)

/

CHAPTER 2

Objectives. To/show an adequate knowledge of the design of'hand and cutting tools, of the design of
special gages,And of ,fabricating processes.
I.

Lisy6

2.

List rive types of common tools that you may be called upon to design. (4-5-9)

three steps in tool planning. (4-3)

3. What are gages? (5-1)

4. What is the most common type ol gage? (5-5)

5.

List four types of gages. (5-5)

6.

List two nonmetallic materials from which punches and dies are made. (6-3)

7.

What type of tool steel should be used when distortion must be held to a minimum? (6-5)

8.

List some of the more common nonferrous tool materials. (6-7)

3
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What is one of the most important causes of tool breakdown? (6-9)

9.

r

;
10. Thermal expansion must be especially taken into consideration under what condition? (6-13)

11. What are toolmaker's buttons used for? (6-16)

12. What is the toolmaker's knee used for? (6-19)

13. What is the first step toward developing a machining requirements plan? (6-20)

drid tools list? (6-21)
14. Why should your machining requirements plan Oontain a materials, parts,

r

time" 0-23)
15. Why is it good practice to group and perform like machining operations'at the same

CHAPTER 3

..,

fixtures, and their
Objectives: To show an adequate knowledge of the types, uses, and design of jigs and
fabrication.
40

i. Explain the difference between the terms "jig" and "fixture." (7-1)

2.

For what type of work would a template jig be used? (7-3)

3. What type of parts would you use a channel jig to drill? (7-5)

4.

What type of jig would be used on a part in which holes must be drilled from several directions?
(7-7)

22.1
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5. How can you make it easter to position a heavy', and hard-to-handle part for the drilling operation?
(7.9)

operation, such as drilling, reaming, and counter6. What type of jig can be used for more than one
sinking? (7-10)

r

r
What type of bushing should be used for limited production 'and for only one operation? (7-12)

7.

8. What type of bushing should be used if several operations are to be performed, such as drilling,
reaming, and counterboring? (7-14)

i

r

'9. What is one disadvantage/of the screw-in type bushing? (7-15)
,

10. What determines the class of a fbcture? (7-18)

11. What is the simplest type of fixture? (7-20)
/

12. Upon what portion of an angle plate fixture is the workpiece clamped? (7-21)
of

13.

work. (6-1)
List the three most common types of body construction used in jig and fixture

14.

List two advantages of welded body type jigs or fixtures. (8-3)

15.

confinement?
In how many linear directions must a part be clamped in order to secure complete

(8-6)

Explain the 3-2-1 principle of rest button location. (8-8)

16.

/

5
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II. What governs the type and number of locators to be used? (8-9)

18. What can be done lo minimize the effect of variations of rough unmachined parts? (8-12)

19. Now do you determine which type of locator will be best suited for the job? (8-13)

20. What type of locator is best suited to locating from holes with large tolerances? (8-16)

CHAPTER 4

Objectives: To shoW an adequate knowledge of the types, uses, design, and fabrication of dies.
1.

List the seven general types of die operations. (9-3-9)

2.

What two factors must be considered with regard to location of"blanks in the stock? (9-11)

3. Why should a part be bent as nearly as possible to a right angle to,the grain? (9-13)
1

4. List the five standard die sets. (9-15-18)

5. Give two advantages of the inverted die. (9-21)

6. What is the main advantage of a progressive die? (9-23)

7.

State some advantages of the compound die. (9-26-28)

aplain the use of stock stops. (929)
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9.

What is the primary function of a stripper? (9.30)

1 a W hy should y ou ounterbore holes in both stripper and punch tate when you use springs with too
large a diameter? (9-34)

11. How is clearance specified for a die that is to be used for blanking a symmetrical part? (9-36)

12. How much angular relwl should be given a die used for a relatively small number of blanks? 19-38)

13

Why should a die have a margin of l

inches around the die opening? (10-3)

la. To which die member shuuld clearance be applied if the blanked part is to be the workpiece? Why?
(10-4)

15, How is blanking pressure reduced? (10-6)

CHAPTER 5

Objectives To show an adequate understanding of the inspection, fitting, and assembly of machined
parts, the reworking of machined parts, and the functional tryout and inspection of end products..
I. Villat specialist in the metalworking field would you consult to determine (a) whether or nol a

piece of metal contains internal flaws, and (b) whether dr not a piece of metal meets the specified
requirement for hardness? (11-1)

2. Why is it impossible to machine a part to mathematically exact dimensions? (11-3-7)

3.

What can a shop foreman do to insure that machined parts are accurately measured? (11-5 7)

7

4. How is the type of fit determined for mating machined parts? (11-9)

5.

Which will resnit in a greater resistance to slippagedriving a hub into the hole in a gear blaak
with a rawhide mallet or shrinking the hub to fit the hole? (11.12)

6.

Give the best method of removing a small imperfection, such as a high spot from the bore c,,f a

cylinekr (12.2)

7. Wha* the primary cause of tool chatter? (13-2,a)

8. What produces tooling marks on formed parts? (I3.2,e)

9. What determines when a part is serviceable? (13-3)

8
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER .REV,IEW EXERCISES
42s '

CHAPTER I
I.

As much as is necess'ary to serve the purpose for which the sketch was made.

2.

Artgum or pink pearl,

3. One inch. The one-inch squares are subdivided into one.eighth or one-tenth inch squares.

4.

Draw lines with a senes oi short strokes instead of uying to draw each line with one stroke.

5.

To determine the shape of an object.

6.

1/16 inch.

7.

Detail, position, and overall.

8.

The amount of variation permitted in the dimensions or surfaces of machined parts.
/

; 9. The intentional difference in the dimensions of mating parts.
10.

Bolts, screws, nuts, and pins.

I I.

They are used with bolts that are drilled to receive a cotter "Pin or lock wire for safetying.

12.

Consider the future use of the tool and the mechanical properties it needs.

13.

It may cause serious stresses to develop during heat treatment.

/

/

CHAPTER 2
I.

(1) Determine what the tool must do. (2) Select or invent a device to meet the requirements.
(3) Constmct the device to perform the required task most efficiently.

2.

Jigs, fixtures, dies, cutting tools, and gages.

3.

Devices for determining whether or nut the dimensions of a manufactured part are within

/

/

-

specified limits.
4.

Fixed gages.

5,

Ring, receiving, plug, pm, snap, thread, and form.

o,

Rubber and thermosetting plastics.

7.

tiondeforming tool steel.

8.

Tungsten, tantalum, titanium, columbium, and cobalt in their carbide forms.

.1

/

9
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9. Mat.Prial defects.

10. When you are machining and holding dissimilar metals.

IL Toolmaker's buttons ar e. used for the accurate location and layout of holes.
12. For the machining of angles and compound angles.

13. Study the dcsign and parts to be produced.
1-1.. To identify needed and avaijable items, and to enable you to substitute and improvise or us,:
ilte,.nate metnods and techniques.

15. To enable you to keep work and tooling setups to a minimum.

CHAPTER 3
I.

The basic difference between jigs and fixtures is that the jig guides the cutting tool while the
fixture only holds work in relation to the cutting tooL

2.

For limited production and accuracy in layout.

3. The channel jig is made for parts of simple symmetrical shape.
4. Closed or box types.
5.

Mount the jig on trunnions or bearings.

6. Combination jig.
7. ?ress-fit bushing.
S.

Slip renewable bushing.

3. When the 'threads become worn, the screw-in bushing becomes inaccurate.

10. The machine on which it is used.
11. ,Auxiliary vise jaws.,

Th: workpiece is located and securely clamped on the face of the angle plate.

11 P.d:tup. welded, and east or one-piece types.
4. Thzy are strong and rigid, and are easily altered.
7..;.,:iction of movement in three directions will secure complete confinement.

I. Three rest buttons are located on the base to keep the part from, rocking. Two buttons are placed
.fie eiii member next to one of the long sides of the part. One button is placed on 'he
member next to the end of the pan.
10
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17. The finish of the locating surface of the part.
18. Keep the locating points as far apart as possible..

19. The shape of the part determines the type of locator to. be used.
20. Conical type locators.

CHAPTER 4
1.

Blanking. piercing, bending, drawing, crfnipi'ng, coining, and deep draWing.

2. The best location to save material and the best location to secure good bending where required.
3.

The nearer the part corries to being directly across the' grain, the less trouble will be experienced
later from breaking in the formed part.

4.

Back-pin; center-pin, diagonal-pin, rounddie, and four-pin die sets.

5. The inverted die lessens the possibility of bending a blank made of thin stock: and, since the
cutting edges are kept free of chips, they need less regrinding.
6. Their main advantage lies in their speed of operation.
7.

It is very accurate, it can eliminate shaving operations, and it is advantageous in holding,close
tolerances.

S. They are us'e' d to locate the workpiece in the die -properry.
9.

Strippers are used to move the stock from the punch- after blanking or piercing operations.
1

10. To prevent the springs, from cocking sideways and breaking.

11. The total difference between the sizes of the punch and the die.
12.

0

13. To Insure that the die does pot break during the blanking operation. lt alio provides enough
material for cap screws and dowel pins.
14. Clearance should be applied to the punch because the die cavity controls the size of the blank.

15. By the addition of shear to the punch or die.

I
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CHPTER 5
1.

a. The nondestrictive inspection specialist.
b. The metals processing specialist.

2.

It is impossible to machine a part to mathematically exact dimensions because of inherent error:
the machine tool, the construetion of the measuring device, and in the reading of the.measuring

.

et'

device.

insthe that machined parts will be accurately measurdd, a shop foreman can (1) send meamrias
on .chedule to the PME shop for inspection and ,calibiation; (2) refuse to tolerate any abuse
in handu..g, maintenance, and storage of measuring tools; (3) and plo.;ide tiaining in the use ar.d
reading of measuring do izes.
4.

The type of fit is determined by the purpose for which the parts are intended to serve.

5.

Shrinking the liub to fit the hole results in greater resistance to slippage.

6.

Honing..

7. Improperly ground tools or excessive speed and feed.
8.

Machine toolmarks y die parts.
,

9. When the part performs the job frvhich it warmade.

t
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I.MATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THIS
EXERCISE NUM-

ST

BER.

2.USE NUMBER I
PENCIL.
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VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE
CaiefulIN read the following:
DO'So

I.

Check the "course." "volUrne," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification ni rnber" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers' do not ,matc.7, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to- ECI immediately with a
.
note of explanation.
Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alterilates across from column
1

to column.
3.

4.

5.
6
7.

Use only medium sharp #1 blacic lead pencil foil- marking answer. sheet.
Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are,sure of your

answers. transfer' them to the answer sheet. If you &Lye to change'an answer
clean eraser.
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a
But try to'avoid any erasure on the answer sheet it'at all possible.

Talce action to return entire answer sheet to Ed.
Keep' Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
If mandatorny enrolled student, process questions or coinments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
ECI on ECI
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to
Form 17.

DON'TS:
1.

for each review
Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically
exercise.

s.

2,

3.

Double
Don't mark on the answer sheet except to,' fill in marking blocks.

will register as
marks or excessive markings which oyerflo(m marking blocks
errors.
Don't fold, spindle, staple. tape. or mutilate the answer sheet.

lead pencil:
Don't use ink or any maiking other tlmn with a #1 black
'ON THE WOLUME
NOTE: TEXT PAGE REFERENCES 'ARE USED

4.

REV IEW EXERCISE.
In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE
,-.
be located.
is the Text Page Number where the `answer tothat item can
indicated
VRE.
refer
to
the
Text
Page.s
When answering the items on the
'to
you
on
a
postcard
results
will
be
sent
by these Numbers. The VRg'
VRE booklet
which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the
Go
to
the text and
and locate the Text Page Nuntbers for the items missed.
Review
the entire
carefully review the areas covered by these references.
Examination.
VRE again before you take:the closed-book Course
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Multiple Choice
V.

Chapter

I

%,

1,

(001) Which.eraser is the best for erasing on sketches and drawings?

c. Artgum and pink pearl.
d. Typing eraser.

a. Pencil and ink.
,\ b. The'eiaser on your pencil.

(003004) The space left between extension lines and the object on a drawing should be
C. 3/32 inch.
d. 1/8 inch.

a. 1/32 inch.
b..1/16 inch.

3. (004) The amount of permitted variation in the dimension or surface of machine parts is called
c. range.
d. limits.

3. allowance.
b. tolerance.

4. (004) When, the tolerance of a part is stated in only one direction, it is called
c. a limit.
d. an allowance.

-a. a unilateial tolerance.
b. a bilateral tolerance.
5.

(004)'Which of the following is not indicated on the head of an aircraft bolt?
a. Material the bolt is made of.
b. Whether or not it is a special bolt.
c. Size of the bolt.
d. Whether or not it is a close tolerance bolt.

6. (005) Which of the followmg types of screws should be used on a part having countersunk holes^

c. Round head screws.
d. Button head screws.

a. Fillister head screws.
b. Flat head screws.
7.

(007) kich of the following types of bolts would be best suited for use in bolting two piezes
wocd?

c. Stove bolts.
d. Aircraft borts.

a. Machine bolts.
b. Carriage bolts.
.-

8.

(005) What type of nut would most likely be used with a cotter pin?
f

a. Plain aircraft nut.
b. Checkout.
9.

c. Shear nut.
d. Castle nut.

(205) The type of nut that should be used to lock another nut in place is a
en.e

a. plain aircraft nut.
b. .11.:cl(oLt.

c. shear nut.
d. castle nut.
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O. (OW Which of the following should be used primarily for alinement on securing of mating parts?

'

a. Taper pms.
b. Close tolerance bolt.

c. Straight pins.
d. Roll pins.

,a

1 I. WO) Which of the following heat treatment operations is the most serious cause of residual stress
In parts?

c. Annealing.
d. Normalizing.

a. Hardening.
b. Carburizing.

Chapter 2

12. (009) Which of the following is not a consideration in tool planning?
c. Dimensions and tolerance.
d. Surface finish.

-

J. Operation required.
b Locating points.

13.

(009) Jigs are more often classified according to

a. their construction.
b. their operation.
c. The type of bushing used.
d. the machine upon which they are used.

,

14. (OW) Steel to be used for making gages should not contain
a. phosphorus.v4,

b. sulphur.

C. manganese.

,

d. silicon.

15. (011) Which of the following gages should be used to check the diameter ,of a shafi?

\,

o

a. Form gage.
b. Receiving gage.

c. Snap gage.
d. Plug gage.

lo. WI ii Which of the following tool materials would be used to fabricate a die having an intricate
c. Nonferrous tool materials.
d. Nondeforming toc,' steel.

Plain carbon steel.
b. High-speed steel.
a.

1'. WI 1 ) Which of the following tool matenals is prone to be erratic in response to heat treatment?
c. Nondeforming tool steel.
d. Nonferrous tool mlterials.

a. Plain carbon steel.
b. High-speed tool steel.

15
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shape?

18. (012) The best way to keep thermal expansion to a minimum when machining dzssimi..i I:.
use

a. slow R.P.M. and slow feed.
b. slow R.P.M. and fast feed.
c. sharp tools and an ample volume of coolant.
d. fast R.P.M. and slow feed.
!!:.

(012-013) Which of the following methods of layout would afford a very accurate layout
used to drill four holes in a rectangular workpiece?
c. Toolmaker's linee.
d. Disc.

a. Toolmaker's buttons.
b. Vernier height gage.

Chapter 3

20. (014) The primary difference between a jig and a fixture is that the jig
is fixed to the table.
b. locates the workpiece in relation to the cutting tool.
c. guides the cutting tool.
d. has gages for positioning the cutting tool.
a.

21. (014) What type of jig should be used for limited production and should be used more for
accurate layout than as a labor- or time-saving device?
c. Angle plate jig.
d. Template jig.

a. Plate type jig.
b. Channel jig.

22. (015) Which of the following

pes of jigs would be best suited for chilling setscrew hole; in
c. Indexing jig.'
d. Closed or box jig.

a. Channel jig.
b. Angle plate jig.

13. (015) Which type of jig would be used for drilling holes at angles to each other?
c. Closed or box jig.
d. Angle plate jig.

a. Chninel jig.
"-). Indexing or rotary jig.

24. (015) Combination drill jigs are made possible by the use of
a. slip, renewable bushings.

t. a cc:ribination of boring and drilling jigs.
or more types of jigs.
d. a combination of closed aQ.c1 indexing jigs.

23. (015) Wit:eh of the following types of drill bushings should *ce u:ed
limited production of parts?
c. PresS-fit.

d. Screw.
16
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26. (016) Whica type of bushing should be used for clamping the workpiece as well as for guiding the
tool/
c. Fixed-renewable.
d. Screw.

a. Press-fit.

b. Slip-renewable.
27
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(016) The class of a fixture is determined by the type of
f

a. machine on which it is used.
b. operation.

c. cutter to be used.
d. work used in it.

28. (017) Fixtures so designed as to permit removal of a completed part while another part is being
machined are called

,

a. auxiliary use jaws.
b. angle plate fixtures.

c. duplex fixtures.
d. plate fixtures.

,

29. (017-018) Which of the following body constructions is tile most ver;atile and is often preferred?
a. Builtup type.
b. Welded type.

c. Cast type.
d. One-piece type.

30. (018) In how many directions must a free body be restricted in order to prevent any motion?
a. Three directions.
b. Four directions.

c. Five directions.
d. Six directions.

31. (018-019) What governs the type and number of locators required to position a part?
a. Type of operation to be performed.
b. Surface condition of the part.
c. The number of operations to be performed.
d. All parts require the same number and type of locators.

32. (019) When a part is found to have an untrue surface after being machined in a fixture, the most
probable came could be
a. too many rest buttons.
b. not enough rest buttons.

c. improperly clamped.
d. uneven rest buttons.

33. (019-020) The type of locator that is often used to hold work between centerron a lathe is a
c. V-locator.
d. srop-pen locator.

a. cylindrical locator.
b. conical locator.

17
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Chapter 4

34. a 21) The press operation that cuts out a part with a punch and die is
a. bending.
b. forming.

c. piercing.
d. blanking.

35. (022) Which of the following press operations should be used in the production of cups, sh4:",,
boxes?
a.

b. Forming.

c. Binding.
d. Crimping.

36. (022) The press operation that consists of pinching or squeezing the sides of a shell in order to hold
an object is
a. piercing.
b. cuining.

c. crimping.
d. drawing.

37. (022) What press operation should be used in the manufacture of military medals?
a. Coining.
b. Drawing.

c. Crimping.
d. Blanking.

'he
38. (022) Which of the following forming operations can nOt be completed in one operation in
cold working of metal?
.

a. Drawing.
b. Coining.

c. Crimpning.

d. Deep drawing.

39. (023) In relation to the grain of the metal being bent, bends should not be laid out at less than
a. 15°.

b. 20°.

c. 30°.
d. 45°.

40. (023) What type of die set is usually used te mount a coining die?

b. Diagonal-Pin`.

c. Round-die.
a. Four-pin.

41., (o3--c,24) 'Nhat type of standard die set should you select when rilaXimt1111 rigidity and r,..cce-ac.,
aiinement are required?
a. Four-pin set.

b. Dial;cnal-pin set.

c. Back-pin set.
d. Center-pin set.

f,1129 Ei arranging the sequence of operations for a progressive die, which type of eperaticr,
ze performed last?
a.

b. For....ma.

c. Piercing.
d. Trimming.

43. (024) In arranging the sequence of operations for a progressive die, which of the following
types of operation should be performed first?
c. Piercing.

a. Blanking.
b. Forming.

d. Trimming.

44. (026-027) A disadvantage of the stop-pm method of locating stock is that it
a. requires considerable skill.
b. will not be as accurate as mechanical stops.
c. is not as fast as mechanical stops.
d. is more dangerous than mechanical stops.

45. (027) The width of the groove for channel strippers should be at least 0.005 inch larger than the
width of the stock, and the height of the groove should be
a.

11/2 times the thickness of the stOck.

b. 2 times the thickness of the stock.
c. 214 times the thickness of the stock.
cl. 3 times the thickness/ of the stock.
46. (028) What type of pressure pad for dies would be satisfactory for short runs when deflection is
not too great and there is only a slight possibility of oil splash?
a. Spring-actuated.
b. Rubbe r-cushion.
c. Combination stripper- and pressure-pad.
d. Combination spring- and cushion-actuated.

47. (028) Die clearance should be stated as being on one side only in working with part of a
a. symthetrical form.
b. nonsymmetrical form.-

c. rectangular shape.
d. square shape.

48. (028) Why does heavier material require greater clearance between, the punch and die than thin
material?

a. To prevent ragged or burred edges.
b. To allow the stock to be stripped more easily.
c. To lesien the possibdity of breaking the punch or die.
d. Greater clearance will increase the amount of blanking pressure.
49. (028) Using the formula stock thickness multiplied by 5 percent, what would the clearance be for a
die to blank 0.125-inch brass?'
c. 0.007-inch.
d. 0.008-inch.

a. 0.005-inch.
b. 0.006-inch.

50. (028) What amount of angular relief is ordinarily given'a blanking die?
a.

1f8 ° to

8° to 2°.

c.

0.

1

b. !!i° to 10

d.

.

1/4

to 2°.

19
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51. (029) What should be the width of the margin around the the opening)
a. 1 118 inches.
b. 1 Y4 inches.

c. I ½ inches

d. 21/2 inches.

blanking pressure may be
52. (029) By placing suitable shear on the punch or die, the amount of
reduced by as much as

z. 30 percent.
40 ,lercent.

c. 50 percent.
d. 75 percent.

Chapter 5
unabte r.r
53. (031-032); Which of the following factors involving errors in measurement are you
correct?

'

a. Instrument error.
b. Error in use of totals.

c. Reading error.
d. Inherent error of indication.

to the American
54. (032) Which of the following is not one of the general groups of fits according
Standard Fits System?
p. Wringing.

b. Locational.

c. Force fits.
d. Running and sliding.

cast-iron external memPer?
55. (032) Which of, the following fits is the tightest that can be used on a

a. FN-1 light dri6 fit.
S. FN-2 medium drive fit.

c. FN-3 heavy drive fit.
d. F14-4 shrink fit.

lung fits, and for assembling a
56. (032) What- type of force fit would be suitable for thin sections,
part in a cast-iron external member?

a. FN-1 light drive fit.
b. FN-2 medium drive fit.

c. F14-3 heavy drive fit.

d. FN-4 shrink fit.

shrink fit than that of a force fir'
57. (032) How many times greater is the holding.power of a
1 time greater.
a. 2 times greater.
..

c. 3 times greater.
d. 4 times greater.

58. (033) Failure of a die to complete a blanking operation can u,sually be traced to
a. incorrect material.
b. improper heat treatment.

c. incorrect machine alinement.
d. incorrect die clearance.
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